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ABSTRACT
Access to higher education in countries that are

members of the Organisation fox Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) is addressed* The following topics' are considered: principles
for quantitative planning, of"higher education, admission policies and
the institutional framework, changing links between secondary and.
higher education, access of neVgrcnps and, new forms of attendance,
Coordinating Admission and financing policies, and structural and
qualitative characteristics of recent changes in higher education'
Quantitative planning seeps to reflect a pragmatic response tc
changing economic, delographic, and social conditions* Trends in
articipation rates at the upper secondary leyel that help explain
differences _between countries in'' their approach and pOlicies
regarding access.to higher education are examined, along-with recent
'trends and reforms in Admission policies in various CECt countries.
Programs and instatutifts with different degrees of, selectivity at
entry are also considered* Attention is directed.to the use of
secondary school grades for selection purposes, along with a ec
entrance examinations, and interviems. Additionally, the use
preferential treatment deasures for selection among pools of .

qualified applicants is addreesed.k New groups of students are
considered, along with the subjecti they are studying, special

. Omissions policies, and long-term issues related to new groups of
students. The question of whether selection procedurEs are affected
by student financial status is,discussed, along with whether the way
an, institution is financed determines their'selecticn procedures. The
report of the Working Group on Access to Higher Educationeis:
appended: (SW) '
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1. This is the report cthe Working Group enyLccess to

Higher Education. The Group drew both-on the statement of

issues in the Overview. ,document and the much longer background

,document: The list of issues in the Overview (page 23) was '

used to structure the discUssion, with two modifications:
, -

the first two issues were taken together, ana'the final issue

to do with financing policies-wab treated as an aspeQof all
other issues.'

2! Access to higher education continues to be an. ibsue

of common and central concern in Member countries. _It is a

pressure point inhighe'r education-in policy terms; it is the

-Point where demand, supply and resources intersect. The post-

ponement of selection in secondatyeducatiOn insome countries

means that questions of social equi4 now bear strongly on

access to hIgher eciucatioh; and yet higher,education, partly

because of. its proximity to'the job market; has to be selective.

The current Economic difficulties Seem to sharpencthe choices

%l and conflicts involved.

3. vJ While. access is a .matter of common concern, ,there are

marked differences in the context in which it:takes place from

country to country; differences in the overall level of

'-participation; differences in demographic trends; differences

in political and policy objectives; differences in the timing

and metho'cla of selection. Suich differences mean that-the

folloWirk comments,are inevitably over-..generalised, and ,
N

shoul hence'be treated with some cOUtion.

4.. There was a strong sense-of_the familiarity of some of

the issues discussed, and a sense that no'clear solution existed

for sOme problems-. Since some of these issues.reflect differences

in priorities rather than'technicaL difficulties,, this is

perhaps inevitable. Access is to soma, extent a political

`matter. However, there was also a pragmatic tense that any

11
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access policy, whgtever its assumptions, has to find ways -of

Accommodating the real-world -demand made on i't-t,tany given

time.. :In short, access policies could not, in reality,
AO

swing too far in any one'direction't In terms of demand . or

supply - orientation, or involve too abrupt quantitative

changes in intake.

5..- Access can be used as a means of dimensioning the

higher education system as a 'whole i.e. setting targets and

ceilings both generally and for specific parts of the system.

Group members were loath to put figures on such targets;
--

again the principles for quantitative planning seemed to reflect

a pragmatic response to changing economic, demographic and

social conditions. There was'some discussion of.historical

cycles. of "need" and provision, b'Ut "needs" are le'ss empirical

than eight appear at ficast sight, and again the discussion

kevealed the ultimately normative or political nature of

policies. ' , -\,

6. There was a good deal of discussion about the relationship,

between expansion and-participation by different social grOupt.

In-so
...:..---

me cases, it aiTeai:ed that expansion had not altered the ,
i

social distinction of intake pouch; in other cases, it had. 'In.

the former case, the resilience of the social distriblation

.was attributed to factors ,deeply embedded in the scheo], syttem.

7. However, onp major
-5.

change in intake has been the intake

I of newJor non-traditionhl groups: more to some septors,
1

.

-- instAtutIons and subjects than othets. Tilts phenomenon th.reW

into question the previously monogamous relatiOnship
/
between

higher eduwtion and secondary education; a relationship afreaoly

strained .by the tendency (in some.couhtries) of :the secondary

_system ,to in 'sist more strongly o its own, self-sufficient

IIobjectives, These may or hay t coincide with the alective

of preparing students forentry to higher education and the

whole question of "bottom-up" and,"top-down" influences in
....

the education system was aired severalrtimes. Reforms in higher I

e'ducation' depend partly on reforms in secondary education, but
14 ...

the reverse is aldo true.

ti



8. The advent of non-traditional students also has

implications for curricula and teaching, and some members
felt that the new groups either hould or would lead higher

I

education teaching to be more student- centred.' There was
4°9.4.4sore debate about the extent to which students-ape---capab194

of choosiig for themselves but at a Minimum; the.,.i.ptake of
, new groups opens up .fluestions.abeUt the prescription and
neCotiation of curricula. The appeared to be little anxiety
that. the intake of non-traditiodal students, in general, had
affected the quality or ,standards of achievement.- )

The discussion of new groups also concentrated one

'patticular categories of student and their intake into- particular`

subjects-e:g. women into technical and science streams, and
it was felt that this tatter was a topic which merited further
attention from OECD. It Was pointed out that in somecOuntries

traitional students who posned or diltited their attendance
were an important and growing category. Foreign students-were
.a1sO briefly .discussed though it, was felt that they 0.d not
fall properly under the heading of 'new groups' and that they
raised quite separate and different issues. By Contrast, it
was agreed that ethnic,m±nority students were an important
category of non-traditional student.

TO. It was, also pointed out - strongly that the higher

education system is now a diverse system, itcluding.as it does

non-university institutions.. Theability to pursue academib
studies is not the only worthwhile kind of ability; vocational

04 A

and prasiXical talents are important. The general question
who decides who is,qualified topreceed to higher education

.

,(of all kinds) was also discussed.

.

. .. -

11. f
In most countries, there is differential access to

I '

different sectors, institutions ar subjects. The theme o'f j

.. ./ )hierarchies within the system recurred several times, with 1

some Suggest±on that current ec4homic difficulties may. sharpen

such hierarchies. Some.disquiet was expressed about hierarchies

between different fields of stud? in- particular.

r.
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12. As regards tie swings in demand for different subjects;

i.-f was argued by s me that the current-crisis lies not in, the

humanities and social sciences, but in the lack of demand for
.

technology, and to-some extent natural science's. Spme members -.

feltp.howeverl-that'students were rather better at predicting-
.

job market fluctuations tha educational planners. It was

suggested that there Should be more provision of information

And,,gUidance for students at Pall levels and ages;isomething .

easy to agree on, but diAfficult to implement and perhaps worthy

of further study.

13.
1

There w'es a general feeling that the traditional ,criteria

for access (marks/grades) should be seen aSoone element in a

more complete package ofevidence. The latter might include,

reports by teachers, relevant work,experience,and the

individual's -dWn assessment of his 'iproject4 .e. his. likely

ture development,

14., tven greater emphasis was laid oh,the importance orf

allowing transfen between courses, avoiding educational blind

alleys and in 'general keeping openeducational.routes at all

stages. This reflected an underlying consensus as to the.

importance of recurrent. educational opportunities.

15. As regards student financing,,therewes eviderae: in

some countries of finan e being use'd:increaSingly ai a means
, .

of limping demand! with obvious' consequences for stUdents

from a less affluent background. The disparity between trends

in opeOpg up admissions regUlatiohs 'and limiting 'financial,

- support was'noted.

16. In general, the dig4ussion involved the' exchange of

views and experience, rather than aoy dri owards conclusions.

wasi howeven, a general sense of e' plurality of factors

that h e to be kept in mind at' all theoperation'

'of adcei'spolicies, and perhaps a sense 'of pragmatism after

the long theoretical debate-that has-been Conduoted on this

1.
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subject for some years now. Finally, it is. worth noti4.-that

many of the points on which there was concensus not
-necessarily more costly, but certainly more cbnplex systems:

mdre complex, to'planvadminister and teach in.. This
complexity can: perhapsrbe' seen as a side-effect pf progress

but it also suggests a problem for students In interpreting
the educational/employment environment they now And themselves
in.

;
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QUANTITATIVE.-TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT-
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The brief ,outline of; quantitative t ritis:in higherl

Ilr
education presented -4.n this Chapter'is far- pm being
exhaustive. More complete' and detailed'da* .en ttendS in, the
various sectors and levels. of 60410016E :Will be taken up and -.

analysed in another report, which will.1'.debcribe the main trends.,

, of educational, policies in OECD countries(1). ,
..

..

Since' these data were ccalOted'i order ito, show the
specific .characteristicsof,deAkelbpmewt, it .is possible that.

...' they do not exactly tally with-.other information _published, by
the.OECD or other. international organisatidns on'theloasistof
standard international classification:. The present analysis ,

. "Covers the period from 1965 to the most. recent available,year -
, usually 1977 Or 1978. -It-is therefore- possible that in some

cases the trends observed up to that date are not the same as
those' emerging in more recent years.

'Trend .of student enrolments and the corresponAllua_pogulatieth.
ManET-12 -

, - .
.

In most of the countries' examined, the hi increase
observed be een .1965 and 1970 'in total university; enrolments
or, when gures perMiti'in-the number of those studying for .

,a firs degree - atAgn annual rate of more than,7.5 per .cent
in most countries and never less than 2.;5 per cent - slowed
down quite sharply during the following.five-year period, since
only four countrioes.(Germany," Denmark, Spain and Yugbslavia)
had an annual growth of 7.5 per cent or. more and this rate was
between 0.1 and 1.5 per cent in four others (Fiance; the Nether-
lands; the United Kingdom for part-time students and Sweden).
The year-to-year increase since 1975 shows that, exceittions
aside, the slowdown of the expansion iscontinuing and the-
mrowth rate has*even become negative in certain countriesu

(e.g. Canada, Denmark); see Fable 1.

It should also be noted that the trepd:in countries
where a first degree can be taken in institutions other than
uniVersities gAE(2) in Australia other institutions'in Denmark,/
and the Unite States; "Grandes EColeal, in Franc is generally
the same, although occasionally less' pronounced.-

NA
In the few countries for which sepffrate data are avail-.,

able fdr students-taking a higher (postgraduate) degree, their
number also rose rapidly until around 1975 and often more '

quickly than first degree enrolments; but after that date the
increase slowed down .or even, as in the United Kingdom for full
time studies, became a decline.

Opuring the 1960's,. many countrie4ad created gr developed
alongside traditional university education hew types of shorter
higher education,-Often vocationally oriented and more open to
categories of people who'did not have the qualifications required

C1) or piactical. reasons, the study covers only the following
coulitries: Austria, Australia, Canada,'Denmarlt, Finland, .

France, Germany, Greece, Italy; Japan, Netherland Spain,
Swedexi, United Kingdom, United States and YugoAl ia.

(2) Colleges of Advanced Education.

/2
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for admission to universities Or similar institutions. These
new types of education were very successful and enrolments
generally increased much more quickly than in the universities.'
Here-too;-the- period of.heavy growth seems to have ended and
although after 1970. the increase was still greater irl.the nonr Apt

uhiveraity sector than in the university sector in certain . .

countries ,(such. as the United States, France and Greece), Ws
wastar'frpm being the case everywhere, especially in more
recent yeas.

Q.
ip

., . One/might have thought* at this slo*dowil of 'the expansion
4.

1

17vs dt.12",tba drop in the size of age -group corresponding to

;.- higher education. Table 2 gives th -annual growth rates-of the
20-24 ages=grup which although not xactly coincidihg with the
real amof-students,,ere nonethel a valid basis for
comparison,: especially,of trends. et-itIs'e. fact that the
'growth rate of this age-groug is us lly lower that of the

,

number 4 students, abut not suffid tly so to count on its
on for the slowdown of the *eicp si althodEE thi.s vas'
slower-than appears from Table 1. However, the oppositd '.,

phenomenOlvis beginning to appear in certain countries (the
United'St4tes and Canada since 19754 Australia since 1977), \
where the 20-24 age-group is building up relatively more

a
quickly than the number of students. , % s

... A .\
If we consider the demagithic-forepasts for the

-20-24 age - group`, which are 'also given in Table 2, we cap see
that) apart from exceptions - and the case4of.Japan is striking
in tbls respect - this age-group will diminish ,in s;ze in, the
next few years and has already begun to do so in some countries.
This. decline will continue for a fairly lotg time judging by .
the forecasts for the'15-19 age-group, whose growth rate during
the_period 1985-1990 is negative everywhere, except in Japan

1111r, and to a smaller-extent Sweden, and this will affect t1W '.

20-24 age - group' from 1990 to 1995. - 0.
,

.
- .- ,Consequently, if the tendency to reject,higher education

- or:to find it apparently or really less attractive - continues .

there may well be quite a sharp absolute drop in student number4e9
with all the repercussions that this may,have on institutions - *

especially the smaller ones .. and'on-the number of teaching
staff to behrA ruited'op already employed. .,

_

Proportion 'of students taking'a postgraduate university degree

/-- since the early 1970s affected all categories of st
As* have gust Seen,',tie fall in growth rattiitserl:red

s,
whether they were taking a first degree or engaging-in post.l.

4 graduate studies, pthoughstbdis fall'wasnot felt in the same
may or at thit same time.. In viewoZ this, as Table 3 shows, .

the proportion of postgraduate students in total university
enrolments follows a different trend according-to the country.
In some countries, such as Auttralia, Canadajfull-time students)
and Sweden, this.proportion is still rising very slightly,.
whereas in others ,such as France in 1977 and the United Kingdm
since 1975 for full-time students, it fa falling: ftt is'

13
as
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relattvel4 small imall of these countries, ranging in 1977"
frpm 10.9 per cent in Canada to 17.2 per 'cent in the United.
Kingdom (full -time'students in both cases).- On the other hand,almost all part-time students in the United Kingdom and a
rather larger proportion, of part -time than of full-time students.in Canada.are atiposteaduate level. In Denmark, it'is
difficult' tgldittinguish'among the students enrolled for long -cycle higher education between those taking a first degree and
those./engaging, in postgraduate, studies.

41_
I

1VIDprt oh of part-time students ,

)
Thai proportion -of dents studying part-time is given'for only' three 'countries C

t-
Canada, the United States and the

United. Kingdom - Table 4.' In all,three cases, it 'amounts to a
* .third or more of the total number of students (except for thosetaking 4 first degree in the United Kingdom, where it is under Sib2 per cent) and is tending to rise. It is higher foi's post-

graduate itudentsand,:in the United Kingdom, f416-those in an
institution of further education than for stUdents enrolled ina unixersity.

N\
Universianuni..sit,ducati°1

It is certain that the differences between countries 7
even though.the,figures only concern a small-number of these, -
are greatest as regards the distribution of students between
these two types of higher education (Tabl 5)-. In Frprm14about 17 per cent of all students are in non-university,
educatiopl'whereas this proportion is'more than a third t.n
the Uniefed States and half in-the Netherlands, for full -time,
students only., In the United Kingdot(England and Wales), itis falling quite sharply for part-time students, but still
'amounted in 1977 to slightly more than.two -thirds: Similarlwhile non-university students account for some 15 per cent of
all fulltime students taking a first degree in England and-
Wales, this figure is 30 per cent in France and 43 pgr cent inCanada. There is no definite rising or falling trend in their
proportion in the total number of students, except In Denmark -the change of classification made in 1977 makes it impossible
to see whether the fall observed since 1965 continued - and
Yugoslavia, where the drop is more cOnstanlo.for total-students
than if non regular'students are excluded. This ie.also.the

.case 4f veon/y consider students studying for a first
degreN.

New' niverait entrants ,/
.

Thd number of new entranteis even more sensitive than
total numbers to variations in the demand for higher.educition -
or in the supply of ailable places. In universities, during
the period 1965-1970, their annual growth rate was high and
generally higher than that for total students,:but, 'by the next
period, from-1970 to 1975, this rate fell in most of the
countries for which figures are.available (Table 6). In half
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of these, Izt dropped below"the rates observed for total numbers.

Ad a rule, this trend strengthened after 1975, indicating that

the number of university student enrolments may fall in the
next few years.
4

1

-There are too few data on new non-university entrants
for it to be*Tossible to dibcern any clear'trend, especially as
new institutions are being created in this sector - much more

thrin the universities - and this bas the effect of swelling
number of new entrants during -their foundation year, thus

distorting comparison with the-year before or after. However,
during the whole of the period from 1975 to the latest available
year, the number of new entrants in this sector increased more
quickly - or fell less quickly - than in university education
in Germany, Denmark, France. and Japan, while the opposite was
the case in Australia and Yugoslavia, in particular.

oportion of new entrants in non-unkversit education

The figures in .Table 7 shoAng the proportion of new
non versity enrolments in relation to total new entrants
confirm - at least for. the countries given in this table -
what was said above concerning the smaller relative success
of this type of education compared with the 1960s. Indeed,
'during the last few years, this proportion has either -r.emaihed

appreciably the same (Canada United States, Japan and
Yugoslavia) or has dropped gustralia(1) and especially
Germany, where it fell from 36 per cent to 26 per cent between.
1965 and 19727.

Sex distribution of new entrants
Is

So far; we have only' considered the trend of total
_stu4nt numbers and observed that growth has'been slowing down
almost everywhere. Yet, side by side with this overall trend-
there has been a rise in every country in the proportion of girls"

among new university-entrants (Table 8). While this rise was
particularly spectacular between 1965 and,9751 mainly-in
countries where female partidipation was lowest (from 19 to
30 per cent in the Netherlands and from 27 to 40 per cent in
Germany, for example), it also occurred elsewhere and is
cantinuing in the majority of countries, although at a slower.
pace. Around 1977, girls accountedlor 40'per cent or more of
all new entrants in university education in most of the countries
examined.

The situation is somewhat different in non-university
education, depending in particular on.whether or not this level
Includes paramedical personnel and primary and preprimary
teachers, who are mainly women. As a general rule, when female
participation at this level was initially relatively 'small (as

4 (1) .Notdpounting the TAFE (Technical and Advanced EdUcation).
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ill Germany), itthas tended to rise, but when it was large - more
than half the' total enrolments - it has either continued to
increase at aslower rate, (Australia, Canada, for example), or
jis falling slightly (Denmark).-

These figures therefore show that alienation from higher
studies affects males much more than females and that it mainly
depends on the letter whether university enrolments will
continue to increase or will dwindle more slowly that rf females
were to adopt the same attitude as males.

Choice of new entrants

Since the choice ordiscipline is generally very
different for male and female students, Table 9 gives the
respective figures for each sex. Category 1, which includes
arts; social sciences and education, accounts for more than
half the total number of new university entrants in every
country - except the United Kingdom. But while between 45
and 55 per cantrof all male students chose these disciplines

.iA the latest available year (the exceptions being Denmark,
rt
Swirl and Sweden with over 60,per cent, on the one hand, and
th5, United-Kingdom with"31 per cent, on the other), this
proportion was over two-thirds for females in most countries
and 75 per cent in Australia; the Netherlands, Svieden and
Yugoslavia (the exception.being the United Kingdom with barely
5d per cent).

Since 1975 - or sometimes before then - there has' been .

a-oartain decline in the choice of these studies in a few
countries- Germany, Australia (mainly males), Austria and
Italy (females). But this trend is far from being general andthe occurred in Spain, the Netherlands and Yugoslaviafor fam e students.

.

On the other hand, when we turn to the science and
technology cdtegory, we see that between 30 and 40 per cent
of all male students enrol for these disciplines - nearly
50Pper cent in the United Kingdom - but only some 15 per cent
or less of all female students (except iri the United Kingdom,,
over 20 per cent). The sex differential as regards choice of
science studies is still greater for technology alone,- where
female participatiap is almost non - existent.

There is no clear trend Obgarding therelative attraction
of these disciplines for students: in a few countries, sld.ghtly
fewer males and slightly more females choose them than
previously,- but this is far' from being a general rule.

In non-university education - according to the meagre
information available, set-out in Table 10 - roughly the same

,

characteristics are found as in the universities: predominance
7of females in-the tdirtiary sector, predominance of males in the
technology subjects.

4
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It-would, therefore. seem that the tradition that some''

(firer.

fields of study are mare especially destined for girls-and
others for young men is as strong as

distribution of

Age,of entry into higher education varies substantially
according :to countries, depending first on eige of entry into

primary school and secondly on the length ofprimary (and

becandary.schooling. These differences can be clearly seen
from Tables 11and 12, which show the ,total enrolment rate and
the enrolment rate in higher education at 18 and 19 years of

age. In Australia, some :two-thirds of all 18-year-old,students
are already in higher edification, while this proPortion is still-
about 50'per cent in Canada, but is practically-aLin Germany,.

Denmark and Sweden. At 19, the differences are less marked but

still substantial: in Australia, Canada and the United Kingdom -
(for full -time education), most students are in higher educat±tn,
whereas they are still in secondary school in germany, Denmark
and.Sweden. Note - and this,confirms what has been said earlier
.regarding young people's alienation from higher education -,
that., both at 18 and 19, the enrolment rate at this level. of

"education has fallen since 1975 - or even-before - in certain

countries: Australia,, the United Kingdom, Sweden and GeIpany
for 19-year olds,

Owing to these differences in the internal orgAnisation
ol-the educational systems, the' proportion of new university'
entrants aged 18 gr under - Table 13 - which is 40 per cent or
more in Australia and the United .Kingdom, and also in Austria,
Spain, Greece and France, is very small, not to say-non-
existent, in Gertany and the Scandinavian countries. It is .

tending-to fall in the United.KingdoM and above all in Australia,.
but to rise or to remain appreciably the same'in France, Greece

and Spain. Few changes have been observed in the other
countriett.", In every iugtance, girls go to university relatively

earlier than boys. ;

The most interesting fact regarding age of, entry ,

universit_is the rising proportion of older students (over 25)

in every country (except Greece, but the figures 'stop at 1976).

In Germany, Spain;- Finland and. probably Denmark and the Nether -

lands, although the trends observed'up to 1975 have continued,
this proportion is 15 per cent or more, which 'is far from .--

negligible. In Sweden, where the government has taken steps to

'facilitate access to higher edudation for adults, especially
those aged 25 or over and with 4 years' work experience,'some
50 per cent of all students are over 25, nearly half of whom
are covered by the 25/4 rule, but the figures stop at-1976 and

we do not know whether this percentage has risen or not since

then. 'Apart from Sweden-and Australia, more ',older" students

are male than female.

is.
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Note that in Australia in the'caie of part time education
and the United KidgddM as regards-furthei education, age of
entry-and the proportion of- students rover 25,are,much higher -
especially in Australis - than for full-time education or the
university proper.

In non-university education - Table 14'- and for the
four countries for which figures are available, the situation
is less clearcut. Compared with the situation ip the
universities, the proportionof new young entrants - 18 and
under - is smaller in Australia, France and Greece, but slightly
bigger in Germany', while those aged 25 or over are also fewer,
-aucceptin Australia for full-time study. .

There may be two causes for the changing age of entry
into higher education: first, secondary school leavers with
the qualifications traditionally allowing them to enter higher
education delay doing so and, secondly, new categories of people
are now admitted to higher education. The soenty information
giv in Tables 15 and 16 throws sale, light on this problem, in
spite of the email number of countries concerned.

, 4

Interval between leavi second school and enterin hi
e uca on

Table 15 shows that the. proportion of secondary-school-
leavers going into higher education-immediately after obtaining
their school-leaving certificate is very large-in Australia
(for full-time education), France and the Netherland, but that
this proportion is only slightly over 50 per cent fdr high
school graduates in the United States, where it has"fallen
considerably.bince019,65. The drop also observed in Australia
is not really suffidient on its own-to justify the higher
average age of entry into university mentioned in the last
section. On the other hand, in France, the bigger proportiOn

secondarsch04-leavera going directly into higher education
may explain the rising perbentage of new students aged 18 or
under;

I, Consequently, while both in the!Urated Statesand
Australia - especially for part-time' stu4y - the proportl ofi
young people delayirk their entry* into higher education is ..,
rising rapidly, thOlets not at all the-case in: France.

'

School or other background of new entrants into higher education

The figures given in Table 16give no reason - at least
for the countries they .concern - to believe that higher
education as a whole has opened its,doors wider to new categories
of students. Indeed, except for Sweden and Denmark (mainly for .

the non-university level liTeknike) the greatMajority of new
students consist of young people who hwe.auccesifully completed
their general secondaryeducation. IeTact, even technical
secondary school-leavers'are relatively, thin qn the ground,
except Italy; the "othef" categOry, which .probably includes'
new, entrants - in cases where they do not form a separate

if
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category - not possessing the tradition ualifications required,
is very small. In France, which had intro uced anvexamination
for potential students with no baccalaureat together with
facilities of access as /par- of the social advancement programme,
the percentage of new entrants belonging to these categories, ,
which was no more than 3.5 in 19751_fell to 1.2 in 1977for the
university sector L'IncludingilUT(117 and remained appreciably the
same, in the region of 2.5; for the IUT alone. Among all the

-- ,

.countries studied, Sweden 'seems to be the only one in,which _

' .

measures taken to open the doors of highet eddcation to new
categories of students halle been effective. Priority students,
and those covered by the 25/4 rule accounted in 1976 for over
30 per cent of the total number of new university entrants,

while the preportren of Gymnasiumn'graduates fell from 86 per

cent in 1968 to 54 per cent in 1976. However, the trend appears
toshave been reversed slightly since 1976, with a relative-rise
in,traditional students and a decline_in other categories.

Rates of transfer: from secondary to higher education

s 'we hiaVe just seen, secondary school-leavers .

still form the ulk of new entrants in higher education in most

countries, it se med interesting to show in Table 17 the -,
figures - forte few countries in which they are available -
of the rates of transfer from secondary to higher edebatron.
It Will be noted that in countries where secondary education
is selectivt,,i.e. where onlra-small part of an age-grqup will
follow and successfully complete the type of schooling giving
access to higher education, rates of transfer are very high -
between 75 and 85'per cent - as in France,' the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom for, pupils with at least, three001-leirel

passes. On the other hand, these rates are lower -' 50 to 60 pen

cent ;lin countries where secondary education Is comprehensive'-
such as Canada and the United States. Moreaver,'.entry into the
,university^or non-university sector depends very Much on the

type of certifiCate obtained, judging by the case c;.f France,

where holders of a technician baccalaureat are riot only. much

less ,lakely to go onto\higher'studies than their peers with a
enefal baccalaureat but, when they do so, go mositly to themon-

dni'versity sector. Similarly, in the United Kingliom, for more

of the pupils with the best_results :-Apsliecially males - go to

'
university (66 per cent males, 5 per' femaleS) than to

further edlcation (15 pet cent 004 23. per cent females),,

whereas the opposite is the case pr ,,less successful pupils)

although- the rate. of transfer ,has tended:to.tallsince.1970
for pupils with at best only one k-level.paad.

In France, thierates of transfer both for holders.of a
general baccaYaureatand a techniciaftts baCcalaureat are rising,

while they are falliijg lop Canada, Denmark (but the figures stop

at 1975), the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

To conclude this short quantitative outline of trends in

higher he number.of secondary school-leavers going

directly into higher education appears to be falling relatively

in certain countries at least, while the proportion delayfht

(1) Instituts universitaires detechnologie.

tor



their entry until rater is rising; however, these two trends do .

not offset each other,"and since higher.education has not op d
its dddt's signifipantly - apart from exceptions - to other c te-. :
gories of pedple, the number of new entrants and therefore the
tptal number of students are falling - in both the university
and non-Juniversity sectors. This relative decline has every
chance of becoming - and has.4ready done so in certain cases -
an absolute decline when combined with the .dwindlingwindling size of °

the population age=groups corresponding to higher education.
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TABLE 1

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE OF UNIVERSITY (U) ENROLMENTS

ACCORDING TO DEGREE sTubigp AND NON-UNIVERSITY

(NU) ENROLMENTS -13F--HISHER-EDUCATTON---

Percentage
1965-70 1970-75 1975-76 1'976-77 1977.78

.

.1978-79 .

.
GERMANY FT

.
.

. 1U 8.9 1/.0 3.5 3.6 . 3.6NU
. 3.2 7.6 4.9 3.5

.

.

AUSTRALIA
-

.
.

_U 1st degree 6.0 4.2 3.7 2.2 1.3Master 9.9 / 5 .1 5.7 3,1Doctorate 2.7 6.0 3.8 5.5Not studyingfor t degree 4.5 4.6 2.6 618 - 4.8

Master
Postgraduate degree

'

29.0 1
18.0 1

40.0
17.7

18.8
25.0 2
15.0 2.

CAE 1st degree

' Diplopa and associate
- 3.5 1 - 3.9 - 8.0 2diplosa

AUSTRIA .
-.

.U
. .

.

S(3)
CANADA FT

U 1st degree 8.1 3.7 1.5 - 0.7,.

cPostgtaduate degrees 1 3.8 1.2 0.2
PT .

.
.

U 1st degree 16.8 2.3(4) 120'Postgraduate degrees
. 3.2

....

i
.ku 11.9.

..
.DENMARK

1 .

Universities
1

9 .3 7.5 4.7 - 1.7 - 5.5(5) ,Other institutions 4 11.5 5.0 10.8 3.8 - 2.6(5)NU .,
-

. 4.2 4.9 - 3.5 - 2.5, - 2.1(5)
-

i

.

SPAIN . '
.

...

4U and NU 7.2 '418.4 8.5 17:4
1

(UNITED STATES
.

.-:- 2.0 0.5
Universities
Other institutions 4 years U 3.56

2.8 6
5.1 7 - 0.6 2.3Institutions 2 years NU '-'8.3 6 14.9 2 - 2.2 N 4.1

.
.

.

,

(1) 1975-77.
(2) 1978-80.

(3) 1974-78.

(4) 1970-76. 0 4111k*
$

(5) Acoordiag.to the new cAssification by level of studies: long, medium ,and short-cyclehigher ttian.

(6) 1968-73. Students studying for a degree only.
1973-75.
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14

TUL 1 (Cont!,11)

0

Percentage,

. *

FRANCE(8) .

U 1st and 2nd cycles' -

3rd cycle
Grandes Ecoles ,

NU '

GREECE

U
:

NU

ITALY

;4T:ERIAAMS (
U
NU FT .

.

NO PT .

UNITED KINGDOM FT

U 1st degree(13)
Postgraduate

NU (England And WaleS)(16)

U 1st degree(12)
Postgraduate(12)

NU (England and Wiles)(16)

SWEDEN

U 1st degree A

Postgraduate N

YUGOSLAVIA

U
NU

A Regular students only
NU

4

.

,

196570 1970775 1975-76 4 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79
Al

.

9.4(9)
10.3(9)
4.1

7.4

5.9,
6.9

11.0 .

9.9

5.7 14
8. 18.7 14

- 5.3(9)
15.7 9)

,- 1.0
-N.

.8.6(14)
3.2(10)

10.0(18)
5.2(18)

r

1.T0).
f8.3 10)
16.4

7.0
.

5.7
9.5

6.5

3 :
1..7f1111

.1 11

2.5(15)
3.4

- 0.5

0.5(10)
3.2(10)
3.3

0.1(17)
2.5(17)

,

' ,P9.1(19.4
7.6(19)

- 6.9(19)
1.8(19)

J
1.5
0.6

- 6.3

'0,4

.. 9.4
26.9 '

4.9

10.4{3
. 3.4 12

4.6
0.6
8.6 .

- 0.1
4.5

. c0.9

.

4.9
- 1.4.

4.4 $
15.8 ,

2.2
- 0.3

2.7

9.6

4

.

1.7
-18.0

#

4.7
3.1

4.5
.- 2.7

4.9

1119.4
. 4.2
0.2

,
.

.6.5.
0.3

6.9
'2.4

.

4 2.0
- 1.4

0.4

4.3

- 0.5.

.

4

,6.7
2.2

41

,

(8) For 1965 and 1971,-the Grandes
Ecoles do not cover all the institutions subsequently included.

(9) 1965-71. '

(10) 1971-75.

(11) 1971-74.

e12) 1974-76.

(13)'Universities only.

(14) 1968-71.

(15) 1971-75.

(16) Including evening classes.

(17) 1970 -76.

(18) 1965-69.

(19) 1969-75.

FT full-time; PT - part-time.
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TABLE 2 r

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE OF THE 20-24 AGE-GROUP

A

Percentage

Observed
7 Forecast \a/

15-19 .

age -group

1965-70 1970-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-76 1978-80 1980-85 1985-90 1985-90

woo

GERMANY - 0.5 1.3 0.9 1.6 2.6 2.4 - 1.3 8.4 .4

AUSTRALIA 5.1 1.5 0:4 1.2 1.6 0.7 0.5 - 0

AUSTRIA - 0.6 0.6 1.4 3.9, 2.1. 14;!).
.2 2.7 - 2.3 - 3.8

CANADA .10.7 2.7 2.7 3.116 2.3 9.8 3%4 .3

EENMARK - 0.6 0;3' 0.3 0.3 0 1.3 0 - 1.3

SPAIN 2.9 1.0 2.2 2.3 0.9 2.1 1.1) 0.3 0.3
UNITED STATES .J4.6 2.3 2.1 2.3 1.8 . 1.2 - 0:4' - 2.6 1.4

FINLAND 5.5 - 1.2 1.3 - 1.6 - 3.7 - b.§ - 0.4 1.8 - 3.1

FRANCE 1.0 0.8 -4.2.4 - 0.2 0.1 0.2 p.6 - 0.3

GREECE 1.6 0.1 2.1 1.1 2,0 1.7 0.4 1.0 - 1.6

JAPAN
S

3.3 - 3.2 - 4.7 4.3 2.i - 1.3 0.7 1.9 2.2

ITALY 0.9 - 0.11 1.3 1.3 2.0 1.8 0.3 1.1

NETHERLANDS 5.3 ,- 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.2 0.5 3".1

UNITED KINGDOM 3.8 - 2.4 0.8 1.3 1.3 2.9 2.3 0.7 - 2.7

SWEDEN 2.6. 3.5 - 0.7 0.2 - 0.7 0 1.0 0.5 - 1.0

YUGOSLAVIA 3.2 0.9 1.0 - 1.6
,

4
0.5 - 0.3

24.
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TABLE 3.

STUDENT DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO LEVEL OF

DEGREE STODIED (UNIVERSITY EDUCATION)

r -c

.

-Percentage

.

,

.
)

AUSTRALIA

U 1st degree
Master
Doctorate -.

IP

Not studying for a degree

CAE 1st degree
Master ,

Postgraduate degree
DiRloaa and associate

CANADA FT

lit degree .

Postgraduate .

PT
( , 1st degree

Postgraduate 4 .

plaimARK(1) .

Long higher
: Medium higher .

*
FRANCE(2)

,

tat and 2nd cycles
3rd cycle

,

Grandes Ecoles
.

UNITED KINGDOM(3)

1st degree FT
Postgraduate FT

1st degree PT
Postgraduate PT

SWEDEN

. 1st degree
Postgraduate

*

.

1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 '1%78 . 1979

84.4

7.1

8.5

.

. .

.

76.3
. 9.7
14.0

82.3
17.7

36.9
.63.1

,

82.1
6.5
3.6-
7.8

89:3
10.7

.

78.8
10.5
10.8

81.0-
49.0,

15.7
84.3

91.5
85

.

81.0
7.9
3.4
7.7

83.a.

2
6.9

62.1

89.2
10.8

.

.

67.4
16.6
16.0

.81.1 -

18.9 .

44.4
85.6

.

.

.

80.9
8.0
3.4
7.7

.

-.89.2
10.8

,

26.5
14.9

68.3
16.7

.

15..0

81.7
18.3

13.9
86.1

.

90.3
9.7

V

-

80.4
8.2
3.5.
7.9

0.4
40.7

8.3
50.6

89.1 -

'10.9
.

8t..5.
13.5

.

.

70.4
29.6

.

68.6
16.3
15.1

82.8
17.2

14.6
85.4

4

40.5
8.4
3.6
7.5

,-- 0.5
.8

( 9.3
45.5

ti

69.8
, 30.2

I,

,,(1980)

s

.

. .1

.

,

1

.

.

1.634).7

11.5
36.2 ,

.

,-

'

.

.

1

1

1 '
'

(1) As students were classified by institution before 1977, it id nli podsible to make any disti,vt'.on

between long and medium hi er education.

(2) For 1965 and 1970, the y6andea Ecoles" do not coverall institutions subsequently included.

(3) Universities only.

26
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TABLE 4

PART-TI STUDENTS AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL STUDENTS

I

Percentage

CANADA

1st degree
:Postgraduate

UNITED STATES

Totaii_,F/,
.

UNITED KINGDOM

Uniieritiet,
1st degree

'Universities,
Postgraduate

Further education

1965* - 1970 . '1975 1976. 1977: . 1978 1979

.

25.9

_-

2.7(1)

30.4(1)

37.7(1)

I,

.'

'34.0

32.2

.

4.9

30.4,,

33.6'

:

(advanced)

...01"-

.

.

38.8

.

'1.7

30.7

34.7

.

32.7
40.6

.

39.0

.

1.

32.1

36.2

.

-....,

35.4
41.3

39. 8,

1.7

33.2.

39.3

*

.

.

.

.

41.3

.

(

*

1/4

.

.

4
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TABLE 5,

0
NCH-UNIVERSITY (NU) M1GHER.EDUCATION ENROLMENTS

AS A PERCENTAGE_OF TOTAL HIGHER EDUCATION

ENROLMENT81T) 6ND OF THE

'NUMBER OF LDI'STUDENTS 1st-DEGREE

Percentage

GERMANY

NU/T '

CANADA

NU/T
NU/D FT

FT

DENMARK
.

NU/T

.
UNITED STATES

NU/T

FRANCE -

NU/T
NU/D

GREECE

NU /T.

NETHERLANDS

rig i //11.

UNITED KINGDOM
(England and Wiles)

NU/T FT
NU/D FT
NU/T PT

YUGOSLAVIA .

NU/T(6)
NU/T(7)

' 1965 1970 "1975 1946 1977 1978 1979

.

11:841)

.

.

43.5

.1.

16.6
26.1

15.4

11.1
14:0-
83.6

37.2
25.9

*25.2

a

27.7
43.0

36.7

18.3(5)

...

15.5
23.4

16.1

54,4
r. 41.7

11.9
15.5
73.6

-

1 32.5
22.6

"

'19.2

35.0

35.5

.

16.3
28.9

18.7

56.7
. 45.5

10.6
13.7
73.4

30.7
17.9

19.8*j

1,

,

32.7

f

35.3

16.4'
28.6

22.6.

.

57.6 4
47.6

29.4
19.5

.

20.0

.

.

21.3(2)

35.8

17.4
30.7

19.1

55.7
47.2

.

v

11.9
15.6
67.1

el

28.2
18.8

20.0

21.7

.

--
p0.2

56.8
47.3

,

,

- .

.

46.2

(1) Excluding students in specialised technical schools.

(2) As trios 1977, students are no longer classified by type of institution but by level of study; the
percentages for 1977 would have been as follows according to the old classification: T: 32.0,
M: 22.2, F: 42.6.

(3) 1968.

(4) FT end PT.

(5) FT only.

(6) All students-.

(7) Regular students only.

FT 8. Full -tile . PT Part-tiias

4,
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.

ANNUAL =writ RATeft THE NUMBER OF lir trawls IN

UNIVERSITY (U) Am NON- UNIVERSITY (NU)

NIGHER =CAI
Percentage

.
.

GERMAW(1)

* U
NU

AUSTRALIA

University
CAE (Diploma/ -

4 Associate diploma)

AUSTRIA

University

CANADA

. U
NU

DENMARK
.

U ,

NU

SPAIN

Total higher
education

UNITED STATES

U
NU

FINLAND

U
NU,

FRANCE

U
NU (IUT and higher

technicians)

ITALY

J University

JAPAN

U --
NU

NETHERLANDS

Univerwity(11)

UNITED KINGDOM

Universities
...

SVEGIN

University

YUGOSLAVIA
(First-year students)

a, (All students)

U
NU

1965-70 1970-75 1975-76w 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80

11.6
4.4

,

. .

7.7(8)

1.6
10.3

- 1.0
3.6

13.0

5.9
9.5

7.9

3.3(12)

8:6(13)
2.0(13)

11.1
2.7

20.5(2)

3.6()
5,6(77)

8:7411)

,

13.6(10)

.-

- 0.4
1.3

5.5
3.1

.

6.9(10,

10.2(7)

4.5

4.9
6.7

3.0

- 0.3

7.8(14
8'.9(14)

)

.

4.9/
15.5

.

1.2

1.0(5)

.

2,8
0.8

0.6
9.5

4.5

0.3
0.3

- 1.7

1.9
s

- 0.1

- 0.8
- 0.1

5.2

3.1

8.1

- 1.6

- 1.1
- 1.6

- 1.9

-11.6(3)

.

-t8.6(9)
- 1.3

8.4

.

- 2.2(3)

0.1

10.4

1.9
-4,9

e'

8.5

4.7

- 1.4

6.4
1.9

.

' 3.0

2.9

10.5(6)

.

;

1.7

4.1'

.- 0.
,.... TO

- 0.5

'

0

.

.

. .

.

- 4.3
- 2.3

..

.

.

.e

.

- -

.

- 7.7(4)

=

/

.

.

,

.

.

Excluding foreign students in 1965.
1973 -75
1575-77

.1978 -
74
80

1972-
19'74-78
1571-75
1966-70 and excluding institutions of this type other than universities.
1966-70 and excluding institutions of this type other than universities and according to the
classification by institution and not by level of study adopted in 1977. .

12 1968-70 .

10 1965-75

13 1965-69

11 Dutch students only as frOm 1575

(14) 1569-75

30
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TABLE 7

NEW ENTRANTS IN NON-UNIVERSITY HIGHER EDUCATION,AS A

OERCENT9E,OF TOTAL NEW ENTRANTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION(1)

Percentage.

.1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

GERMAN . 35.6 . 32.3 24.3 26..1 26.0

AUSTRALIA(2) 35.1' . , 27.5 26.6

,

CANADA 33.6 35.3 34.9

DENMARK _w. 44.6(32 46.7(3) 32.7(41

UNITED STATES 27.8 36.7 38.7 38.7

FINLAND 36.3 41.5 38.7.

FRANCE(5).
.

.

20.7 , 21.4 23.0 23.4
.

.

JAPAN . 24.4
. 27.6 29.2' 29.4 30.0 29.9 30.3

... .

YUGOSLAVIA(6)
. 47.9 41.7 43.2 42:3 40.7

(1) Or the nearest year to that mentioned.

(2) Students beginning to study for a "diploma" or an "associate diploma" in a CAE as a proportion of
total students starting these diplomas or a bachelor=s degree in a CAE.or university.

(3) Accordlyg to the classification by institution.

(4) Accofaing to the classification by level of study.

(5) IUT and higher technicians;, including the engineering Grandes Ecolas in the university sector.

(6) Regular and not regular students. -

31
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TABLE 8

4
I

PROPORTION OF WOMEN knliG NEW ENTRANTS INTO

UNIVERSITY (U) AND NON:UNIVERSITY_(NU)

- HIGHER EDUCATIOt

Percentage

GERMANY

U
NU

AUSTRALIA FT and PT

Universities
CAE (Bachelor)
CAE (diploma,

associate
diploma)

'AUSTRIA

U

-CANADA .

-a
NU

DENMARK

U
NUSPAIN.
U.

UNITED STATES

U
NU .

FINLAND

U
NU

ITALY

U

CGREECE

U
NU

NETHERLANDS

U

UNITED KIPPZOM

Universities

SWEDEN

U *

YUGOSLAVIA

U
NU

1965 1970
,

1975 . 1976 1977, 1978 1979-
.

27.0

.

.

i

.

(1966)

32.0

43.5
39.8

50.8
56.3

.

34.7

19.0

(1968)

29.8

35.9
35.6

40.1

38.7(1)
24.7(2)

(1972)

37.8

.

43.0
50.5

35.2

28;1

45.9
42.6

47.1
62.0

36.5

31.4

21.6

31.9

41.4

'rip069) ,

38.5
42.5

-- 39.6
25.3

40.9
26.8
58.5

i4
(1974)

44.0

46.0
'57.5

\,1491.124

'38.8

47.6
45.8

51.6
65.8

40.6

39.2
36.4

30.4

35.2
e

46.9

40.0
38.3

,

-. 36.7
26.0

.

41.4

.

.

46.1
57.7

41.8'
71.1

38.8

47.7
45.8

51.6

41.5

,39.6
34.8

31.2

.

35.6

47:9

.

39.0
37.7

.

40.5
'29.6

42.2
36.6
61.3

41.0
69.5

39.6

51.5

32%1

36.2

38.4
37.4

.

1

\-\\

. I..

38.6
30.6

,

.

43.4
38.7
63.2

.47.0

,

,

N.,

\
.

.

51.1

.

33.3

40.8(P)
32.3(F)

.

)

(1.) 1973
(2)- 1971

PT full -time

PT part-tie.

fi

3 3



TABLE 9

DISTR72%1ON or KEW ENTRANTS IN HIGHER FIDUCATIGV

BY FTELD OF ST! ET
Percentage

.

GERMANY

Arts,. social sciences', -

education '

Science
?.c logy

Medicine
Other

AUSMAILIA(1) .

Arts,00cial sciences,
education

Science
'Technology.
Medicine
Other

AUSTRIA
*

Arts, social sciences,
education

Science '

Technology
Medicine
°thy*

DEMMARX(2) #

Arts, social sciences,
education

Science
Technology
Medicine
Other

SPADE (Universities and University

Arta, social sciences,
education

Science
Technology
Mediine '

Other

SPA/M (Other higher education)(3)
. ,

Arts, social sciences,
education

Science
Technology
Medicine
Other

FINLAND °

.

Arta, social sciences,
educatitm .

Science
Technology
'Medicine
Other

1965.... 1970 f
1975 '1976 1977 1978

FMFMFMFM.FMF
50.8 71.6
14.9 10.1'

15.6 0.9
16.2 16.5
2.4 0.9

1966

39.3 68.4
13.0 9.0
19.7 1.5
18.5 18.9
9.5 2.3

colleges)

,.

65.7
18.6'
8.8
3.9
3.0

50.2 83.6
22.4- 10.0
16.4* 0.5
5.0 4.1

5.5 1.7

' 1973

50.7 74.5
-20.5 16.8
14.5 0.5
7.9 6.9
5.5 2.4

1972

55.4 76.5

25.0 5,9
I4.9 17.6
5.4 -

41.6 64.2
13.3 7.4
16.9 2.8
14.5 18.1

13.6 7.5

'

.

4 '

48.0 74.8
23.7 15.8
19.3 2.3
5.0 4.1
4.0 3.0

48.5 70.6
20.8 14.2,

17.5 1.2
5.7 4.8
7.5 9.2

,

58.7 77.4'
19.6 13.6
12.2 0.5
5.9 6.1
5.6 2.4

19/4

52.9 72.5

27.5 5.0
15.7 20.0
3.9 2.5

59.1 74.4
13.7s 5.6
4.9 1.1
11.0 15.6
6.3 3.3

53.0 54.1
18.5 15.6

- -
27.0 29.7
1.7 0.7

26.1 81.9
- -

26.2 5.0-
- -

47.7 13.2

49.9 71.5
18.5 15.4
21.8 3.9
5.5 6.1
4.5 3.0

47.6
19.4
20.0
6.0
7.0

56.0
19.8
11.8
6.3
6.0

'

.

55.4
17.2

-
25.6
1.7

27.6
-

21.5
-

50.9

..

.0
..

..

..

70.9
14.2
1.5*
5.7
7.6

76.4
14.6
0.4
5.7
2.9

56.2
13.5

-
29.9
O.,

81.4
-

4.1'
-

14.5

70.9
16.4
4%1
5.4
3.1

.

46.2 68.2
19.3 14.5
19.7 P1.5
' 7.0 6.6.
7.7 9.2'

5 .6 77.1
2 .4 14.1

11 0.4
6. 5.7
5.6 2.6

62.5 73.2
9.5 5.1
16.9 3.0
4.7 12.7
6.5 6.0

59.7 58.9
16.8 13.7

- -
21.2 26.5
2.2 10.9

31.9 82.4
- -

21:8 4.6
- -

46.60 13.0

.

,.

59.8
31.0(4)

-
7.3
1.9

47.6.67.8
19.0 14.9
18.6 1.3
7.0 6.5
7.7 9.:6

.

51.4'75.9
20.3 15.2

12.1 0.7
6.6 5.3
5.0 s2.6

,

45.8 64.5
8.3 9.7
22.2 3.2
15.3 19.'4

8.3 3.2

'

(1) Student" starting a first degree.

(2) AccOrding to the claisificatiom by iatitution up to 1976 and by level of stet, for Vir77.

(3) ?swept postgraduate education.

(4) First4year student'.

34
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DISTRIBUTION OF NEW ENT'RANTS. IN HIGHER EDUCATION -

- BY FIELD OF STUDY (Conttd)

Percentage

.

.
;

,

1965 -197o ' 1975
.

-4976 1977 1978

N F F M F mFmFmF
. .

.

FRANCE (Universities)
. % .

Arts, social sciinces,
education 56.3 60.7 59.9 59.3 53.3 .

Science - 28.3 13.8 . 14.7 15.5 11,9
Technology - , - -
Medicine . 12.0 13.6 13.9 12.5 11.5t
Other

.

3.4
.

12.0 11.4 12.6 13.5

ITALY(4) % /

Arts, social sciences,
education 61.7 45..5 74.5 44.2 64.3 45.1 62.8

Science 14.1 15.0 13.5 12.1 17.2 11.6_17.2
Technology 13.3 21.1 288 21.5 4.0 21.1 4.4')
Medicine 7.0 14.3 6.8 15.6 .11.1 14.7 11.3
Other -.:

1k
3.9 - 4.1 2.4 6.6 3.6 7.5 4.4

NETHERLANDS (4)
..

Arts, social Eciences,--`
edUcatLon 46.3 69.2 51 0 7,01.1 50.7 77.0 51.9 77.4 52.2' 78.3 52.4 79.3Science 14.0 10.6 13:1 9:8 14.9 7.7 14.5 7.6 14.8 .7.4 13.7 6.9

TecHhology 22.0 2.1 21.9. 2.9 18.5 1.8 18.7 1.6 19.7 1.9 20.0 2.3
.Medicine 14.2 15.3 10.5 13.4 10.4 9.1 9.4 9.1 8.1 6.5 8.5 7.6
Other.

, 3.4 2.9. 3.5' 3.8. 5.5 4.4 5.A7 4.4 5.1 3.8 5.4. 3.9

UNITED KINGUIM (Universities) 68/69 -
_

Arts., social sciences,
3

.

education 2972- 32.3 28.5 47.9 31.9 49.7 -31,2 49.5, 31.04 49.8
Science 30.0 24.6 28.9 22.4 26.0 19.9 26.0 19.7 26.1 20.0
Technology 25.1 0.9 25.1 1.3 21.5 1.7 22.4 2,00 22.9 2.3Medicine . 8.5 8.1 8.8 9.2' 9.2 9.9 8.9 9.9 8.6 10.1
Other . 9.2 14.0 10.8 19.2 11.6 18.8 11.4 18.8 11.5 17.7

SWEDEN : ..i

,
. .

Arts, social sciences,
education 59.6 82.8 67.2 84.7 65.1 84..5 66.4 84.6

Science - , 21.1 10.3 17.4 7.1 13.8 6.4 12.8 6.4
Technology 13.5 0.9 11. .3 15.4 1.9 15.3. 2.3 -

Medicine 3.9 5.2 3.6 3.8 4.2 3.7. 3.6
Other 1.8 0.8 .4 3.3 1.9 3.1 -1.8 3.1

nmauxak(4) 1969 . , .41e
.

Arts, social sciences,
education

-

.

42.1 58.2 49.3 64.1
-

53.6 71.4 52.4 71.8 50.1 75.2Science 7.4 9.9 5.4 8.6 5.5 6.6 5.5 6.3 5.2 6.1
Technology 35.2 15.1 34.0 12.5 3d.0 9.5 31.7 9.5 33.2 9.5Medicine 6.0 11.5 3.9 8.3 3.5 7.8 3.2 7.8 3.4 7.6 "ILOther 9.4 5.3 11.2 6.4 t.ip 4.7 7.3 4.5 8.2 4.6 .

/4) First-year students.

qz-

,

I
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TABU 10'

DISTRIBUTION OF -kw ENTRANTS INNON-UNMOTSITY

NIGHER EDUCATION S% FIELD OF STUDY

Percentdge

ir

GERMANY'

Technology
Art,4msic, sport

AUSTRALIA (CAE)(1)

Arts, social sciences,
education

Science
Technology
Medicine
Other

DENMARK

Arts, social sciences,
education

Sciedce,
Technology
Medicine
Other

FINLAgb .

Arts, social sciences,
education

Science
Technology
Medicine -

°the/ -

FRAME
neer technicians

Primary teacher training
wales.,

yucceaJoru(2) . -.

Arta, social sciences,
education

Science
logy .

Medicine .

Othmr
.

,

1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978

M F M F 14 F
.

M F M F M F
- _

96.4 45.5
3.1 54.5

.

....

28.4
.

. 27.1
41.7
2.7 ,

70.3 89.5

25.9 5.0'
1.3 5.0
2.5 0.5

96.5 86.3
3.5 13.7

j

29.2
r -

27.7
39.0
4.0

43.6
56.4

..

1969

63.7 85.8

31.8 7.8
1.0 5.6.
3.6 0.9

.

95.4 89.6
SIM

4.6 11.5

74.7 88.7
1.7 0.1
5.4 0.1
0.9 2.9

17.3 8.2

.

11643 -54.7

8.6 0.1
12.0 44.4
3.0 0.8

26.9
-

30.3
39.4
3.5

51.9
48.1

.
.

63.0 83.4

34.5 9.3
1.1 6.7
1.4 0.6

e

95.7. 89.5
4.3 10.5

.

.
59.7 51.4

23.6 0.2
10.7 47.7
6.0 0.7

N..

45.3
39.3

h5.4

65.2 83.0'

31.9 8.5
0.9 7.6
2.0 0.9

95.4 89.8
4.6 10.2

70.1 84.9
1.3 0.2
4.4 0.0
4.4 6.0
19.9 8.9

29.0 67.9

31.0 1.4
4.8 28.8

35.2 t.8

.

45.6
40.8

13.6

. -

67.2 82.7

29.8 8.0
0.9 8.4
2.1 0.9

94.4 89.9
5.3 10.1

65.2 83.8
4.1 2.2
4.3 0.0
4.3 5.8
22.0 9.0

.

.

48.2
41.8

. 9.9

.

..

(1) Students starting a degree or diploma.

(2) iirst-year student..

* .4"

b

36
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TABLE 11

ENROLMENT RATES AT 18 BY TYPE OF EDUCATION

Percentage

GERMANY'

Secondary, 1st cycle

Secondary, 2nd cycle(1)
- general
- technical /vocational FT

FT

Higher

-'University
- Non-university

Total(2)

AUSTRALIA(3)

Secondary, lst cycle ,

" , 2nd cycle

Higher
- Universities
- CAE

Total

AUSTRIA

Secondary
- general and teacher training
- technical/vocational FT and

PT
Higher

Total

.CANADA

Secondary
Post-secondary

Total

DENKARi

Basic school- -
Secondary, 2nd cycle
- general
- technical/vocational

-
Higher
- short
- :odium
- long

Total

SPAIN

Secondary, general and
teacher training

Aachnical/vocatibnal
lften secondary
Higher

Total

FRANCE

Secondary, 1st cycle
Short vocational
Secondary, 2nd cycle
High4r technicians

4 Univerqities(5)

Total

4,

1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

0.4

9..0
14

25.0,

0.0
0.1

35.9
(10.9)

0.2
4.9

5.1

0.6
.2.2

3.0

10.9

0.5
5

163..9

0.6
4.9

26.4

0.2

10.7
2.9
27:8

0.9
0.3

42.8
(15.0)

7.6

7.2
1,9

16.7

(1971)

16.5
27f3

43.8

4.9
1.5
5.2

19.4

O.1
51

17..8
0.6

0.6

15.1

0.7
0.4

677 111

7.5
6.8

21.0

8.9
28.4

23.7
19.,

43.0

9.9
5.8
1.8

11.2 --

128 7

0.1
5.8
17.7
0.8
9.1

33.5

0.7

15.1
6.0
34.4

0.6
0.4

57.2
(22.8)

9.6

28.8

4.3

42.7

11.5
6.4
1.9

13.2

3341 '

0.1
5.8

18.0
1.0
9.4

34.3

0.7.

15.0
6.1
36.6

0.7
0.3

59.4
(22.8)6

A

6.8

54.1

4.1

45.0

20.9
19.4
40.3

22.7
30.3

0.3
0.1
0.4

55.5(4)

10.8
7.6
1.4

14.5

34.2

0.9

15.3
6.6
39.0

0.7
0.2

62.7
(23.7)

1.0
/
47.8
7.3
43.3

6.6

6.6
6.3

19.5

PT .,full -tine

PT part.-tine'

(1) Including certain pupils still in the 1st cycle.

(2) The first figure refers to total full-time and part-time
to full-tine eduoation'only.

(3) Excluding apprenticeship and the TAPE.

(4) Including sole 200 pupils nth distributed by lev.l.

(5) Including the preparatory classes for the Grandes Eccles.

37

education

44

and the figure between brackets
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TABLE 11 (Cont'd)

J A rcentage

GRISECE .

Secondary, general
, technical/vocational

Non - university
University

Total

ITALY
.

Secondary, general and
teacher training .

Technical and vocational ,

.

NETHERLANDS

st cycle secondary
- general
- vocational '...

2nd cycle secondary
- general
- vocational/technical

Higher
- university
- non-university

Total

UNITED KINGDOM PT

Secondary .

Further education, non-
advencod(6)

.

Higher
Advanced courses PT(6)
Non-advanced PT

Total
i .1

NIMBI 4.

-
-

Seco-univendary

Nonrsity
- University

TOtal

YUGOSLAVIA -

-
- Other
Skilled,

tecworkerhnical/
training
vocational

schools
- Secondary, general/teacher

training
- Higher

1965 19701970 1973 1976
A

1977 1978 1979

.

(1966)
/

7.7
12.4

.

-15.0 -

12.6

13.0
..

13.0
8.5
2.4
5.2

29.1

0F0F0F0F0F
2.4 1.4
3.0 0:3

13.5 6.6
10.9 6.2

4.3 1.4
4.9 4.9

59.0 20.9

6.4

3.8
7.4

25.4
e
'43.0
(17.6)-(18.4)
(1972)

.

39.1
13
0.3

40.7

.

14.2,
11.3
2.1
7.3

34.9

32.9
-

2.6 1.7
3.9 0.5

16.2 10.2.
13.2 7.3

3.5 1.7
5.7 5.4

45.1 26.7

6.2

5.1
7.0

26.0

44.4

34.2

0.2

34.4

18.4

17.0

14.1
..

.

,

3.1 2.1
5.9 1.2

17.4 11.7
15.1 9.0

.. ..

5.9 6.1

6.6

5.6
6.8
0.5
24.6

44.1
(19.0)

.

.

3.2 2.1
5.9 1.4

17.6 12.2
15.7 11.3

.. ..

5.8 6.4

4

6.4

5.7
6.7

- 0.6
23.3

42.7
(18.8)

3.1 2.2
5.6 1.5

17.5 12.9
15.9 12.9

3.9 2.0
5.8. 6.2

51.7 37.7

,,

35.2

0.9

36.1

.

,

.

.

.

(6) Including *rang classes.

'4

33
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TABLE 12

ENROLMENT RATES_ T 19 BY TYPE OF EDUCATION

Pefcentage

. . .

. e
GERMANY e,

Secondary,-lst cycle
Secondary, 2nd cycle ,

- general
- technical/vocational FT
- ' .PT

Higher
- university
- non-university FT

PT

Total(2)

AUSTRALIA(3)

Secondary, 2nd cycle
Higher .

- university' .

- CAE

Total

AUSTRIA . ,

e'
Secondary
- general and teachertraining
- technical/vocational FT and PT
Higher

Total

CANADA .
,

See'ondary
Post-secondary

Total

DENMARK

B4,sic hool

S and , 2nd cycle
- gener -
technic /vocational

herHigher
- short
- medium
- long

Total

SPAINn.econdary, eneral
Technical and vocational
Other secondary
Higher

Total .

,

FRANCE .

Vocational, abort
Secondary. 2nd cycle
Higher technicians .

Uftiversitiel(5)

Total

ORME
Secondary, general .

81 , technical/vocational
Non-:university
University

Total .

ITALY

See., eneral and teacher training
TechAical and vocational

1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

.

,"

0.0

6.2
0.8
9.4

0.7
0.5
0.1

17.7
( 8.2)

t

3.6
2.6
0.4
3.2

9.8

'1.5
8.3
1.4
7.1

18.3

,"
.

3.7
7.8

0.0

4.9
1.7
9.4

3.6,
1.i
0.1

20.8N
1.

9.5

(19/1).

7.5 .

22.4

29.9

4.9
4.3
1.1
4.7

17.0

1.7
7.9
1.3
..

(1972)

4.8
8.1
2.6
6.9

22.4

_

0.1

7.2
..

..

4.2

0.9

'

1.4

7,2
6.4

15,0

2.1
10.3
..

-,

5.7
24.2

29.9

'I

.

4.8
3.9
1,7

12.2

22.6

1.5
6.8
1.4
12.2 ,

21.9

5:3
13.2
4.0

10.9 '

33.4

1

4W

.

0.2

7.1
4.3

14.3

3.8

0.9

30.6

..2 3
10.8
7.9

21.0 ,

,

t

'

5.8
% 4.2

1.6
14.4

26.1

1.5
6.1'
1e7

12.9

22.2

,

.

L.

0.1

6.9
4.4
16.5

3.7

0.9

32.5

.

7.5

4.0
24.3

28.3

0.3'

12.8
28.6

0.2
0.7
3.1

47.7(4)

6%2
4.6
1.4
15.0

27.2

.

,

,

.

.

*

,

,

.

0.2

18ii

3.5

0.8

33.4

\\
I.

-

,

.

-

-...

.

,

.

1.4

6.8
6.5

14.7

k -

.

r

.

%
,

-

.

,

.

.

.

,

FT full-time
PT part-time

(1) Including certain Anna still in the 1st.cycle,
(2) The-first figure refers to total full-time and part -time education eutd,the figurelpetween bracketsto full-time education only.
{3)' 8ycdluding

som:100741?s not distribUtei by level.
((4

IIIncluding
(564*

th:d;:!:1::22.01asses for the Grandes Eccles.

39
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yABL.V"12 (Conttd)

i

NETHERLANDS

Secondary; 10, cycle
- general
- vocational

Secondary, 2nd cycle
- general 1

- vocational/technical

Higher
- University
- Non-university

. Total

UNITED KINGDOM FT

Secondary
Further education,
non-advanced16)

Higher
Advanced courses PT(6)
Non-advanced PT '

Total(2)

SWEDEN_ -

Secondary 1,,

Non-univeraitY
University

. TOtal _

YUGOSLATLC

Skilled worker
training

Other technical/
vocational.schools

Seccndary; general/
teacher training

'. Higher

1955
.

1970 1975' 1976 1977 oe' 1978
.

1979

.

\

0

.

9.0

. 11.4

10,8
..

.

.

.

, M F

0.3 0.1
0.9 0.1

.

5.9 1.6
8.5 3.5

6.8 2.3
7.9 5.8

30.3 .13.4

0.5

11.7
2.0

' 19.9

4.2'
(14.3)

(1972)

-15.9
4.2
3.9

24.0

'

M F

0.3 0.1
0.8 - 0.1

7.2 2.6
10.4 3.8

6.0 E.7
9.5 7.4

34.2 16.8

0.5

2.8
11.8

21.2
.

36.3
(15.1)

12.6
1.9
3.1 ,

1706, .

,

6.8

.11.8

I 9.1
..
..

M 4F-MF
0.4 0.2
1.3 0.2

7.1 3.2
12.4 4.6

.. .

8.10.0, .6

0.5

2.9
11.7
1,1
19,0. .

35:i
(15.1)

..

.

. N.,

0,4 G.3
1.3 0.3

7.3 3.2
12.8 5.2

.. ,.-
10.0 8.7

.

. .

0.6

2.9
11.2
1.2

' 19.8

35A7
(14.7)

-

.

.

,

.

M F

0.4 0.3
1.2 0.3-

.

7.2 3.2
13.6 6.4

7.0 3.5
9.5' 9.0

38.8 22.6

'\....N.

-
t

. 10.9

4.5

:y5.4

.

.

.

.

.

.

, .

,

i
.

.

-

.

. (6) Including evening zaltases.
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. 9IL'agINJX.FO' 0 Ha' IP ONIVI=ITY. DIOUF EDUCATION

TOWC, .1

p

4.

Perceage

"
'

.-

1 - 157C 14'75 1576
.

1977.
v

1"7,-;

(

N

.

.

.

.-

-

.

.
.

-,

F'. N F 14 F 1! F F 1! F

Oltuarf , FT

17 and under
if
19 a

2E - 24
25 and over

AUSTRALIA(A F T

17 and under
le
19
2: - 24 .

25 and over

ADSTRALIA(3) PT

17 and under
1=
lc - .

2'. - 2,
25 and over

AUSTRIA

17and under
12 .

10
2i-24
25 anipever

DEMSAK
under 22c.

21 - 26
27 and:Over

SPAIN

17 and under -
1C

.

.19

20-24
-25 and Over
. . -.

FINLAND .

.

47 and under 1

IS
. 19
25=24 -

25 and over

.

-

.

....

Tot,('?

-
0.2 0.2
10.5 1P..2

51.5 75.7
7.; 5.7

-

ih

-

:.--

1970

- -

19.; 4.6
22.:. '2.2
52.0 21.0
51-7 5.1

.

4 .

.111/11".1

.

s

..

.

r-

!:ot.

-
9.6 12.6

30.3 43.5
51.3 7r..5

C.1 5.5

,71q71

41.9 52.6
76.4 -,C.f

C.9 :.5

.5.5 3.7
1.4 d.1'

1971

13.7 (..0

20;3. 11.2
6.3 7.
27.5 3t.2
32.1 41.2

1972
- . -

29.3 4r.4
25.9 2:-.5
3S.7 20.2-.6.4
6.1 4.5

46.S
43.°

.4

13.4 15.3
20,0 151.8
16.5 17.2
34.1 33.3
14.2 14.5

Tot-.

00. 0,1

5.1 7.3
25.0 40,2
54.5 41.0'
14.9 11.'

44.9 48.6
16.5 33.F
5.2 6.3
6.9 ' 3

-3.5 i..1.E

13.0 *'0

17.3 e.
6.0 3.7
15.1 .19.6
44.5 60.7

1975't
- . -.

52.6 .46.9

. 29..29.2'
17.2

,6..6 4.E

14I .

44.5
42.0
13.5

.

2i.1 21.7 x34.2
21.4 24.1
14.8 15.0
23.6 27.4
12.1 11,6

,-- -
1.ti 2.0

30.1 32.3
53.5 51.2
14.6 14.5

Sot. '

0.1 2.1

4 1.2 t.3
22.3 37.2
57.3 43.7
1(.1 idi.(.

.5.7 497
J7.0 32.1
P.61, 9.5
3.7 5.1
4..0 7.6

r-.9 5.0
15.7 5.5
6.3 3.5,
17.6 15.2
51.5 67.5

_

.

le

.

39.5
22.5 23.6
14.2 12.4
12.6 16.8
.10.1 -7.5

4 -
1.5 2.0

29.0 34.
53.0 50.5
16.1 13.3

A
-

'------

'G. 0.2
5.3 7.7

27.1 '.5.9
55.2 44.3
1(.3 12.0

.

:2:5 45.
35.5 3:.o
'....4 7:4
'.1 6.2

-,.2 7.3

11.r, 4.4
1.5. 5.1
t.; 3.5

17.5 17.4
5r.... 69.1

,

. .

'

.

.,

34.6 37.5
22.3 22.3
12.2 15.7
v..5 1.3.a
14.9 1 .5

.

- -
1.6 2.6
30.1 33.2
53.1 49.3
15.1 14.6

.

-wt. (2)

C.1 V...,V
5.7

22.5 .5.3
55.',' ;4.1
11.". 12..

. '114'
: 2

-/-. .r.-
1 '1..: ,

17.-, '2.:.

'.7 l..-

'. r4..,
.2 2.5

.." 2.1
25.: 2-.6
, .2 i.2

2'...= '41
31.. 2'..7

725 27,7
-. :).

,

-

1.E 2.'

25.5 :5%1
52,5 .412..3

16.5 14.3

.

.

1

Nilmluding foreign students
eluding teacher training colleges'end the theological'colleges

(7,) Students starting a bachelor's degree at university

FT full-time 415T part-time

41

I

- r .
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TABLE 4-(tontd..)

9

..
4

.

FRAME ,

17 and under
18
19
20 - 24
25' and over

OREBCE(4) . .

18 and under9
20 -4, 24 .

25 and over
, .

ITALY , .

18 andunder-
.19

i

20 - 24
25 and over 16

.,

RETHERIAIMS .
.

under 18o ..

1 '

20 - 24
25and over

'UNITEP KINGDOM (universities)'

16 and under .

19 .

-20'
21 - . .

25 adONaver

UNITED KINGDOM (further

18 and under
19

.

.

20
21 - 24
25 and over

SWEDEN(7)
4. -

.

of which, covered
25 and over

by
the 25/5 rule

-95!; 1970

1

1973 1W3 1377 1(.1:,'

MFMFMFMFMFMF-
,

,

(4)

6.2 8.3
18.2 23.1
22.9 24.5
40.5 37.3
12.3 6.7

*

28 3 43.6
20.9 27.8,23.0
31.6 25.1532.7
19.2i 3.5120.0.

1904

0.3 4.4
14.2 27.3
72.4 44.4
13.0 9.5

,

44.6 55.9
34.3 30.1
°.4 5.7
8.4 4.4
4.2 3.9

education -

-

,

24.4 37.2
30.8
25.9
6.1

1967

0.6 26.9
1.3 36.5

,e.i 31.5
0.0 5.1

'

1971

8.9 6.1

25.2 26.8
21.1 25.0
314 26.2
13.0 11.9

42.2 54.0
32.1 28.0
9.7 7.1
10.8 6.6
5.2 4.3

r
advanced)

17.6 27.1
24.2 29.'E
14.7 11.2
25.2 16.1
10.2'19.7

1971 .

35.1. 33.3

8.8 9.7

.

''

7.7
26.f
22.9
27.2(5

. 15.4 6

Ns

31.5 46.5
18.4 21.5
Z5.9 20.1
24.1 11.9

1975,7

(11r.2i:6
43.5

38.7 .26.5
15.0 7.4

. -1974-

0.6 0.7
3.1.1 35.5
25.6 2o.4
29.7 23.5
13.0'13.9

...

39.9 47.6
30.9 29.5
111.5 R.7
12.3 E.0
6.3 6.2

o,8 51.4

4.1 24.9

V

6.2
ii.2
f5.0
24.3(5
11.3(6

42.8 60.5
18.5 20.2
22.0 12.5
'.5.7 6.4

,

.

46.8 52.7

22.7 25.3

7.9
32.6
25.1
23.9(5
10.5(6

40.3 45.5
30.9 30.3
10.7 9.'
11.8 8..2

6.3 6.2

.

.

.

5.4 E.9
V-.2 37.5
26.6 24.6
26.6(.319.0(5
13.1t .9(69

a 4

*
.

.

,

. 1

.

.

. ,

''' 4 Tirst..yeer students

1

5 20-23
6 24 and over
7 Bev entrants in the Philosophy Fapulties 7

40

4.
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TABLE 14

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF NEW ENTRANTS IN NOM -

UNIVERSITY HIGHW EDUCATION

$

Percentage

.

GERMANY FT

17 and untie?*
18
19
20-24 .
25 and over

.

AUSTRALIA(4) FT

17 and unar
18
19
20-24
25 and over

AUSTRALIA(4) PT

17 isnd undel,
18
09
20424
25 and over

FRANCE (IUT)

17 and under
18
19
20-23 ,

24 .and over

GREECE(5)

18 and under
19

' 20-24
25 and over

1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1 -978 1979MYMFM.FMFMFMFM . F

,

'Tot.

2.8
8.6

76.3
12.4

,

.

.

(1)

8.5
'16.4
68.0
7.1

'

(-I

Tot. (2)

- -
12.2 14.4
21.5 29.8
51.0 43.4
15.3 12.3

' '

,

.

qik

Tot.

0.9
7.5

12.3
66.7
12.5

1

33.1
31.3
11.8
12.6
11.1

.

10.1
13.8
7.9

26.5
41.7

,

19.9
33.3
40.0
11.7

1.4
9.3

24.3
54.8
10.2

45.6
31.2
6.5

-5.9
10.8

11.0
14.6
6.5

18.9
49.0

1

33.5
38.3
26.2
2.0

Tot.

0.9 1.3-
6.3 9.3
12.0 25.3
68.4 55.3
12.3 8.8

.

4.0
31.7
35.3
26.8
2.2

27.9 43.7
29.5 32.7
37.2 27.3
5.4 1.3

Tot.

0.7 1.1
5.7 8.4

12.1 23.4
67.5 51.9
14.0 9.9

33.1 41.1
32.6 32.1
11.7 7.2
12.7 7.7
9.9 10.0

10.4 11.2
11.8 12.4
8.3 6.2

26.0 19.2
43.6 -51.1

.

3.7
33.1
35.3
25.8
2.1

,

Tot.

-
5.1

12.3
69.1
13.4

33.9
31.7
11.1
13.7
11.1

10.8
10.7
6.8

24.7
47.1

,

.

1

(3) .

-
,

8.5
24.2
58.3
9.1

42.3
32.9
7.3
7.5
10;0

10.0
11.2
4.9

20.5
53.3

-

_-

-

II

.

FT full-time

PT part-fia.

(1) Excluding the higher technical colleges.

(2) New entrants to the colleges of art, music and sport only.

(3) Nigher technical colleges only.
(4).New entrants to the CAE,whatever decree or diploma is being taken (university or not).

(V) First-year enrolapnts.

I
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TABLE 1

INTCNVAL =VEEP ^:S%-:fLk:HV''-7N
AND ENTRY IUTO H1014LR EDUCATION

Percentage

AUSTRALIA - University FT

Following calendar year
year later

Nor. than 1 year later
Other(1)

SAE - FT

Following calendar year
'1 year later
More than 1 year later
'Other

Universities PT
'Following calendar year

1 year later
More than 1 year later
Other(1)-

CAE FT
following calendar year

/Igar later
than 1 year later

Other(1)

UNITED STATES

Same year
'1 to,3 years
4 years and' more

.

"Total univAriity NT
. Same year

44ear later
, 2 years or more.

Indefinite

IUT

Smme,year
1 fear later
2 years or more*,
Indefinite

NWHERLANDE ,

University - Transfer rate

Oymnasia

Sun year
1 year

e
later

4 years or more

Total,

NW (Atheneum In 1970

Same year
1 yeAr later
4 years 9r more

^Total

1.

I

1965

14 F

17

and interval

1972 1975 .197; 1f'7 1',7:

14 F M a F N F 14

.65.4
17,5
17.1

accordinE7
(1971)

75.5 63.4 85%8 66.3
13.9 12.7 .. "

2.4 2.0

91.8 78.1

4.2t/21.1
11.7 6.2
4.0 3.6

59.9 30.9

53.4 Ip9.3

1.

92.2 (J2.6

4.5
3.3

/1: 1!
DC

82.7
7.8
9.5

46.3 33.0

28.5 77.E
25.3 29.4

46.0
13.0
39.0

55.7

22%1

74.3
11.8
12.7
1.2.1

86.6
1C.3
3.0
0.1

e5.(.' -5.5
7.4 7.2
3.0 D.7
2.9 3.

31.7 27.1
6.4 7.3
29.6 33.6
36.3 31.8

54.e
22.1
23.1

secondary school-leaving

(1974)

79.6 56.9

F.:3.5 62.6 62.2 11.1
L.1 E.G C.1 7.7
4.0 L./

r . -
Ye. /6.

79.4 6E.2 7C.," 65.4
10.6 7.1 10cr 7.0
9.8 6.7 1"..2 7.9

I

33.8 27.6 30.7 17.2,1
7.2- 7.8 E.7
30.7 3C.i 20. 22.2
26.7 34.= 41.3 52.7

45.3 -5.5
14.3 11.0
4C.- 4 43._ 5

54.1
20.9
24.9

certificat

..,
7i.!

'3.0 1;.E
40.E

7;4.
5 .

12.9

62.:5

2.2
0.6

(1)Including qualifications obtained through adult or iconcessional" education which are

only classIfleil in the "other" category by all universities for 1978.

ET PT, a part-time

4

44

OP'
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I

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND OF NEW EgTRAPTS IN UNIVERSITY (U)

AIM NON-UNIVERSITY (NU' HIGHER EDUCATION
Percentage

.

,,

i ,

AUSTRIA

P - Univeraity

General Secondary
,

Techbical ana vocational

DENMARK

- Total U DU

Studentere.mamen
F2 (1)
Other

- Faculties of Arts

Studentereksamen
vv

()the?'

- Faculties of Science
' -Studentereksamen
HP
Other ,

Alp

- - Technical university

Studentereksamen
H?
Other

- Schools of economics and
management .

Studentereksanen ,
RF
Other

- NU teacher training colleges

Studentereksamen
HP

- NU Teknika

Studentereksamen
HP
Other

SPAIN

- Fhculties
- Pre-university - COU*
- Technical education
- Students over 25
- Other

_.
-.Higher technical schools

- Pre-university - COO,
- Technical education
- Students over 25
- Other

$

- Architecture, tmogin-

- Pre-university - COU*
- Technical education
- Students over 25
--Other

- Basic amEgoI teachers
- Pre-university - COU*
- Technical education
- Students over 25
- Other

1965 1970 1975
.

lc,/6 1977
..-

1976.

-

.

-.

r

''''

.

i

-

4..

s

_.

.

-

84.6
15.4

77.1
7.0
16.0

91.3
1.7
7.1

92.6
0.7

87.4
-

12.6

66.5
-

31.5

72.3
27.3
0.5

. 3.0
-

97.0

.

r

,

.
-

.

.

-

*

83.7
16.3

68.6
17.5
14.0

69.7
18.4
11.9

77.4
11.6
11.0

85.7
1.7
12.6

76.6
3.8
19.5

57.4
38.8
3.9.

10.5
, 2.3
87.2

.

*

.

-

P

.

-

.

.

-

l,
85.4
6.1
1.7
6.8

i

87.4
7.2
0.4
5.0

70.7
6.6
0.5

22.2

93.2
0.8
17.5
5.5

f

_

86.8
4.7
1.9
6.6

85,6
9.0
0.4
5.0

74.5
6.2
0.5
18,8

92.9
0.6
0.7
5.

_

,

1,......

,

1

-

-

77.4
22.6

.

.

.

A

(1) Preparatory examination for higher education intended mainly for people who have not
completed secondary education and wish to resume their studies.

* COU University foundation course
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TABLE 14 (contd.)

. .

FRAME -

- universities + IUT

1 BAC A, B, C, D
- BAC E, P, G, 1

w Eoutvalent examination&
.. a-peeler entrance aortal tioas

- Social advancement programrm

- EU? only

= BA: L, B, C, D ,
- BLC E, P, G, H

valent examinations
ial entrance examinatioas

- Social advanaat programme

ITALY

- University, total

- Secondary, general
- Secondary, teacher training
- Secondary, technical
- Secondary, vocational
- Other,

- Faculty of Arts

-, Secondary; general
- Secondary, teacher training
- Secondary, technical
- Secondary, vocational
- Other

.7 Technology

- Secondary, general
- Secondary, teacher training

'I% Secondary, technical
- Secondary, vocational .

- Other .

- Economics

- Secondary, general
- Secondary, teacher training
- Secondary, technical
- Secondary, vocational
- Other An

antes '

=University

-Gymnasium (3 or 4 mri)
-Other secondary se 1-

leaving ce ricates

- Priority students
- 25/5, 25/4 (3) .

otegg with mo
1-leavinglrgitilate

Other
- Total higher satiation

-Gienesium (3 or 4 ears)
-Other secMita liwifilcaut
-Priority students
- 25/5. 25/4
-Adults with no secondary

school- leaving certificate,.
- other

.195 1570 1975 1976
4

1977 197F:

.

,

_

.

)

44.2
18.1
34.8

-
2.9

4 35.1
55.1
7.0
-

2.8

.5-

5E.8
- .

37.4
-

3.6

'44.3
, -
82.6

.

3.1

86.3

0.7

-
-
-

13.0

.

.

' 37.4
19.4
4C.2

-

3.0

( i::2
.E.

1 .6

-
1.6

.

40.9
0.4
54.5
-
4.3

19.3
3.0

76.4
.

1.2

.

.

,

\IN

-

,;

,

.

t2)

80.4
8.3
7.8
2.3

21, .,

5C.1
43;1
2.5
2.0
0.4

a
45.0
12.2
;7.9
-
4.9

36.4
35.5
19.1

-
4.9

41.2
0.6
51.9

-
6.3

.

26.4
4.4

64.4
-

4.9

o

56.8

4.4
11.9 4,
18.3
-

6.6

.

.

.

..
--
..

.

(

.

at

+

b

.

61.6-
15.2
1.4
1.2
C.

45.4
4'6.9
1.1

2.3
' 0.3 ,

45.3
12.0
35.3
4.0
'

-35.1
3C.2
20.2

I'
e
,

.o

2.7

427
0.6
47.4
3.8
5.6

.b,
. -

30.2
:3.9

IP**
4.4
3.0

54.0

5.7
12.6
18.1

-

9.7
-,

'

.

.

1

.

77.6
15.6
5.6
0.9
0.:i

47.2
47.8
2.7
2.0
0.3

.

54.9

6.7
6.4
13.5
4.7

14.5

.

.

I

.

.

,

.

57.4

9416°
5.5
11.2
4.3

12.2

.,.

'

(2) Excluding the IUT.
(3) People' of 25 and over who have five or four years' work experience,
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Ing Of TRAMNFSR PROM SICONDARY EXICOTION

(T WPM TO MGM EDUCATION
Percentage

CAW,

!Micheal

- University
- Mon-University

DENMARK

Univeftities and
Centres

MAIN

1965 1970 '1975 1976 1977 1178 1979

(1966)

59.3

,

t.)

,

51.7

25.0

26.7

54.6

,

.

54.5

24.1

30.4

53.8

.

52.4

23.2

29.2

.

52.6

21.9

30.7

.

51.3

.22.6

26.7

51.4

23.2

28.2

Ratio of pupils enrolled for a pre-university or .COU year and those who have taken a sixth general
baccalaureate year or a 7th technical baccalaureate yedr, in the preceding year. I

51.7 50.2 82.5

URIC= STATES (1966)

'High school*
0 NO 5T.5 . 61.5 58.1 58.8

PRINCE

aratory classes

(1973)

- General
baccalaureate 12.1 12.1 12.9

- Techniciahle
baccalaureate 0.3 "0.2 0.6

Universities

- General
baccalaureate 53.3.. 54.7 55.5

- Technician's
baccalaureate is.5 15.0 16.5

107

eambera
baccalaureate 6.4 6.9 7.3.

- Technician's
leccalaureate 14.0 (3.3 44.7

Nigher technician

- genesil
baccalaureate 6.4 7.7 8.9

- Technician's
baccalaureate 10.1 1a46 19.0

"Total

- General
baccalaureate 78.2 81.4 04.6

-'Technician's
baccalaureate 45.9 47..1 51.0

JAPAN

New entreats in the universities and 3i for oilier*. as percentage of 1st cycle secdadary
school - leavers three years previously

MRIMMRLANDO
17.0 1 23.6 I 27.0 1 38.6 37.7

I I.
First-year university students mmercentage of pre-university-school-leavers

ft. i 87.1 80.6 00.4. f 77.5 74.5

UNITED MG=
Destination of secondary school-leavers with the following passess

Uhivereitie M IM. F..

3 or more A -levels
2 A-levels

6R.2 57.6
20.9 11.3

66.9 55.2
21.7 I4.a

66..0 54.9
18.7 13.7

1 A-level 4%. 1.7 0.7 0.7 1.7 1.4 r.7
S or more 0 -levels 0.2 0.1 0.4 00 0.2 0.0
1 to 4 0 -levels 0.0 0.0 o.0 o,o 0.6 0.0
Further F4uostion

3 or more Awlevels 15.4 28.1 1;.6 24.4 15.4 22.7
2 A-levels . 41.4 61.5 38.0 45.9, 40.4 44.1
1 A-level . 41.7 61.0 35.6 46.3' 36.0 42.0
S nor* 0-levels 26.5 42.E 27.7 40.2 24.0' 10.1
1 to 4 0-levell 16.6 25.8 14.7 27.3* 13.3 20.4

fetal universities and further education.

3 or more A-levels 85.6 05.7 80.5 79.6 01.4 77.6
2 A-levels . 62.3 72.6 59.7 60.7 59.1 58.1
1 A-level 42.8 61.7 36.3 47.5 38.2 43.5
S or more 0-levels
1 to 4 0-1e701.

26.7 42.
16.6 25.4P

27.8 40.3
11.7 27.1
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CHAPTER II
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I. LIMITS TO GROWTH OF HIGHE4, EDUCATION

This Chapter will focus on Some of 'the more
significant structural and qualitative characteristics of
changes that have occurred in post-secondary education in
recent years, as compared with the pattern of developments
which .prevalled during the 50s and 60s. It should be
stressed from the outset, however, that many of the critical
problems and issues fac post secondary systems in thei
early eighties are not al that different from those already
identified and discussed _efore the onset-of the economic
crisis.

Some of the permanent dilemmas confrontihg policy
makers in the field of higher education were summed up in .

the general report to the OECD Conference on F4ture Str4ctures
of Post Secondary Education, held in 1973, in the following
terms:

".This goal structure for post-secondary,education,
superi osed on its traditional_tunctions, gives
rise to a number of critical areas of tension around
which much of the current -debate on the future of
higher education revolVes. Such tensions exist, for
.

example:
betweeh the requirements of excellence and of
egalitarianism;

-.between the structure and size of individual demahl---
for higher education and'of.labour_tharket require-

: ments4 .

- between the aspirations and interests of the
different groups involve&in higher education;

- between the aspirations and expectations of individual'
and the prevailing socio-economic constraints.in
terms of availability of resdUrtes, academic. attitudes
institutional hierarchies, established cultural and
social value structures striving for self-perpetua-
tiop"(1).

(1) Policies fqr Higher Education, General Report Conference
op FUture'StrueTures of Post-Secondary Edubation, OECD,
Paris, 16-29 June, 1973.

it



The new social and economic context no doubt has led
to changes in priorities, to a number of problems being
Viewed in a different light and to render certain conflicts
and tensions more acute; but'basioally many of the current
questions and issues in hither education are the result of
the structural and quality ive changes brought about by the

_:.- extraordinary expansion of this sector during the two
preceding dedades.

The'crisla of he 196b8, at leatt in most European
4ountries was due to a large extent to the lack of an
9.dequate institutional framework to cope with the growing
and increasingly diverse student population. But while it
takes time to develop'struetures in response to new pressures,
it taket.even longer before people can begin to fully grasp
theimplications, for the individual and. for society as a,

whole, of.post-secondary systems which in a few years more
than trebled their-population reaching enrolment ratios-above
15'20 or 25 per cent of the relevant age group. There is

still a greater time lag before 'this awareness is translated .

into changes in attitudes, expectations and in the actual
behaviour of the various groups directly concerned with the.

advent of mass higher education:' young people and their
parents,,teaching stafft.employers as well as educational
policy makers and government authorities;

While.the terms "steady state" or "zero growth" may

be useful as a succinct characterisation of the situation
q.uring'the 1970s (particularly in order, to highlight the
difference's with respect to the-period of growth during the

1960s) it is important to rememb t t in the majority of
e OECD countries the overall groWth. the post-secondary
atosr has conti&ed, albeit at a much s wer pace, during

s decade(1). Thus many of the current problems stem from

Ate need to pursue the slow process of internal organisation
and consolidation of mass systems in a much less favourable
socio-economic context and against the difficulties of needed
r'readjustments in attitudes and b9haviour.

Past OECD work in the .field of higher education
focussed on the analysis and comparison of the main
quantitative trends and structural reforms of the 1960s and

made some prognoses about the future patterns of development,
"particularly in countries where mass higher education was

emerging(2). To a large'extent, these analyses and foyecasts

" .

`(1) See Annex to Chapter I.

"(2) (a) Towards New Structures of Post -Seconda Education,

OECD, "ar s D 'o cles or her uca on, ECD,

. Paris 1974; (c Tow ds)tass Hi her Education 'Issues
and Dilemmas, OE aria

c
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used as a conceptual.framework the elite-mass-universal
access model originally presented by Martin Trow(1).
According to this theory of stagei of development, structural
reforms in the United States were typical of a.country
passing from a..mass system to a stage of quasi universal
access, while 4n Western European countries reforms were
designeq to cope with problems of the transition from elite ".
to mass higher education, seen as an ineluctable development
in an assumed context of steady growth. The Trow model was
no doubt extremely useful as a framework for the study of
post-secondary systems in a comparative perspective and in
providing a basis for a more global and coherent analysis of
a variety of dimensions within the field of high s. education
often treated in tisolation. 'However as,with thip majority
of forecasts madeAll the mid-1960s, it proved less successful
in terms of predicting developments in the 1970s.

Obviously no one could have been expected to foresee
the.cil crisis and the economic recession and its subsequent
effects on education. But the fact remains that, at the timemuch of the comparative work in education was over-concernewith identifying similarities in-patterns of development.
Essential diffawles among OECD countries, in particular
those relating he structure ot their educational systemsand prevailing attitudes to,education, tended to be neglected
as an explanatory fadtor of the greater diversity of trends
in the OECD area.

Martin Trow has himself recently made an interesting
Critical analysis o-f his conctual scheme, pointing to a.
series of factors which may Hagpp explain why European systems
did not develop as foreseen in the early 1970s(2).

In the present report the argument is_ pUi forward that'
a key factor which past forecasts did not take sufficiently
into account is the basic organisational features of education
and training provision for the 16-19 year old in individual
countries, in particular the various forms, of secondary
education. ", The impact of quantitativaygrouth of secondary
schools on the developlent of the higher levels has been
recognised for a long time. But far less attention has been
focussed on the organisation and functions of secondary
education; on the specific selection and orientation
procedures used, on how these affect demand for higher
education and consequently the size and structure of post-

.

0 secondary systems. Some of'these aspects will be reviewed
in Chapters III and IV; .at this stage it is useful to point

(1) ow, Martin, Problems in the transition from Elite to
Mass Higher Education in

Poli,i
es for Higher-Education,rwasurow 7

OECD, Paris, 1974.

(2) See Martin Trow: Elite and Eass Higher Eclucation:.
American Models and Eurigtan Realities in Researcn into
Higher Education Professes and StrorPs7rTZFRF7Tn,swede.. ter, J.



tothose particular characteristics of European secondary
systems which can help account for some of the "unexpected"
trends in higher education during the.1970s and throw some
light on the prospects for further development in the coming
years.

It will,be recalled that in the 1960s the view was
held that with the continuous expansion of secondary education
in Europe the growth in private demand for higher education
would be such that European countries would, be in need of
setting up mass post-secondary institutions functionally
equivalent to the community colleges in the United States,
Canada and Japan. At least two distinctive features of
many European upffier secondary schobls' help explain why
higher education did not expand as rapidly,as oreseen nor
did it follow the U.S. model of development These are (a)

it
the modal age of secondary schoolleavers; Zb) he existence
of linos of study as basic units of organisat n at the
ulper secondary level ll-and in particular the existence 'of a
rather large technical-vocational sector at this level.

(a) The modal age of secondary school leavers

Since educational structures and reforms are most
often vlewed as an integral part of more global soci
policies concerned with the needs and problems of spe
age groups, the age distribution of the population att ding
a particular level or type of education is a significant
indicator in any attempt to foresee its future development.
This is not only a question of changes in the balance between
mature and young students; it relates also, and more
significantly in the present context,,to-the.differences
betweeil countries in the age composition of young students
pursuing their initial education. p 9

As shown in the Table .on the following, page;-while
in the United'States and Japan'p the majeritywof 18-year-olds
are enrolled at the tertiary level, in many of the.European
,countries the same age group tends to be heavily represented

. at the secondary level. This phenomenon is most evident in
Austria, Western Germany, Netherlands,- Switzerland and the
Scandinavian countries where a similar trend - though far less
pronounceg,can also be observed for the 19 year oid students.
As was pollited out in a previdUs OECD study(1) these
differences do not necessarily mean that all European students
have mgre.years of formareducation' before entering higher,
education .(this is only the case in Germany'), in some cases
they are due to late school entry age (Scandinavia), in

c.

(1) ,Siel'action and Certfication in Education and Employment
Part 1,

5;3
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EhrolmentiRatel'of 18 and 19-.year Old
Students

Country 18 yetar old

Lustralia(1979)(4)

Secoz Hi Aler
.1.E Education

6,6 v12,9 ,

Austria (1977) 40,9(1) 4,1

Canada-(1977) 20,9 19,4 ."

Denmark (1977) 54,1. 0,8,

France (1976)' 23,9 10,4(3)

Germany (1978) 60,9(1) 0,9

Greece (1975) 25,5 9,4

-Japan (1976). 3,6 40,1

*Netherlands (1976) 32,3 6,0(5)

*Norway (1976) 47,4 0,7

Spain (1977) 19,8 14,5

Sweden (1978) 35,2 ". 0,9

United Kingdom(1977) 35L4(1) 7,3

*United States . 16,1 '52,2

Source: Annex to.Chapter I.

1

2

3
145

1 ear old
Secon ary
Education iori

1,4

13,1(2)

4 0

41,7 1

07,6

29,1(1)

18,5

14,8

23,0

12,2

10,9

23,3(1) '

3,6

13,3

7p9

24,3

4,0

13,6(3)

4,3

14,9

40,2

9,3(5)

5,0

15,0

4,5

12,4

. 36,9

OECD Statistics of Education, OECD 1981
Full and Part-'.time students
1976
Including the "Classes Prgparatoires to the° Grandes Ecoles".
Not including apprenticeship.
Not including university type higher education.

u.



,othei's they are explained`by the large number of students
who. repeat grades (France). They do, howeverl'point to the , .

significant fact that-under present Schooling conditions,.
if Eur6pean countries gim at achieving United States levels
5f enrolment ratios foe their.18(ind even 19 -Year -old
population; this would not lead to a similar expansion of

their postsecondary.sYstems.

(k) The existence of streaming in upper secondary education

Whatever thk differences in rates,of expansion and
,in types or speed of -reforms, the curricula and structure.of
studies of the last years of Secondary education, in all
Western Edropean countries continue to be organised around
a va i number but clearl defined and hi hl structured

es o s n a o em a c ear erence s. ma e

,between lo cycle . usually transfer oriented - and sho'rt

cycle - usu ly terminal oriented lines of study, as we as

between a eneral, a technical and a vocationAl secterr Even
in Sweden e of-tlirMirtfpean colnitriot
which most strongly advocates the development of "comprehensive
upper keco .educatiOn", or the United Kingdom(2) where
various,typea,of comprehensive upper secondary sohoolsco-
exiet (i.e. tertiary colleges, sixth form colleges) this
concep*is in no way understood as implying the abolition.of
different lines of study. In spite of the varyineand
changing interpretations within the European context,,the
co rehensive rincile when a.lied.to the er seodir

as e m na on or a enuation
II

eve r mar Uri ers 00
o erarc ca an a erence amon ra er we

e s reamsqrea er weenex e es 0

anql above the integration of most or all options wit in

I t cr schoola s ng e vpe o upper secon ary .

Thus contrary to the .comprehensive systems in North
America where most options prepare or qualify for further'.
studies, European countries have maintained a rather large
vocational sector at the upper secondary level in. preparing;
pupils for a final proftessional qualification( ) and-only, .

exc nally qualify for direct entrance post - secondary
studies.

.

(1) OECD Reviews of National Policies for Education:
Educational Reforms in Sweden, Paris, 1981.

(2) G. Neave, Het The Fared: The I
3 School upon e n vera es, .n on

(3) See Chapter III,
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Both-the Piesence'of an older student body and the
organisation of studies on the basis of streams implying'
in many caseg.a'substgntial degree'of specialisation, provide
ndications that Euro emu er second schools are fulf llin

a number o funCtion

s ev ence a s s rue n e e o general
as well as techpical education. Young people having obtained
their academic secondary:.school certificates in France,
Germany, Unifed Kingdom or in Scandinavian ountries and who.
vent pursue higher education studies in" &United States
are gr d equivalences which allow them .t take the foiir
ar Bache ors degree in three years, occasionally in less

time - depending, of course; on the entry standards of the
particular institutions(1). Also quite a number of
professional qualifications whiekr in Europe' are ebtained at
ta end of.Secondary schooling, in the United States require

'- some years. of pose secondary, edtitatioe.

This type of functional equivalence betkeen institutions' -

-Oat axe formally classified ,under different levels of .10

'-7-)education highlights the weakness international comparisons
awhich analyse in, relative isolat a single level of
education or a. specific sector of e educational system.

Whethdr the continuous, owth of enrolment rates of
the 16-19 year group, in. EUrop ill lead to a closer .

resemblance between EurppOan er seconciary sydtems.and
the North American senior h chool mod 111. is'a question
which cannot be answered le terms. Expansion and
diversifibation in,r,ftspohse to common pressures and
.objectives lead, of Zburset,to a certain convergence, at
-least in terms of the problems and issues being/faced by
most countries in-the OECD area.' On the other hand, since
the economic recession and the growing questioning of st
patterrft. of growth at the post compulsory level came at a
time when' significant differences still existed -
of levels of participation, type of attendance and .1r4
structures - it could be argued that Western EuropeaW
countries may-in -Ur' coming ,years seek,other'models of
deve;ipment.

- In this ,respect; Western EUPopean tetries hfte no
doubt benefitted from the ,experience of countries which
preceded them in the'procegs of educational expansion. In
the Unittd Stites, for example;-.afrequent claim over past
yeagp has been that the rapid growth and democratization of
eduEation was'accompahied by a weakening in the.quality of
secondary ed. atiqn. Even admitting that-such adevielopment
is to a lai" txtent. the direct consequence of a larger

zuc an .oppor uniy is also granted to a small
. percentage of US -high school ktusitants who take a.

special examination. . j
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pFoportion of pupits from the less privileged groups and

with lower levels of academic ability, there are many who
question the policy of devoting substantial resources to
remedial education at the tertiary IgKel rather than
Improving standirds and performance mil the high school level.

One result of-this practice has been that more and more

young people have had to take a 13th and\14th year
education in order to attain minimum standards or basic

skills traditionally associated with a secondary level'

/education.

Over the past years this line of criticism has
gained momentum and at present' there seems to. be a strong

movement in the United,States in favour of devoting far more

attention to the social and educational problems being
confronted at the senior high school level(1).

In most ,European- countries' the policy is toencourage
participation at the upper secondary level. However, a
major concern is that of avoiding that upper secondary
education be considered only, or even primarily, as an

inte e or:incomplete stage requiring the immediate'

pur it of postsecondary stu s. As at present in the
U ed States, there is a atrong meve 1n favour of setting

o maintaining minimum standards for the completion of this

cycle. Similarly, there is also a move to'strehgthen
the professional orientation and relevance of the various
options provided in-contrast to past trends of adding more

7,,,,?-,rs of study as a requirement for entry into certain
occupatiofis and professions. The rapid development-of
schemes enablirig-potng people in post-compulsory schooling
to combine in various wars education, training and work

are also likey to affectlkelpand for higher education.

7

Whether these are temporary measures largely -

conditibned by. present concerns over youth unemployment, or
whether they reflect a more profound change in educational
philosophy, is again a controversial iss e. What is clear,

hoyever, is that both quantitative and s ructural changes

at the upper secondary level call for mu h closer scrutiny
and attention, in'viewof the crucial 'o e they play in
*aping the future' of 'higher. education.

4
(1) It is 'interesting to pOint out that the U.S. 'Carnegie ,

Council for the Advancement of Teaching,-which for many

years has assigned top priority to higher education,
is now paying greater attention to secondary educaticin.
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II. STRUCTURAL REFORMS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

rt

Compared to the decade of the 1960s, the 1970s
appear as a period-of conSiderable stability in terms of
structures of post.secondary educatiorLl). Whether this
stability is only apparent in the sense that there have
been less dramatic and highly visible structural reforms,
or whether it also involves a general slowdown in the pace
of internal change, and innovation at this level of education,
is a matter of controversy. Judgements are likely to vary
as much from country to country as within individual
countries, depending on the groups which produce such
judgement as well as on the sectors of higher education
which are under strutiny.

To
V
a large extent, the apparent Stability of recent

years can be seen as a natural follow up of the wave of
expansion, major averall reforms and the creation of new,
types of institutions, i.e. short cycle institutions, open
universities, which characterised the,period of the 1960s
and early 1970s. 'After the widely publicised debates on
general policies and the actual formulation and approval of
reform proposals -concerning major sectors. of higher
education, came 'the period when the problems of detailed
implementation had to be'taced. And.these were problems
which, most often; had to,be tackledtat the level of the
individual institutions, of departments and of stAft-
student relationships.

ThUs, in areas such as internal management, accesa `°

conditions and criteria, s ruOture of studies, organisation
of curricula, much effort an was required to
translate into practice the terms of reference and broad
principles formUlated at the political level in earlier
years. Additional 4ifficulties stemmed from the fact that
drastic-changes in the socio-economic context of Member,
countries occurred between the time when these major
policies were formulated- and the time of their actual
'implementation. Much of the criticism and impatience oh
the'part of outside oups, and even of public authorities,

rginvis-a-vis the perfo ce of higher education institutions
reflect a lack of and rstanding of the difficulties
involved in the process of.implementation of7these reformp.
Themis also a tendency,-at times, to' under-estimate the
significance and the long-term consequenOes of grass root
or internal. changes within individual colleges and

, .universities. -4:

(1),When reference is made throughout the report to the 1960s
and 1970s this should not be interpreted as covering
exactly eaoh,decade. The 1960s is understood-as the
period of growth aad expansion lasting in most Member
countries up to the early 1970s. The 1970s globally
encompasses the period which is marked by the beginning
of the economic recession, that is 1973/74,
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TO fact that reforms in .higher education during
the 19706 seem to have'lleen mainly in the ford. of slow
incremental changes and focussed more on internal and. .

qualitative aspects than on overall structures - in the
words of M. Trow, on the "private livesv rather than on
the "public livesu(1) - of digher education systems, makes
broad charactilliations of national policies during this
period partic ly difficult.

At the risk,of oversimplifying the discussion an
attempt. will be made to identify som6 of the more sightAdant
trends characterising developments in higher education
during the 1970s, comparing them when possiple with thos?__
prevailing during the 60s. The main features of_the
scenario of the 1960s and that of the 1970s which account
for many of the differences have been repeatedly stated
and will not be reviewed here. Considerinirtliat trends
and reforms are typically the result of the interplay of

. a variety of pressures and circumstances in which casual
relationships are difficult to discern, the emphasis of
the present review will be on the type and direction of
change rather than on the complex dynamics of how the
change came about.

Changes in the institutional framework of higher
education systems will be examined und7 the -following
1eadings: .

(a) New hierarchies in post- secondary education;

(b) Internal reforms within universities;

) Reorganisation of,the non-university sectors;

(d) Continuing Education: the expanding sector of post-
secandary education.

(1') Th) See, M. Trow = e Public and Private Lives of Higher
Education in Daedalus, Winter 1975. Public life is
defined as comprising all the planS and decisions
affecting colleges and universities made by people
-other than teachers and students. It includes public .

disclissions and governmental decisions about the
support, organisation and structure of higher education;
the hearings of legislative committees; the work' of
coordinating, commissions and state departments of
higher education and Much (but not all) of'university ;%

administration.-
Private life of higher education is what actually
happens'in the classrooms, libraries, the labotatgries,
at the desks and in the offices, the moment-by-moment,
day-to-day activities and interactions of teachers and -
students engaged in teaching and learning.,

41.
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(a) NeW hier hies t se o d= = ducation

During the 1960s, a major cone -pt in the analysis
of the qUantitative and structural elopment of post-
secondary education was the distinct on which was established
between university type and noni.uni =rsity type higher
education. This olassificatiOn mad= it possible to highlight
the existence and' increased signifi ante of a wide range
of post-seeonAary institutions whic , given the traditional
view of equating higher education ith university studies,

/ had been disregarded in earlier stigations. Studiesof the dichotomy. between. the "noble" university and the"less noble" noh-university componenta of higher educationpointed to the hierarchical structure characterising most
post-.secondary systems. They also paid special attention
to the problems faced by many poSt secondary institutionswhich were striving to becothe fully recognised members ofthe higher education, world while'at the same tino being
under strong p s to develop a distinctiVe'role in
order t o e nhfnce the diversity of educational provision at
this level(1).. This characterisation between the ''nobler' and
"less noble" sectors seems far less obvious now than
decade ago. Firstly, in most rater cauntries'the'expansion.o higher education has by itself .led to'a,much alder
riety of university and non - university type programmesand institutions, giving rise to greater layersity and

prestige differences within; each of these sectors. Recent
,developments affecting both the supply and the demand ,forhigher education may have 'fUrther contributed to accentuatingsome af'these "internal".hierarchical differences:
introduction of numeruf c}ausus in certain universities
or departmen t. witnessing a growing.competition for 'entry
while in othltbs open access policies are maintained;
growing differences in the employment prospects of graduatesfrom different fields of 'study, some witnessidg high ratesof underemployment or even unemployment while others have
guaranteed entry into occupations or professions with highincome, prestige and power; renewed government concernfor developing a small number of well-financed and staffedoentree of excellence protected against the impact:of
demand, etc. ,

416

Secondly, it- be'recalled that at'the rootof the "noble" (uni rs ), "less noble" (non-university)disti, ction was the tra tional academie vglue system 44do t at the time. This placed at the top of the prestigehierarchy theoretical and so-called disinterested studiesplus the training for, certain established professions,

(1) Short Cycle Highdr Education: A Search for Identity,
OECD, Parts, 1973.

I

4
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So'

while relegating to the lower echelons, programmes wWich
were primarily.concerned with the teaching of knowledge
and skills usable directly in a widerrangs of occupations.
It was clear, /yew:thahowever, that and
quality differences will always exist among individual
institutions and in this sense more..and less noble
universities or colleges; what is important is that the
differences do not apply to whole categories of institutions
e.g. university versus non-university factor" (1).

Actual developments-have followed at least
partially this postulate, perhaps at a faster pace than
was expected some years,ago. With the o labour
market situation the dominance of strictly ac emic
criteriacritteria has declined at the same time' as

ortanoo is being assigned to the employment ue of
different types of higher education.. Thus a.di ferent
order of preferences seems to have emerged: the ranking
of institutions and programmes in the new pecking order
is still oonditiontUty their academic standing but also,
and to a far greater extent than in the past,,bv their,

perceived Job relevance.
:4!

_The_growing importance assignedto e immediate
employment value of higher education: ins tides is
having a number of effects both on supply and'rdemand
which will be discussed throughout the report. In terms
of the pecking order of the various components'of national
systems of 'higher education the following developments
are of particular significance: (a)_the traditional
university model has1Lost somd'of its attraction and .

prestige; this has alib meant that other'higher educatiaq
institutions have been less Prone to copy universities
and that prOblems-of academic driftliave somewhat
subsided; (b) hierarchical differences sikonk programmes
mit= the university as well as the non-university
sectors have sharpened to an extent that some of them have
acquired greater significance t4an the 'previous binary
university non-university distinction. . Within eaoh _
sector some departments or institutions- witness a growing
competition for entry whereas others have aeolining
enrolments and empty placet; (c) directl% related, a
number of short_ cycle programmes or'institutions,
especially those With a professiohal prientafion and
providing a certain guarantee aremployment ate'listed
highar,in the order of student preference some, c
university programmes with lessbrofessional evanoe
or leading to employment outlets which s ted.

(1) indfrEp4crtip42fPost-Sego tlis
t Sr St

60
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The fesulting situation Iscillustrated in the

' following graph showing the standing of different typesof higher education programmes in terms of their academicand. employment dimeneton(1). It should be interpreted
merely as an analytical schema designed to illustrate theabove argument and-facilitate discussion of some of thekimplications of current tgands.

( High

Academic
Standing

Low

Short cycle
Programmes
leading to
saturated,
employment
outlets,
Some general
and non
traditional. .

pro ammes

Level, Professional,
is

Medicine '
Centres of Excellence.

University
programmes which
are high risk from
an employment point
AggiOf view i.e.
Scienc

ges, SOci
aiShort cycle vocationally
oriented' rogrammes
with restricted entry
and/or leading to
occupations in high
demandtasio

it

Employment
value

. High

Bearing in mind the far greater complexity of theinstitutional network in each national dontext and thevariations according to countries it -could be useful toexamine within eachnsystem recent changes in the relativeposition of different options and their likely mobility inthe future. A

(0 As will be seen in other sedtions of the report theemployment value is in'a way a less rigid and more
subjective dimension than academic standing, It ismore likely to change over a relatively short time
span and be more affected by the individual or group
characteristics of those involved in the aseeipment,

Sc

fit
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Listed on the upper right hand side of the graph
are a selected number of university type institutions, or
programmes ranking high on both dimensions, usually strongly
selective, performing the traditional functions ofhigher
education (strong concentration on research and post-,
graduate education and training for high level professions).
Whatever scenario is chosen for the coming decades, the

future of this "noble" sector seems to be relativel
assures from most points of view (student demand, dtitu-

tional prestige, governmentsupport), The notabi
exception for some of them itm., be perhaps that of
maintaining strong research capability.

Of particular interest in the present disatssion
is the situation of those university programmes (centre of

the graph) which traditionally had a high academic ranking
and prestige but which under the combined effects of massive

expansion, the declining etployment value of their degrees
and consequent Changesin student choices risk beComing
increasingly unattractive options. The situation of such
university programmes - more often found in the fields of
humanities,aocial science and pure science - becomes even

more critical whenin addition to the-problems created by
lack of employment outlets, they constitute the main or
only open access sector of higher education and are thus
perceived both as high "risk" options and as "safety valved"

for the overall system. As a consequence of- losing some of

their attraction and prestige these programmes recruit a
larger proportion of low motivated studentell those previously
rejected by other selective institutions; those who enrol'

fully aware of their slim chances in the competition for
entry into the prestigeous higher education fields;
students accumulating credits awaiting entry into other
selective university courses; young secondary school
graduates "parking" for lack. of job opportunities, etc.
In addition, the trend smofik senior academic staff-members
to neglect or move away I'm& undergraduate programmes and

the increasing difficulties of teaching a very heterogeneous
student body - in terms of motivations, ability, socio-
demograpfiic characteristics - render the task of maintaining
high academic .siandards of these. courses increasingly .

difficuly,

There is the additional_ danger that, as a-consequence
of this deteriorating climate, talented young people with
a.genuine interest and a sense of vocation may be increasingly
discouraged from enrolling in courses within the fields

of humanities, social science and pure science. This may

.
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have serious effects for these areas of knowledgets gradually ,
being deprived of'new :talent, creativity and research
capaoity.

Froth the point of view of general policy for higher
education, the problem is not so much the emergenceiof a
consumption oriented or of a "low employment value"*sector
at the tertiary level - a trend which may be Considered
acceptable, even desirable in so e countries - but the
fact. that once certain disciplin s or university programmes
are considered to have low empl t value they risk
being further downgraded by a tion of their academic
standing. In this respedtp'epecifid types of government .

measures, such. as the reallocation of resources in-favour
of options with immediate employment value, may further
aggravate this situation.

, "Employment policy'measures aimed at improving the
career prospects of these young graduates both in traditional
and new sectors are of course of key impbrtance. Equallyimportant would be'educational policy measures aimed at
preventing employment considerations from reinforcing whatappear& to be ,a widening gap or segmentation, between

-

disciplines or areas7of university study.

s Sirgilar hierarchical differentiationsare also
emerginvil.thin the increasingly larger and diversified
network of post secondary institutions outside the university
sector; these will be further discussed under sections (c)and (d). Suffice it here"to add that, in recognising the
need to increase the employment relevance ofemany,higher
education programmes, governments and institutions shouldbe aware of the_angers involved in adopting a too narrowor short term eMitigg ent perspective. Policies for higher
education in the 1 :os cannot ignore developments looking
forward into the 1990s and beyond, with possible drasticchanges in the size and composition of-the labour force withvery different implications for higher-education.

(b) Internal reforms within_universities

The need to ensure greater diversity of provision atthe post secondary level -remains one of the major concernsof educational'policy. During the 1960s the prevailing'policy Was'that the most viable - and-for many alSodesirable - strategy towards achieving greater diversitywas through the developMent of options- and schemes outsidethe realm of the university. For some was a question of
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protecting universities from the dangers ±nherent to mats
educations for others it was the lack of capacity or un-
willingness of universities to adapt to. the new requirements,
in short their " resistence to change"(1),which justified
the' adOption of diversification strategies which essentially
aimed at by-passing them. ./

PloreoVet, during the earlier period of rapid growth
the academic morld-itself had= strong incentives to
undertake major internal reforms in response to either
employment needs or individual demand. In spite of-,
government efforts to divert demand to other post secondary
programmes, students continued- to/favour university choices,
whatever the field of study or the a of institutions,
so Chit eventually governments had to devo additional
resources to enable this sector to accommodate demand, On
the employment side too, university graduates maintained
a privileged position in terms of recruitment and promotion
prospects whereas in many countries graduates from short
crate institutions faced considerable difficulties in
achieving adequate recognition.

) ,

Tt.wat during the 1970s, as the crisis of confidence
in universities gained" momentum that the urgency of certain
internal changes became more manifest to institutional -

leaders and academics. Finding themselves in a far more
vulnerable position than in the past, ha .less access
to scarce financial resources in a period of rising costs.:
and facing growing external criticisms., universities were
gradually led to adopt more responsive attitudes,to the
needs of clientele and to the-new socio-economic
circumstances,

(i) The Comnrehensive University: A fading idea? .

t-Strategies aimed t-the-internal reorganisationlif
universities have-been of course dependent on the particular
traditions and structure of university systems in each .
country. It is interesting to note, howe r that in-tfieir.

attempts to ensure greater diVersitY, few un versitiesliave
adopted the comprehensive or multipurpose model ch
attracted considerable interest in the late 1960s(2w4i). It

(1) Reference to -the universities, resIstence to*chande
should not be necessarily tinderstood as implying a'' --

negative value judgement. In many dates such resistence
has protected universities from certain pressures or
temporary fashions likely to undermine their capacity
for a high level of performance.' ,

..

(2) See Tow sNwSru tur == of Post =co d:11 Educiition;

OECD, s,

v

-
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will be recalled thaq a fundamental characteristic of the
comprehensive model as defined at:the time was the merging
of short cycle andlong cyclepragrammes within one
single institution:

Onlyvery,few eicamples can be found in the ear
c 1980s of fully integrated comprehensive universities(1
i.e. those which have a combined curriculum in the first
years of study designed for Students pursuing short cycle
programmes leading

designed
professional quhlification and

for those - arming at full degrees.

In the Federal Republic of Germany six integrated
comprehentlive universities exist (1 in Hesse and 6 in
Nordrhein-Westphalen(2). However, in all of them integrated
programmes scarcely represent more than a third of their
total provision. In addition, none of these German
Vesamthochschulen includes Wald established university;
they were initially set up by 'merging teacher tra
colleges (Pledagogifthe hochschulen) and higher tedhnical
schools (Fachhochschulen) andnly later developed fulluniversity programmes.

- In the OECD area as a whole, a model which is found'
more frequently is that mhich in Germany was defined aqthe cooperative comprehensive university, that is the
coexistence of different types of higher education
institutions-under a single administrative framework
without integration of their programmes. This is the
case of the IUTs (Instituts UniVersitairei de Technologie)
in France which-administratively are part of the universities
but functtak quite separately and differ considerably fromthe other departments or faculties (U.E.R.Is..Unitg
diEnseignement et de Recherche) in terms of their teaching
and organisation. Iftterestingly enough, they have special
regulations which puts them under closer government controlthan the-university departments.

It is in Sweden whete_the idea of setting up
comprehensive universities or higher'education institutions
has received the strongest political support during the
19708(3). The Reform of 1977 formally abolished the

(1) The term comprehensive university and the distinction
between the integrated and the cooperative models
follows the definitions established in Germany in the
early 1970s and adopted by the 1976 Framework Act for
Higher Education.

(2) L. Cerych, A. Neuseli U. Teichler, H. Winkler: Erf
Hemmnis5e. Zielwandkl, Frankfurt & New York, Campus

ucational Poll

G5

OECD, '1981,



distinction between university and non-university higher
education and advocated a unitary policy. However, whereas

from a pianni4g and adminiatrative,point of view

considerable progress was accomPlished in this direction,
relatively little seems to have been done in terms of tie

actual integration of university and non university type
progrdmmes or courses.

some respects there is terhaps not-too much
Aditeren e between the 000perative comprehensive model as

defined bove and the policy advocated by countries of
ensuring aloft, coordination between the various sectors
or institutions of_ higher educatioA'within a region even

when these,remain under feparate administration. Indeed,

what seems to be quite a'general trend is that of maintaining

the Specificity-or distinctiveness of each type of institution

in terms of the level of education provided while strengthen-
ing their links so as to allow for closer coordination and
planning of provision in different geographical areas, make

better use of acarce,resources and allow for greeter studegt

mobility.

. The growing interest in designing systems of transfer-

able credits between universities, and even more,"between
different sectors and types of higher education institutions(1)

can be seen.as-a way of promOting an approach to diversity

which favours the move of students between programmes whilst.

enablingAmstitutions to maintain their distinctiveness(2).
However, the slow progress pads in improving this type of

student mobility, especially.in European, countries and in

Japan; poses at present a serious problem and can be .

expectedrto be a major policy issue in the years to come.

A highlyidiversified.structure is bound to become a rigid
hierarchy if students' choices are irreversible ipn if many

of the options provided are perceived as blind alleys.",

Thus rather than developing sub- degree 1eve3nwork

and organising short cycle, vocationally oriented-programmes
of a similar type tp those existing in other post-secondary
institutions, universities tend to focus primarily on the

(1).11. Premfora: Integrated Systems of Higher Education:

Sweden. Rifport presented at the Conference on ComprehenSive

Universities, New York, December "1980.

p

(2) In the U.K. there is strong support for development of

credit transfer schemes.' Similarly in the Netherlands,

see: Opening Up Higher Education, Policy Statement
concerning Higher EdUcation in the Netherlands, Ministry
of Education and SCience publicatibn, 1978, p.27.

133
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reor ani ation = d div rsificat on of de: ee evel
es, ncrease efficiency,

grea er soc employmen re evance of first and higher
degree programmes and more flexible arrangements-for the
pursuit of university studies appear to be among the centftl
concerns of'recent reform proposals.

(ii) Organisation of University Studies in Cycles

The trend towardS the organisation of university
studies into consecutiv and more sharply differentiated
cycles represents-theinitial approach to coping with the,
massive expansion of the past decades. Such a policy has
been mdre-frequent in continental Eut'opean countries where
universities, committed to open access and having degree
programmeswhich last from 4-to 7 years(1), had to
operate explicitly or implicitly an orientation and/or
selection - function 'after entry. The first cycle,
generally labelled introductory or orientation, offers a
general type of education in which research activities are,
kept td a minimum and teaching is predominantly carried
out by junior staff members, In France, for example,
during the early 1970s a first cycle of 2 years duration
leading to a diploma (DEUG) was set up within a large
number of university programmes. The Government's idea
Was that this diploma was to have both a terminal and a
transfer orientation: However, in practice it was never
considered by the staff or the students as 4 terminal
qualification but rather as the-basis for selection and
streaming into theinext cycle. culminating in either a
"licence" or ar"maitride". A similir first cycle exists
in Yugoslav universities; in Belgium the first cycle or
candidaat,lasts 2 year but hassno terminal or professional
orientation. In the Netherlands the Higher Education Bill

-

which has recently passed through Parliament envisages the
introduction of a preliminary year followed by an
examination which has a "threefold function of orientating,
selecting and advising ano er.course"(2).

(1) In some countries such as N therlands and Germany
there ts no distinction be een undergraduate and
post graduate Studies. Thi distinctionlwill be
introduced in the Netherlands 1982. .

(2) her,Education, Policy Statement concerning
High r duce on the e erlands, Ministry of
Education and Science publication 1978, p.27.
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In addition to its explicit function of''
orientation, it is quite obvious that the first cycle

or propedeutic yeart
gu

in tiMiversities have 'ten been,

ssigned a "cooling out!' or selective function,

particularly countries where universities had open
access. A numbe their characteristics show that they

were designed primarily as an introductory selective phase
of a 1141 degree programme (and less -as a terminal-

'diploma or an orientation phase). Firstlyi rather than .

adapting first year courses to the incoming students,
their traditional characteristiod were often maintained;
sometimes selection was reinforced through difficult

examinations or-the introductix;,selective subjects,

i.e./emphasis. on mathematics d the first years of
-inany social sciences progrimmes. Secondly, little
attention was paid to the orientation beyond the options
provided by the institutions andeven less to the prepara-
tion ofthose who eventually would have 'preferred to leave,

after the completion of the first stage: As a-consequence,
universities witnessed high drop-out rates during, the

first years of study while the majority of students° who

oompleted`the first cycle aimed at a full degree(1).

Future efforts at enhancing the value of two or
three year university prOgrammes, or even' at shortening,
'the duration o±' Studies. leading to a.first degree,. may

- suffer' the consequences of past attempts of subdi'iding
degree courses without paying sufficient attention to the

-.needs of those who leave after completing the first'years

of study. Laq)c of a more positive orientation at this
level tends to relhforce the ,view, especially among young
people 'pursuing their initial education, that pi-ogrammes

of shorter duration within universities, even when
sanctiodVd.by a diploma, are essentially incomplete
degrees or an administrative,device designed to render
.selection or dropping out a less traumatic personal
fterience. (As All be Seen later on, it is doubtful
whether the introduction of a modular structure of

'studies in some European_universIties4' whatever their
other advantages, has basically modified this prevailing' e'

point of view), .

In the majority Of the Member countries - whether
or not a system of oycles has been introduced - the trend
has been to emphasize the cutting Pgant between first

ee_prosrammes and :powt-graduate studies. This hasde
aed to-reforms aimed at-srengthening the terminal

ntation of first degree rogrammes, at a bettlF

(1)) Some illustrative figures n dropouts 'during the first

year of university studies are given in Chapter III.

I;14-11c-



adaptation of curziodla abd structure of studies t
, employment °, and, in many,cases, at reduci

fthe resear, 'orientation of undergraduate studies,
which in q to a number of'Member'countries.has been
:increasingly. reserved to the post-graduate level. Very
'often, these reforms have,been accompanied by =fie
stringent selection policies for entry into post-

. graduate eaubation.

Indeed, whereap-in the 1960s post- graduate studies
in a numbet,of_cotmaIries.expanded at an even faster rate
thi under,...graduate7bourses, in some of them the growth
ersuch courses has been quite seriously curtailed in the
course of the:1970s(1).... Seen from a research perspective,
this tre nd reversal is even more dramatic since, in some
countries at, leastf.the post-graduate level recruits a
growing proportion of-professionally rather than research
-01.ented students. Serious cuts-in the resources-assigned
to resear tra and activities-f together with the '
slow Nag to to the age composition of the staff,
fflostlytrec ed in the course 'of the-1960s, poses at.
present a very erious problem for the future of this
level as well as for the research enterprise as a whole
whose dynamismslid vitality to alarge extent depend on.
the. renewal of*its work force(2).

(iii) Development of Modular Courses

Another way in Which universities have attempted
to respond to the more diverse needs of the student body
has been through the development of nodular courses or

egativepatiern of studies(3) whereby courses,
4 module's units can be. aggregated to constitute a

degree-or be -credited independently. As in the ,case of
the re-Organisation by cycles, feWfruniversities have

- adopted a modulai pattern of studies as a meansof
facilitating the preparation and transition to employmen

, of young people Who are in their initial training and
who could eventi/ly decide tottintertupt their studies

'-after One, two o three' years of university education./'
Up till now at least, the emphasis haekbeen either on
he.reorganisation of degree level.studies or on

Whvisaging the participation of new- group's, in-particular*
adults already in employment.

. 14.

When the focus is on the first funttiOni as for
example in France where a modular system-(unitds de valeur)

() See Chapter I, Table 3.

(2) The Function _of Scientific Research in the Higher
Education Sytgm - Background Report by the Secretariat,
OECD, 1981.

,r

(3) For the main characteristics of such a model see Selection
and Certification in Education and Employment, OECD,
Paris, .197''.



has be* set within the mainstream of many university
programmes and thus applies to all students pursuing
undergraduate studied, modules are organised and perceived
primarily as part of a full degree and in general have
not sulted in stronger vocational or terminal orientation
of tit first years of study. On the other hand, when
modular courses are introduced essentially as an

- alternative to full degree programmes and mainly designed
for adults, e.g. the single courses in SWedeni they tend
to be more frequently structured as self-sufficient or
independent unit's. It is possible that as.a growing
number of students enter the mainstream of universities
without the intention of completing a full degree these
distinctions may become increasingly blurred. However,
this still leaves open the question of whether the future
trend will be towards a stronger terminal or vocational
-orientation of the first years of university studies.
For,the moment, thetrend in quite a number of countries
is. that ogmaintaintag the general orientation of the

4 ,first years of university studies and of allowIng young
students completing the first dears to transfer to other
posP-secondary institution§,where, in a relati y short
period they can obtain a middle level qualifilETtion or
enrol in a vocational course likely to facilitate
transition to employment.

(iv) Shortening the formal and real duration of
university studfes

Shortening the formal and real duration of university/
studies has been a matter of particular-concern in many
of the continental European countries e.g. Denmark,
Germany, Netherlands, where long cycle studies leading to--1
a first degree usually take 6 to 9 years. Measures aimed
at improving the efficiency of university. studies
understood in this context as increasing the proportion
of students who both complete their studies and.d6 so
without delays have been more rapidly introduced - even
if not always with great success - than the actual
shortening of university programmes. The introduction
of restricted entry, the development Of transferable
credits,between-institutions, certain chang in student
aid schemes designed to encourage students to proceed
at the .estblished pace can be seen as responding to these
efficiency requirements. In spite of the fact that change§
in student participation and the diversity in patterns of
attendance have rendered more Complex the definition and

hineasurement of efficiency, the persistence of wide-
differences between the number 9f new entrants and the
number of first.degrees awarded x years later remains a
key problem in many European universities.

4

71U
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The shortening of the,formal duration of first
degree univeQity programmes appears to be an even-more
difficult enlirprise. Although on the agenda for reforms
of some countries it,has been listed as a priority for a
number of years (e.g. U(90) in'Denmark, 1978 Bill'in the
Netherlands, Federal Frame Law in the, Federal Republic
of Germany),, by the end of the 1970s little progress
had been'achieved. Qtly recentlyt'and after long
negotiations, has the Dutch Parliament appi.oved a Higher
Education Bill which foresees that most first degree
university programmes will have a length of four years

, (doctoral stage) (as opposed to 5-or 6 years in.existing
programmes)' to be followed by a 2-year post-graduate
stage(1)

Since the real duration of studies in the Netherlands
is on average 7 to 9_yeare the law also stipulates that
studentd will be allowed a maximum of two additional years,
that is, -a total of six years - to complete their first
degree,

Resistence to shortening ofuniversity studies
stems both from internal academic-based pressures and from
the concern among many professional associations. The
latter fear that the value of university degrees will be
urther undermined and that these shortened degrees will
not be given adequate recognition in employment, .;xi
Germany, the employers haVe opposed the Wiesenschaftsrat
proposal to shorten university courses.

It is interesting to note in this respect that when
new degrees are introduced in each country they are set
up so thatthey correspond as closely as possible to the
tvaditional ones. Sociology and political science, for
example, takes 6 or 7 years in_Den.mark, 4 years it France,
3 years in the United Kingdom. Understandably, this is
considered an essential requirement for ensuring the
social and economic status of the new professions but at
a time of strong financial constraints this monolithic
structure may wel' contribute to block the development of
new programmes within the university sector.

(v) Diversifying modes of attendance

One of the objectiVes.,
which universities appear to
is that of allowing for more
arr :ements for the ursu

of recent reforms to
be increasingly committed
fie ble and diverse

-(1-)Opening Up Higher Education, op.cit,

446 'I,
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particular on a part-time basis, Recognising that most

courses have begn traditionally designed for a small
proportion of young people who }ad the time and possibility

of staying on in universities bn a full-time basis for

many years, efforts are now being deployed to respond to)

a clientele for which such arrangements are definitely
ill-suited or represent a major obstacle to their further

education.

Akey policy question during the 1970s was whether

the provision of more flexible schemes on a larger scale,

in particular in the form of distance learning, should

be taken over by the established universities or by
.specialised institutions set up for this purpose. During

a -first stage quite a number of OECD countries, e.g.
Germany, Japani Spain, Netherlands, favoured the second
option, influenced perhaps to quite a large extent by IR

the success of the Open University in the United Kingdom;
others like Australia, with a long tradition of part-time

adult education courses, and Sweden opted for diversifying
provision within the existing framework. Mor% recently,

even in countries where special "non-traditional"
institutions have been set up, there seems to be a growing

disposition on the part of universities towards facilitating

part-time attendance and developingschemes which allow
for an alternation between studies-land work. As dismissed

in section (d) an essential consideration is that of

maintaining levels of participatkon and resources. However

it is possible that whereas during a first'phase the Open

University in the UnitedwKingdom may have inhibited
reforms within established universities, its subsequent
success in paving the way for part-time studies and i

establishing their respectability may, prove to have

opposite stimulating effect on the traditional university

sector.

As shown in Chapter I(table 4) in the few
countries for which information!is available, the
number And proportion of part--time students increased
over the'past decade. This table, however, does not
provide a true picture of the growing diversity in patterns

of attendance, a trend difficult to discern in many'of
the national statistics(1), partiMilarly in countries
where\no clear distinction is made between full-time and

.

.
part-time enrolments. ,In France and Italy, for example,

where all university Students are lifted as full-time,

surveys show that a considerable' number of student's -

varying according to fields of study, and location of
university -.engaged in some type of work, including

full-time employment.-
. ,

(1) For further details on this trend see Chapter IV.
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The results of a French survey based on a national
ample of higher education institutions(1) shows the
crease in the proportion of students who combine

studies and work:

Percentage of university students who declare
ningLin paid employment

Students in full-time employment

Students in part-time employment
(working regularly)

Students in part-time employment
(working irregularly)

jzz
5.4

15.0 18.8

18.6 24.3

Percentage of students who are'employed at least part-
time from time to tIme(4)

73(2)-' 77(3) 79(3)

1fLew and Economics 35.44 39.9 44.4

2. Letters and Social.Sciences 34.8 47.0 59.9

3. Sciences 31.9 31.2 40.5

4. Medicine, Dentistry and Pharmacy 21.2(5) 34,0 _48.8

Total University 32.2 38.9 49.5

(1) Survey undertaken by Guide de l'Etudiant 1977 & 1979.
Source: J.P. Jagpusse, Evolution du Comportement des
Etudiants, CREDOC, December-193ot p.T7.

(2) 'Survey CREDOC - IREDU

(3) National Survey !Les Etudiants"

(4) 73 = Students engaged in paid employment (irrespective. of
type), during the week of survey

77+79 is. Students engaged in paid employme4t on a full-
time or part-time basis, regularly or othfirwise. .

(5) Only medicli,

Source: Jarousse,Evolution du Co
Centre de -RecherchertbuiTTErtUdirirtITIOEiiTriaRFEEIT----
Conditiofts de Vie, December' 1980. 10 q

sq,

Z3
Pal !1 1
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Further evidence can be found in, countries where
there has been a growing
evenings, weekends and during
gives a rough idea about
to universities who do not
while pursuing their studies,

Discipline

trend

the
work

to organise courses in the
holidays. An Italian survey(1)
percentage of new entrants

or do not plan to work

Proportion who declared they
did not work and did not intent to

seek work

Mathematics
4

56.6

Physics. 36,0

Chemistry 53.2

Geology 36.5

Computer Studies

Natural Science 50.4

Biology 54,4

`Pharmacy 53.2

Medicine 66.1

Engineering
.

50.4

Architecture
- e)'

38.5

Agronomy '

. 39.8

Veterinary Medicine 48.7

Econor4cs' and Commerce 29,8

Politics 22.3

Sociology
0

22.4
..

Law 37.2

Letters 48.1

Literary Subjects 45.1

Phitseiphy
.

40.7

Pedagogics )
.

42.0

Modern Foreign Languages 44.4

Foreign Languages 46.2

Psychology 33.1

Total (All Subjects)' 44.4

k40 ISTAT Indagine SpeCiale Sulle Caratteristiche degli
Studenti Universitari Iscritti al I Anno di Corso,
Rose 1977.

7 4
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The steady increase in the number of students who
do not participate on a full-time basis and combine
studies with work, other social activities or leisure
has also been viewed'as an indication of a certain loss
of confidence in the economic value of studies being
pursued(1). More uncertain about the social and economic
returns to their "investment ", students tend to be less
motivated to devote time and efforts on completing
courses at a rapid pace; they are more willing.to enter
the world of work or engage it low and even unpaid
activities when openings are available. The fact that
young people parti4pating on a part-time op more irregular
basis are essential found in fields of study with poor
employment prospects (,see Table on previous page) would
tend to confirm this argument.

It is indeed possible that in the future some of
the more significant changes in higher education will
result not only or primarily from the presence of new
groups but rather from the traditional young clientele
likely to seek,new forms of participdtion.

(vi) ncreas the e lo ent relevance of
Uri vers programmes

The need to increase the e loyment and social
relevance of university firs degree pro ammes is
mentioned:by most Member countries as be a crucial
guiding principle of many proposals and-ac al reforms
of the structure and content of university studies. This
common concern, however, is not followed by a consensus
as to the emphasis that should be placed on this objective
and even less as to how it should be. translated into
practice. The controversy and confusion characterising
debates on this issue are to a large extent due to the
fact that they touch upop the fundamental questions
concerning the main functions of the various types of
under-sraduate situdies and more specifically on the complex
area of the higher education/employment relationship..
The very different ideological viewpoint *which prevail,
even mithin the various political forces and interest
groups, plus the multiple definitions and interpretations
of certain key concepts as "employtent relevance" and
"employment needs" at this level, particularly when
qualitative aspects are considered, further add to the
difficulties finding satisfactory solutions.

(1) This idea has been developed and illustrated by M. Levy
Garboua using data on France. See! La Selection dan
,llenseignemicnt sup6rieur franals - une synthbse de
tactlitAIX statistiques recents, mimeo).

MS.
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An idea receiving quite strong supportand which
has been the guiding principle in recent plans or reforms(1)
is that of organising degree courses so that they respond
to the needs of more broadly defined occupatiohal sectors.
This has meant advocating reforms, in quite different
directions, depending of course on the orientation of
traditional programmes of study and the objectives
pursued. In the case of certain types of professional
training, in particular where the market for graduates
is Considered to be nearing saturation, there are claims
in favour of broadening the curricula and introducing a
more comprehensive type of education aimed at preparing
future graduates for a wider range of jobs, The reform
of many Colleges of Education into more comprehensive or
polyvalent Institute.or Colleges of Higher Education
illustrate this trend.

. 1n a growing -number of countries reforms in the
content and structure of studies designed to increase
the employment and social relevance of professionally
oriented programmes, are seen in a more dynamic and
forward-looking perspective, that is as a means of changing
and diversifying' the profile of established professions
so that they better respond to new societal requirements.
This is in particular the case of the service professions
i.e. health, social services, teaching(2).

C

At the other end of the spectrum are a variety of
university degree'courses, primarily in the fields of
Humanities, Social'Sciences and Natural Sciencip
faculties which, having grown vary rapidly in sponse
to individual demsdd and to the employment 'needs in the
pbblic sector, in particular in the education system
itself, Pare now under strong pressure to change and/or
strengthen their professional orientation, given the
serious contraction in these employment outlets(3).

(1) See Country Reform of Higher Education Studies:
Humanities ang Social Sciences in the 1980s - Swedish
Country Report to the Intergovernmental Conference on
Policies for Higher Education in the Eighties, 1981

(mimeo).
U,90 Danish ducational Planhirig and Policy in a Social
Context at theend of the 20th Century - Central Council
of Education, Ministry of Education 1978.

(2) See OECD, University and the Community: the problems
of changing relationship, Varis,` 1981.

(3) OECD, Reform of Higher Education Studies, Background -
Report by the-Speretariat (1981). /
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Arguments in favour of an increased "professionalisation"
of 'university studies, of introducing courses likely to
facilitate transition to the world of work, or better
suited to employment prospects -.also or predominantly.
outsidethe public sector - are addressed in the first
place to programmes in those field which .in.many countries
enrol a substantial majority of university students
particularly women (see table).

Pro ortion, f universi
uman es

Total Enrolments
(1)

Humanities Soc.S.

Australia 36,2 17,6
Canada 43,2 13,4

Finland(2) 29,7 26,0

Germany 37,6 13,E

Ireland(21 39,8 12,3
Japan. ,/ 23,9

Netherlands 18,0 22,9
,Spais(2) 30,6 12,6

Switzerland 23,5 21,5

United
Kingdom 24,9 20,5

a

students enrolled in
c ences

Total

53,8

56,6

55,7

51,5

52,1

40,9

43,2

45,0

45,4

. Female
_Or

Humanities ,,,,Sob.S. Total

. 56,4 16,1 72,5..

49,7 14,1 63,8

21,0 46,5 67,54.11,

58,0 10,5 68,5

65,3 5,4 70,7

31,7 19,1 50,8

5173 8,7 60,0

40,6 24,0 64,8

so
It

(1) Humanities, Fine Arts & Education

(23 1976

Source: OECD Educational Statistics in OECD Countries,
Paris 1981.
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(c) The consolidation} and reorganisation of the non-

.
uraversitv sector

During the 1960s efforts to increase the options
available at the post - secondary level led governments to
focus their attention on a variety' of institgtions.already
providing advanced level training but which were at the
periphery of higher education. Smile-ofthem were in
between the secondary and'the post-secondary levels,
others were labelled post - secondary as opposed to the

4.gher education and university sector. In general, they
cbnstituted the peak of the technical vocational sector
leading to middle level qualifications and this represented

the, main post-secondary options for pupils completing
secondary teohnical education.

need to expand provision and set up alternatives

to full degree programmes for the growing number of
second school graduates qualifying for higher education

And to-enhance the-status of technical education were
among the pressures which led governments to reform, upgrade

and integrate these institutions within more largely
defined higher education systems. Similar considerations
were behind the creation of new short cycle institutions
and other non-traditional programmes which flourished
during the late sixties(1).

Evidence for some OECD countries on the growth of
the non-university sector over the past 15 years and on the
proportion of students entering this section out of total
higher education is given in the Annex to Chapter I.

Figures should be interpreted with caution, particularly
those concerning European countries where thd majority of
institutions in the non-university sector have redtricted

entry. Indeed, in many cases the decline*in the rates of
growth during the 1970s'may be due less to a disaffection in

demand than to a slowdown in the expansion of places. Claims

that competition for entry into post-secondary technical
education has increased in recent years would confirm this

interpretation.

As indicated above, up to*the early seventies the
prevailing trend among shott cycle institutions was to

favour a pattern of development intended to increase their
chances of gaining prestige and recognition within the

academic world. However, in their strive to be upgraded

(1) OECD, A&21112.ication:ASeaiShortcleHihezchfor
Identi ar st1973.

e
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they often ended up by losing at both ends: on the one
hand they seldom succeeded in achieving true parity of
esteem within the academic world; on the other, because
they neglected some of the functions on which their
traditional standing and value were based, they were often
viewed by outside groups, in particular employers, with
increased scepticism.

Partly on the basis of this experience and largely
influenced by changes in the employment situations:Id in
patterns of demand, iqrrecent years short cycle institutions
have diminished their concern for academic status and many
of them have strengthened the vocational orientation of
their programmes.

It is too early to say whether the move towards
greater distinctiveness has helped such institutions in
finding a new balance and in consolidating their place and
identity within the higher education world. Added to the
significant variations between countries is the fact that
in many Member countries the non-university sector,comprises
a wide range of diverse institutions and programmes
confronted with very different problems and among which
there is also a more or less established pecking-arder..

In, general it could be said that the narrower the
gap or social distance between institutions in the non-
uniQersity sector and the universities the more intense
,and persistent the concern over parity Of esteem and the
"identity crisis" is likely to be, Teacher Training
Colleges in many Member countries, some of the Junior
Colleges and 4-year general programmes in Japan'and the
United States, different types of Polytechnics in
Europe, Colleges of Advanced Education in Australia are
the ones which face more ;acutely toe dilemma of whether
to strive for upgrading and risk 1:gcoming weak or second
choice university -type institutions-or professional
schools, or develop adifferent orientation emphasising
differentiation rather than equality.. Choice of strategies
vis-à-vis the future development of these intermediary
type of institutions is of key importance, especially if,
with the expected. reduction of college age cohorts, they
are to strengthen or maintain their competitive position
within the overall post-secondary system.,

Indeed, already in recent years these intermediary
type of institutions seem-to have had more difficulIlps
in adapting to the new pressures and constrains -UAW
the more vocationally oriented short cycle schemes. The

."'"f.
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latter, having less chance to compete on a strict. academic

basis, traditionally more open to externally defined
employment and cotmunity needs and often receiving.strong
public and private financial support, appear to be having

an easier task in attracting clientele and gaining outside

recognition. In fact, by now many of'them are open to a

different type of criticism, namely that they axe adopting

a too narrow employment perspective and thus tend to accept

as the overriding criterion for institutional performance

the successigf their graduates_ in finding immediate
employment.

Although some governments are being held responsible
for promoting such a narrow employment perspective, it is

also true that the trend towards increased vocationalism is

seen to a large extent as a responbe to changes in private

demand. In the United States, for example, where the

development of past-secondary education 16 particularly

sensitive to changes in student preferences, the balance

between general, and vocational programmes in Community

Colleges has changed considerably. Whereas in 1971 42% of

all Associate Degrees awarded corresponded to vocational

programMes, the proportion rose to 57% in,197e(1). Enrolments

in post-secondary vocational courses receiving federal aid
nearly quadrupled in 8 years from 593,000 in 1968 to 2,169,100

in 1976(2). In France a marked preference for post-secondary

technical education has been observed in recent years.

Schools for high level technidians which were to'be gradually

closed down not only continued to expand but some al their

sectionsthad-in 1978 10 applicants per. plebe available. In

Norway, a growing number of qualified secondary school leavers

from academic streams enroll in vocational secondary schools.

In Sweden a similar trend can be observed. In the Federal .

Republic of Germany, the number of students with secondary

school academic qualifications (Abitur) enrolling in
apprenticeship schemes rose from 1000 in 1975 to 20,000 in,

1977(3).

The growth of privately financed, vocational colleges-.

catering for qualified'schoor leavers or adults with

equivalent qualifications poses the problem of setting norms

for their accreditation, that is of defining the
fi

(1) National Center for Education ,Statistics: Digest of

Education Statistics - Washington, Volumes 1917778 and

(2) TheCondition of Education,- 1978 Edition, p.1.56..
or

t

(3) Institut fUr Arbeitsmarkt and Berufsforschung der.
BundesansttUt fUr Arbeit - Abiturienten und'Handwerk-

liche Berufausbildung - Mat At 8 /197.

L
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type of professional orientation and minimum standards
required for the%r inclusion and/or recognition within the
formal post-secondary framework. The use. of narrowly
defined_ aoedemic criteria within the formal education
sector may result - as has already been the case in some

//Countries - in the emergence or further development of
training schemes outside the control of Ministries 'of
Education and a corresponding loss of political support
and resources/tor the formal sector. On the other hand,
the question remains as to what extent educational
authorities should abide by pressure.s in favour of narrowly
oriented ;or indreasingly specialised vocational.ttudies
which aim primarily at facilitating insertion of graduates
into first employment.

41.. The search for strategies which enable reconciliation
of the more immediate "transition" employment requireiments
(in respect of which the educational .sector is cinder growing
pressure to bear and share responsibilities) with a
broader longer-term-view which takes.account of the life-
time career of individuals - the most important and
uncontested function of educational.institutions - remains
one of the more difficult challenges confronting educational
authorities and institutional leaders in the years to come.

(,)

(d) Continuing Education:"The Expanding Sector of Higher .

Education

Whereas during the' late sixties and early seventies
the predotinant trend was to set up Special inttitutions
or schemes catering for tfie.non-tradit'onarclientele, in
more.recent years conventional ueivers.ties and colleges
have shown growing interest in or at least greater
responsiveness tolthe needs of adult students. True, the
existence ofextra-mural courses, extension activities or
even external degrees is no means a. new- phenomenon,,
particularly in universitids and colleges* with an Anglo-
Saxon tradition.' What is of more recent date is, in the
first place, the growing prqportion of adults enrolled
in maingtream couzses generally leading to recognised
qualifitations. Secondly, and perhaps of even'greater
significance in terms of potential for the future, is
the greater interest and efforts on thepart of universities
and-colleges to provide in a more systematic way cont. ing
education courses which respond to specifically d
requirements of certain groups-e.g. short courses or
special-training schemes organised in cocveration or
under the sponsorship o4 professional gra4ps,- trade unions,
enterprises, government 'agencies and other groups .of the
surrounding community.

d

4
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In the majority of cases - the notable exception
being the United States - the organisatipnctlf thtise courses

is at an initial stage and considered as a clearly
distinct and peripheral Activity; neverthbless it
represents one of the few growing enterprises in the

higher education world. The consequences of declining'

birth rates, the need to use available physical resources,
as well as tenured teaching staff and growing financial
constraints are among the forces which are likely to-act

as powerful incentives among higher education-institutions
towards the further development of these types of activity.
Also,. with certain trends in employment, e.g.shorter
working hours, early retirement, there' may be /rowing
opportunities of attracting ew groups-for whom education .

will represent,a form of cons,..tion.

The development of such V. iety of courses and

schemes, primarily intended for .adults, but also for
groups of-young people seeking more flqxibie arrangements,
could well lead to radical changes in attitudes to the
approach'and, the organisation of post-secondary education.

While no doubt such courses'resPbnd tolig the various
claims in favour of greater openness and a better adapta-
tion of the formal system to a recurrent or life-long
'pattern of education, their development would need
careful monitoring so as to avoid inherent dangers to
the traditional core functions of academip institutions.
Most higher education institutions- -3.n OECD countries are
Still very.far from having reached a stage where this type
of risk is likely andedeserye encouragementin facilitating
access to adults and in promoting 'services to. the'
slarroueding community. A-different situation is found in
the United -States, the OECD country which is by far the
most advanced in terms Of non-traditional proV.ision both
in respect of the- variety of sdhemes which are available'
and the numbers ofIparticipants involved. Recently,
observers 'in.that country have expressed their'concern
over some ethically dubious practices developed by certain
colleges and universities .in their efforts tq enroll new
Students in non-traditional prbgrammes as well as in
conventional degree programmes(1). The fear is that in
a period of intensified competition telenrolments such
as will bed faced in tile coming-15 yearV.these ,practices
risk becoming more frequent, thus.copprObitsinetiffe
integrity of aca4emio life and contributing to a gradual
erosion of confidence and public support for higher
education institutions. , y,

in Hi A Report pf the
CienetTeCOunU:cy. on Higher Education.
Jossey Bass Publishers, 1979.
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The decade of the 1970s was a periOd of significght
changes in admission policies. Theie changes were due as
much-t "outside pressures", linked to the economic situation
as to ';internal" forces consequent on the extraordinary
growth o4 education and the emergence of now ideas about
the, type and direction of growth ff.formal education. While
financial and employment factors certainly have gj.ven added-

. support to .a number of reform ideas and appear to have'
played a key role in influencing private demand for post-,

secondarTeducation(1), it should be underlined that many
of thq'recent proposals or actual reforms have their origin&
and support in broader educational and social considerations.
Cloieiy linkedto quantitative developments, such considera-
.tidns often reflect different approaches to some of the
perennial probleffis of educational policies, most notably
that of selection within formal educational systems. ,

R

ti

Given-the well-known fact that,selaction.within
education is a tontinuous'process and that all

educational systems fulfill at one .stage qganother a major
selec:tion and allocation function, it is.63tential that
the debate onadmisslon policies at the post secondary__
level be set in a wider..system perspective. Even whew-the
distinction is man between systems in which universities
select at entry and those where universilies are open to-all
those who apply - a distinction which ini itself is much
'sive difficult to make now than in the past - it is
iniptptant to bear in mind that this implies fundamental
difftrentes between. Systems with gifferent strategic points
anci modes of selection.

.

Although reco gnising that practically evegywhere in'
4

the- OECD region, comPasory education still retains
selectivefundtiOn, even in comprehensive systems, the
present chapter will take as its point of departure the *
transition from compulsory to post-compulsory education(2).
The first partOf the:chapter - selection before entry -
briefly reviews trendsin pgrticipatidn rates at the upper
secondary' levels which may hell explain differences between'
countries'in their approach and their policies
access to higher education. The,second and main p&rt of
the chapter.- selection at entry '- examines rweent'trends
ankrpforms in admission politts in various Member countries
focussing in particular on tpe.articulation between secondary

.

. 1

(1) Individual Deland for'.Educatiln: Analytical Report, OECD,:
Paris, 1978.

r

4

tr

r.

(2) For a thorough analysis of developments.in basi0,education k

OECD, earcs 19gT, meo)..,

see: Policies ENatiop,-Parts'I andII,,
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and higher education, on olicies concerning the access
and distribution of students throughout the total range of
hi her.education institutions and on the issue of selection
within the university sector. The third and final part
selection after entry - examines briefly what happens to
students once they are admitted to higher education,
comparing in particular programme& and institutions with
different degrees of selectivity at entry.

(a) Selection before entry

Over the past two decades-many Member countries
extended the period of compulsory schooling andpractically
all of them witnessed a steady increase in participation
rates at %be post-compulsory level(1). However, the same
indicators which provide the evidence of the progress
accomplished reveal the substantial differences in patterns
of development across the OECD area. Table 1 gives an

.approximate pteture of the ttansition from compulsory to
post-compulsory education: whereas in the late 1970s in
the United States, Canada and Japan practically the totality
of the age group con ed bey d compulsory schooling, in
other countries, such a Austria, nark, France,Sweden,' ,

United'Kingdom, participation rates opped by more than
29,41WO,Imma-the-last year of oompuls ry schooling and the
first year Apt non-compulsory education. In Spain and

. Portugal ddDartures begin earlier: around 13% of children
do not comply with the legal requirement of compulsory school
attendance.

4

Table 2 on enrolment-rates in the 16-year age grolip
also gives a rough indication of the proportion of young

60 people staying on- beyond compulsory.schoo344(2). Through-
out the late 1960s,and the 1970s enrolment rates for this
group increased in. all Member countries. This Table
confirms the"top ranking of Japan, the United States 'and
Canada, which together with the Netherlands and Germany

. have the highest enrolment' ratio for this age group,in the
OECD area; in the latter country, however, 36% of 16-year
olds attend formal educe/don on a part-time basis. _In a
second group of countries - Austria,,Denmirk, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland and the United'Kingdom - between 15%
and 25% of 166 year olds were out of formal education in
the mid or lute 1970s whereas the percentage of abstentions
increases up to around 40% inGreece New Zealand and
Italy and,aove

4.

50%-in.Spain and Portugal.
111r A-

J As seen.lrom Table 3, in some countries the high
pdet/cipation rates of the 16 year olds is at' least partly
.

11) hots' Compulsory Encation, oo,cit,
.. , ihor"
* ".: _ . ,'. .- .%

.,. ,ipinallost'Meinber_aountries the, age at which compulsory
. :. 'echoollqg ends is-15*r 16. See 1:11.isiesiorleo

, Sducpiont.p, 3. Ow
t
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*Table.2
10 Oa

EvOlOtion of Enrolment Rates in the 16 year-age group

In percentages

Australia

Austria

1965 1E2
55,1 (4)

20,7

Canada*

Denmark

France 52,3 62,6

Germany 92,9(27,5)04 91,2(35,4)(1)

Greece 54,4

Ireland* 55,1(1)

Italy 33,2 46,9

Japan* , 78,B

\f4 etherlands
B, 88,4(71,10) B 95,3(80,8)(1)
G 65,3(54,7 (1) G 98,6 70,0)-(1 )

New Zealand* 55,7

Norway*

Portugal* SE 25,7

Spain 14,0 29,4

Sweden* SE

Switzerland* WO

United Kingdom B 75,0(42,0)(1)
G 61,1(41,0)(1)

United States* WO 92,7

Yugoslavia 56,3 OD

Latest ear(2)

59,1 (4)

82,8 ,

88,5
.

..85,3

70,8

96,8(60,L4(1)

58,7

68,6

53,4(3)

91,6

B 98,009,1(1)
G 96,2(85,5 (1)

65,7

80,1

37,2

44,9

74,9

76,3

79'1 272:Wd

91,3

75,1

Figures in brackets refer to full-time pupils only.

Latest year available for each country is given in Table 3.

Slight differences between these rates and those listed in Table
3 are due to the different sources used,

Not' pnc,luding apprenticeship and TAM.

Soirces.: For countries marked with an (*): Educational Statistics
. in OECD Countries, OECD, Paris 1981. In these countries- except

for Switzerland.partitime enrolments are not 'included. _Lack of

.
data is of particular significance in the case of Australia,
NA., Zealand. For allother countries Zecretariat data drawn
`from,Mational Statistics.

f

,



Enrolment rates in the 16 and 18 year age groups

by level and type of education

;:" ', '

Australia(1979) 16 56,9 0,4.- g.,1 .

1,t3 6,6 12,9! ,---1,45(1_)
;.-

Austria(1977) 16 - - 66, - -: -82,e
08 40,9 34,1 411 -..- 45;Ck.-". ,,,

. , ,

Canada(1976)* 16 23,4 63,4 1 ,.`7. ' .f18,59

o18 4. '1,1 19,9 - 16;6 -39 7 ." .-....-,-- .,

,
. ,r

Denmark(1977) 16. 69,6 15,7 4,9
18 1,1

el.3
53,0 300, .0_,8-----. j5.5 4 -..--% -

- 6::E",:tojiMGermany(1978) 16 24,5 7- 3 51;3
18 1,0 50,6 :1,0 :1.04-44.2i

Japan(1976)

Netherlands(1977)

39: 7
9,7

5 11,3

14,0-

414,1 i
./

31,6 ,.
91,3(5X

/3,6(5
;

39,1 ,.,:1417(:-.3,r

33,4.:; 1%9

250

60.
.2;2
.46,0



Table 3 (Contd.) - 80

Portugal(1975)*
1

.Spain(1977) 1

1
_. . ,

A .

-Sweden(1978) 1

1

Switzerland(1976) 1
1

u.K.(1977)*

--77

U.S.A. (1976)
1

140ilaVia ( I 97) 1

1

1

a

6
a

a

a

f.

Compulsory
Education

2,8
1,0

5,0

23,1
0,4

34,5

22,3
1,2

16,7

Non - Compulsory
Secondary
Education

34,4
25,5

44,9
29,8

69,7
35,2

51,8
62,5

34,-8

12,2

67,9
14,9

58,4
49,5

of -which
Technical

Vocrtronal

10,4
9,8

11,7
9,0.

46,6
48,9

9,1
5,6

OM.

29,8.
35,4

Hight:2
Education

2,7

1'4,5

0,9

6,8

0,6
32,2

NA

Total*

37,2
29,2

44,9
34.,2

I

74,9
36,1

76,3
63,9

61,0(79.7)(4) -.

19,0(42,7)(4)

91,3
51,0

`5,1

,
:4-) 14. some countries the total includes a small percentage of pupils in

sOtiaa education

:11 }tot including apprenticeship -and TAFE

:2) Figure. in brackets reftr to enrolment rats in vocational education at
lm , this _level

' '` .3) 7.noludes, part-time students, not classified by type of school: 8,1% boys
;,4, e and 9 7% _girls .

,

';' .41-Filitit.ea in brackets include full-time and part-time students. r. - : . e
P4j), in --JaPP:.33% of 16 year olds and 1,7% of 18 year olds are in secondary

' .. v 'technical courses Type A

/ 6) Figiiree thlirackets refer to full-time pupils only

' "71.41clAidee 4,st of 16 year olds in technical education granting qualifications
fqp:,entry.A,to Thigher education.

-9ottrceest For' c:ountries marked with an (*): Educational Statistics in OECD
'.'Countries, OECD, Paris 1981. In these countries except for

- Swi,..ze.riand part-time enrolments are not included. Lack of data
itdf particular significance in the Case of Australia, New

; Zealand,. For all other couptries. Secretariat data drawn from
.,_-7-,National Statistics.

1 '.
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explained by the fact that a h'igh proportion are still in

education corresponding to compulsory schooling: 70% in
Denmark,. 60% of boys and 35% of girls in the Netherlands,
around,25% in Canada, Germany, Switzerland and the United
State4

Indications of the evolution of upper secondary
education in.the OECD area are shown in Table 4 listing
total and female enrolment ratios for the 17-year-olds,
the only age group which in practically all Member countries
is typically found at the post-compulsory secondary level.
In all countries there has been an increase in participation
rates, .at least up to 1976; but in some countries they are
considerably lower than for the 16-year age group and the
potential for growth remains quite high in most of them(1).
In spite of the increase in female participation, in more
than half of the OECD countries for which information is
available, enrolment,ratios for girls remain below average.
This is particularly the case for Switzerland and tora
lesser extent Greece,. Netherlands and the United States..

Higher than average female enrolments are found in Ireland
and Norvigy as well as ,in Austria and Germany though in the
latter tWo countries-the picture may be biased by the lack
of information on part-time students.

Data on actual ddpartures in'the course of upper
secondary studies for a "few countries - as prbsented in
Table 5 . are not very conclusive: in Australia retention
riiteTS-Iff-thb710tn-year-of education have increased over
the years, a trend which is fax more marked for girls than
for boys at all levels. Retention rates increase in
Canada between 1965 and 1970 and, as in the United States,
they' ecline slightly in-the early 1970s.

Another ibugh,indication.of retention rates in
upper secondary education is provided In Table 3 by comparing
enrolment rates for the 16,year and 18 year age groups.
The information must be 'interpreted with caution since it
refers to two different cohorts in a given year. Further-
more, giver the variations among counttle's in the
didtribution of both groups among the various levels of
education, many different factors can account for departures.
As already discussed in Chapter II, in'most'.non-European
Member countries the majority of young people complete
secondary education when they are 17. A similar, although
less pronounced trend is found in France and Spain...,
However, the large differences in enrolment rates between
the 16 and 18 year age groups, even in the European
countries-- a drop of tp to 40%-5696 in many of them - indicate
that quite massive departures take place at this level.

(1) For some countries, in particular Austria', Denmark,
Germany and the' Netherlands, figures in Table 4 cannot
be compared with those,in Table 3 since the latter does
not include part-time students. Footnotes to Table 4 gives
qnrolment rates for these countries which take account of-

1.1112 and,part-time students,

v.
9c



4Ible 4

Evolution of full-time enrolment rates in the 17-yea age group

Female
Total Non- ,

Compulsory

In percentages

Country Secondary Secondary Non-Compulsory Total SecoA Secondary Total

Australiai1971

B SecTIALTI B secondary

Education Education

'28,4(1) 24,4(1)

1976 31,2(1) 40,0 30,9 40,3

Austria(1979
(1976

16,1
20,9

8,8
7,8

24,9
28,7

24,9
1.0.9(

14,4
20,5

10,4
10,1

24,8
30,7

24,8
50,e

Canada(1976) '54,7 55,2 68,5

Denmark 1970 25,1 -7,9 330,
(1976) 27,9 18,8 46,8 47,5

France 1970
(1976)

20,8
26,7

1

1

10,4
15,0

31,2
41,7

45,6
53,5

23,0 10,7 33,7 48,6
-

Oermony(19i1
(1976

16,5 5i5 22,0
30,0(1)

22,9
30,8

5
5

14,1 6,0 20,1
30,6

20,7
31,3

Greece 1972) 40,0 8,8 48,8 48,9 40,8 1,6 42;4

1975) lib 43,5 9,6 53,2 53,2 45,6 1,3 47,0 47,0

Ireland 1971 34,8 56,13 39,4 43,3

(1975) 42,7 46,0 48,8 51,4

Italy(1979 38,1 38,6 33,7 34,1

(1975 42,6 43,2 39,1 39,5

Jaipan(1970)(2) 74,7 784,8 74,9 75,0

(1976) 88,1 .88,1 8,4 - '

Netherlanda(1970) 16,8 210 37,9 41,5 6 15,1 16,5 31,6 34,6(6)

(197,6) 18,3 14,2 32,5 63,6 6 18,6 15,2 33,8 56,6(6)

New Zealand(1970) 23,2 27,1 17,2 23,1

(1976) 3214 35,4 29,6 33,6

Norway(1976) . 54,5 28,8 63,3 64,0 37,0 28,5 65,5 65,9

Portugal i970) 10,5 11,1 21,5 22,8 9,6 1;1 17,7 19,1

1975) 19,6 10,6 30,2 32,9 19,3 8,9 28,2 30,5

Spain (1975)
(1975)

9;e
19,0

.404,7

4,5
14,5
23,4

22;1
36,7

8,2
17,7

1,5
2,1

9,7
20,2

16,8
32,6

0

92,



Country

Sweden(1976)

Switzerland(1976) )
(3

U.K. (1970)
,(1976)

U.S.A.(19"70)-
(1976)

Secondary,
A*

9,4

21,0

.

t

(1) Total. Secondary school

(2Y Estimations

(3) Includes part -time pupils

(4) If part-time 4tudies

(5) "

(6) "

(7)

N.

b
Secondary A: General or techniit

,o.' Continuing their s

Secondary B: General or technical
higher educatibt)

Secondary
B*

are included

*

the

93 VI

131 r ( Con Lol )

Total

, a

FeMala

In percentages

Non-Compulsory Iola Secondary Secondary. Non - Compulsory Total
Secondary A* Secondary ,

1

Education Education

60,7 6147. 60,1 61,1

68,2 72,0 7,9 48,7 56,6 60,4

20,3' 25,9(7 19,3 24,8(7)
30,7 31,3(7 20,8, . 3115 32,3 32,9(7)

70,1
74,0.

82,3
84.,6

70,2
69,2

81,5'
79,4 CO

, 1/4.4

,

Of
enrolment rate is 73,0%

" 711.5% in 1970' and 85,1 in 1976

are 76;6% for boA and 41,8% for girls in 1970
83,3% for boys and 64,9% for girls in 1976.

tl and

" are 66,6% for,boys and 46,4% for:girls in 1970 and
61,6% for boys and 54,0% for girlA in 1976.

education offers pupils, upon completion, a relatively good chance of
ies in a higher education establishment

dacation, after which pupils have little chance of continuing to

1

t

4



Table 5
'

Rzwarnow MTV IN 1HE4_DleFFRENT TYPO

OF 2nd CYCLIC =OMIT SellOOL

1965 -1979 (1)

4
11"rcentagr

A

WITRAMA

10th yonr

11th year

1;th year

.1970 1975 1976 1977 1970

,n

1979

- on n percentogn of the namber of rmaill be*inn1nv secondnrylIchool

1

.
[

78.7 I 76.7
46,0 '' 38.7

51:1 23.7

82.0 07.2 06.5 86:7 87.1 80.3
48.? 47.1 51.4 52.6 50.3 54.4

34.1 c 31.6 34.6 '35.3 WO 36.6

CASAIA - an 0 percentage of tho relabel- of sissyrillnrolled far 9th eraNe fhrre yenis orllI1owely
'

..
12th grade I 63,4. I 76.0 ,....1, 67.8 69.9

8074711/ADOMMItlEnrland find 'Voles)

-

High nchoolgrochalten

.... nn

14 (a$ from 1975) two to four voir? nreviounly - McCrory e.hon1n only
s pereentogo of the number of puallneaali 13.0965 414 1970 or

.

77.4 I 78.2.

.1

76.7

.:).1.

UNTIFD MAWS -flan percentage of the reimher 6frnella en4rIns 9th grade

Stmte,olde0 Igehenis 4 . e r7,..

15 yours old 40.5 39.6. 55.1 54.6.
16 4

. .73.9 21.8 32.4 31.7
. 17 12.5 10.2 17.7 16.9

18 5.1 342 ..6.6 4.8
4

Hon-Ntate-aided mchools

15 years q14
1

. 17
18

09.0
76.2
51.0
17.3

87.6'
62:7
34.4
A.(4.

93.7 08.1
.8010 67.2
57.7 44.6
10.7 11.2

- -
.23.1
'17.6

24.2
18.0.

6.4 5.2
,

77. 61.6
6t.8 52.6'
10:1-' 14.0

ti

-
24.5 25.9
19.4 18.8
6.5 5.4.

604
57.2
16.9

_

75%6

24.7
18.9
6.8

.

26.E1

19.5
5.9

60.2
57.7

:47.0

.?Q-3

3A.)

89.5' sg.s
. 15.0 5n.4

17.3

73.4
10.5
6.5

ti

25..6

19.
7

57.3 '
17.3.

32.4

90.4

55.8

37.2

72.3
(2

Sourest Treble 4 in the onuntry reports:,

(1) Or,the noorent yonrto.thwt montloont,
( ) _ An4 nn vrrnAtT4t4,nnta

I

0
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In some cases this may be due to successful completion of
short vocational courses before the age of 18, in others
to a move from full-time to part-time study schemes as
students 'grow older and not accounted for because of lack
of information on part-time schemes. in equally plausib]e
explanation is that as compulsory education'beldmes more
comprehensive and a lai-ger proportidn of young people stay
beyond compulsory school, selection increases during the ,'

last years of secondary education. (This has indeed been
shown% to be the; case in the United Kingdom). Small
differences in participation rates between the two age
groups in Portugal, Spain and Italy - countries with the
lowest enrolment rates in-the 16 year E-ige group - and
large differences in the more advarfced countries'such as
the Netherlands, Norway 'and Sweden, would tend to support
this argument.

Of special interest to;this report are participation
rates in different types of upper secondary education.
seen in Tables 3 and 4, AUsria, Germany and Switzer7and
have'a veil high propoftion of the 16 year to 18 year age
group in vocational secondary,educationl'that is in lines
of'study which prepare for a professional qualification and
do not normally-lead to or qualify for higher education,
Similarly, Scandinaxian countries(1), France, Netherlands,
and Yugoslavia have a-relatively strong vocational terminal-
oriented sector which enrols around 305J of the 16 year old
group.

The significance of vocational education in a number
of ceuntriesmappeArs even. more strikingly when one looks
at the distribution of qualified school leavers according
to the tylle of school completed. Table 6 shows that by
the mid or Take f970s pupils having obtained a professional
qualification represent 82;,; of all qualified .school leavers
in Germany, 74% in Finland, 50% in France and 45% in
Yugoslavia. They. account for'20% of all qualified school
leavers in the other three countries where this distinction
is relevant%and for which information is available.

Comparing previous tables with Table 7 it is possible
to see that tit size of the vocational sector in individual
countries determines to a large extent the proportion of
young peOple who obtain the fbrmal qualifications for entry
into higher education. Austria, Germany and Switze la
with high enrolment ratios for the relevant age grou ut
enrolling a majority in vocational education, rank relatively

(1) Evidence for Sweden is` given in K. Harnkvist: Individual
Demand for Education, OECD, Pas 1978; in 1975 45% of
pupils entering the upper osecotdary school were new
entrants to 2-year practical lines of study,

9
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DI3T7sIBUT10:! 0? 1U."-LI7i7D SECOVDARY 5CHOOL L2,..77RS

7,7 21P7,'07 6.CHOOL COM/L7.CD 19,33 -1913 (1)

PeZcentage

GERMANY i'

General
Vocational

1965 1970 1975 1976

:4 M F

60.4 24.9 61.-1 33.9 27.8 27.6 26.8 25.3

Speciality certificate FT 39.6 -15.1 38.3 '66.1

Speciality certificathin

School-leaving certificate

A:LIDA

- High sclitol
- Other

SPAIN

- University foundation
course

- Vocational training
. Teacher training colleges
- Other

FINLAND

- General-
- Vocational

FRAHC:

- General (Bac.)
- Short vocational
- Long technical

G..EECE

- General
- Technical and vocational

ITALY

- General
- Teacher training colleges
- Technical
- Vocational

34.5
35.3
16.3
13.8

20.6
79.4

29.1 36.7
70.0 614
0.9 2:1

. .

22.3
.77.7

15.2 35.5 18:9 38.9
41.1 29.9 40.5 29.0

15.9 7.0 13.8. 6.8

83.6
16.2 .

'62.6 58.7
13.3 22:2
6.7 5.4
17.4 13.7

25.6'
74.4

35.1 27.2 31.2 28.13 37.13
55.9 62.9 "0.1 61:1 49.2-
9.0 9.9 12.7 10.63'13.7

71.9 67.5 58.9 82.0 57.9 80.6
28 1 32.5 41.1 18.0 42.1 19.4

23.6 16.6 15.9 18.0 16.8 20.8

3.8 35.8 3.3 35.1 1.7 22.5
45.7 20.7 65.3 26.7 63.0 -33.5
28.9 .25.9 15.8 18.5 23.2

UNITED KINGDOM - School-leavers according to high st pastlevels

3ICZ level/GC: H grade 17.4 14.2 18.4 16.8 17.8 16.1 17.8 16.0

GCE 0 level/OSE/SCE grade 22.2 25.0 23.8 25.1 31.1 36.3 32.7 37.8

No high passes 60.4 60.8 57.4 56.0 51.0 ,47.J49.5 .46.2

YUGOSLAVIA

- General
- Teacher training

4-Fhnica
ational

21.8
3.3

28,1
46.7

23.3
2.9-

25.2
48.7

23.9
/ 0.6

29.3 /
46.2

25.1
0.7

29.5
14.7

1977 1978

F. F

24.7

6.2
2

57,8

11.3

.

7

26.53
62.8
10.7

3

_17.4
32.4
50.3

7-,3

2
1.4

53.5

8.8

36.43'
48.9
14.7

3

16.0
38.0
45.8

: 19.4

21.5
59.1

. .

26.13
62.6

3
.11.3

17.5

136.e
45.7

35.53
_.49

'

6
)

14.9

F

'1, Or the nearest year to that mentioned.
;2) Excluding the Berufsfachschulen
(3) Including secondary scnool-leaving certificates

ti Q
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TABLE 7

RATIO OF QUALIFIED SCHOOL LEAVERS FROM SECONDARY (A)
TO RELEVANT AGE GROUP (1975/1976)

NOMBRE DE DIPLOMES DE LIENSEIGUEMENT SECONDAIRE(A) PAR RAPPORT A LA
POULATION DU GROUPE WAGE CORRhSPOIDANT

TOTAL

A4STRIA/AUTRTE

BELGIUM/BELGIAZe-

FRANCE

GERMANYALLEMAGNE

19.4

33.2

25.5

ITALY/ITALIE, 36.8

JAPAN/JAPON

NETHERLANDS/PAYS-BAS .25.8

NORWAY/NORVEGEg
30.5

SWEDEN/SUEDE
21.4

SWITZERLAND/SUISSE 8.4

UNITED KINGDOM/R04-ME UNI 19.9

UNITED STATEVETAII1S-.UNIS 74.6

elh

Relv,Prt Lse Group, see:2ducetioncI 5tatistics in 0.7t7)Countrio-, (12CT), PF.ris,,1981.

no2ulatior groupe c?' loge corresT5ondant voir:
DPvc.O.e

1.-)aris,

- Thr of school leavers, see:Pour pcnombi'd der dinlftes de l'enseignement second.aire,I. Ger:To'', Golto:., J.P. JEllEde, rmo-s '71e..
4t1 lar:-.7-LducPtion,'1965-1379,7ar.,titu7 de

1
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lOw in terma of second47 school graduates qualifying for

higher education. The same is true even in countries where

vocational education grants qualifications for entry into

higher aducitionAle.g. Sweden) since everywhere the policy

is that essentidlly this type of education should maintain

its "terminal" employmbnt orientation (as opposed to

"transfer" higher education orientation). On the other

hands countries which over the past,years have emphasised

the development of general'education (e.g. Belgium, Frante),

.or which have a large technical sector granting thip:same

rights to higher education as the traditional academic
sector (Italy), compare more favourably i,n terms of

qualified school leavets than An respect to enrolment

ratio s,-r_

#

Bearing in mind these qualifications it is clear

that in terms of the proportion of young people of the

'relevant age group granted the right to apply or to enter

directly higher edudation, some of the Mediterranean
,countries and certain European countries with large vocational

terminal oriented sectors appear to have the strongest
'"selection before entry" wtmthila the OECD area. On the same

, basis, it is evident that all European countries as well

. as Australia and New Zealand 'are far more "selective" than

the United Stites and Japan.

Useful as this type of analysis may be to a review

of admission policies and the demand`emand lor higher education

it should be recognised that it is but one among m
different criteria in respect to which gecondary systems

can.be ared and-assessed. Value judgements abou

e uca, ona performance require thorough aqhlysisof the

/socia and economic. implications'of,different types o

secondary school systems andof the political.philoson ies,
!'behind,them; often missing in ,this type ofinternatIon01

comparison. A brief reference to ch Idriges In the viewp ints

and judgements concerning systems with a German traditi n

of education and training, e.g, Germany, Austria, some
cantons in Switzeand in the course of the 1970s,

serves to illustrate this point.

*sr

At the time, as was th case during the sixties an

early seventies, when the peribemance of an educational

system was. primarily viewed and assessed in terms of its

role in promoting, greater. equality and social justice, -the

TerMan type model of education and train* came under
severe criticism. The rigid binary division between, on

`the one hand, a ratier small academic-type secondary.school
sector and a, large hierarchically structured technical/
`vocational sector on the other, seemed to function 4s tog,

I
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perfect a social selection iechanism. The "crqaming off"of a relatively small segment of the school population at.
a very early age was seen to imply that selqtion into those.
streams of secondary education which open up.the greatest
number of educational and frofesSional choices is largely
based on the social and cutural background of the pupils.
40.

With the changing economic and employment situation
-has come also the awareness that in certain respects, the
social,selectivity and the rigidity of these systems may
have been exaggerated. First of all, the existence of
large technical and vocational sectors with highly
articulated cycles means that they recruit a relatively
*large and heterogeneous population in terms both of social
and educational origin and that there are considerable
chances .of upward mobility within the teehnical'sector
itself. Secondly,"in systems with a German tradition
enrolment in technical education is far less associated
with under-achievement or failure than in Latin or Anglo-,
Saxon countries. In addition, technicians appear to
enjoy a substantially higher economic and social status
in these countries. Finally, the success of Austria,
Switzerland and Germain mainteinifig low levels of youth
unemployment and in enuring a sphooth transition from.school 4

to work has further contributed to renewed interest in and
positive appraisal of a number of, features of these systems;
.though no .one would argue that,'given the plurality of
objectives of post-compulsory education, the employment
dimension-can be allowed-to monopolise the assessment of
performance of upper secondary education systems.

,(b) Selection at Entry

(i) Changing links between secondary and higher education.

The evolution in the number of qualified school
leavers, in particular those coming from general streams,
has been perhaps the kingle most important factor' in
determining rates of growth in higher e4ucation(1). This
correlation between the development of secondary and higher
education 4asbeen especially_ high durillg the period of.
rapid expansion but has loosened up-durbthe 1970s.

Government policies at the post-secondary level have
no doubt contributed to a certain type of uncoupling between,
the twc,levels. However, an important factor behind this
trend is the fact that since around the mid -1'970s many
Member countries have witnessed a fall or stabilisation in
the number of young qualifie' school leavers from academic
type streams applying to po -secondary education. Given

(1) Quantitative Develoment of Hither Education: 'Analyticalepor ar s Nowar s I -ss g
er Education:

Trends, Issues and Dilemmas, OECD, Paris 1974.

/0I 4
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the sample of countries represented, Table 8 below is 75t.

very conclusiye; however it is well known that in Germ ny
there has been a significant decrease in the number of
Abiturienten planning to enrol 'directly in higher educ tion
from 87% in 1971 to 68% in 1980;. a. similar although 1 ss
pronounced' trend in reported in Italy(1), eJapan(2ug),

Netherlands, SwitzerIand(3), Yugoslavia-and others:. lso
relevait, at least,in some countries, has been the gr dual
increase in the number _4f mature'students (sge Table ):

Finally., quite a comon phenomenon in some countries, in
particular thd Unite States and Sweden, )s to delay entry
into higher education for.a certain number of years see
Table 10).

(ii) Restricted and pei Access Sectors of Hi her Eduucation

The majority of OECD countries have developed post-
secondary systems which include a mix of-selective and
"open access institutions or programmes(4). A more accurate
and'prlagmatic description would be that of a continuum -
often a hierarchy - of options with different` degrees of
selectivity at entry. Practically everywhepal institutional
differintiation in terms of access cdnditions have roughly
corresponded to the bin distinction betWeen university
and non - university typellEgher education. However, within
this broad pattern different combinations can be found. .

Whereas in non-European Member cOuntri
in Greece, Ireland, the.United Kingdom and X
universities represent the selective - sector,
continental 'European countries the opposite
the majority of university.faculties maintai
policy while all other higher education inst

s, as well as'
oslavia,
n.most
theicase:
an open access
utions apply,

(1) See national contribution from Ilkly to In
Conference on Policies for Higher Educatir
OECD, Paris 981, -(mimeo).

(2) The Systethatic Planning and Administratio
Education in Japan (The Second Five Year
University Chartering Planning Sub-Committ

ergovernmental
in the 1980s,

t Higher .

The
%

See national contribution fmm Switzerland
governMental Conference on Pc.:!licles for Hi
in the Eighties, DtCD, P6is 1';C1 (m4mFg).

At Will be made-more apparent
termopenaccess has not the
It is far more narrowly definec. jn
the United States, Canada or Japan. In bn
access is meant to apply. only to qualified
school leavers from academic or general stre

, seldom repreSent more than 25% of the age gr

-0
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report, tie
all cc'.- .retries.

rope than in
ormer, open
condary
s who
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TABLE 0

e RATES OF TRANSFER FROWSECONDARY EDUCATION

(BY TYPE) TO HIGHER EDUCATION
Percentage

1965"

---10%

1970 191'5 .1976 1977 1978
.

1979

.

°ARAN:,
-4 . $

.

High School '

Total 51.7 54.5 52.4 52.6 51.3 51.4

- University 25.0 24.1 23.2 21.9 22.6 23.2
- Von-University _

26.7 30.4 ,29.2 30.7- 28.7 28.2

DENMARK ( 1966) '

)

Universities and . i 41WCentres . 59.3 54.6. 53.8 -

SPAIN , .

Ratio of pupils enrolledfor a pre-University or COU year and, those who have taken
baccalaureate year or a 7th technical baccalaureate year in the peecedineyeer.

a sixth general

UNITED STATES

'High school"
0 ND

51.7

(1966)

52.5

50.2

61.5

82.5

. 5841 . 58.8

FRANCE . (1973)
Preparatory classes
to Grandes icoles 4/
- General.

baccalaureate 12.1 12.1 12.9
- Technician's .

baccalaureate 0.3 0.2 0.8

Universities

- General
N., baccalaureate 53.3 54.7 55.5 ti

Technician's
baccalaureate 13.5 15.0 16.5/

IDT '

- General
baccalaureate

- Technician's
6.* \ 7.3

Baccalaureate' 11..0 .13.3 14,7

Higher technician

- General
I baccalaureate .5.4 7.7 8.9.

Technician's
baccalaureate

total

18.1 18.6 _19.0

- General
baccalaureate

.- Technician's
1. 78.2' 8.1.4 84.6

baccalaureate 45.9 47.1 ; 51

JAPAN ,

Nov entrants in the
school-leavers three

, -

' I

A First-year university

UNITED KINGDOM

I

Destination of secondary

Universitie.
3 or more A- levels
2 A-levels
1 A-leLel
5 or, more 0-1eVels
1 to'4 0- levels

Further Education

3 A.leveli
2 A Olt
1 A- evil
5 or more 0-levels
1 to 4 0- levels

Tetra universities and
3 or moreA-levels
2 4- levels
1 A-level
5 or more 0-levels
1 to 4 0-levels

univeNties
years reviously

r 17.0 I.

students

:i4.4 i

.

school-leavers

further

and junior

23.6 I

efoiFerientar35

'87.1

with
M . F

68.2 574
20.9 .11.3
1.7 0.7
0.2, 0.1
0,0 0.0

15.4 28.1

41.4 61.3
41.7 -61.0
26.5 42.t
16.6 25.0

education

CI.6 05.7
623 72:6.
42.8 61,.7
26.7' 42.3
16.6 '25.8'

colleges

27.(1

pre-university

I 80.d

the following
pi F

66.9 55.2
14.8

0.7 1.2
0.1 0.1
0.0 0.0

13.6 24,4
38.0 45.9'
35.6 46.3-
27.7 -40.2
14.7 27.3

00.5 i4.A
9.7, 60.7

'6 ' 17.5
241i.40.3
11.7 27.3

as a percentage-of

I 38.6

I 80.4 11.

passes:

1st cycle

I 31.7
..

school-leavers

77.4

m F

66.0 54.9
16.7 13.7
1.4 0.7

0.0
0.0

15.4 22.7
40.4 44.4
36.8 42.8
21.0 38.1
15.3 28.4

81.4 TFX--
51.1 58.1
36.2 ;3.5
24.2 :8.1
11.3 20,4

secondary

38.4

74.5

37.4

.ftre.
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TABLE -

AGE DISTRIBUTION 07 NEW ZNTRANTS IN UNIVERSITY HIGHER. EDUCATION

,

4

Percentage

CDULANY FT

1-7 and under
7e

19
20 - 24
25 and over

AUSTRALIA(3) FT

17 and under
12.

20 - 24
25 and over

AUSTRALIA(3) PT

I7 and under
1?
10

- 2-
25 and over

USTRZ:.

1" and ander
12

19

20-24
25 and over

=MARX
under 21
21 - 26
27 and over

812/Z1

ana under

20-24
25 and over

FINLAND

17 and'under
1.2

13
2-0-24
25 and over

I

1355 1970 1915 1976 1977 1978

M F, M F M F

Tr.(A)
qkli

0.2 0.2
10.5 18.2
S1.3 75.7
7.4 5.7

1970

19.9 41.6
..a.4 32.2
752.0 21.0

7 5.1

9.6 12.6.
30.3 43.5
51.3 ;3.5
E.7 5.5

1911

41.9 '52.2
38.4 56.8
2.9 i.

3.5 3.7
2.4 1.1

Tot.

0.1 0.1

5.1 7.3
'25.0 40.2
54.8 41.0
14.9 11.3.

44.9 48.8
33.8

5--0.2 6.3
6.9 i.3
3.5

1971

13.7
20.3

27.5
32.

3.0
/1.2
1.3
31.2
41.2

1972

29.3 46.4
25.9 28.9
32.7 20.2
5.1 4.5

48.8
43.9
7.2

13.9 15.3
20.7 19.8
16.5 17.2
34.1 33.3
11.a 14.5

13.0.0
17.3'

22.5

6.0 3:7
19.1 19.6
44.5 60.3

1975

32.8 48.9
25.2 29.2
35.4 17.2
6.6 4.8

22.2
21.4
14.3
23.6
12.1

44.5
42.0
13.5

21.7
24.1
15.0
27.4
11.8

1.8 2.0
30.1 32.3
53.5 51.2
14.0 14.5

M F M F

Tot.

0.1 0.1

4.2 6.3
22.3 37.2
57.3 43.7 i

16.1 12.6
A

43.7
37.0
8.6
6.'
4.0

49.2
32.1
5.3
5.1

.7.6

0.9 5.0.
15.7 5.5
6.3 3.3
17.6 18.2
51.5 67.9'

34.2 39.5
22.8 23.6
14.2 12.4 .
18.6 15.8
10.2, 7.2

1.8 2.0
29.0 34.1
53.0 50.5
16.1 13.3

2ct.

0.2' 0.2
5.3 7.1 ,

23.1 35.3
55.2 44.3
16.3 12.0

42.5 45.4
35.8 33.6
9.4 7.4
8.1 5.2
4.2 7.3

11.8 4.6
15.5 5.4
.4.6 3.5
17.5 17.4
50.6 69.1

34.6 37.5
22.3 22.3
12.2 10./
14.0 13.0
16.9 15.5

- -
1.6 2.6
30.1 33.2
53.1 43.3
15.1 14.8

tot (2)

0.1 0.1
5.3 2.0
22.5 .5.3
55.9 44.1
16.3 12.6

34.2 38.2
;0.7 30.4
11.; 2.3
15.9 12.0

.7 10,6

4.3. jN.5
6.2 2.5
3.6 2.1

25.3 24.6
50.6 59.2

29.5 44."
31.4 29.7
32.9 20.7 111,

5.1 5.5

4.8 2.2'
29.0 35.1
52.6 48.3
16.5 14.3

1 Ex^1'ng fdreign students
L:clud.Ing teacner :raining colleges and the ,theological colleges
Students starting a bachelor's degree at university

rT f::::-111e FT . part-tine*
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TABLE a 1Contd..)

.

,

,

-

17 and under
1.6,

.

19 .

20 - g,4
25 aed over

GREZ0E6-}
.

13 and under .

19 .

20 - 2;
25 and over

.

ITALY

is and under
19
27 - 24
23 and over

!CTIORLilts

under 18 .

19
19 . .

20 + 24 -

25 and over

UNITED KINGDOM (univeriltits)

18 ana under
1

,

1%u
27 .

21 -,
25 and over

UNIT= KINGDOM (further

16 and under
lc

2'!

21 - 24
25'and over

swa-''I(7)

25 and over
of wb.tc1 coveredoby
the 25/5 rule

.

1955 1970 1975 19,5 1977 1970

.

i

.

.

.

.

.

i
.

-

.

fF M * ' v .

.

....-

5.2 8.3
12.2 23.1
22.9 24.5
40.5 '37.3
12.3 6.7

22.3' 43.604.4
20.3 27.6_23.0
311 25.1532.7
19.2 3.5520.0

1964

0.3 4.4
14.2 27.3
72.4 44.4
13.0 9.5

. iN

4.6 55.3
34:3 30.1
9.t 5.7
6.4 4.4
4.2 3.9

education -

Y

,

.

.

37.2
30.8
25.9
6.1

1967

0.6 26.9
1.3 36.5
.1 31.5

0.b 5.1

1971
2.9 8.1

25.2 28.8
21.1 25.0
31.3 26.2
13.0 01.9

, 0

42.2 54.0
32.1 28.0
9." ,7.1

10.3 6.6
5.2 4.3

ddvspiced)

17.6 27.1
24.2 25.8
14.7 11.2
25.2 16.1
19.2 19.7

1971

35.0 33.3

8.8 9.7

7.7
25.8
22.9
27.2(5
15.4(6

.

31.5 ,46.5
18.4 21.5
25.9 20,1
24.1 11.9

1973

9.5 22.6
6.8 43.5
8.7 26.5
15.0 7.4

-

1974

0.6 0.7
1:1 35.5
5,6 26.4
9.7 23.5
13.0

9.9 47.6
0.9 29.5
0.5 8./
20 2.0
6.3 5.2

48.6 51.4

24.1 24.9

s .

9.2
31.2
25.0 '

24.3(5
11.3(6

42.8 50.5
12.5. 20.2
22.0° 12.9
15.7 6.4

.

.

46.8 52.7

22.7 ;5.3

7.9 ,

32.6 "
25.1
23.9(5
10.5(6

.

.

40.3 45;3
30.9 30.3
10.7 '9.3
11.8 3.2
6.3 6.2

.

.

_d

5.4 8.9
26.2 37.5
26.6 24.6
28.6019.0(5
t3.1 9.9(6

.

.

Air

.

.

,

,

.

First-year students
/5 2C-23

2» and over
7 'ter entrants ih the Philosophy Faculties

0

'10

103-

t
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Tau: 1
e

V

a=LZ7:=,:lniALB01'
1,0 EUTRY INTO HIGHER EDUCATION °

.

I

Percentage

)

AUSTRALIA - University FT

following calendar year
1 year later
More than 1 year later
Other(1) .

- iT

Following calendar year
1 year later
More than 1 year later

, Other.

Uffiversitfes PT
Following calendar year

1 year later
More than41 year later
,Other(1)

Following calendar year
1 year later *

More than 1 year later
Other(t)

UNITED STATES

Same year
1 to 3 years
4 years and More

ERAICE <

Total university rut.

Same year
1 ybar later
2 years or more
Indefinite
4e,

Same year
1 year later
2 years or more
Indefinite

n'THERLUn*
University - Trensfar rate

Gymnasia

Sams year .

1 yeaa, later
IL years or more

Totcl

F35-(Atheneun in 1974)

3a.tr year
1 year later

years or more

Total

1965 1970 1975 1976 1977 1978

14 F 14 F 14 F M F

65.4
17.5
17.1

92.2 92.6

4.5 4.4
3.3 3.0

32.7
7.8
1.5

46.3 33.0

25.5 37.6
25.3' 29.4

43.0
13.0
39.0

55.7
S2.2
22.1

74.3
11.5
12.7
1.2.

85.9 25.5
7.4 7.2
3.3 3.7
2.9 3.6

31.7 27.1
3.4 '7.3
29.6 33.3
30.3 '31.5

4.8
2 .1

23.1

and interval according to secondary.pCbool -leaving

(1971) (1974)

75.5 53.4 85.8 68.3 79.6 36.9
13.9 12.7
2.4 ',2.0 OW 04. ko

91.8 78.1

1,

44.2 21.1 53.4 29.3 59.4 3 .3
11.7 6.2 ..
4.0 3.6 ..

59.9

53.5 92.5 32.2 81.0
3.1 3.0 8.1015,17,7
4.8 4,7 4.3
3.5 4.5 5c3 7.3

79.4 56.2 78.8 85.4
10.5 7.1 10.0 7.0
9.8 6,7 11.2 7.6

3'3.3 27.0 30.7 17.2
7.2 7.8 7.6 8.3

30.7 30.3 20,4 22.2
28.3.34.4 41.3 52.3

45.3 45.5 40.4 38.3
14.5 11.0 '13.0 14.6
49.4 43.5 46.6 47.'
- - - -

54.1
20.9
24.9

.
certificate

A

79.0
5.9-7
12.3
2.9

92.3
4.9 4
2.2
0.6

-J

(1)Including qualifications ootained through adult or "conbessional" education whicn are
only flassified in the "other" togory by all universities for 1978.

ET .full-time PT part-ti
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in.varying degrees, restrictions at entry. This has been
the case not only, in 'the small sectors of 4lite institutions
such as the French Grandes pcoles or certhin professional
schools in the Europe'en countries (engineering, veterinary
science, etc.) but also in the majority of the wide range
of less prestigious short cycle post secondary institutions
where interestingly enough entry, restrictions have never been
seriously questioned. A first reason'is that they accepted
candidates from technical streams whose credentials qualified
for, but did not grant automatic right of, entry i to higher
education.. Secondly, the ct that from -the star their
functions were closely gear d.to more, specific power
requirements, or at least to broadly defined employment needs,
served to legimitate their restrictive praqtides.

These variations, which must be seen in ton unction
with/ the traditional differences-in the structureof secondary
education systems, obviously conditioned the way,in which
countries have coped with the expansion in demand during past
decades. Recent efforts directed at'a more balanced
distribution of student6 within postLsecondary education
.must also be seen against this background. In the non-.
European Member ^countries; the development of a non-university
sector with relatively open'access, such as theJunior and
Community Colleges in Canada and the United States, has been
used as an explicit stratBRy aimed both'at facilitating
the rapid expansion and-the diversifidatio4 of post-secondary
education and. as means of. protecting the moft prestigious
long cycle institutions. Being relieved of the-need to cope
wiith massive expansion, universities and many 4-year 'colleges
cAuld continue applying selective policies .with no major ,

risks of creating tensions due to unsatisfied demand. In the
words of Clark Kerr, architect of 'the 1960 Ma6ter Plan for - -

Higher Edubation in California: "I considered the vast
expansion of the Community Colleges td be the first line
of defence for 'the University of-California as an institution

' of international academic renown. Otherwise the university
was"either going to be overwhelmed by large numbers of
students with lower academic attainmentsor attacked as

'trying to hold on to amonopoly over entry into higher
status". Thft plan, for the first time in history any-
where, guaranteed-a placein a Community College for every

. 'iighschybol graduate or person over 18 otherwise qualified
. and gav6sCommunity College' graduates preference in transferring-,
into the University of California(1).

The advantages and 00N/backs of this typie,of strategy
constituted a central top k of debate in the United States
during the 1960s and haveen amply discussed-in inter-'
national circles. 'Few would question the key role played

(1) C. Kerr, Higher Education: Paradise Lost?, pp. 267, in
Higher Education, Vol. 7, No. 3, August 1978, lsevier,
Netherlands:-
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by the American Communi y Colleges in enlarging educational
.oportunities fOr ydun and adults, paricularly from leps
privileged milieux. 'Th strongest doub have been expressed
in relation to the equ y issue. Although the Community

Jr Colleges have contribu ed to' provide more formal, schooling .

to all segments'of the population, they allowed certain
groups, especially young people of middle class origin, to
maintain their relative advantages insofar ass they, constituted

'the bglk of new entrants into'.the 'selective and more
'prestigious institutions leading to the more'attractive
positions in society. _The risk in developing post-
secondary Systems-wi,th strong hierarchical differentiation
among institutions'is that they may succeed in haVing'a
more democratic recruitment without thereby reducing
sooial inequalities in a significant way, As will be
discussed further on, the changing .employment situation'
and its consequences for' individual demand, plus a iariety.
ofmeasures taken in the course.qf the 1970s in 'the United
States, both in the field of access and o student aid,
may have contributed to blurring hierarchical distinctions '

and to a, greater social mixof 'students within institutions.

q 9 .

n the United Kingdom, the setting up of a binary
post secondary system has been the policy adopted as a
means of coping with expansion. The distinctive feature.
of this polity is the development of .a non-university
'sector 'comprising all levels of.:education from sub-degree
to doctorate. Whereas some people have viewed the develop-
ment of a strong competitive sector primarily as a means of
diversifying higher education provision to meet the needs
of new student populations tHrough,circumventing the
universities, others have seen'it mainly as means of
protecting universities from the impact of massive demand.
Whatever the case, it could be said that the creation of
the Polytechnics as higher education institutions
equivalent to uniyersities - a cornerstone of the binary
policy - has contributed to diversify -clgreelevel studies

/and to 'maintain the high standards' of. British higher
education. A consequence of this-has been to discourage
the enrolment of_students in subL-degroe level.courses add
on a part time basit; both of which have been either
stagnant dr.declining in recent years.

In the.case of many continental European coun tries, -

in particular Franceib Italy, Spain, the trend in the 1950s
and 1960s to cope With demand largely through the university
sector can hardly be considered as t e result of'an'explicit
strategy. More likely such a. deve ent resulted Arom
the strong pressures on government to continue maintaining
the lOng-standing right to afuniversity eduation for all
academicallyoriented qualified school .leavers. The.prestige

1101

1())
I

,

9
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of the universities together with their open access Policies
made these institutions thd obvious choice-for the growing ,

numbel" of qualified young people in spite-of government
efforts-aimed at diverting demand and ensuring greater
diver'sificat;on through the expansion.of'opportunities
outside the university sector. At the same time, .however,
the existence of a,highly developed post-secdndary tecipiciff
sector In a number of 'Ebropean countries e.g. Belgium]
Denmark, Netherlands, Norway, greatly contributd tgimoping
with growing,demand. ,Table-11 on the relative weight of
the university and the non-university sectors in terms,of
their actual Intake, shows that in the countries mentioned
above the lattef' itsa,higher proportion of'new
entrants than univeF s es.

(iii) Rea raisal of the in ividual demand a 09 roadn '100

.

.

underlying the lais z faire policies which guided
the development of higher e ucation Western
industrialised countrieslwa the genera y accepted principle

4 that prOViSion at this loi should be apted to private .

delltandi.le..the number of people:with recognised
.qualitioations applying for entry. Traditions, the 4.

1.recognised drawbacks or difficulties of applying other
N.planning, methods and especially the combined pressures in

favour of expansion gave political support to this type
of(approach.

* - - . 1 .
.

, Quite different d changing interpretations of
sUbh_a development atm egy were already evident during
the post-World War period (see following sections).

However it is in recent years that-4the policy of merely
: ad pting the places at the tertiary level tOthe heeds

sOi
an wishes of* qualified school .leavers came to be more

erely questioned, in particular in European Member
countries. Among. the main factoi's and arguments being
developed the following can, be briefly mentioned(1),

.

.

- In tile first place the mere 'expansion in the number. m.
of qualified secondary leavers from less than 10% to over .

20% of the relevant age group has raised .the political
question of.whether societies could or should affoi'd the -,

necessary resources to guarantee frwdom of access and off
choice to a population which already had been the main
beneficiary of expansion -of opportunities at the secondary
level.- 'N -.

a
Secort reluctance has been further enhanced in

. .

view of the widespread belief, supported by considerable
evidence, that the expansion of, higher education ix response

(1) This section draws on G. Williams: Planni he Size
..

and ape of Post Secondary Systems during he 1980s,
OE , 'Iwo., (mimeo).

. 1 f
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Tahle11

4

An al Ent to'Hi her Education as a Percenta e o the Relevant

ge roup sr7 6

_ .

,

Age spread ....._ ____

University

-_____________-,-----------
Total Hi here comp aasing Non-University

t east7C01 Education
or new.entrante

Ce

AUstralia 17-18 S 16,5 21,2. 37,7

Austria 18-20 ,- . 13,5 5;1 18,6

Belgdum ,16-20 13,0 20-,8 . '33,9. .

canada(1)
,,,

18 .
20,1 10,8 30,9

'' Denmark 19-21 16,6 20,2 3111P

Finland 19-21 , 13,9 10,1
.

26,01.

Frahoe(2) 18720, 18,8 -8,9 27,7

Zermany4, 19-21 J3,6 - 5,6 .

V 19,2
.

Italy(3) 19-21 29o5 j . 1,1 30,6.

Japan 18 27,3, 11,9 39,22,

...:

Netherlands 18-20 8,7 16,8 ./,-.) 25,5

. i
.

Norway ;19-21 , 16,2 - ,*0 '.1r

Spain(5) 17-19 .28,9. 2,5:. 31,5

Sweddn(3) 19-21 . 33,3 r - ',.,c

Switzerland .18-21 11,9 8,6' " 20,5,

U.K. 18-19 19,6- 14,0. 33,2.
.

U S.A.()
t

4 181 26,2 16,5 . 42,8

Yugoslavia() 18-20 '8,8 25,7 34,6

f i .-
a

.

(1)Y1971. Data includes only those first year students who were in secondary

school the previous year."

(2) Excludes new entrants to "Grandes EColes" and"Instliiuts d'Uniersite".

(3) Firit year students

(4) Degree credit stleents only.

Source: Education Statistics in OECD Countries, OECD, Paris, 1981, p.74.

4
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I

to demands of school leavers has in fact not greatlycontributed'to a reduction in educaticinal inequalities.. OECD countries have varied considerably in their successin boosting access to higher education by working-classchildren, but none have come anywhere near the kind ofequality of achievement which would make expenditure onhigher education economically redistributive or evenneutral.

Thirdly, tht emergence of ,graduate employment orunder-employment further raised doubts about the valueof alloying grtwth of higher education to be determinedby the demand for it by indiyiduals. There'has been inmany OECD countries
a,re-emergence of-interest in fore-casts of qualified

manpower requirements but mostly as away of orientating the main lines of higher education' development. Recent reports in Sweden, Denmark, FederalRepublic of Germany have proposed that far greater note ,betaken of the state of the labour Market than had hitherto' been the case. However, the difficulty of making reliablebong -term forecasts in the free labour market conditionsof OECD countries has so far defeated any attempt at closelyrelating student ,numbers to estimated labour market needs, .except in certain well - defined ,areas such as some healthand technical fields and the teacher training sector. Evenin these areas, such.attemi4s have by no means beenuniformly successAll and in view of continuing method-ological problems as Well as lack of consensus as to the,assumptionsson which they should be based, their exclusive," use in determining the intake capacity of these sirs is*a matter of strong controversy.

Fourthly, inn practically all tCD countries the rateof expansion even if inadequately financed, has led toiconspicious ncreases,in the costs.of higher education asa proportion, of overall educational egpenditure(1).. Therecent and continuing recession has undoubtedly exacerbateda$4

the problem: increased expenditures are far more difficult-,

to justify at a ,time of ,general retrenchment, As a result,financials considerations have acquired growlnig.importancein shaping ,decisions on the organisation of 'provision atthe higher levels.

Fifthly, changing attitudes and behaviour of thetraditional' higher education clientele, - as witnessed.bythe went sharp reduction in the. demand. for certain types. 6T-programmes ip several countries - plus the trend toopen up certain sectors to new groups with very diversebackgrounds and qualifications are adding to the difficulties

(1) See Higher Education Expenditure in ,OECD Countries -Report by the Secretariat.4.
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of maintaining a-close adaptation of-supply to demand if

not -ether reasonh4than the greater complexity 'which is
involved in predieti4kAhe -size and nature of this demand
and in responding toiAtS fluctuations.

'While all thise factors are leading to a ser us
re-examinatiop ot,tertain traditional planning pri c les
-it isimport,to stress that up until now the major"
of the OECD :Countries have maintained one of the central

-commitments inherent to the individual demand apprbach,
namelYthat all"qualified school leavers claiming direct
entry into pOst-,secondary education` should be able to, find
a place within the system.

There:is however a significant and groWing minority
of countriesewhich either do not adhere to this principle \\
or openly declare that under certain circumstances total
provision in higher education cannot or should not be

adjusted to private demand. In.Greece and Turkey, for
example, the lumber of qualified candidates applying for
entry exceeds by far the total intake capacity of higher
educationt.thu leaving a considerable proportion of young

.16 people with no possibility of pursuing further studies in

their own country. In Finland a similar, though less acute,

situation has emerged in recent years. In some countries
such as Denmarkand Sweden ceilings are being set for the
total intake capacity of higher education; but in view of
the fa6t that these ceilings are based on quite "/

anassumptions of ?rivate demand, it is Claimed that expe d

student.numbers.contilve to be of key importance for
planning purposes. ,

In the light of these trends it could be argued
that although individual demand still remains a primary_

criterion fbr plannirig total provision at the post-secondary
level, a growing number of countries-are inclined to set
ceilings or. targets above which they are not prepared to

guarantee places to all candidates who apply. Restrictions
.0" at the system level will therefore nost likely depend on

the assumptions and criteria on Which these targets are
based as. wal as on the future evolution of private demand.

Within the OECD area, only some of the Mediterranean
countries arc witnessing stronctensions due. to an overall
lack of places in higher education. Tipfe majority of
Member countries, however, are facing a different problem,
namely that of having excess in demand in certainpartd
of the system whereas other sectors with growing number of
vacancies are competing for a shrinking pool of candidates.

This suggests that, in spite of' uncertainties and
lilely differences` in the evolution of'global demand,'
Member countries will be facing in the coming years a

112
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series-of common problems_wheh planning the shape of their
. post - secondary systems, that is, the structufibm-bT supply
.and the intake capacity of the different types of institutions
or lines-of study. It is.preciaely in this area where
laissez faire policies implying a rather passive adjustment
tci iadiyidual .demand are being more forcefully questioned.
Indeed, already In the 1970s theJW.uence of demand in the
allocation of studentS within the system has been declining.

. .

As decisions concerning rates of expansion or .

contraction of the different parts 4if the system, be it
institutions or fields of study, take more account of,
finandial, employment and social considerations the trend
is to set greater limitations on applicants' choice of
study programmes. jrn brief, then, in a growing number
of countries the individual demand approach to planning,
higher education is., still basically understood as a
'commitment'ta ensure a place within the system but not 4'
necessarily, in the institution' ar field Of .study of the
candidatets choice;

.These statements need to'be qualified at least in
two respects. In the firbt plaCe, several OECr countries,
_particularly those with mass comprehensive secondary
'schools (United States, Japan, Canada) and all those with
a selective university sector (United Kingdom, Australia)

-- have for a long time interpreted the individual demand
approach in this "restricted" sense. Secondly, even in
countries where freedom of choice is.a long standing R 4
tradition, it has been applied only to-,the transition from
academic secondary schools to universities.

It is important to stresa this latter point since
a ma or characteristic of recent admission reforms in hip er
e uca on nas seen ne com flat on o res r c ons on acces
ror au= ir e eavers rem aca.en c nes o s .y
with measures aimed. at facilitatin:the-en
7377111MITTErbeen excluded or had beam on mar. inallv
represen e e.g. a u s, racial m nor t es, people w out
formal. qualifications).

The different schemes developed by the various
countries and the problems faced in the course of their
implementation are discussed in different sections of the.. .

report. At this stage'it is important to stress that
since in the majority.-2of the, OECD countries(secondary
school leavers still represented in the late 1970s the
large majority of the pool of applicants and new entrants
to higher education (see Table 12),Ithe net effebt has been
that of a stronger and more explicit control over

(t) Examples of qualified school leavers with traditional .

qualifications for entry or from academic streams are
those with the baccaleaureat in France, abitur in Germany.,
matura in Austrfa, CwirEaTind.
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EWCA!IONAI SAROURD OF NEW Nruays','N UNIVERSITY

AhD NON-MNIVERSITY (NU) HIGKE06QCATIOM Percentage

.

AUSTRIA

- `University
.

General Secondary, -.

Technical and vocational '

DENMARK

- Total U DU

Studentereksamen l

HP (1) .

Other

. - Faculties of Arts
'1. tadentereksamen
v-,

Other

---/- Faculties of Science

Studer:tars:Oman

\f, Other

Technical university

3 radlint111.MC38.0111
9";

Other .

- Schools 2: economics and
management WO
Stadentersksamen

,

Other

- 1U-teacher training colleges

Studenteraksacen
:TT

1 - NU Teknlea

-
3tudenterekaamen
-- ,--

Other

SPAIN

- Faculties
.

- Pre-university - COU
- Technical education

Students over 25
- Other

-Higher technical schools
%

- ?re-university - 40U
- Tecnnical education
- Students aver 25
- Other

-trdnitecture, technician-
engineers

- Pre-university - COU
- Technical education
- Students over 25
- Other

- 3asic school teachers
- Pre- university - COW*
- Technical education
- Students over 25
- Other

'1965 1970
%

19/75.' , 1976 1977 der 1978

,

.

V

.
.

.

4

-1..

.

,

r

,,

-

.

.

r

84.6

.

15.4

77.1
7.0
16.0 .

91.3
1.7
7.1

92.6
0.7
6.6

ill .

87.4
-

12.6

68.5

31.5

72.3
27.3
0.5

3.0
-

97.0

.

'

-410

6
1

` -83.7
16.3

68.6
17.5
14.0

59.7
18.4
11.9

77:4
11.6
11.3 '

35.7
1.7

12.6

'76.3
3.3
19.5-

.

57.4
38.3
3.9

.

10.5
2.3
37.2

.

.

.

.

.

.

''

.

'

.

e/

.4

-

85.4
6:1
1.7

_ __6,2_.__

87.4
7.2
C.4

.
5.0

70.7 '

6.6,
0.5
22.2

93.2
0.8
C.5
5.5

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

. il

86.8
4.7
1.9

-6.6-

85.6 .4
9,0
C.4
5.0

14.5
6.2
1.3
19.3'

92.9 **
0.5
0:7 .

5.3 ,

.

---

..-

.

77.4
22 6

.

.

.

,

.

..--f

,

..

.

,

/

(1) Preparatory examination for higher education intended mainly for ppople,who have'not

completed secondary education and wisn to resume their studies.

COU University foundationA;purse
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.maL-22
4

4,,

k

?WW1'

- Universities .. IUT

- BAC A, 3, C, D .

- SAC 2, ?, 0, 3 _ . "'

-
spec

examinations
- special entrance examinatips
- Social advancement programa

- ICT,only

- BAC L, 3, C, :.
- SAC B, ?, 0, H
- touivelent examinations
- special itntranee examinations
- Social advancemenrprogramm.

ITAI,

.

- University, total
41t4

.. Secondary, general
. - Secondary, teacher training

- Secondary, technical
A Secondary, vocational
- Other .

, .

- Faculty `of Art V

- Secondary, ge
- Secondary, %sac er training
- Secondary, tec cal
- Secondary, voca tonal
- Other

-Technology
.

- Seconda*, general
- Secondary, teacner training
- Secondary, technical

. - Seqonnary, vocational
Other

.

-Economics

- Secondary, general
- Seconaary, teacher
- Secondary, technical
- . Secondary, vocational
- Otner

_

SWEDEN ^ .

-University

- Cgaoasium (3 or 4 ara)
er secondarY sc

leavLng ca. iiicat4
A. Priority students

- 1515, 25/4 ,(3)
- Adulta_vith no.61

school-leaving nitiligate
. Otter 111L13.0

-Totil nigher education

-Gyenasiu:4 (3 or 4 years)
- Other seconear'i gihool

leavi n g rtiricatet

- Priority students
- 25/5. 25/4
...Adults with no secondary

school-leaving certificate.
- Other

.

1965 1970 1975 19/6 197?
.

.1978

,.

i

'

.

44.2
18.1
34.8
-

2.43
.

.

' 35.1
55.1
7.0
-
2.8

58.8
-

37.4
-
3.8

44.3'
-

82.6
.

3.1

A

86.3

0.7
--
-

---..

'

b

-.....

,

,

.

37.4
19.4
40.2

-
3.0

27.2
58.6
12.6

.

1.6

40.9
0.4
54.5
-
4.3

19.3
3.0

75.4
-

1.2

,

.

A

.

---

,

.

(2)

80.4
8.3

7.92.5
A.2

50.1
43.1
2.5
2.0
0.4

45.0
12.2
37.9 ,

-
. 4.9

36.4
39.5
18.1,

-

4.9

4V.2
0.6

'51,9
-
6.3

26.4
4.4

64.4
-

4.9

56.8-.

4.4
11.9
18.3

-
, 8.6'

'

0

,

81.6
15.2
2.4
1.2
0.6

49 4
46
1.1

2.3
0.3

45.3
12.0

'35.3
4.0
3.4

.
.

35.1
38.2
20.2
3.7
2.7

42.7
0.6
47.4
3.8

' 5.6

3.2Z
3.9

58.4 ,,

'4.4
3.0

I
16
54.0

5.7
12.6
18.1

9.1

'

.

'

77.6
.15.6
5.6
0.9
0.3

47.2
47'.8
2.7
2.0
0.3

.

.

.

.

.

1

I

p

''

54.9

6.7
6.4
13.5
4.7

-14.5

'

.

,

.

:41

'

. .

'
,

,

.

.

.

.

6

57.4

9
5.5' ,
11.2'
4.3

. 12.2

.

.

1)"

_

.

(I

2) Excluding the IUT.
(;) ?tool, .NT 25 who have five or four years' work experience'

1'

ft

0
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theinflow into this level. This control is manifest '41
I/policies aimed at the reallocation of students

was

lh
sygtem as well as imthe more sttingeni selection mce res

to, school leavers with th traditional qualifici ons
for entry to higher gducation. Of special signifitance=-

`'particularly in the Western Euneipean context - are the
changes, in policies vis-A.Lffis the access of this group.

(iv) The rivile_ed .ink between aca is secondar streams
an un versi ies

It is not surprising that the existence of restricted
en into universities is a far more sensitive and
controversial' issue. in continental Europe than in other OECD
countries. The fact that most European universities have had
a long tradition of unlimited access is of course an obvious,
but only partial; explanation. Of crucial significance in -

this context is the particular status of final examinations
and bertificates.awatded by academic secondary streams which
historically have fulfilled the double function of certifying
successful completion of studies and of,entitling holders
to direct entryinto universities. In France, for example,
the baccaleaureat-is formally cOnsidered as a higher
education examination and thus can be said to ftlfill in
practice the role of a university entrance examination.

Thus, whereas in the non-European countries and the
United Kingdom entry into universities is considered tobt
in. a certain way a privilege and a decision which is basically
left to the discretion of higher educationNdnstitutions,
in continental Europe it is understood as a basic right.of
qualified school leaverse

This constitutional or formal entitlement to proceed
from secondary to higher educationonly applies to one base
within the total post - compulsory sector, namely the
transition from academic secondary streams to universities.
At least in theory, this means firstly that, with the
exception of t universities, any stream or:institution,.
be it at the pper secondary or post secondary level, may
restrict ent when faced with an excess in demand.,
Secondly, secondary %chool leavers from academic lines of
etudy'may be subject to selection for entry into all types
of post-secondary institutions (eveninto vocational --

secohdary schools) except when they apply to universities.

The alternative. facing governments _reluctant to expand
universities at the same rate,as secondary schools has been
either to keep a tight control over the output of,qualified
school leavers with, guaranteed access to universities
(also achieved through maintaining a restricted definition
of who qualifies), or to reduce the selective role of these-,
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streams and 411olish gradually some, of their-traditional
rights." DItiringthe 1970s certain countries (e.g. Switzerland,Austria) (1) appear to have,clearly favopred-the first option,:namely thlit of maintaining a relatively small academically-
oriented.pria-universitysector -with high transfer ratios
to universities and maintaining students' rights to choosetheir studriitograthmes and universities.

The majority of the European countries have movedtowards the seco option, that is they have expandergeneral and acad c type.strearas but In_many cases
gradually imposed transfer restrictions. Few,-However,have abolished the legal entitlement to university entry'of. academic type diplomas. In Finland, Greece, Portugal,Sweden,.:the United Kingdom, such formal entitlement neverexisted or'has been abolished; but the privile ed linkbetween academic lines of study and universit s is stilllargely maintained. In Belgidm, Denmark, Fran e-, FaderalRepublic of Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, eta, schooleaving examinations, (baccalppreat, mature, etc') continuto 'grant the formal right of entry into universities.Singe a long time these diplomas have been considered asone of the main pillars of a social selegtion prozeis -based on merit or achievement rather than on ini'M'itanceand thus viewed as a symbol of social-justice. ThereAre many who claim that in spiteeof their recogniseddrawbacks they are likely to be-the-last bastions of theeducational system to disappear. Nevertheless, theconditions for their maintenance., reform of abolitibn
continue to be central to the debates on selection andadmission policies.

The changes whichthave taken place, both in termsof the economic and social value 'of these certificatesand of their real value as qualifications for universityentry, are ',airily the result of growth in the number ofcertificate hlders anil also of slow, frequently-
disguised but -Significant changes in the accesg conditionsof. universities.

(v) Towards Festrictive ent in unit .itie- of continental
rove

As the pool of qualified applicants gr4 at
.

a rapidAte in the 1960s, a first step taken in some countries,
mow whether as-a means pf orientation or as a way of k ing

leP
* a certain control over. the flow and distribution f newentrants within the university sector, was the s tting of

more specific requirememts for entry .into the differentfaculties. These requirements were defined primarily in
terms'of lines of study, specialisation or subjects chosenat the upper second level. Although more upper secondaryline's ostudy grantd qualifications for university entry

. ,

ucational Polio and Planni : Higher Education andesearc n us r a, / axis, 1975. :

1

L

4

P

A
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(i.e. a wider range of general streams and a_growing number
of technical streams), in a. number of countries choice of
A Particular stream became increasingly important in
determining subsequent choice of university studies.
France provides a clear illustration of this trend. As

in 1977, 92% of students who obtained the Daccaleureat in
Humanities, enrolled in the Lhw and' Humanities Faculties,,.
82% of.thoseecompleting Mathematics - the only line of

study which qualifies fors all higher education programmes -
enrolled in Sciences, Medicine and Pharmacy.

I

Anotber. measure aimed-at keeping a closer control
over student intake has been that of gradually assigning
more weight to'performance at the upper secondary level.
Without going as far as setting a fixed number 'of places
available, a growing number of traditionally open access
Faculties or Departments confronted with "excessive"
demand started setting requirements in terms of marks
obtained in the course of studies orjn the final school
leaving examination (see Chapter IV). -

Policies designed to ensure a more balance
geographical distribution of higher education proLion,
,although formally intended to favour the participation of
new groups, have also had the effect of narrowing university
choices for some qualified candidates. For quite some time
certain universities, generally those located in large
urban centres or under strong demand because of their
quality or prestige, Could apply entry restrictions; the
axgumeit being that, in theory at least, students had the
possibility of pOpsuing similar studies in other regions
or institutions.

1

Gradual restrictions at the level of access sand,

nOt least, the multiplication of informal selection
procedures operating after entry, especially during thle
first year.of studies, represented last attempts at coping
with increased student demand without having to tackle ion
a -more global andftirect way the Sensitive issue of numerus
clausus. But it is evident that-such measures paved`the
1.w73.y 767/ards the ultimate adoptidirof policies aimed at
introducing numerical liMitations at the overall national

. level within certain sectors of the university system, or
in some casa4aNithin the university system as a whole.,

Some of the advantages end drawbacks of restricting
entry or choice foaLcertain categories of secondary school
leavers have been discussed above and are also dealt with
in .Chapter IV. The point which could be made at this stage
ins that selective admission in universities is to a certain
extent the characteristic of educational systems whi'eh have

\."
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eel, countries with
succeeded-in reducing.8election at re .secondary level and
postponing to a later stage. In
quasi universal secondary education/(Canada, United .States,
Japan, USSR) have had selective universities Xor a lqng
time wherea many of. the European countries started, or
'accelerated the introduction of xtricted entry after-a
period of massive growth of qualified schoolteavers.

Thus-, 'contrary to what is often claimed, support
for free access to universities may, and sometimes does,
indicate explidit or implicit support for maintaining the
selective role of secondary education, especially when
there is a simultaneous refusal to accept large numbers
of drop outs in the course of higher education. For,
having accepted that post-compulsory education has a
sele ive function, it follows that maintaining open
acce s at entrynecessarily implies imposiri g greater
restrictions before and/oriafter\entry(1)'.

The controversy could be further heightened by
arguing that certain forms of restricted access to
universities may in fact prove to be an effective strategy
for,aocelerating the expansion and democratisation of
secondary schools. Governments may be more willing to
adopt policy measures-designed to expand and diversify
the upper secondary level., if it is clearly understood
that final secondary school qualifications will not -

automatically entitle or guarantee-leavers direct entrance
to universities..

The conSequence of limiting entry or of closer
government contrd at the leyel.of access into certain
univertity fields of'study depend to a large extent on
the .rules and criteria being adopted.,, In -this respect
considera9e.variations can be found between countries
ads weld a within countries over time.

(vi)- Admission policies: variations within countries
.

A major obstacle to a% review of trends- and,to-
international comparisons in this area is that in recent
years access policies as'well as admission procedures have
been subject to rapid and sometimes drastic changes in
most Member countries.

Most countries have by now some fields of study
where numerical limitations are applied throughout the '

% country as a whole on a more or less permanent basis. The
1-typical example is that of medical faculties, often the
first and no'doubt the most constant, in maintaining such

(1) Ladislay`cerYch: Access and Structures, Institute of
,education of the`turopean Cultural Pou4dation, Paris, 1975.

Se
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a policy. At present, with the exception of Italy, Austria
and qwitzerlandvmedical studies are subject to a numerus
clausus policy. in all OECD countries. In many cases other
nealth related fields; e.g. pharmacy, dentistry, biology,
affected by the overflow of rejected applicants to medicine4
have been quick to adopt similar restrictive measures.

-1 However, in addition 'to a quasi - permanent selective
. .

sector, many countries have a range of programmes whose i

access policies-may vary from stringent seflection to free
entry -depencling on whether demand exceeds or not the supply
of places made available. Indeed, maintaining such
flexible arrangements is often considered an,essehtial
element of adMission policies aimed at avoiding'the
establishment of a clearly defined selective sector.

-.Also, as in the case of Sweden and Ger y, policies
vis-a-vis numerus cla_zsus have changed quite substantially
,over a ratTeirs7:57f-Mle span. In Germany, core 1977 .

the Federal as well as many Lander governments supported
rather strongly the introduction and generalisation of
numerus clausudnWithin universities. As a result, the
number of fields of study with restricted. entry, or subject
to a centralised placement procedure, grew constantly from
10 in the summer semester of 1974, to 26 in 1976 and was
expected to cover 43'subjects in the winter semesItei. of

.1976/77(1). Ina4lity to establish selection devices
which complied with the ruling of the courts about the
legal rights of Abiturienten, Increased bureaucratisation
and.the trend among a growing number of unsuccessful
university candidates to take jobs or 'enrol in school/

, training schemes designedfor young people with lower

7111-
. levels oi..qualifications, were among the factors which led
to a drastic chaftge in government Olicy. In a few_years'
the trend reversed completely so that by the end .of the
decade, a4ha result of the policy of opening up and of
overcrowds universities and of a certain 41ackenipg in
the demand foreuniversity education, the number oft.
numerus clausuls subjects was reduced to 10.

%
.

In Sweden the change of government in 1976 led to
the rejection of the U.68 Commission proposals of applying
restricted entry to all university lines of study. The
principle of applying selectiton for the majority of
university programmes was kept but certain lines determined
by the central authorities remained open. The del'ate on
whether or not to

and
maintai open access lines of study

e.)
continued d in June 197 the Parliament decided that
numerus clausus could b introduced in all seotors and

(1) Admissibn to Higher Education in Germany, OECD, Paris
1976 (mimigo).

to.

A
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programmes of higher education when demand exceeded the
number of places available.

(vii) Admission Poll. ies: variations between countries

Although countries i"he OECD area have been facing
over the past years.many common problems and indeed the
large majority has moved in the direction of greater
control over the student intake, the picture emerging.in
the early 1980s continues to be one of considerable contrasts.
It is not merely a question of the well-knoWn differences
in history and traditions, in priprities and viewpoint's on
the functions of higher education, but also of the political
clithate.and the actual freedom of action, of governments
in iniroduCing and c Tying through higtily controversial'
reforms.

- Even within continental Europe the policy of setting -
restrictions to. the demand for university education cannot
be said to have been generally applied, Over the-1970s
Italy, Switzerland. and Austria have largely maintained
nopen access's policy within their univerAties. Given
the fundamental differences between Swiss and Aqstrian
educational' systems, and .the Italian one, such a policy
had of course radically different features and implications;
'In Italy, it refleOted support.- or resignation according
to many obsOrvers - for opening up the universities to
mass education, a particularly drastic measure in vidtiv
of the fact that this country did not have nor did it
develop a non-university sector and that short cycle
programmes within universities enrolled only a very
'small percentage.'of the student body.

q By 1 6-407% of the relevant age group qualified
for unive ity entry and new entrants to Italian
universit es represented 31% of the 19-21 age group.. Or
the other hand, inSiwitzerlInd such a policy implied .

pptmarily the preservation'of the traditional entitlement,
tofree access and choice for a minority of academic school
leavers (8,4% of the. relevant age group) rigorously selected
at an earlier stage and trained almost exclusively with aview to pursuing university studps.

. ,

At the other elitreme are countries like Greec
Turkey and Finland where dem ceeds by ler the

dirtotal capacity of their. high education systems and
more recently, Sweden and D ark with a more balance
relationship between supply and demand but nonetheless
moving in the direction of planning or actually introducing
entry restrictions within all segments of the post-
secondary system.

'.

.
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In Greece, for example, in spite of the fact that

the number of places almost doubled from 1968 to 19771.
(Greece had the highest growth rats' in the,OECD area
during the early 1970s) the proportion of candidates'

----admitted within the total system remained at around 25%(1).
The chances of entering the university sector, hoWeyer,
have been considerably. reduced, from 29% of successAil
applicants in 196P to 18,2% in 1977.. Within these low
admission rates considerable variations. exist among fields
of study ranging from 10.6%. of applicants admitted In
medical studies to 25.4% in ,languages and law cQmbined(2).
Reforms introduced at the 'secondary level have haliNas a'
prime objective both to reduce the overall demand-or
post-secondary education and to enhance participation in
short cycle technical educatima,

A
-

In recent years the Greek government eliminated
the general entrance examination into the universities
'and. introduced instead two sucessive national examinations
to be taken in- the course and at the end of upper secondary
education,. These examinations together with average grades
in school are taken into 'account in calculating a pomposite
index fOr selection into .higher education(3)". The dangers
of having a telectibn formula in which crucial and
irreversible decisions are taken at an early stageneed
not be repeated/and at present they are at the centre,*
the debates on educational policy in Greece.

In Finland numerud'clatsus is now current practice
in all institutions and field's of .study. The number of
students seeking admission to higher education far
exceeds the number of those that can be accetited(4). By
the late 1970s, the ratio of applicants to admissions was
between 4:1 and 3:1 with variations accorAing to field
of study (theology.1.5:1, technology 12:1)(5).

.

(1) Politiques tadmissiop dans ltenseignement superieur
en Gre.ce OECD, Paris 1978, (mimeo).

(2) Greece, ibid, p.23.

(3) EdUcatilonal Reforms in Greece, OECD, Paris, 1980.

(4) Admission to Higher, Education in Finland, 0 :_.a-,, P-Irj_s 1977
(mimeo)

(5) Admission to Higher Education in Finland', ibid.

1.
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,-The situation is far-less dramatic in A'weden^and Denmark
particularly in view of the levelling off if not,i
decreaSe in demand for full-time-studies. However,
nit-withstanding certain. differences, it is interesting
to note that the Scandinavian countries share many
viewpaints'on the issue of access. Having all of them taken
the political decision to slow down the expansion of
educational provision at ,the post-secondary level, it is
argued that a key concern should be that of- reducing the.'
prevailing inequalities ih partitipation; an objective
which can only be achieved by broadening the.definition
of demand and exercising a much closer control.over the
$udent intake so that groups with differeht sock .

and educational backgrounds are given a greater chance of
competing for entry.

In Finland, on the basis of an Act of Parliament
passed' in 1978, the Ministry of Education Is prerared a

_ ,plan aimed at increasing the proportion of students coming
from vocational education.' By the end of the century 20%
of the annual openings in higher education will be reserved
to school leavers from vocational streams(1). _As stated
in arre',6Pthe FinnisrPreports: "Measures for expanding
quotas fqr students other than thosewho have completed
upper.secondary school are based on the principle that
vocationalpeducation should be made a channel to higher
.education competitive with the Upper secondary-school.
The attraction of vocational educatioh will probably be
greatly enhanced if it can offer the student better
opportunities for entering higher 'education as Wello(2).

. .
,

Another ob/ectiveL particularly slielly in Sweden
during the early 1970s and more recently in D nmark, is
that of increasing the participation of adults, thereby
also changing the relative weight between the lipitial and
recurrent education functions of post-seconaarPeducation.
One of the differences between these countries and others
showing a Similar concern for decreasing group dis drities,
is that they opeftly admit that in higher education
programmes with strong demand, the acceptance of a ults
with work experience Ray imply leaving out leavers from
acadeMic secondary steams with very good grades. It is'
of interest to note that at present-Sweden faces, the z
opposite problem, namely that of having to design an
admission system which at least partially redresses the
balance in favour of young qualified school leavers.

A third consideration mentioned in these countries
is that greater uniforffty in entry conditions and P

on r u on o n an o erence on o cies for
and Hi her Education, National

401
ation of Seco d

Higher Education in the 1980s.

(2) Admission to Hher Education in Finland, ibid, p.16

1 2 3
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regu14tions across the total system of higher education
maybe one way of'avolding strong hierarchical differentiation
between the various types of institution oar fields of study.
This argument was used by the U.68 Commission in Sweden
when advocating a policy of restricted entry for the entire'
post - secondary, system rather than /closing only certain
lines of study. /

.

What ver the advantages o maintaining a relatively
closed pos secondary system, it is clear that the success,
or even th viability, of such a policy in liberal
societies ill depend on the following conditions:

i) that the curricula and organisation of
studies at the upper secondary level, in
particular in the pre-university streams,
take account of increased entry restrictions
in higher education and equip students for
other training or employment options;

(ii) that these other opportunities, whether in
education/training or in employment, be maw
available to young people -,an obvious
minimum requirement but which present
societies seem increasingly unable to fulfill;

(iii) that these options be perceived as meaningful
alternatives to initial higher education;
this is more likely to be the case in countries
where, for a variety of economic and social
reasons, higher education has become a less
attractive option than in the past;

(iv) that the advantages of,recurrent educatiOn
over initial training also be made apparent -
a rather difficultproposition to accept so
longj:dhe more privileged groups in terms
of tai and social origin choose to take

:the latter option. Fven in cased where secondary
school leavers represent a smaller fraction of
the student intake,, the fact thatain the
competition for entry it is those who perfdrm
best who are "rewarded" with direct access,
implies recognition that inijtal education
still represents a privileged option. A
reduction.in the number of places made available

. to these groups without due consideration of
these factors risks enhancing the attraction of
initial education - not least because of its
scarcity - and correspondingly accentuate tensions
due to unsatisfied demand. 10

2 4
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As witiumost reforms designed to limit access to
young school,leavers4 much of the hope for their success
is based on-future demographic trends. Indeed the decrease
in the college age cohorts may well represent the'single
most important factor in easing the strains inherent to
measures of positive discrimination.

With the exception of Italy on the on hind and
Greece, Finland, Sweden and Turkey on the of er, OECD
countries can be expected to.enter the decade of the 1980s
having post-vcondary systems which still comprise a
combination of relatively open and restricted entry
sectors. Reforms within individual countries as well
as differences among countries essentially relate to
changes in the mix and in the balance between the sectors
but have not resulted in totally "closed," or "open" post-
tecondary systems.'

Innihe non-European countries as well as in the
United Ki dm the traditional binary distinction between

\,ek
a selective university sector and a less selective or
open access non-university sector hasinot been substantially
altered during the last decade. But at least in the 'Unitepir
States, Canada and Japan, faster growth of the non - university
sector seems to indicate,a move towards greater openness
of the overall system.

In continental Europe some countries, Switzerland
and Austria, for example, have largely maintained the
binary distinction between, on the one hand, a university
sector with free access and choice -for qualgied school
leavers and a non-university sector with restricted entry
for a larger pool of,candidates on the other. The majority
of European countries-which are in the process. of
introducing numerical limitations within certain university
fields of study havkin fact extended the'covera e of the ,

selective *sector(1),'

This does not necessarily mean that in these
countries entry into higher education has been rendered
more' difficult. The existence of a free,sector, the
expansion of provision within the restricted entry'sector,
aided in some cases by the recent stabilisation in demand,
have prevented a serious imbalance between supply and
demand.

However, one consequence of having a wider spectrum
of university programmes with restricted entry has been
thenarrowing of choibes open to young secondary school

(1) Levy Garboua has shown the extension in France: in
1951/52 25% of students were enrolled In the higher
education sectors with restricted entry; in 1971/72 the
proportion was 30% and in 1975/76 39%. See: La selection
dens llenseignement su erieur f = ais: Une.syntl4Se=
ravaux s at s gues r cen s, Par s 1' 77 (mline6).

14 4.-
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graduates and of decreasing-the ch cesof
candidates with:average scores i condary schools of
enrolling in programmes of their irst choice or rankinght demand. -

Another consequence; already discu sed in dhapter II,
s the development of a new pecking order, sometimes a
clear split, between programmes or institutions with
restricted entry - whether university or non-university
type - and those with open access. The introduction of
.restricted entry within a relatively wide range of university
options ii'haVingthequite natural effect of raising the
prestige of those programmes with restricted entry while
decreasing the relative attraction of those options where
access remains open. These hierarchical differences become'
stronger when, in a tight labour market situation, the
restrictions applied are-justified or are being perceived'
As related to the availability of jobs: whereas swiftest to
the selective sector is seen as a guarantee of employment,
access to the open sector is at bzst a way of'increasing
the chances in the competition for 'the better jobb, at
worst a way of avoiding immediate unemployment,("parking"
function).

Without attempting to establish a strict causal
relationship, one could interpret recent trends in demand
in the light of the fading attraction and prestige of
certain university programmes, In countries where the'
total number of new entrants to post-secondary education
has increased only slightly or remained stagnant, this may
be due' to the fact that candidates who are actually
rejected in` the competition for entry or, even more, those
who see their chances of entering seldbtive programmes as
very dim, choose to abstain from pursuing pcist-secondary
studies rather than enrolling in the open access sector.

Such an hypothesis could be substantiated only can
the basit of surveys undertaken among school leavers or
on the actual destination of rejected cdidates. In the
absence of individualised data, however,k

ein

there are some
trends which point to a growing disaffection with certain
typed of university studies and the emergence of a "pecking
order" which'cuts across the traditional university, non-
university type distinctions.

. In the first place there is. evidence of increased
_"self selection" in countries where transfer rates have
declined (ee Table 8). Secondly, the decrease-in transfer
rates to universities acquire particular significance in
countrfes where the slowdown in demand for university places
coexis- ; with a tightening in the competition for entry
into selectivt_programmes, in particular within the short

r u
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cycle or non-university sector. This appears to be the case
in Franoe(1), Sweden and Denmark. It would be interesting
to knowwhether the non - university sector is attracting a
clientele of academic secondary school leavers which a few
years ago would have opted for long cycle or academic type
studies. The "cascade effect" could be to proVoke a
narrowing of opportunities for candidate4 coming from
secondary level technical streams, i.e. less privileged
groups for whom these options repiesented the natural
follow up, sometimes the only possibility, of pursuing
post-secondary studies. Also significant is the coexistence
of lower transfer rates with growing demand on the part of
qualified school leavers for short vocational courses or
training schemes outside the formal sector or offered by
a growing number of vocational secondary schools.

Finally; students behaviour after entry cep also be
taken as a significant indicator of the relative attraction
and prestige of different university programmes as well as
their vulnerability in the light of expected trends in
demand during the 1980s.

As mentioned in Chapter*II, the fact that a relatlifely
high proportion of new entrants to higher education institutions
never obtain a degree or diploma, or do so with considerable
delay, is a topic of major concern in many Member countries.
At the same time, there is growing controversy over the use
of such terms as "drop-outs", "wastage" or "inefficiency"
in referring this phenomenon. It is clear that with
the greater heterogeneity of the student population and
with more diverse modes of attendance, the definition,

Imrement and analysis of the implilhtions of departures
e course of higher education studies pose extremely

complex problems both of a technical and a conceptual
nature. Among the difficult questions raised are: how
to distinguish between students who definitely.quit the
system, those who interrupt their studies those who
transfer to another programme or institution, etc; under
what conditions are departures/without a degree to be
considered as "wastage" or "-failure"; and if the concept
of failure is introduced does it apply to individuals or
to the institutions?

It is not possible to engage here in addetailed
discussion of these.questions. The aim of this brief
section is merely to give some illustrative examples of how
selection end self-selection operate in the course of
higher education studies, relating the analysis wheneVer
possible to points relied in the previous sections.

Evidently, ystems. programmes or institutions
with unrestricted accees)c usually also associated with
Targe teacher/Student ratios and long duration ot'ostudies -
tend to have a higher proportion of student& who _leave
without obtaining a final qualification. Ta013s 13bis give
very rough indications on this relationship. As is well-\
known, the high graduate output in the United Kingdom in
relation to enrqlments is clearly linked to the relatively
small proportion of the age-group enrolling in higher
education.and. above all, the short duration-of degree
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Table 13 his

,----/'Admission Rates in1;970L71 and Graduation Rates in
76(77

+

N - .,i

:\N

_ ,.

Number of New Entrants
Typeto University

Higher Edpcation in
Relation to Rellevant
Age Group(11 /

1970/ti
.

.

Number of First Degrees
AWarded-in Relation to
Population aged 24(2).

1976/77

Austria 11,6
. '3,3

Belgium 13,2 \./' 6,6

France 19,9
,

8,3

Germany 10,4 4,6

Italy . 23,6 8,6

Japan , 17,1 , 16,7

Netherldnds -8,3 5,3

Sweden 29,0 10,5____

United Kingdom 10,7 7,5
,

United Stated 29,2 26,9 V.
---,

(1) For definition of Relevant Age Group see Table 11.

(2) L. Cerych, S. Colton, J.P. Jallade: Student Flows and Expenditure -
Institute of Education, Paris, 1981.

Sources: New Entrants : Education .Statistics in OECD Countries,
OECD, Paris, 1981 '

23
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*teurses. and high teacheruclent ratio which has so gar4

cs_prevailed. On the other hand, Italy, France and Spain -

rail cduntries where in the early 1970s most or all university

faculties had free access - have also the lowest percentage

of graduates. Low graduation rates for Sweden are mainly

due to 'the high proportion Of mature students enrolled. in

courses.

More accurate and pertinent indications are provided.

in Table 14 which shows the evolution of, drop-outs in Italian'

universities during the years in which access was liberalised.

In 1960, the last year with restricted entry, onv student

in eight dropped out during the first year of study,rwhereas
the figure rose to more than 25% in 1973. Moreover, as

pointed out by the authors of this study, the years in'which

the drop-out rate increased more rapidly. - 1965 and 1969 -

were the years in which the .iberalisation measures came into

effect and there was the greateSt increase in new netrants.

Facea by a sharp increase in the number of new entrants and

at the same time by a change in their composition (increase

in the proportion of new entranits coming from schools other

than the.classical d scientilic), the institution's

1-eactien was .a masked increase in the drop-out rate"(1).

In rrance, 1.ne ?era.= ul.rapie expansion was also
-accempanied'by an increase inthe number of drop-outs:
"whereas in '1964, 47% to 60% of new entrants completed

the first two years of University studies, in 1975 only

one dirt of three or -four new entrants attained 'this level(2) : .

Regional surveys of'institutions shalt that faculties with

open access, e.g; 40w, humanities, Pure and Natural
Sciences, have consistently higher drop-out rates than

ins tions with restricted entry such as-the Grandes

Eco s, Faculties of Medicine or the IUTs(3). Departures

-te td be concentrated in the first year or first cycle

of un versity studies. In the mid-1970s the proportion'
of fir t-year university students in France that did not

. even present themselves for their examinations.was 415; In

Letters, 43% in Economics and 325; in Law(4). Official statistics

give the follaving figures:

(1).C. da Francesco and P. Trivellato:'Drop-Outs from Italian
Universities: 1960-1975, in Paedagogica Europea,

1975, p.88.

(2) L. Garboua, "Les Demandes de l'Etudiant ou les
contradictions deSIUniversit4 de masse', RevueFrangaise

. , de Sociologie 17, No.1, 1976.

-13) La Selection dans l'enseignement supdrieur franca's. Une

synthese des travaux statistiques recents,_ 02CD, Paris,

1977 (mimeo) p.39.

(4) G. Lassibille, L. Levy Garboua et al: De l'inefficacit4
du systeme.francais d enseignement sup4rieur, CREDOC-

.
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OF nry !MAWS AND 1R0POUT7 IN ITLIAC 0171VMRSIT1E8,(1)

Academic A B (A-B) (A -B).
year of .. New Enrolments Dropouts A
matricu- entrants for tbe se- during the
Utica in year cond year first year

of course of course
in year t

+1

C (A -C)'
Enrol- Dropout*
ments for .during the
the third first and

-year in .thesecond
year t +24 year

(A-C). 100 D
A Enrolments

for the
fourthyear
in the
year443

(A-p)
Dropouts!' A

durrnkthe
first,
second and
third year

1960/61 59 708 51 8 102 13.6 44 812 14 896 24.9 42716, 14 732 25.
1961/62 65 214 55 439 9 775 i5. 0 41 974 18 240 28.0 44 622 18 357 29.

-0112/63, 75 058 81 994 13 064 17.4 5'3 441 21 677 28.9 50 515 21 915 30.
1163/64 77 227 13 560 13 667 17.7 56 704 20 523 26.6 53 791 20 736 27.
1964/65 86 397 73 304 13 093 T5:2 .. 65 5,51 20 846 .,- 24.1 61 7026 21 706 26,
1965/66 105 480 86 009 19 471 18.4 -._ .73 227 32 253 SO. 6 69 891 33 035 32.
1966/67 119 840 94 492 25 438 21.2 r.' S6 528 34 312 28.6 81 452 35 030 30.
1267/68 125 265 102 999 24 286 19.1 . 94 631 32 634 25.0 93 446 30 175 24.
1.968/69 142 653 118 151 24 497 17. 2 107 907., 34 746 24.4 104 915 34 207 24.
1969/70 175 249 , 137 720 37 529 21.4 '125 811 49 438 .28.2 114 794 57 010 33.
1970/71 194 28Q 154 591 39 689 20.4 133 460.. 60 820 31.3 121 74, 69 298
1971/72 214 417 160 908 53 609 25. 0, 141 641 3. 72 776 33.9 130 804 80 374 38.
1972/73
1973/74

213 226
213 619

159
158

228
031

53
55

998
5111

25.3
26.0

140 598
141 052 .72

72 628
567-

34.1
34.9

129 090 81 102 38.
4.6

1974/75 231 075 161 625 84 450 24.9

Mew whereas is the ether itabonns also diploma cinuties stedests sore considered. the figures in
Zewt and last bet one edemas sere calculated consideringanly tlut relevant new entrants in

course*. We did se because the let* of a diploma coarse to never of four years (rininnan
/sag* Oa degree eeerse).-The somber of new totrants by sea in degree courses and is *pion
esareft can be peen in Table A-in the apposite.

,(1) table extracted trim: C. do frencesoc and P. Trivellato,
*EL-op-arts tram Italian tfalverittlest

-3
1960-1975* in

aidgmadar_2=111, Va. 12, 1977

$

4

41)
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Table 15

arison of'enrolments dur the first two
'

ears of study and of
sei lines

Year , .

1976-1977
Law Economics Letters ,' Pure

Sciences
Medicine Dentistry TUTS

First year students
.

'Passed examinations'
'4

37.d42

,

15 862

.

66 020 29 128

.

.PCEMi 40 950 28 001

..,

.
. 10 811

26,4

Second year students'

Rolation with first
Year students %

17 502

,

47

7 1e7"

52

32,424

49

1 ,.809

-4A,7

9 7h4

.

2 904 18 492(2)

70

Completed success-
fully second year

%(i)

9 117
52,1

4 530
63,2

15 946
49,2

7 466
54,1 '

9 288
95,3

1 803
82,1

153
87,4

(1) Calculated by relating the number of students who succeeded in the examinations in
,relation to the number of second year students.

(2) Including special year.

V

.

Source: Etudes et Documents, L'Ensei ement Suerieur en France" Etude Statist ue et
- Evolution de 59/60 I 1) re _e_ upa .2.11.!e

1 s re es Sn vers se

80.2, p..)?
4
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Of particular interest is a'French study which shows
that, contrary. to the general belief, if the effect of
length of studies is controlled, Faculties of Medicine and
of Dentistry-which have strict-numerus.clausus are globally
less selective than the Faculties of $c fence and as
selective as Law Faculties, both. of which have open access
pc4icies(1). It is furthermpre noted that the severe
screening which takes place in the Science Faculties
cannot be linked to student aptitudes since these Faculties
recruit 90% of their students from the more "noble" or
selective lines of study in secondary schools. The point
made is that, having accepted the existence of at inverse
correlation between the degree of selectivity-at entry, and
that,which occurs after entry, differences in drop-out
rates between prograMmes cannot be/accounted for only, or
even primarily by variations in admission policies. In
addition to length of studies one factor which is considered
crucial in determining students, propensity to complete
successfully a degree course is the perceived economic'
and/or social value of the degree awarded.

Table 16 on drop-outs in Italian universities; shows
that in a country where all disciplines have open access,
Medicine is the subject with lowest drop-out rates. It
is of interest to note that Medicine also has the highest
percentage of traditional students, that is, coping from
academic type secondary schools, from families with
relatively high levels of educational attainment and who
attend courses on a full-time basis. At the other extreme
are subjects such as Pedagogics, Literary Subjects or
Sociology with the highest drop-outs and at the same time
theThighest proportion of 'non- traditional" students.

In other countries also, there is evid@nce that in
recent years, with the deterioration in the ebployment
prospects for graduates, ere has been a change in student
behaviour both in the choic of options and in how they
participate in higher 'educgi On the one hand, there
seems to be a stabilisation in Qertain cases a growing
proportion, of the traditional type 6$, student (male, middle-
class origin, high' achievers) in higher education
institutions or ptpgrammes more likely to guarantee high
economic and social rewards. Iii these elite tracks, most
with restricted entry and with few possibilities of
studying part-time, student chances of success are
relatively high, even though it is claimedlhat considering
the f4erce competition for entry and the grades of those
admittedy'performanee is not always very satisfactory. On
the other hand there are other disciplines or institutions

IsolMon

(1), L. Garboua, ibid.

13,4
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New Entrante to University in 1973/74 by Subj
Utica of New Entrints (percentages)

Subject

Mathematics
Physics r
Chemistry
Geology
Computer Studies
Natural Science
Biology ,

Pharmacy
Medicine
Engineering
Architecture
Agronomy
Veterinary Medicine
Economics and Commerce
Politics--

Law
Letters
Literary &Rona'
Philosophy
Pedagogics
Modern Foreign Languages
Foreign Languages

117tal (All Subiects)

Jr

i4\
t gates During the First Year and Character-

Dropout
Ratel

Sons of University
or Secondary
School Graduates3

' Do Not
Work or
Seek Job'

29.5 58.9 27 7 56.6
41.0 36.3 24.4 36.0
26.5 s 55.5 31.1 53.2
40.0 29 4 24.8 36.5
42.8 38 8 21.0 45.6
35.7 463 28.5 50.4
26.0 58.5 285 54.4
12.4 56.1 345 55.2
7.6 81.0 42.1 66.1

25.6 39.2 27.2 SO 4
22.8 28.9 31.6 38.5
30.1 313 25.2 39 8
18.5 49.2 3i7 48.7
43.5 20.0 23.7 29.8
38,4 27.8 23.8 22.3
39.7' 19.2 21.5 22.4
273 48.8 36.0 17.2
12.7 71.5 42.4 48.1
33.7 3.2 181 45.1
12.3 68.7 34.8 40.7
33.7 3 0 16.5 42.0
21.1 52.6 34.9 44.4
30.6 15.4 25.3 ... 46.2
31.1 26.9 30.4 33.1
26.0 43.0 30i .44.4

l "Dropout rate" is the proportah of 1973/74 new entrants who dropped out dunnj their first year of
university.

2 "General secondary school graduates" If the proportion of 1973/74 new entrants who corns fiom
general secondary schools (lice).
moons of university or secondary school graduates" is the proportion of 1973/74 new entrants w11
me sues of secondary school or university graduates: because of the lack of other indicators I con-
sider this level of educational attainment as an indicator of uppernuddle or upper social origin.

e "Do not work or seek job" is the proportion of 1973/74 new entrants who declared they did not
work and did not intrd to seek work.

Sources: for tly dropout rate: 1STAT, Annum° Statisdco !Whim 1975 and 1976.
For the characteristics of new entrants: ISTAI, Indapins Specials suns Caratteriniclis digit
Student! Univerritari Insist! al l Anno dl Corso. Rome. 1977.

til Table taken iron : C. de Prancosoo 'The Growth and Crisis of
Italian 3igher Education During the 1960a and 19700 in
Risher Education, Vol. 7, n°2, May 1978 - Elsevier.

I
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which, because tjey Tepresent the open access,sector and/or
their graduates.rface-difficulties in a depressed labour
market, recruit a far wider range of students who att

iamhigher education for very diverse reasons. Their sa.
Igt

-irfar more complex to define or analyse and, as already
pointed out, they do indeed represent the more inefficient
options in terms of the number of entrants not obtaining
final qualifications. Their case calls for more
sophisticated measurement of wastage or inefficiency and
for more ingenuity in the interpretation of selection or
self-selection after entry. The following factors need
to be borne in mind in any such discussion.

4 Firstly, as already mentioned, many of they_
programmes have the explicit or implicit function selecting
after entry; whatever the economic and social disadvantages
of this policy, it is clear that delayed selection gives
chances to many students who on the basis of limited entry
'would be excluded. Secondly, students frequently use
these options as a means of circumventing programmes with
selective entry and enrolling at a more advanced stages
-through special transfer schemes. Thirdly, there is the
phenomenon of multiple enrolment and the use.of these
subjects or institutions assreserve or "fall-back" options
by students competing for entry elsewhere. Fourthly,
quite frequently these options have a More flexible
.organisation of studies and therefore attract mature
students many of whom attend without the intention*of
completing a nrogramme or ebtaining a final qualification.

There is considerable debate as totthe impact on
tthe behaviour of students in their initial education of a
depressed labour market situation or a decrease in private
returns to certain types of higher education studies.
The French study referred to above claims that, under
these conditions, students tend to devote less time and
efforts to completing their studies and prefer either
to take a job or spend more time in leisure activities.
What has been calledthe "penalty effect" is however also

16, in operation: students are aware that although university
credentials do not guarantee high level jobs they are none-
the less essential in the competition for these jobs and
in maintaining or increasing their social status. In other
words, the penalty for non-graduation tends to increase(1)
so that students are under strmigerlpressyre to complete
their studies.

(1) R. Geiger:"The Limits of Higher Education: A Comparative.
Analysis of Factors affecting Enrolment Levels in
Belgiuml/T4rice, Japan_and the United, States ", Yale
Higher Education Research Group, Working Paper YHERG 7
41.
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One'conclusion which could be drawn from this
discussion is that, precisely as some type of academic
qualifications cease to ensure access to higher positiofls
in society and pursuit 6f higher education studies becomes
more.of a.i'gambleq, there are wide differe ces in students'
behaviour depending, on their chances of w ing and, even
more, on the risks involved in losing'in su h a gamble. It
is the spcial and economic implications of is type of
development which will nee close monitoring by inst utional
leaders and goVernments in the years ahead.
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.
.
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.
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1
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(3) 1 cowrie les Ecoles des Beaus-Arts/Fike Arts schools included.
(4) Sams les Ecoles.TecknImees Supfirieuresilligher Technical schools ex uded.

tab': Grund und Struktur data, 1977, pi 90 et 1979, p. 140.
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(1) L'origine sociale est'daterminde per is profession du chef de famine/
by socio-economic status of head of.household.
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- Etudes et documents "Losnseignement superieur".

- Jarousse, )volution du comportement des etudiante, CREDOC, Dec. 81,). 8.
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IgTRODUCT.ION

There is an observed trend in a growing number of OECD
countries to limit the intake of certain university fields of
study and to set greater restrictions on choice, often on entry,
to secondary school leavers from academic streams. This has'brought to the forefront issues relating to methods and .criteriafor selection among young people coming directly from secondaryeducation. For a'number of reasons, these issues have become
highly sensitive politically. Firstly, there is, in most coun-tries, an important problem of sheer numbers, as this group still
represents the large majority of new entrants. 'Secondly, attempt:to decrease prevailing inequalities in participation at the ter-.tiary level inevitably imply the'elimination of& number of longestablished privileges and acquired righte(droits acquis) whichthis group, as a whole, has traditionally enjoyed and to which
naturally there are strong reactions. Moreover, in view Of their
social status, these students, and their parents, are in aprivi-
leged position to exert pressdre on policy makers, resort to
legal measures or articulate their claims through the mass media.Thirdly, difficulties are compounded by the fact that, practically
everywhei'e4 academic secondary streams continue to be organised
Oas pre-university courses; this precludes any other options for'
these candidates who see their disappointment and frustration
increased when thus rejected by the institutions or programmes
o4 which they place their expectations, and for which they are
primarily trained. A vicious circle tends to develop as increased
acapetition for entry into selective options renders even more
difficult the task of reorganising and diversifying upper seconder
academic streams: schools and teachers tend to stress the academi
orientation of programmes in accordance with university require-
ments in order to increase the chances of their students in the
competition for entry. This is also a means of preserving or
increasing the prestige of schools and their staff whose status
depends to a large extent on the number or proportion of their '
leavers who succeed in entering the more prestigious option! of
higher education (their "transfer potential").

Finally, it should be. stressed that, whatever scenario
Is envisaged for the future, the question of selection methods
and criteria will remain .a central issue. For, el.en assuming
that there will be- a fall in demand,for higher education and
growing numbers,:of empty places in some institutions, certain
sectors of higher education will continue to .witness a stf'ong
and possibly increased, competition for tntry. Indeed, as,dis-
Cussed in Chapter III, in recent-years this :as already been:the
,case in a number of countries.

While many aspects of these problems are common to the
majority of Member countries, solutions proposed- or adopted are
knogn to vary considerably from country to country and within
countries over time, particularly in countries Wher'e restricted
entry within universities is a relatively new phenomenon.
Solutions. are neclisrsarily experimental .and constantly re ed in
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the light of the results achieved; they must also be adapted to
reforms in other related educational areas and to the changing
socib-economic circumstances. Finally, past experience has
shown that changes in.politlical leadership may also exercise
quite a strong influence on the type and direction of reform in ,

this area..

It is useful atithis point to review succinctly the
various admission procedures currently operating 4n different
Member countries. No attempt will be made to undertake a com-
prehensive and detailed examination of these schemes since this
information is available in the contributions prepared by
national authorities and experts(1) and.can also be found'in
official documents of each country. Drawing on this material
the purpose of this section is to analyse the more significant
trends and the .new ideas being developed, in particular in
relation to selection procedures, and to refer to some of the
problems and issues arising from the implementation of different
schemes.

It would be useful at the outset to refer to a number of
basic criteria which usually guide the choice of admission
schemes and against which selection procedures are commonly
assessed. A recent American report on selective admissions in
higher education(2) identifies folir bases, defined as follows:

"Validit is often considered the most important basis
or eve uators. It refers to the'reasonableness of the

measure as well as its effectiveness in differentiating
among students who are and are.not likely to succeed.

. Fairness refer& especially to whether students have a
reasonable opportunity to meet a particular admission
standard and whether imposition of the standard has an
adverse impact, on some students that is unrelated to the
.demands of the educational programme. Feasibility refers
to whether reliable measurement is a pracflca1 possibility,
whether the cost of such assessment is within reason, and
so on. Seconder effects refers to the positive or nega-
tive effect e use or an admission standard has upon the
health of the educational institution, upon its feeder
schools, or,upon professions for which it serves as the
principal or only-mode af entry."

A fifth criterion which is related to, but not explicitly
mentioned under fairness, could be'added, namely that of social
equity.

In analysing the advantages and drawbacks of the various
selection procedures in termsof these criteria the discussion
that follows is primarilycancerned with their use among the tra-
ditional clientele of qualifiedlschoq; leavers whose proportion

(1) These contributions are Iisteivl in the Annex at'the end of
this report.

(2) WilliAghem et "The stritus of selective admissions ". in
Selective Admissions in Higher Education, Josey Bass, 1977.
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out of the total pumber of new entrants may be declining morerapidly in some countries than others. Indeed, in some'cases,the best known example being Sweden(1), a key feature of the-recent reforms is that, in orderrto enhance diversity and avoidunfair competition for entry, caAdidates are divided into groupsaccording to background
characteristics ,(age, level and type ofeducation), each subject to a different quota (i.e. competingamong themselves). This-means that in measuring the extent towhich the fairness, or even more, the equity objective is beingachieved, account must be taken of the results obtained withineach group as well as those emerging from comparisons in parici-pation rates between thevarious groups.

(a) Secondary School marks A

In practically all Member countries access of secondaryschool leavers proceeding directly to higher education is pri-marily, if not exclusively, determined on the basis of secondary,school records. For entry into open access institutions -thesuccessful completion of secondary school studies is usually thenecessary and sufficient requirement to be met. When additionalrequirements are set ,these tepd to be typically expressed interms of school background (type of school, ofstrpams, of sub-jects taken) and/or school performance (grades or marks, rankingorder inclass roop). Similarly, measures of previou academicperformance or of cognitive achievement, in particula school-marks, constitute in most countries the main basis f ormal`selection.at entry. In this respect it should be note that inspite of growing criticisms and the recognised drawbacks ofusi school marks for selection oses no countr sernusl
e r use, a leas no p t e near u

Thi--51.r.enbeermanacivocated by people wlih quite diverseideological viewpoints, although, of course very often with dif-ferent degrees of enthusiasm, for,different reasons, and withdifferent schemes in 'mind.

S.

Tradition and public confidence in "objective" 4ndicatorsof school achievement and academic pressures undeniably accountfor much of the support for grades; other arguments.contribute tostrengthen their case. First 'arid, most important, studies con-ducted'in many countries have shown a correlation between gradepoint average or marks obtained in final secondary school examina-tions and performance at the higher levels. And although in mostcases this correlation is not sufficiently high to justify-the 7exclusive use of grades, even on efficiency grounds, no otherassessment method has been found to have a stronger predictive_
validitkr.

Another frequent claim is that school marks play a ,usefulrole in the sense that they both reflect and influence pupils'motivation for pursuing further studies. Thus, failure to give
(1) For details on the Swedish Scheme see: AdmissionPolicies in'Swed4n - OECD, Paris 1976 (mimeo):

- .
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"adequate recognition to reward high marks would have adverse"
effects on pupilstmorale, performance and interest in academic
achievement. Without going into the serious pedagogical impli-
cations of this type of argument, it is impol'tant to note that,
whereas wide consensus exists as to advantages of assigning a

- ,greater role to motivation.in the selection process, it is far
from being generally accepted that marks should.be used as an
Indicator df this ditlensionNor should have ;even greater influence
than is the case at present on pupils' attitudes and motivation
Vis-à-xis higher education studies.

No doubt the difficulties in developing other acceptable
measures of cognitive achievement or of motivation explains to
e large extent the dominant role of marks in the selection pro-
ces. Concern for legitimacy'and the need to account for the
decisi.ons taken, in particular in the case of ,'ejected candidates,
constitute a real and understandable barrier to change and
diversity.

More recently, however, undue reliance on marks has been
'questioned on,other than the typical meritgcratic and egalitarian
grounds which have usually dominated the debates on selection
procedures. There is indeed a.growing concern for the secondary
effects, in particular ap feeder institutions, i.e. secondary
schools, that have resulted from assigning increased importance
to indicators of secondary school performance. Indications of

. this, which have been observed for quite some time in Japan, are
,now foiand in most Member countries where selection among academi-
cally -oriented school leaders has been introduced or reinforced.
In,Germany, for example, when in the early 1970s rapid growth in
dpmand coincided with the adoption of a numerus clausus, secondary
schogls were str6ngly affected. The following Observations on
the German scene are known to apply as well to other national
contexts(1):

The great importance of the average Abitur mark in the
award procedure under the States/Treaty has had extremely dele-
terious effects on the schools in general and on teacher-pupil
relations and pupils' attitudes to one another in particular.

- Pupils' feel compelled to concentrate, almost exclusively
on getting high marks and distinguishing themselves from their

-fellow pupils.

- Teachers are subject to heavy pressure to award higher .

marks. They cannot therefore 'be asked to set standards to
.censure compar9ility of marks.

.J 'agreement
After years of effort the schools achieved, in, the

'agreement of the Lander of July 1972 about the reform of upper
'classes in secondary stage II, a basiS for internal reform. They
now find that the pressure for higher marks is undeimining the
pedagogical objectives of the new course system.

(1) Admission to HigherEducation in Germany - OECD, Paris 1976
(mimeo).

1 4 "Ay
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Observation, of these processes is only possible on a spotcheck basis, so that the problems can only be highlighted by afew remarks on teachers' marking and on pupil-attitudes.

- An examinat;,on of the ZVS(1) tables on the frequency ofmarks in relation to applications from candidates of Germanmatriculation standard reveals'a clear upward movement of thehigher marks. In the summer semester 1974 only 2 per cent had,obtained certificates with an average park of 1.7 or higher,whereas one year later the same qualifications had been reachedby 3.3 per cent. There is a similar upgrading apparent from2.5 upwards: in 1974 20 per cent of candidaiiesdecored.this, ora higher mark,. while in 1975 28 per cent did so These aresigns of inflation in the marking system, originating in theteachers' understandable inclination, given the numerus dlausus,to give candidates the benefit of the doubt more often thanbefore.

- Conversely, a recent poll of 241 pupils in the thr,senior classes of the G asium showed them to be subjectto growing stress on A ur approaches. "Submissive behaincreases. The a sphere of the classroom suffers: 60 per cent"agreed that e x about obtaining a university place made every-one "look out for himself". One of the most disquieting featuresis that the performance n.otivation of the large group of,middlinganeweaker candidates declined steeply with the approach of the--Examination, because they felt incapable; even with the utmostapplication, of meeting the high demands of "hiperus clausus"subjects.
40

The importance attached to secondary school options andmarks by selective higher education institutions has strongeffects also on students' behaviour and choices both at secondaryand post-secondary level. Individual choices tend to be made on ,the basis of strategies designed to increase chances or minimiserisks rather than on genuine vocation, aptitudes or preferences.

When the type of stream chosenrat"..the upper secondarylevel constitutes a keY criterion in determining entry, as isthe case in France,' choiOes made,at the age of 15 or 16 are notonly crucial but often irreversible. In France, young students,'especially those from midlle class families, are under strongpressure to enroll in the mathematics stream at the upper secondarylevel since this is the only lipe of study which guarantees accessto all options in higher education and is required by the majgrityof the sel4ctive institutions. This trend is reinforced by tEefact that the growing number of university faculties or depart- .ments which introduce selection also favour the Bacculeureat inmathematics, not necessarily because it-is relevant to futurestudies 121.it because of its screening roll in secondary edudation.

In countries such as Swedeh and the Vetherlands, whpreentry requirements are primarl.ly determined en the basis of marksobtained in the course of seandary schooling or in the final

/q7 .

(1).Zentraldtelle fUr die Vergabe von Studienplgtzen.
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matriculation examination without assigning great value to the
type of subjects taken, different problems arise. In order to
improve their chances in the competition for entry into univer=
sities, pupils favour choices in the humanities and social
sciences, considered to grant them a stronger'possibility of
obtainiuliz.h marks. In Sweden such a trend has been considered
ae one 6f-the explanatory factors in the lack of demand for
scientific and tdchnological university studies; in the getherlane
it is claimed that it has fostered the need for remedial courses
within the scientific faculties so as to bring up new entrants
to the required level,.

Marks can.also play a significant role in the process of
self - selection( ): pupils aware of the significance that is
MirefOrT5Egrks and accepting theci as measures of predictive
validity, tend to base decisions and future educational plans on
the results they have obtained. The importance assigned to marks
is likewise conducive to the phenomenon of "artificial demand"
which is manifested in a variety of ways. F-77pe,p=grorexans
with high marks or baying succeeded in the noble subjects tend
to choos restricted sectors, not necessarily because they are
interes ed'or have a vocation for the studies or professions to
which th y lead but because they perceive them - most rightly so --
as a guarantee of higher educational standards, better employment
prospects and higher financial rewards. In the majoig

ar

of coun-
tries, the clearest example of this trend is found i e case of
medical studies sought by a high proportion of young people talen-
ted in mathematics and other basic sciences (commonly used entry
criteria) but not necessarily motivated or particularly qualified
far the practice of the profession.

, It is not possible to undertake, in the framework of this
report, athorough review of the vast number of problems posed
by the exclusive use of indicators of school performanlb for gr

selection among the pool of qualified school leavers. Some '-
additional topics of concern will be mentioned ffirhen referring to
the rationale behind the adoption of other methods and criteria.
Mere is however one general point which merits special consider-
tion,' namely, that reforms concerning assessment and marking
procedures at the secondary leyel and the role they are to be
assigned by higher education institutions reflect-a basic inherent

nsion between the needs and requirements of secondary education
those of higher education. This tension, scarcely noticeable

. h academic secondary streams practically"had as their sole
f ion the selection and 'preparation for higher education
s dies, has definitely increased in recent years; given.the
g neral lines of reform of secondary schools, it can be expected
t become even more acute in the future. Indeed, the trend to ,

b oaden the aims and functions of upper secondary education and
to develop polyvalent streams where the prepahtion for formal
post-secondary studies is seens As an important but not unique
f ction, may well contribute to strengthening the conflict of

(1)"For a more detailed discussion see K. Harnkvist: Individual
Demand for"Education, OECD, Paris, 1978.
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interests between the two l vels. GroUps primarily committedto these secondary school reforms are likely to advocate changes
in curricula and assessment so -hemes considered to be ill-suited
to the needs of higher education institutions, in particular themore selectiveApnes. On the other hand, groups within,the aca-demic world will no doubt str4.ve to maintain or develop indicatorsof performance at'the secondary level, which correspond to their,own definition of standards and quality.

The debate in the mid 1970s in the United Kingdom on thereform of the "A" level courses, which are roughly equivalent toacademic, upper secondary streams and constitute the basic univer-sity entrance qualification, provides a good illustration of thisgrowing tension between the requirements, of schools and those ofthe universities. The proposal of the Schools Council to intro-duce instead the so-called'"N" and "F" scheme(1), basicallyimplying a broadening of the curriculum so.to correspond betterto the needs and aptituaei'of a larger and more heterogeneous
student bodye-has met with widespread oppoSition from the uni-verslty.world. Their main arguments do not relate so much to
the intrinsic merits or drawbacks of such a scheme in the con-text of new developments in British secondary education, itobviously far more with whether the "N" and "F" curricula willenable school leavers td meet the standards set by the univer-sities. 'Since university teachers considered that, the proposalsmade did riot meet this requirement and that in their view sucha scheme would require the lengthening of most first degree pro-grammes by one year - which in itself ttplies a corresponding.
increase in resources, difficult to accept under present economicconditions - it is not surprising that the scheme was finallynot adopted. In Germany a similar debate took place in recent
years with respect to the admission. of graduates from compl"ehen-
sive secondary schools (Gesa#schul-Absolventen).

The trend in many countries, including the United Kingdom,is towards a greater adaptation of higher educationinstitutionsto reforms at the lower levels. However, there are equally
important countertrends, particularly in view -of the growing
concern for maintaining minimum tertiary level entry standardsin order to prevent higher educatioh institutions from becoming
too heb.vily involved in compensatory or remedial education. Theexperience of the United States, with the open access system, isnot likely to encourage Europeans to initiate it.

Thus, growing awareness of potential conflict of interests
(L.,and objectives between the two levels reinforces the need, on theone hand, of reforming assessment procedures at the secondary
level totake better account of these conflicting requirements,and on the, other, for designing admissiail schemes which decrease
the-overriding role played by school marks.

(1) Schools Council: Examinations at 18 +, Examinations Bulletin38, Great Britain WM:-
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This type of concern is clearly reflected in current dis-
cussions on the choice of more appropriateassessment and certifi-
cation procedures'at the secondary level. Among the central .

issues being discussed, are: whether gimulative evaluation can
-or should replace final examinations; whether internal school
assessment should replace external.public examinations; whether
there should be a clearer separation between assessment designed
to certify completion of secondary studies and that measuring
ability to pursue tertiary level studies; whether a cumulative

e .pf,assessment should be complemented by tests or Other -

measures ensur comparability of grading procedures and sten-
.dards among schoo .etc.

While in a number'of countries the official policy is in
favour of replacing final, often externally set, examinations by
successive school assessments - generally advocated on pedagogi-
cal and social grounds - such a move is often resisted by parents
and public opinion in general. The Australian report on Admissior.
Policies(1), drawing on the rich experience resulting the
use of very different assessment schemes in the various states,
illustrate quite clearly the conflicting viewpoints in this
area:- folic: Wing the abolition of external examinations at the
end of year 12 ih\Australian Capital Territory, .Queensland and
Western Augtr -.alia and the introduction of moderated school assess
ment, the report points to a renewed emphasis in this country
upon publicly accepted qualifications and a move in fav6ur of
reinforcing the place of the final year examination.

Policies aimed at limiting the weight assigned to school
marks in admission or selection into higher education institutions
are not necessarily of recent date. For quite some time, many
countries in the OECD area have used other assessment methods,,
although also largely based on cognitive criteria or indicators
of academic talent and scholastic ability. Entrance examinations
and objective tests have been, and are, among the more commonly
used proce'es, intended either as"means of reinforcing 'selection
(especially in the case of countries with a large pool of qualifie
candidates) or as tools designed to enhance the 4ficasity of
s lection schemes, i.e, improve their predictiveAralidit.

b) Entrance E minationS and Stand dized Tests

In a number of Member countries, e.g. Greece, Japan, =
Por4ugal, Spain, Turkey, Yugoslavia, selection is based on the
results of special entrance examinations used either exclusively )P
(Portugal, Turkey) or more often in combination with school marks.
In some cases, e.g. Spain, Portugal, these examinations can be
taken only after a one year preparatory course; in others they
are taken before or Immediately after completion of secondary
studiqs. Examinations may be organised by each single institution
e.g.. Yugoslavia, more commonly at natiRnal level or, as.in Japan,.
through a combination of both.

(1) Access to Post-Secondary Education in Australia,XECD, Paris
1978 (mimeo).
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At least in principle, entrance examinations have tadvantage ,of marking more clearly the difTerencerbetween t
. standards 'required for aompletion of secondary education anspecific aptitudes Ale qualifications for different types ofhigher edgcation,studieS. Thus, they could help relieve, atleast partially', the selective role of secondary-schools andalso increase the chances of pupils who, for a velety of,reasons, slid not perfOrm well at schdol but have the interest
and potential V) pursue tertiary education. In practice,entrance examinations do not seem to grant very often-these
additional opportunitied. They are mostly, sed'to assess paStowleedge

as school

In-the majority of countries where entrance' examinations. are currently used, they have become the subject of much Contro-versy and.considerable'criticisat "in Japan, where entrance
examinations haVe for many years been the most crucial and contro-. -versial aspect oAweducation, the, have recently undergone con-,siderable change; in Spain and Portugal their,reorganisation is.being Seriously envisaged; in Greece'the plan Is to abolish-thembf 1981. Some of the pro blems they give rise to are similar tothose posed by the use'of school

0
'm st* others are inherent in

8A
the use of- examinatiOhs for.selec" purpodes, that ±s, ofawarding too much importance to t .results obtained on the ._.basis of a single performance; still other's are .more spectfically,erelated tothe differeht#ways which these examinations areorganised in each country(1).

. - - . ,

A major source ofcOnc in quit& number of-countries,
,/

e.g. Finlaft, Greece, Ppr a -Japan, is the importance acquiredby indivi4ual tutori and or.private schools exclusively devotedto the preparation affil. coaching of students for these exams.There is-above all the major social bias introduced 'by the factthat these are fee paying services or institutions, a bias which''is further enhanced with the lengthening of the period betweencomplet4on of_secondary school stuclies and the time the examina-'tion is taken. Indeed, added to an increase in theAptAct,costsof attendance are the indirect costs resulting from prolonged.
non-active status'(i.e.-,income'foregone).

'- ..
i. .-

Family background tends to play "an even greater role whencompeilLtion for entry is.particularTy strong It larEely accounts
for the differences in attitudes oPtstrategres vis-h-Asis "high -risk' options aid also determinei-t4e-extent to which candidateswho have been rejected once can or will persevere'in seeking
entry into- the-institutions ofe..thelp choice.

AO The. Greek report(2) identifies other undesirable effects
resulting frod:the proliferation of priVate cramming schools,i.e. the ufrontistirian. Quoting from.a special survey, it notes

(154More-details on the orgardsatien of these exams are provided
in the reports quoted- in the Ahnex at.the.end of this report.

(2) Politigisis dfadmission 'dans llenieignement post-Secopdaire
-0CDE,Paris 1978 (polycopi6).
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in the first place
4
that in 1974, 84 per cent of those enrolling

for the competitive entrance examination had attended afte of
these schools; this high participation rate also applicable for
more recent years, represents a'significant financial bui"den for
many families and is viewed as adding considerably to the overall
social costs of education. ,Secondly, candidates having attended
these schools had only a &lightly higher success rate in the
competitive entrance examinations (44 per cent) than the minority
who did not enroll (38 per cent). Thirdly, evidence of,ar
widening gap in perfo ce in,the entrance examinations Shows,'
that these Schools tenro favour the best pupils, (i.e. those
with-higher secondary school marks) rather than increasing the
chances of the weaker ones. It is further claimed that the
presence of these schbols has contribUted to highlighting the
flaws of the public education system and undermining confidence
in the selection process. Refer to- recent reforms and the
Review.

In Japan, cramming schools p se very similar problems;
but in this country 'the varietrof ssues raised in relefon to
the university entrance examinatio can only be understood with

' refe ncm.to the central role thes examinations have in Japanese
,so ety. In. the words''of an obse er "there can be no other
i ustrialised country in the world where.the success in life of
an individual hinges so dramatically on the results of such a
short performance"(1). Given the formidable tensionS and
pressures surrounding th'e "examination hell", it is obvious that
the variety of social problems posed, not least those pertaining
to the secondary effects on the lower levels of education, are
felt with par-W.414w acuteness. The fierce competition in Japan
is due not so much to a shortage in the overall capacity of the

) higher education system, Iptfar more to its hierarchicarnature
and the overriding dominanceof a few elite institutions. It is
very common that secondary school, leavers, unable to meet the
standards of-the institution of their choice, make repeated.
attempts to enter in the following years. The presence of these
"ronin" Students who in 1976 represented 24 per_ cent of the total

'number of applicants to universities and junior colleges(2)
obviously accentuates the competition, e ding further tensions
to the admission process.

f'

The observations made'in the Japa se report show howt'in
a strong competitive situation, entrance examinations can have

.similar, or even-more pronounced, feedbdtk effects on 'secondary
schools than school marks. With referencerto the scholastic
ability tests as a main. selection procedurep.it is stated that:

"guestions,of a nature too advanced to be answered by
,those students who have done normal upper secondary
studies or odd questions deviating from the aim of the
entrants' selection'test have come to be set.

(1) U. Teichler, "Some Aspects of Higher Education in Japan"
in (BSBulletiineseCulturel, June, July 1972, p. 9.

(2) See Admission to Higher Education 'in Japan - OECD, Paris 1977
(mimeo).
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In these circumstances, upper seCondery school students,
have _come to spend much more time and energy on prepare-

' tory study for university entrance examinations than on
ordinary study in upper secondary schools, and ppper
Secondary school education has come to adapt itself to
such study practices. Moreover, the number of students=
attending tpecial private cramming schools preparing them
for,University entrance examinations is also gtowing(1)."

After. long debates and research work a new selection
scheme begain to operate in Japan in 1979. -So far the so-called

`IFt Joint Achievement Test is applied only in national and public
universities, thus excluding the private sector and all national
andpublicjUniorcolleges.ThemainlirlesofthistesttUen
in two stages has been described as follows:

1

"The applicants fov national and public universities are
required to undergo a joint achievement test held'as the first
stage examination around the end of December simultaneously
throughout the nation. This test, designed to assess the appli-
cants' level of general and basis scholastic attainments in their
upper secondary school period, is imposed in five subject areas -
the national language, social studies, mathematics, sbience.and
a foreign language - within the academic scope defined as com-
pulsory under the curriculum of upper secondary schobls. The
test is based on the multiple choice method on mark-answer sheets
and answers are read by optical mark-readers and processed bycomputers. An estimated 400,000 will sit this test;

Applicants then undergo the second,stage examination,
held around early March, by each university applied for. Thistest, designed to assess the applicants' ability'and aptitude
for the chosen undergraduate course;,is given in -such forms as
the written scholastic ability test, practical skill test,
interview and small thesis-type test. Since all national'
universities and molt public universities are expected to hold
this second stage examination on the.same date, each applicant
will be able to take an examination in only the one national
or public university-he,prefers matt, unlike iri previous years.

Final judgement about whether each%applicant should. be
rated as successful or not is rendered comprehensively by each
university after examining his results in the joint achievement
test and the separate second stage test as well as his credential
and other relevant data. The result of the joint achievement
test is not'therefore degigned to function as a final factor for
-determining whether any particular' applicant should be rated as'
successf4-or notobut ia delivetMl to each university concerned
for use as one of the factors to be considered when codling to
a decision on success or failure in the examination as a whole.

(1) 13.and 14.
C-

4
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In addition, even under this new selection formula, each
university is alloweeto keep'the previous admission -on-
recommendation formula; that is the formula of admitting some
applicants recommended by the principals of their upper secondary
schools based on theit credentials, while exeMpting them from
the scholastic ability tes141).

In re l ion to past
more weight to performahce
above all tries .6 prevent
examinations at a time.

tdatices, this scheme aims at assigning
at the upper secondary level, and
candidates from taking.several entrance

0

Within the OECD irea'iVis mainly in the United tates
and in Japan that special standardized objective tests have been
developed-for admission and selection among qualified school
:leave rs. Although in the United States school marks are con-
sideeed to be the more valid criterion fob lecruitment, the
majority of colleges aid universities use the6 in combination
with the results of national standardized tests set up and
administered by a central non-governmental agency, such as the
Eduaational Testing Servic (ETS) and the American College Test JO'
(ACT). .The.well-known S (Scholastic Aptitude Test), taken by

4
school leavers seeking entry into higher education, enables
institutions to compare the performance of candidates coming
froy a highly decentralised and diversified school network. In
addition, much of thdir legitimacy is based on the fact that,
when used together with school marks, tests have been shown to
improve the predictive validity of the selection process; and
at present they are often viewed as a safeguai.d against the
arbitrariness of the selection process. It should be stressed,
hoWever, that in recent years, the uses of tests for admission ,

or assessment purposes-in higher education has been under strong
attack in the United States. 4

While in the United States, and also to some extent in
Japan, tests have for a long time played a major role in
education'as well as in other social sectorsy in the majority of'
European countries more confidence has been placed oh:essay-type
eliminations more closely linked to the teaching p4ocess, In
Europe, prevailing attitudes vis-k-vis objective aptitude tests,
in particular when used'for individual assessment and selection
purposes, have in general ranged from scepticism to outright
rejection. This marked contrast in attitudes cannot bd explained
merely by technical or organisational factort-and no doubt has
to be seen in tonnestion with the different psychological and
learning theories which have prevailed-In the two continents.

In practice, the differences between examinations and
. standardized ability or aptitude tests may be less marked than
is sometimes assumed and there are some signs of a narrowing of
the traditional gap in the approach to assessment. In the
United States, in view of the present concern over standards of

(1) Ibid. pp. 18-19.

9
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`high school leave particularly in the field of written and
oral communicat there is growing interest in assignments
tools - wheth they are called tests or examinations - which
include yr en essays, anal sis .10± texts or other assessments If
typically orrespond ng to the more "discUrsive" or "holistic"
approach of traditional examinations. On the other hand,
European countries which are beginning to face problems of
selection among a considerably enlarged pool of qualified can-
didates and are developing centralised admission.systems, also
begin to share with the United States the need for easily
administered ndtional norm-regerenced assessment procedures;
this is all the more so in cages where secondary school final
examinations have ceased to guhrantep access or have ceased to
exist altogether. I.JD till now efforts have been mainly focussed.
on achieving maximum comparability between school marks, whether
these are based on final examinations or cumulative evaluation.
Sometimes this may imply introducing assessment teehniques
typically associated with standardized tests, e.g. multiple
choice, closed questions, etc., which enable better control of
regional, schools and individual teacher variations in assess-
ment. More- often, perhaps, the policy has been to devise sys-
'ems whereby the secondary school marks can be adjusted to
national norms,.

Growing awareness of the adVantages of using complementary
or, in the long run,' alternative selection procedures, rather
than endlessly'refining and adjusting school marks to higher
education requirements, has induced some of the OECD countries,
e.g. Australia, Sweden and Germany, to assign considerable
resources to the development of tests specifically designed for
admission purposes.

. In Australia developmientel work started in 1968, financed
by the Commonwealth Government. The programme, initially
designated the Tertiary .Entrance Examination Poject (TEEP),
was aimed "at determining whether such`tests'could improve
tertiary entrance selection and reduce wastage' in tertiary ---
institutions when used in conjunction with matriculation
examination results". In 1970 the Australian Scholastic
Aptitude Test (ASAT) was developed from the TEEP tests and "was
designed to measure general verbal, numerical and related skills
and-to be independ t of knowledge gained by studying specific
subjects.. Studies v shown that test results were considerably
less successful th ditional public examinations in predicting
tertiary performance, though for certain academic courses it
has proved possible to achieve superior.prediction using a
combination of TEEP or ASAT results-and public examination
sUbjects(1). The test ASAT is now being used in the Australian
Capital Territory, with'student scores being used to scale
teacher assessed scores to produce the tertiary entrance score.

(1) Access to Post Secondary Education in Australia, OECD,
Paris 1978 (mimeo) p. 36.

15"-
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In the, other two countries, it is claimed that develop-.
mental work in this area has been slow and the results not
always satisfactory. In 'Sweden, the original idea was to
develop an aptitude test as a means of selection among all
applicants, even if taken onfy on a voluntary basis. However,
after heated public debates, the Parliamentary decisiontif 1975
stated that the aptitude tests would not be applied to ualified
school leavers and be taken Only by candidates without the -
traditional qualifications and remain voluntary. It is likely
that a substantial proportion oT those who apply onthe basis
of work experience (25/4 schemes) will take this test since it
grants the opportunity of gaining additional credits.

In Germany, the Federal Government University Enabling''
Act of 1976 makes provision in the case of speclal- selection
"for an assessment procedure designed to give clihdidates an
opportunity of showing abilitied and.knowledge likelt to be'of
'importance to success in the-course bui not revealed by previous
school leaving examinations"(1).

Of special interest is the aim formulated in Germany to
develop tests which improve thepredictive Validity of the
scheme but which do not necessarily sllbw high correlation with
school, marks, since: the intention is preci ly to measure apti-

- tudes and abilities releVant to.future ies'but not re /ea1ed
by the Abitur results.

Since 1975,..the Federal GOvernment and /Ander authorities
have been sponsoring 'the development.of models of university
entrance' tests'for a number of fields, e.g. medicine, dentistry,
'sciences, pdychology&technology, law, economics. Of great
si: ificance in acceldtati work in this area was the f- t that

surve *mon&g, s en s an eac ers
fe.441-6617WittTEffi2r12ffirth combination w3 marks was
rewarded as one orihe faireEtiolutionsIo-The prop em or
selecfioncU. Thre recently, the enfEUSfasm seems to have
declined, partly because. of the prevailing scepticism vis - & -vis
some of the tests whiahowere developed.*, The latest decision has
been to start introducing tests in 1980/81 foi. a 3-year trial
period and only in the fieldt,of'Medicine, Veterinary Studies
and Dentistry, Furthermore, only,a-bsample of candidates will be
expected to take them.

It is clear that,far more time 'and experimentation will
be needed before the future of university entrance-tests in
Germany will be more permanently settled. ome groups are likely
to subscribe to the opinion .ofeareal-inform erman e ert who

(1) Admission to Higher Education in German 224.11IL, p. 37.

(2) Fifty six per cent of the public favoured this scheme while
80 per cent rejected a lottery system. In 1975, 44 per cent
of teachers and 46 per cent of students -opted for tests and
Abitur marks while 5 per cent favoured the lottery.

1 V.-7 111
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states thatin the long term ne en if the current bulk of
cendidatesnd longer has to be ccommodated, it will be thought
expedient to govern admission to a given course by a special
procedure for diagnpiang aptitude"; it adds: .nit remains likely
that in the longer teem, equirements which are.important for
academic studies and future careers will not berevealed 'in
Abitur or degree marks, and that tests specially tailored to
the needs of university departments will be set for university
entrancen(1).

Other groups, less convinced of the merits of testing orc

more conscious of the risk that schools may lose their traditional
academic orientation, will most likely continue to exert.pressure
for secondary school curricula and examinations to be better
adapted for university admission purposes.. There'are, indeed,
proposals to introduce national achieNtoent tests at different
stages in the Gymnasium. It should be underlined, .however, that
the'main reason for developing tests in Germany was not to
replace marks but to complement them so as to give added legiti-
macy to the selection process. A crucial consideration in this
context was the decision of the Federal Court that whenever
selection among academic secondary school leavers (Abiturienten)
was necessary, the procedures used had to measure other criteria
than those taken into account by the Abitur examination.

,
At present, the key question is not necessarily one of

'school -marks versus tests, but rather the extent tg which com-
plementary procedures Nheuld take additional account of academic
talent or ability* or whether more importance should be assigned
to non-cognitive criteria as a way of decreasing bias resulting
from an exclusively meritocrattc based scheme. Thus, in many
OECD countries various other methods are being proposed as means
of mitigating the problems posed by-too narrowly based selection
schemes. '

In discussing these alternative methods, it is perhaps
. important to distinguish between selection procedure's which can
be roughly characterUed as having a positive orientation and
those which imply a more_nresignedn or negative approach. In
the case of the former there is an attempt to introduce, identify
or assess other criteria considered to be relevant to the
objectives pursued, e.g. motivation, personal 6haracteristics
of candidates, social background, etc.; interviews, measures of
pqsitive discrimination, recognitiot of work experience are
examples of this type of positive oriented or affirmative action
schemes. The second category, although often pursuing similar
objectives, focuses exclusively or primarily on decreasing the
weight of the traditional indicators of merit or talent but
without otherwise attempting to pwsue these objectives in a
more explicit way. Lottery systems, waiting periods are more
closely associated with this type of approach.

(1) Admission to Higher Education in Germany, pp.' cit., p. 46.
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Althow:h the adoption of non - cognitive criteria iSmost
commonly associated with egalitarian objectives, a'number of
other arguments, Often based on-efficiency considerations, are
also being advanced in support of more diverse entry or
selection criteria, such as how to better identify motivation
or vacation for specific studies; enrich the educational ex-
perience through greater diversity dr the student body; assign
greater value to personal characteristics relevant to the
exercise of certain professions; contribute to a tore varied
membership within. professions known.to have specialisations
requiring different profiles and types of competencies.

A.special survey undertaken by the OECD on new trends in
the selection tor'entty into the teaching profession(1) provides
useful information for a number of Member countfes.on the
attempts to adapt selection'procedures to the changing roles and
tasks of this profession and,analyies in more detail the problems'
encountered. Special reference is made to the results of this
survey as a means of illustrating some of the issues being
discussed.

(c) Interviews

In quite a number of OECD countries, especially In those
with an Anglo -Saxon tradition and a lengthy experience with
seleotive entry, many institutions -have used or's long time

4 interviews (often combined with letters of reference and school
reports)'for admission purposes. As mentioned in a previous
OECD report(2);

1/4

"The pi:actice by,top-ranking institutions of investing
time and resources in these procedures indicatet the importance
they attach to certain individual characteristics not necessarily
relatedto school marks. In fact, many of these institutions
have a long tradition of identifying different forms of talent.
and special personality traits, such as'students who excel in
sports, arts and other extra-curricula activities,_ or who are
involved in certain types of work or life experiences considered
to be pertinent to their future studies and to the life of,the
college. The use of a variety of pot always clearly defined
criteria has also facilitated certain discriminatory practices,
e.g. favouring the entry of sonsOf alumni and other candidates
considered to be an asset to the institutions for economic or
social reasonstatherAhan for their specific talents and
abilities." '*a

The main problem posed by the generalised use of inter-
views to determine entry and certainly not at all a'negligible
one in mass higher education systems - is that of the time and
resources which this type of assessment procedure requires. A

(i) Selection for entry into the teaching profession, OECD,
Paris 1979 (mimeo).

(2) Selection and Certification in Education_andEmploymeat:
DECT57173. rgrs W7-
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seoond type of major obstacle-relates to their informal and
subjective nature, and on difficulties of comparing candidates,_
of accounting for decisions taken, dangers that result be more.
linked to the personality and experience of the interviewer than
that of the candidates. However, even in countries where there
is no established tradition of informal seledtion techniques
there is a growing interest in interviews, often seen as a more
egeeptable solution than the use of objective testi.

Proposals for using interviews on a wider basis are more
frequent in fields of study where motivational aspects and cer-
tain personal characteristics o students are considered to be
highly relevant for training an ubsequent practice of the
profession. This is especially e case with certain servic
processions,' e.g. health professio s, teachers, sqcial assistants,
etc. Results of the OECD survey on the teaching profession show
that where personal characteristics and aptitude for teaching are
taken into account, there is a marked preference for interviews
over testing. 'Special aptitude tests have been tried but are
now seldom used and in some countries (e.g. Sweden) they have
been recently abandoned. However, the conclusions also point
out that given the difficulties of specifying and identifying,
the relevant personal charac:teristicsl'interviews tend to have
a negative screening role rather than a positive one, that isv
they lead primarily to the elimination of candidates considered
to be clearly ill-suited for teaching. This example may be indica-

. tive. of a more general l-trendT- namely that although interviewing
techniques have little chance of being developed on a mass scale,
they arOlirely to gain in importance as a supplementary criteria
in thase of borderline candidates or'where school Marks or
other indicators have failed to provide a .clear assessment. .

/ The future of interviews is altO linked,to the'progress
made in developing special aptitude tests which,would enable
distrimination,gmong a pool of applicants with very similar
formal qualifidftions as well as to policies concgrning the
type of informatiop schools are to provide to higher education
institutions. Where letters,of recommendation and/or d4tailed
school records' exist, appraisal of dossiers may -be considered
as Innoviding sufficient evidence. However, in countries where
serious consideration is being given to the protection of
individuals' liles, or where there is'an explicit policy not to
transmit subjective information with regard to behaviour, atti-
tude's and-motivation, especially if these are likely to handicap
pupils in the competition for entry, a stronger_urgency for
developing interviewing techniques suited to the purposes of
different institutions and programmes Is likely to arise.
Whether interviews will fulfil these reqUirements and gain
legitiMacy as a selection instrument will of course largely
depend on the knowledge and acceptance of the terms 'of reference%
which they-use and, perhaps even mores than with other procedures,
on the professional quality of those responsible for the
assessment.
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(d)

At least for analytical purposes it is important to
diitinguish between special schemes designed, to facilitate the
eccess of groups which do not meet the formal entry requirements.
(see Chapter v) and the use of preferential treatment measures
Or selection: among the pool of qualified applicants. It-is the
latter type of measure, discussed in the'present section, which
is now posing very sensitive social and legal issues.

In the first place, discrimination on the basis of socio-
demographic characteristics tends to be more visible and diffi-
cult to accept when applied to a group of candidates who meet
the minimum requirements and are ,expected to compete primarily
onthe basis of merit. Secondly; while special schemes for non:-
qUalgied candidates are more commonly found in relatively free
access institutions or vrogreiromes, preferential treatment
measures among qualified applicants are mainly used as selection
tools, often in highly competitive institutions. They are there-
fore far more carefully scruitinised, more vulnerable-to criti-
co..-zr s and to legaraction on the part of those who may consider
t'remselves as having been unfairly rejected.

Even.if one of they major underlying objectives pursued
throlIgh measures of ueferential treatment is that of increasing
the participation of qualified candidates from-disadvantaged
groups, indicators of socio-economic status are vety,Seldom con-,
sidered as relevant criteria Yor denCtion purposes(1). Some
countries or institutions have small quotas or specific regula-
tions in favour of special hardship cases, but unlike some of
the Eastern European countries no global polities exist Ito,take
explicitly into account the social origin of candidates, It is
mainly through student-aid schemes that family background and
income are taken into consideration, the purpose being to dis-
sociate these variables from the actual decisions concerning
access or selection; and at the same time provide incentives for
demand and ensure that orOtkcandidates have been granted ad-
mission they are not prevented from enrolling or pursUing their
studies because of financial constraints(2).

A number of OECD countries attempt rope with the prob-
lem of the socially disadvantaged at the level of access.in an
incUrect way, for example,` through preferential treatment
measures for specific minority groups and more recently for ti

immigrants. With rising overall levels of educational attain-,
ment, probleths related to these groupt which were mostly restrictec
to the lower levels of edutation have become a topic of growing
concern at the post-secondary level. Australia, Germany and
Sweden are, among the, countries which explicitly mention the

(1) In some universities such as Cosenza in Italy, Paris X,
Dauphine in France, income or SES is'being taken4nto
consideration.

. ,

(2) For a More detailed discussion on the relationship between
the extent of selectivity in admissions and the degree of
selectivity in student aid schemes see Chapter'VI.
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rising political commitment to cater for the specific need* ofthese groups; but no doubt it is in the United States where thisproblem has in recent years become a major social and educational'issue debated not only within academic and educational policycircles but alXo-within the society as a whole. The proceedingsand final decision of the Supreme Court of the United States onthe Bakke versus University of California case revealed a widerange of sensitive issues posed by the implementation of "affir-mative action" schemes3 pnd the lack of consensus in r pe bothto the objectives pursued and to the means through whic thesecan' be attained. Indeed, many of the groups which agreed with
the'Universityls decision of admitting black students with lower ,entry scores than, white candidates who had been rejected, were
highly critical of tIfe method which was applied, namely thesetting of a predetermined strict numerical quota for blackapplicants. The trend in the United States seems now-to.be in
favour of less formalised measures applied.on an individual
rather than on a group basis but the debate on this issue is. 12:,from being closed. The rather inconclusive decision by the
Supreme'Court has giNten rise to a variety of interpretations'as
to the actual legal bounliarie within which institutions can
maneouvre; and in view of the lexity of the legal and'social
problems involved, dffirmative action measures have been goingthrough a.critical period. However, it is still too early to
know whether, as many observers in the United States fear, uni-versities and in particular the highly competitive professionalschools, e,g. medicine'and law, will back away from .their commit-ment to minority groups. Although the meritocratic/equity
dilemma is central-to all debates on'preferential treatment
measures, the Bakke case has brought to the fore the key ques "bionof to what extent policies designed to favour certain target
groups can result in greater social injustice viS-&-vis otherequally less privilege sectors of the population. The claim inthe United States is that the concern for black students has ledto other minority groups, e.g. Spanish speaking groups, beingignored as well as various categories within the'majority popula-tion, in particular white people from lower socio-economic back-grounds and women. .

'As mentioned in the previous chapter, another indirectway in which countries have been trying to cope with the problemof achieving a more balanced social mix of the student body has .'been through a broader definition of the formal qualificationsrequired for entr . relatively recent tren3relevant to is
discussion is the policy of setting goals or quotas for leaversof upper secondary streams who in the past were scarcely, if atall, represented in the more prestigious and selective higher
education institutions. Positive discrimination in favour of
candidates from technical and vocational oriented streams, often

, accompanied by special training schemes adapted to these groups,
have been introduced or are planned in a number of highly selec-
tive institutions, e.g. in France_.(Grandes Ecoles),Sweden,
Finland, Denmark, etc.(').

(1) For more details see Chapter V.

I
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Whereas practically all Member countries attempt to cope
h the social equity issue through indirect measures - that
focussing on changes in supply (e.g. creation of new pro-
ammesv geographical dispersion or influencing demand at the
condary level or through student aid schemes) affirmative
tion.measures at the level of access which take direet account
the sex anciage of candidates are somewhat more frequent and

tter accept-dr--

' Ellen if the general and quasi universal increase in the
rticipation of women in tertiary education responds primarily
o global educitiZEETand social-trends, in quite a number of
ember oountries explicit measures are being taken so as to
edress the balance in certain programmes with either a pre-
ominantly,female or male population. Responses to the OECD
urvey on Admission Policies in reacher Training Institutions
show, for example, that Finland, New Zealand and Sweden have
quotas or less formal pkocedures as means of increasing the
proportion of male students. Similarly, it is-claimed that
highly selective or prestigious institutions, in particular
those training for the medical, engineering and management pro-
fessions with a dominant male recruitment, have over the past
year's been favouring more or less overtly and with different
degrees of commitment applications from women candidates. The
success of thesa.measures is difficult to assess; at least up
to quite.recently it could only be marginal since the bias in
the sex distribution of applicants is to a large extent
although by no means totally- out of the control of higher
education institutions. Furthermore, where positive discrimina-
tion is applied to qualified school leavers - whether in favour
of minority groups, men or women an essential condition in
practxceJ.ly all cases is that applicants. meet the minimum
requirements set by selective institutions.

Age has always been a key criterion in obetermining access
to post-secondary education. The strong bias in recruitment,'
typically in favour of young school leavers, is the result of
the traditional "front end" or sequential pattern p education
as well as of the established practice of student-aid schemes
and of many institutions - in particular the highly selective
ones or those training for the professions - to set eligibility
criteria designed to exclude candidates above a certain age
limit.

AlthoUgh age restrictions of this type continue to be
very frequent, data on the age bomposition of new entrants
(table 137(1) show that for sone countries the 1970s witnessed a

significant change, a change favoured by recent_policies ranging
from a more favourable response to demands of mature candidates
to explicit positive discrimination and outreach activities in
favour of different groups of adults (see Chapter V) .

(1) See Annex to Chapter.I.
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Of speciWinterest in the context of this discussion
are the admission. election measures aimed at encouraging', or
at accepting far more than in the past, qualified school
leavers who take take time off between completion of secondary
,school and entry into higher education. Of course, deferred
entry has become a more estOlished pattern in countries where

. either national polictes have favOured such practice (e.gOsome
of the Scandinavian countries) or where .universities or selec-
tive institutions. enjoying a certain degree of autonomy and
having more flexible selection procedures have taken a positive

. stance, e.g. Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada, the United)
States.4Selection procedures in'favour of older qualified can-
didates range from greyer responsiveness to their demands to
more explicit affirmat ve action, e.g. the practice of ensuring
a place to school leavers who apply one or two years before they
actually enter the institution; the award of additional credits
for work or learning experience gained outside formal education,.
etc.

Among the MeMber countries with decentralised systeMs,
the United States is the one to have moved furthest in this
direbtion and which has no doubt the largest variety of schemes.
The practice in this country of assessing relevant competencies
and skills acquired outside formal education and also of recog-
nising them as part of the first degree programme has also been
an incentive towards postponing entry.

Among the countries where admission and selection pro-
cedures are set-at the central level, Sweden. has been the first
to introduce a special quota for qualified leaverswith work
experience. 'Older candidates have indeed benefited from this
scheme during the first years of implementation.

However, as shol4n in the first evaluations of this
scheme(1) one' of the problems wbich has come up is the fact
that a substantial proportion of those admitted on the basis'
of educationdl qualifications plus work experience came from
relatively privileged groups; many had pursued other post
secondary studies and some had already earned other academic
qualifications.

It is difficult to anti
extent current and foreseen pr
-affect both demand patterns ark

SwediSh experience has already
consequences of favouring Older

_

pate at this stage to.what
],ems of youth unemployment will
institutional practices. The
ealed some of the unforeseen

qu ified candidates, giving
`rise to a situation which is likely to give rise to'serious
tensions if such polioY leads to the rejection of a substantial
number of yo school leavers, 'often from lets privileged groups,
who may find i increasingly difficult to gain the work experience
required by selective institutions.

(1) K. Abrahamson, L. Kim and K. Rubenson: The Value of vicrk
E. erience in Hi her Education, Institute ofTadb-afT8H;--7
.5'tc'clat°1m, i
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As discussed in-greater detail in the following two
ters, the extent to which a recurrent pattern of attenaance

wil become a more estab1ished practice will also be heaviry
dependent on policies vis-a-vis the financial support Of older
students. Special'ingenu4y.and f9resigh..will be needed in
order to avoid the'risk that the more,privileged.categories of
adults, both in, terms of level of educational attainment and
social status, become the only or primary beneficiaries of
preferential treatment measures, thus resulting in a more
socially biased recruitment than in the past.

(e) Waiting Periods f

In the OECD area it is mainly in Germany where waiting
time has been systematicallyused in recent years as a main
criterion for seiectiAl into higher-education. In the early
1970s, -30 to 40 per cent of the places made available/in subjects
with numerus clausus have been allocated on the basis of this
seniorifY prindlae(1). One -of the main reasons for setting up
this type of scheme has been that'the courts ruled as unconsti-
tutional a situation in which secondary school leavers completing
the Abitur with low marks had no chance of entering restricted
branches of study.

The extraordinary growth in demand .for some of these 1111
closed.programmes led to such long waiting lists that waiting
periods extended easily up to five or six year S. Under these
circumstances the current practice among theseicandidates has
been to registet in other open access courses without any inten-
tion of completing their second choice studies. Accordirig to
estimates for the winter semester of 1975/76 there were 50,000
"parked" students enrolled just to mark time. The educational,
social and economic consequences of this distortion in demand
led the German authZftties to modify the selection rules. The
Federal Frame Law of Higher Education (1976) retained the prin-
ciple of wailing time for selection purposes but to be app).ied
in a far more limited number of cases, a condition made easier
by the radical change of policy in 1977 which led to a strong -
reduction in the number of subjects with numerUS clausus. One
major modification has been introduced, namely ibat-time spent
by students in other tertiarycourses is no longer considered as
pact of the waiting period. The proposal of taking into accpunt
only waiting time spent at work was debated but this principle
was not retained.

tf) Drawing Lots

Although lottery,as a selection procedure in higher
education made the headlines in the international field some (

a 4 )1 screening device amon tied candidates, is riot so recent
ye ago, its use by indiv dual institutions, in particular as

(1) .A.Lnisl:i :Ti her Educaio in Germany, op. cit.
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er infrequent:
. In Denmark and Norway, the claim is thatis used less frequently than in the past; in other -councontinues to be used sporadically by individual' un i lit,department's. Still in others, where concern for s of,'more recent date the debate is only now beginning ape.Only in the Netherlands and, in Germany has a more gene al seduse of lbttery been considered at the highest.political level.

In the Netherlands, the Parliainent approved in 1974 theintroduction .on.a temporary basis of a lottery, system to be i. 1.14ed in combination with school leaving grades 4,s, means ot-

.

/ selecting candidates for entry into restricted faculties. Thiltype of ,weighted 1Qttdry, which is currently still in operationin a. small number Of*ppogrammes, is organised in such a wayhat, for example, in 1976-77 applicants to medical faculties. who had an average grade of 8.5 'or above (out of a total maXimumof 10) were granted automatic entry, whereas among all others -.who took part in the lottery those with an average grade bet*een19.0 and 8.5 titre given-three times mora,chances of being selectedsl,thip those with a 6.5 avenage grade. Fetm its inception theweighted lottery in Holland has been the target" of strong criti-cisms mai ecaute it:represented a compromise solution which
. left unsade4 "d ,those advocating a uniform lottery for allcandidates a 'osition adopted by the Ministry of Education in1975-- and those n favour of a more meritocratic selectionscheme, a pqsitiodnow favoured by the present government whichhas made public .it's intentions to revert to selection on thebasis of formal indicators of ability.

- The idea of using a weighted lottery system on a moresystematic basis has also been discussed at length by the GermanFederal and Under authoritieS who viewed this procedure asanother way of meeting the conditions set by the courts that allqualified candidates should be ,given a chance to enter numerusclaususccourses. The FrameworX Act for Higher Education' of 176EMTiovision for its use not only in deciding between.ap
,A cants of equal. qualifications according to the "General S= ,ction,Procedure" but also as an active eleinent in the new "Sp--41

Procedure" envisaged for admission,into courses nwhich demand most,markedly outweighs supply.
.

It should IA noted that it is mairily in countriegOathichstress the objective and .formal methodsef assessment.where alottery system seems to Piave greater .chances of being adopted.Allyn confidence in the valAdity of school marks or tests decreases'and other informal.methodp such as interviews or preferentialtreatment measures are not considered feasible or desirabae, theidea of having.a formal and explicit screeriing,technique such asthe lottery gains ground; all th'e more so when it can be defendedon equity grounds and ag means of stopping the escalation in theentry qualifications of highly selective institutions. However,it is. quite obvious thag.proposals which imply the explicit useof luck ad a criterion for determining. entry into a setting which

f
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hass4always.placed the highest value on talent and ability are
considered by a large majority of people as unacceptable; if
not as 'an outright sacrilege. Even among those who openly
recogn the arbitrariness and the interference of luck in
most spYec-4on procedures, there are many who reject the idea
of a.lottery, considering it tO,be a measure of despair or
proof of failure and consequ'ently detrimental to the internal
ethosd external image of higher education institutions.

ca,14`'
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, there had-been a considerable growth
/ interest' in OECD Member countries in what have been described-,
variously as "new groups", "non-traditional students" orra "new
clientele" in higher education. The purpose of this chapter
is to review such developments, drawing where possible and appro-
priate on examples'from Member countries, and to discuss.both
the short-term problems and longer-term issues which arise from
them. In so doing, the chapter addresses four main questions,
which 'dictate the four main sections of the paper:

- who are the new groups?

A where are they studying?

- what special admissions policies are involved?

- what long-term issues do the new groups raise?

It will not be possible to answer these ttuestions without
soula reference to traditional grolups of students.- "New". and .

"non-traditional" are relative t'ms: relative to the traditional
intake of students. What is traditional varies from country to
country, and reflects among other thdrngs the overall size o4othat
country's higher education system, as measured'by the percentage
of the relevant age group admitted to'higher education, percentage
which varied in 1975/6 from under \5 per cent to over 40 per
cent(1). Thus women might be considered a new group in some
countries, a ell-establidhed though minority group in many others
and seem on to verge of becoming a traditional group in a few
others.

There is another aspect to the relationships between new
and traditional students, which is that in some countries the
increased interest in new groups reflects a Oclining intake of
traditional students, a decline dpe to,combihations of demography
and demand. Tn such cases, new groups miglfebe more accurately
described asalternatiVe groups.

Q1\

Before embarking on the analysis of new
statistical caution should be entered, for two
the figures on new groups often do not go back
the recent growth of interest in. these categori

soups, a
easons.
ery far,

6 , hence
be,difficult to obtain an adequate time- series, and therefore to
establish trends. Secondly, the statistics on certain types of
new groups, notably part-timers, are npt always reliable, since
such students sometimes live, perhaps deliverately, on the margins
of the system, - maintaining a shadowy existence both in educationa]
and employment terms.

note of
First,
reflectin
it can

(1) Develo
since 1

ent of Post-Secondar Education in OECD Countries
E ar st mimeo Ta. jT79.
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II. Wk0 ARE THE NEW GROUPS?

As noted in one of the Conference discuSsio notes, "-che

. terms 'adults', 'new groups' or 'non-traditional udents' encom-
pass a large vague and diVerse universe; a more recise cate-
gorisation is needed to facilitate policy discup.ioni(1), Tile 0
document goes on to identify four' groups:

- young entrants from upper secondary ocational streams
mainly in European countries;

- unqualified mature entrants;

-young qualified entrants, who n= ertheless choose
to combine work and study in v. ious ways i.e.
alternating work and study, cOmbiningthe two, or
postponing entry until after a period of employment;

- qualified or partly qualified adults who wish to pursue
post-secondary education a few, or many years after
completing their secondary education.

Th addition to these four groups, the literature on new
groups (as they shall henceforth be called) frequently refers
to other categories of students: woman; students of low socio-
economic status; ethnic minority students; students who are
updating professional knowledge and skills; 'students studying
at a distance. The difficulties of arglving at a more precise

40 categorisation are evident and reflect, as noted already, the
relativity of the term and its variability from country to country
In these circumstances, it may be helpful to classify new groups
of students in terms of a typology of age and qualifications,
as follows:

QUALIFICATIONS

AGE

QUALIFIED UNQUALIFIED.

YOUNG A B

,OLDER C D
t

,

T1571;;;;;7716sues and notes for discussion" Theme 1:
Access to Higher Education, OECD, Paris, 19814

,

1[0JL



The traditional intake of high education - the young
qualified school-leavers.- is represented by category (A).
However, some new groups also come under category (A) since
while women, students of low SES, ethnic and regional minorities
may all be young and qualified, they do' not belong to the tradi-
tional intake of male, white, middle-class students. Category (B)
represents students who though young are not qualified in the
usual way, i.e. do not come from the academic streams of upper-
secondary schools; hence category (B) covers students who enter
higher education from ocational and technical streams in secon-
dary education; somet s called "woad route" students. This
category applies. ma to European countries with streamed
secondary systems. Category (C) covers students who, though
qualified, either spin out their attendance over a longer period
than normal, through alternating or combining work and study, or
postpone it until adult life, for reasons of employment'or family.
Category ID) represents adult students who are not qualified in
the normal way, and thus enter undef special admissions policies.
The minimum age for such policies is usually three years "clear"
of secondary education, but it may be more. This four-part cate-
gorisation is not wholly satisfactory, but it is hoped that the
analysis in the next section of the paper will complement it,
giving an overall set of categories which is clear enough to be
useful, and yet accurately reflects the complexities-of the
situation across a wider range of countries.. Each of the above
categories will be analysed drawing on data and examples from a
number of countries.

It was noted that categOry (A) represents the traditional
intake of higher education - tht young qualified student - but
also includes groups which have traditionally been under-
represented within this intake-. One of the most obvious of such
groups is women. Table 1 gives the percentages of female enrol-
ments in higher education for both university and non- university
sectors between 1965 and 1975. With the exception of Finland
where females already account for over half the total enrolments,
the percentage_of.womeri enrolling in higher education increased
in every country for-which figures are available. In 1975, the
proportion of women was higher in the non-university sector than
the university sector in all but three countries: Germany,
Ireland, and Portugal. Where more recent figures are available,
they tend to confirm the rising. trend in female enrolments. In

0;
Cana women account d for. 48.3,per cent of all full-time and
part-time universit. onnents in 1978/9, and, interestingly,
34.4 per cent of po - aduate students, as against only 18 per
cent in 1965/6(1). n the'United States, the female percentage
for the whole of higher education had risen to 49.8iper cent in
1978/9(2). In France, female enrolments in universities (includ-
ing rUTs) had reached 48 per cent in 1977/78(3). In Sweden, the

(1) Stats.CanadaUniversities:Eniclments and Degrees, 1978,
at.WF-204.

pi Dist of Educational Statistics, 1979 (Provisional figurer,)
es e ocuments,irEnsecknedent su 4rieur en France,
e s a s oue et I, e
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TABLE 1

Percenta e f Female Enrolments in Hither Education

University Non-university Total
.

1965 1970 1975

'

1965 1970 1975 1965 1970 1975

Australia ... 1-kt Dy., ... b4,U )4,U ... 5Y:b 44.b
Austria 23.9 25.0 32.1* 33.3 57.1 60.0* 24.2 28.9 35.6
Belgium 24.0 28.6 33.3 44.9 49.5 . 50.5 32.7 38.2 41,5
Canada 31.5 35.9 38 4** 59.5 49.9 49.9** 38.4 39.2 41,3 **
Denmark 30.2 31.7 28.5** 41.0 49.6. 65.0** 34.3 37.8 41.1**
Finland 49,3 47.6 48.8 '55.3 51.7 55.7 50.9 48.5 50.3
France ' 41.4 ... . ... 35.1 ... 42.4* 40.3 ... ...
Gerthany 22.5 30.6 35.8 6.5 12.-8 24.7 18.8 26.1 33.7
Greece 30.4 31.0 34.9** 28.7 33.1 35.6. 30.2 31.3 35.0.g*
Iceland . ... ... ... ... ... .... ... ... ...
Ireland ' 28.1 33.5 41.8 34.0 85.6 32.8 29.5 34.0 38.6
Italy 32,5 / 37.0 38.4** 46.0 46.0 47.7** 32.9 37:2 38,5 **
Japan 16.1 .17.9 19.7** 72.6 78.5 80.0** 24.2 28.0 30.1**
Luxembourg ... ... ...
Netherlands 18:0 19,6 23.1 33.5 35.5 39.2 25.2 26.3 30.5_
Nevi' Zealand ... 27.4. 31.1 ... 75.9 74.4 ... 38.8 39.8'
Norway 24,1 26.8 3 .8* 54.9 50.6 50.0* 38.7 37.7 40.9*
Portugal . 40,2 46.6 .0 29.5* 33.6 40.4 37.5 43.8 42.6
Spain 21.1 26.2 33.1 34.1 31,4 44 1 28.1 28.3 36.4
Sweden 36.1*** 38.1 37.6** ... 72.7 82.5* ... 44.6 45.3**
Switzerland
Turkey

.

24 .7 s's

...

...
...
15.1

...

...
...
... 21.0 ... ...

United Kingdom ... 28.3 32.9 ... 58.2 58.9* ... 40.0 41.7*
United States 39,1 41,5 44.1 38.0 41.5 47.3 38.9 41,5 44.8
Yugoslavia 32.6 38..4 40:1* 35.1 41.7 42,8* 33.5 39.4 40,9*

.

Source: Educational Statistics in OECD Countries,'OECD, Paris, 1977 (mimeo),

(*) (**) 1973 (***) 1966
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figure for university type enrolments had risen froi 41.2 per
cent in 1976/77(1). The historical under-representation of women
in higher education thus seems to be being steadily corrected in
most countries, within several cases the figures approaching
their proportion in the population at large.

Another historically underrepresented group has been
students of low socio-economic status. Indeed one of the driving
forces or legitimating arguments 'behind the massive expansion of
higher education in the period between 1960 and 1975 was the idea
that expansion would lead fC more balanced participation by all
social classesI= an egalitaKian rationale. Low working-class
achievement rates in compulsory education translate into low par-
ticipation rates in poat-compulsory education. The whole issue
of social class and educational achievement Js,a major anclom-
plex one, on which there is a massive liter re, and comments
here-can only be marginal. , IN

First, it is not possible to generalisi about students of
low SES status in higher education in the way that one can about
women. This is-partly because the category' is itself less well-
defined; partly because the available figures are patchy; anal
partly because such evidence as there is, is ambiguous. In
addit ft, the variables of type of institution and mode 4

atte rn
ance become important. Farrant(2) analysing trends in the

Unita Kingdom notes that the social composition of university
intake has hardly changed in twenty-five years, and that recent
figures suggest increased proportions from the-professional
*lasses. Other figures on the social origins of university stu-
dents also show no marked changes in distribution between the
mid-1960s and mid-1970s(3). However, there is evidence in some
countries of increased working-class participation an the 'fleas
noble" institutions or faculties in higher education, (non-
university institutionsp'community colleges, colleges of advanced
education, opon faculties, etc.) and especially among part-tithe
students(Z). It may be that working-class participation in
higher education as a whole is increasing, but in the mass, not
elite, sectors and institutions. These are however, the pars
of the system with typically the highest failure and drop-out
rates, so the notion of " participation" needi to be qualified by
reference to "completion". However, in the absence of a major
comparative survey, such an interpretation mu 0t remain speculative

(1) Arabole 79, Table 8 All. Includes universities and
specialised colleges.

(2) Farrant, J., Trends in Admissions to Hi: er EduCation in
England and = es, -ver u me oc e
kieleriducation, forthcoming.

3) See Chapter III. t
4) Towards Mass Higher Education: Issues and Dilemtas; OECD,

PiI1771114; Corrado -ae Francesco, "The grovrtE and crisis of
Italian higher education during the 60s and 70s, Highe
Education, Vol. 7(2), May 1978; Farrant, 22.Asit;

esearc n
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Ethnic minority students are another traditionally under-.
represented gropp in some'countries. This is, of course, a prob-
lem which affects some countries and not others, and is pprhaps
associated above all with the United States. 'In the periad
1974-78, the enrolment of ethnic minority students grevithere by
27,2 per cent, the.fastest rate of increase of any identifiable
group (female enrolments grew by 24.9 per cent, in comparison(1).
How far this rapid growth was due to specidl admissions policies
for blacks and other races, and how far it was due to general
expansion is difficult to say. Whatever the explanation, it is
the view of one writer at least that the United Stateschigher
education system has in recent times become a central vehicle
or. social mobility and social integration(2).

.

So far-the discussion focussed briefly on some groups of
students - women,,students of low SES, ethnic piinorities - who-- .

although traditional students in the sense of being both young
and qualified, are nevertheless non-traditional in the sense that
they ham historically been under-represented in higher education.

trethWhat of e other three categories of students? Categor9 (B)
referre to young,students who were not qualified in the normal
way, and as already noted, this hovers students from technical
and vocational streams in secondary education who are neverthe-

. less given a "second route" into higher education, by-passing the
normal academic route. This category is relevant to European
countries such as Austria, Denmark, France, Germany where upper-

_ secondary education is/either formally or effectively streamed.
It is also relevant, to a lesser extent, to the United Kingdom,
where students may enter higher education via non-advanced fur-
ther education, i.e. with technical and commercial qualifications
rather than the more academic "A" levels. The proporilod..of such
"second route" students in most of the above-named countries was
rather low in 1970(3) but since then changes in admiss sl'regu-

lations and up-grading of technical qualificational_fo' xample,
in France, Italy and Germany, have opened the door to a higher
percentage(4). Such developments point to an increasing permea-
bility of higher education boundaries, and an increasingly flex-
ible system of entry.-

Category (C) students are normally qualified, but somewhat
older than.the traditional intake. They may be older because
they did not take up the option of. higher education when they
left school (for vocational or family reasons) and are thus
returning to study after some, perhaps many years. Women in

II their late twenties or thirties often fall into this category.
Or they may become older because they alternate or combine work
and study, eilirfaing much longer to complete their course_ than
the traditional full-time student. In some countries, this
second group seems to have grown rapidly and spontaneoubly-in

(1) NCES, di.________IcatistsDi:.estofE, 1980, p. 99.
(2) Trow, PF.71r-MAi-Jalttivii-F6fe-do-t-ITei-.621 Access to Hi her

Education, paper prepares ior e 1,ever me em nar on
nilitirEd Access, Edinburgh, June 1-981.

(3) Pellegrin, J.P,, "Admission Policiss In Post-Se,;on,ary
Educatlon" in Towards Mass Hi,am,F.24,17.kcat.in., OrC;D 197.c 15. 40.

(4) Openin7, 1.1.2 =cc:- (2,-mt2lbu-Licn

from Germarly, )LC I:', ',Iris, 1981 ;Triio).

1'~
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recent years, and one suggestion is that students are deliberately
"hedging their bets" on higher education, partly because of the
uncertain value of degrees and diplomas,' and partly becau,p of
the need to maintain a foothold in the job market(1). Such
students will aim only to get by in their courses, and will
spend the minimum possible amount of time and effort on their
course work. Nevertheless, they do not drop out altogether,
because although the relative value of a degree may have declined,
it is still betterthan not having one. The percentage of French
students who admit to being employed at least part-time, from
time to time risen from 32 per cent in 1973 to 49.5 per
cent-in 1979(2). In fact, the growth of part-time study is one
of the most marked features of higher education in recent years
in'a number of countries. More than 50 per cent of new entrants
in some Italian faculties attend part-time-or plan to attend on
a part-time basis(3). In the United States, part-time students
constituted 35.5 per cent of the total student body in 1978,
against 33.4 per cent in 1974(4). In Canada, the percentage of
part-time university enrolments grew from 26.3 pet cent in 1965/6
to 37.3 per cent in 1978/9(5). Increases in part-time study have
al§o been reported in the United Kingdom (advanced further qau-
calion and the Open University), Sweden and Australia. Such
increases appear to be sharper j.h the non-university sectors of
higher education,.but they are sufficiently widepread and cross-
natignal to warrant atgeneral explanation.

Category (D) students are both older and most of them do
not have the normal.speoifications for entry. Evidence for
/increases in this "new" group is mixed, but some countries show
a sharp increase. In the United States, from 1974 to 1978,
enrolments aged 25-34 increased by 16.7 per cent and aged 35 and
over by over 27 per cent. The larger increase in the latter
group can be accounted for by women enrolling in college (thus
two of our "new groups" overlap)(6). In the United Kingdom the
increase has been much sharper in polytechnics and colleges than
in the universities; students over 21 now account for 37 per
cent of all full-time public sector entrants (excluding overseas
students)(7). While it is impossible at present to generalise
across all OECD countries, it seems that there is enough evi-
dence to justify us in considering category (D) students as.a
major new group.

(1) Geiger; Roger, "The changing demand for higher education in
the 70s; adaptations within thred national systems" Hither
Education, Vol. 9 (3), May 1980. --7

(2) Uar-Fulge, Evolution du Gomportements des Etudiaa CREDOC,
1981, p, 97-1The-s-efritii-es iffaird-Ye Trife-r-p-feTeirth some
caution, for the reasons stated earlier.

i /

3 See Chapter II page
4. LACES, Di est of Education 980, p.9, '-',

5 Stats. .anata UniireriMotnerit and Degrees, 1978..
.6 tra5TOIE, 6M
7 Squires, G., 'Mature Entry to Higher Education, Leverhulme

Seminar on Demand Access, FaTinlurjr-;777'
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When reviewing, evidence relating to the kncteased par-
ticipation in some countries of new groups: woment'ltudents of
low SES, ethnic minorities, students from non-academic secondary
streams, part-tithe students, and adillt students:it is,clear that
some-of these tategories overlap; a 30 year old part-time woman
student would ,fall into three of them. However, it is usefulto
maintain the distinctions between categbries when it comes to
Analysing p9ssible reasons for the increases. We shall comment
on four such reasons.

The first and most obvious reason is the general expansion
of higher education, while although now halted in many countries,
has only been reversed in one or two. To explain the new groups

, in these terms is to posit a general order of arrival of types
of students, with the relatively. privIlegerirriving first, and
the most disadvantaged arriving last. Therefore, as the
system expands, more and more of the historically under-

. privileged groups get drawn into it and thus account for an
increasing proportion of enrolments. To maintain their relative
advAntages, the privileged groups concentrate more in the elite
parts of the system, or else find ways of maintaining their
position outside the system altogether. Inherent in this

. explanation is a view'of education as a positional good. Par-
ticipation by the newer groups only rises as participation by
established groups reaches near-saturation,' and the growth rate
for each group takes the forM of an elongated S-curve(1). This
model implies that the order of.arrival can only bialtered (or

the curve sharpened) by special admission policies targeted at
the group in question, and even then it is difficult to breach
the "iron lawn.

A second reason for the growth of new groups may be in.
the .decline of traditional groups. In .some countries demographic
trends have-led to or will lead to, a decline in the intake from
secondary schools. In some countries too, demand for-higher edu-
cation-is either static or declining, among qualified, youig
school-leavers. In such circumstances, institutions can only
maintain their size and staffing levels if they actively go out
and attract new groups of students. to compensate for the actual
or impending fall-off. Whether national gchernments allow them
to tap new markets in this way is another matter,

Thirdly, new groups may be the results of broad social
movements and/or social policies: women and ethnic' minorities
come to mind as examples. The relationship between movements
and policies is complex, and one can perhapS distinguish between
movement-led increases (women ?) and policy-led increases (ethnic
minorities ?). However, it seems clearthat a policy must have-
the backing of a broad social movement to be successful, and

I 4
(2) Halsey, A.H:, et al. Origins and Destinations: family,

. class and education inModeiii-Britain, Oxford: Clarendon
4167, 1980. .

:
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perlikls the relative failtire of policies to increase participa-
tion among students of low SES can be partly explained by the
absence of a major social egalitarian movement in the 1960s and
1970s comparable to the movements for women's and ethnic rights.

The fourth type of explanation for increased participation
by new groups relates specifically, or perhaps only to part-time
and occasional students. It has been suggested that such students
are hedging their bets as between education and employment (and
leisure). In a quasi-rational calculation they perceive that
the benefits of higher education (as a positional good) are no
longer clear,and accordingly they modify theit commitment to it.
Thus, paradoxically, while theeexpansion of higher education may
have led more people to participate in.it, that same expansion
is a reason for no-c participating fully. With the rise in unem-
ployment in many OECD countries, this strategy must make sense
to many young adults since there is no guarantee that they will
get back into the job market if they once commit themselveg,
exclusively to higher education. Thus the trend towards rebut-.

rent education may result more from uncertainty (both about
higher education and the labour market) than from the more
"positive" reasons advanced by protagonists of the recurrent
model.

The balance of these four explanations - general expan-
sion, demographic decline,.specific policies, and uncertainty -
will vary from country to country not only because of the.'
different state of its higher education system, but because of
differences in the labour market and in social ethos. For those
who work in higher education, however, two implications seem
fairly clear. First, the in akt of students is already, and is
likeay to become, more heter eribous than before, in terms of
background knowledge, age,, expectations. This possibility
has already been discussed widely, and is fairly familiar. the
second implication is less familiar. In the past, higher educa-
tion has been seen as e.-Aptal activity in the sense that it was
the exclusie preoccupation of its students.' Henceforth, staff
ma now have to come to terms with students for whom their
studies are only a part of their lives; a part which,talces
place among other, parts.

416
III. WHERE ARE THEY STUDYING?

If the notion of an "order of arrival" is cot t, it
implies that new groups of students enter higher, eittcation in
its least prestigious sectors, institutions and faculties, while
the. privileged traditional groups retreat to the higher ground
of the "noble" institutions. The "order of hrrival" would thus
be complemented by ani"order of access",lin which. the most open
institutions are lowest in academic prestige,.and the most selec-
tive institutions highest. This section, there ore, deals with
this notion of an order of access as a hypothosis, and reviews
the evidence for and against it. Are the new groupsin fact to
be found In the.less prespginns institutions'?

177
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The question is complicated by the 4Apt tpat academic
prestige and employment value may or maywnbf'cofhcide. Indeed,
the University of Aston which has one of the best graduate
employment recordsin the United Kingdom, has recently received,
one of the largest cuts from the University Grants Committee.
Whereas in the period 1960-75, the distinction between "noble"
and "less noble" institutions may have been fairly cleart'and
useful, since then the growing emphasis on vocational relevance
is leading to a different type of hierarchy based on academic
prestige and employment value(1). ;

14
4

EMPLOYMENT VALUE

ACADEMIC

STANDING

Were then do the new groups appear, in terms of.these
four' quadrants? ,Following the above line of.. argument it could

be expected that they don't appear in I; the' quadrant of high

prestige and employment v &lue (professional subjects such as

medioine,-Tiw and perhaps engineering). An.analysis of the* ,

social origin of Italian university entrants(2) provides some

support for this, although one notes the very high proportion
of "traditional" students in other subjects as well, notably
letters, philosophy,46Oderh/ladguages and chemistry. The fact

that quadrant I includes seveKel traditionally male-dominated-I
professions might serve to reduce the proportion of women stu-
dents, and'also.of older students since the professional careen:.
path typically necessitates early entry. In 'France, the percen-

tages of traditional students are corretFondingly high in mop.- ,

cine, chemistry, engineering and the 4coles normales su eriepres,
but much lower in law(3). In Canadd, women seem to ve ma 0

some inroads in enrolments .1.n mediqine, but much less so into

law or engineering(4). In general, what evikence is available
from a number of countries suggests that of ll the new groups,

women are the most likely tp have penetrated quadrant I but that

even they are still a smallminorityAke*some profestional fields

of study. '
. . 41

Quadrant II is more complex, for two reasons: first the

evidence is more mixed, and secondly, there a'e strong variations

-among countries, depending on how selective are the subjects

and/or the particular employment situation for graduates. In the

United Kingdom in particular, a goad degree in Classics, English,

,Philosophy or History is taken as evidence of a high all-around

3

See Chapter II.
2 See Chapter II. md

LgEnseignement sap4rieur en France, Etude statistique et

nailtion 3e 59/En a 7778, P. 63.
(4) Stats. Canada Education in Canada, OD. cit.
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intellectual ability, which will benefit ,the possessor in the
non-specialist graduate market (e.g. Civil Service entry). Qua-
drant II also includes many subjects appropriate to a teaching
.career, and would thus attract stulpts looking to such 'a career;
on the other hand, school populations and tSerefore teaching
opportunities have been. declining in a number of countries. The'
impression frogs the_figelres available is that While quadrant II
may'includ a substantial proportion of women students, and .some
mature students, proportion of students of low SES, or fro%
ethnic minorities is relatively low. Moreover, students febm
.1.65catiOnal'decondary streams are unlikely to find their way into
the rather "pure tcademic subjects that characterise this,qua-
,drent. And although such.subjectscan lend themselves to part-.

,time study, the selectivity associated with their academic
prestige implies 'that even if part-time students Are admitted,
ttrition rates may be high.

Quadrant III includes subjects which are vocationally
marketable, but not particurgly prestigious in hcademic terms:
the kinds of techilica .and commercial subjects taught in many
of the short-cycle, n-university institutions which grew up
in OECD0ountries in the last twenty years, As part of the

,attempt,to diversify higher oducation..;There is a good deal of
evidence fir6m the Un eds-Kingdom polytnics d colleges, the'

'FUnited States community colleges, the French IUTs, the Australian
. C.AEs, and the Canadian CAATs and CEGEPs that such institutions

attract new groups in substantial numbers,' in -particular students
of /ow.SES,.Srom 'ethnic minorities, and from vocational secondary,
steams. Such students presumably view higher education prAlarily
as a Means towards.employment,-or better employment, and for. them
.the positional value OC a qualification. is piramount. And since
such.cribtitutions tften perqlt 1. encourage part-time study,, the
proportion'of part-timers ii tilt:is often very high indeed.
Whgre older students are involved, they will often be upgrading

-44n existing vocational qualification.

N , Quadrant IV is 2oW in,both acadepit-prestige and voca-"\
, tional relevance; It includes some social sciences, some non-'

.' tracUtional 'arts subjects; and some difficult to classify, e.g.
lifeNkills, independent st dy prpjects, ethnic studies. ss Qua

- drant IV seems to attract f 'rly large numbers of non - traditional
/

= ditional
students, 'and it is this fa t1-6t raises some diffibu4 quest
about the overall expansion of Meier education. Is quadrant
simply acting as a cheap safety valve.for the new groups? Are
such students being delude&into thinking that such an education

11 give them a.relaeive advantage'in.the job market, wl'fen it
ma not? Are standards generally lower in quadrant IV? Are
att ition rates higher? As against these problemp, one must set

.

,..Tthe fact that quadraht IV does reach' out 'to groups of students
I who h ve nct,been reached before and iwo doingpoften displays

cons eratae ingenuity and innovation ih marketing, curicula
and Aching. . ,

,
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IV. 23§cIAL,ICIEsArADID PROCEDURES-

Ail4 Not all new groups of students enter higher education
thfbugh special admissions policies. Insofar as the growth of
new groups is due to the general expansion of higher education,
such students are likely to enter under the normal admissions
regialqions,*and their identity as a group is something that is

perceived after, rather than before admission. However, special
admissions policies have also played a keY role in facilitating A*
the access of some hew groups in particular adult students and

ethnic minority students, and in this section the aim is to

review examples of such policies in a number of countries. It

is importaht to emphasize that the special policies must always

be' seen 'in relation to the traditional policies of the country ,

concerned.
S

Many Australian universities now make some proyision fOr

the special admission of 'non- standard" (e.g. unqualified). or

mature students(1). In most cases, the numbers involved seems
to be relatively small, although some institutions consider each '

case on its Individual merits rather than fixing a.quota in

... advance. Control over such specialadmissiOns is often left tO-

individu4a faculties 'and departments. The requirements and pro-
cedures vary a good deal:

"Some mature age applicants satisfy admission_require-
ments by gaining an aggregate of marks on thr0subjects
(rather than the standard five) in the kew South Wales

L Higher School Cerilifioate, The %University specifies the
aggregate required which is.norlmally approximately 3/5
of the aggiTgate required for standard admission. Other

Ak ,Inon-standardt candidates, are not given any kind of score
and are not ranked. The decision on whether to admit or
'not to admit is made on.Zhe-basis of theindividual merits .

'-cif each case. (ANU) I

*

Candiaates tUst have suffered from redo ational disadvan-
-taget as defined by the Committee enSpecial Admissions,-
a.N)int Council/Professional Board Committee vthiccon-0
trols ,our Special Entry SCheme, and must not have'the
necessary minimum entrano-requirements. They are ranked
for admissions .purposes by means of an ASAT test prOvided--
by the Australian Council for Educational Research. Con-
trol data.,supplied by our Faculty of education in conjunc-\
tign,with.our Higher Education Advisory Researcll Unit is. .

used to relate the scores obtained Ili'candidates in this

test to the normalrfttrance requirement." (Monash)'

(1) Australian Tice-Chancellors Committee, Special Admissions,,:
Canberra, 1975. For a more detailed account of new groups
in Austrdlia,- see Mature Age,StudentS'in Australtp.,,.OECD,
Paris, 1981 Nim103: , b N
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"The Universi operates a scheme specially deSigned to
.cater for perso whose study may have been interrupted
in earlier years r who may have been_ educationally dis-.
advantaged, for whatever reason. This applies to persons
over the age of 25 on 1st March of the year in which they /

intend to enrol and such applicants who do not meet our,
ordinary, special or adult matriculation requirements are
invited to write a letter to the University indicating
their reasons for believing that they are capable of
successfully undertaking university study." (Mew England) )

i .

"In 1975, the University admitted about fifty people of
. mature age who had no academic. qualifications on which

matriculation Could be given. These people wereiadmitted
on a committee's assessment of their clarity pf purpose,
motivation, and capacity. The University has decided to
cdhtinue this scheme for 1976_in an amended form and it
is likely that about,fifty places will again be made

.

available, most in courses that do not require mathemhtids,
or science prerequisites." (New South Wales)

These examples give some idea of the variation in special
admissions schemes i Austral universities. However, it
should be remembered t at many,. rhaps most, mature students .

enter with conventions qualificat. ns, which they return to
schoolto_obtain, By_contrasta -a n ional -scheme of quota-based
admissions has recently been introduced in Danish Universities(1).
This scheni! has been prompted by two problems: first, the massive
increase in the proportion of ninteenyear-olds qualifying for
entry to higher studies (now approaching 30 per cent of the age
grotip); and secondly the high wastage rates in certain branches
(approximately 70 per cent-in the humanities and 50 per sent in
the social sciences). The new admissions scheme is part of an

a, attempt to contrd and plan overall access to }higher 'education;
medical faculties have already imposed a numerus'clausue-

.,-

. ,

- The nft quota scheme applies' to all faculties' except
psychology and teacher education. There are three quotas: one
for students coming directly from the academic streams i4Oupper-
secondary education (basted on marks); one for students who com-
bine some secondary qualifications with some work experience;
and one fot. mature students (25 or, older)' foreigners and students

. with special qualifications.

. SOth'school marks and work experience are translated into
a common systemitt admissian."points". The studentk.;.schOol-
leaving niarls.are averaged on a 1 - 13 scale. For'. nine moigths1

:' Wark, 140915b14s are givent.pits 0.01 points for every seBse-
quent month up. to a maximum of 1.18 points. These work-points .

cah then be added to the school-leaving mark. A unique feature
of tillip Danish'scheme is that the proportion of students entering

-Tinder elhAtionba varies from 4eculty to fibulty, thus refledting
diVie egaphAli4es on academic qualifications and%work experience.

I

,t.The4rowsed ftatios for 1976 were at follows:
. 4P'

(1)Times 1-444er Education Supplement, 25th Mg!.ch, 1977.

. ir .
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Mario OnlY

Natural. Sciences

Humanities
Social Sciences

Medicine/
Dent:,.stry

70,

60.

50

../101.Y

Marks Work
Experience

Mature Students
and others

'#

20 10 E.

20 20

4o 10

-

In the technolngy faculties, the work experience must be

relevant to fut-...-re studies, and have lasted for at least eighteen
months. The quotas for all faculties may be altered from year

to year, as may -the total number of new entrants: It is too

early to, say how the Danish scheme will work in practice, but.

in theory, at least, it solves two troblems. The first is-that
of the student who is neither_ adequately qualified no adequately
mature - for example the 224,kear-old who has some work expeirience

and moderrately good school marks. In other countries; such stu-.

dents can fall-between two stools, while "ordinary" students ,

enter under "normal admissions conditions, and.-mature'students
enter under a special policy. The Danish scheme allows for
their case;'an&it is worth remembering that such students are

often more able to take up the offell of a place (because they.

face fewer situational barriers such as money, family responsi-- /-

bilities, or time)" than the 25-year-old.'

Secondly, the Danish scheme recognises explicity the

varying degrees of relevance.which work and life experience may
have to different branches of study. The diffivulties of mature
studentd on science and mathematics courses has already been men-

tioned, and it is precisely here that the Danish quota l'or "marks

only", i.e.: direct admission from uppersecondary schools, is.
highest. 'Conversely, the value of, experience,- allied to .some

- academic prowess, is recognised in the.corresponding 40 per cent
,k quota in bedioine and dentistry. The fierce competition for

entry to medical.faculties,in other countries, which accentuates
the academic,emphasis) may not beentirely beneficial for the

training of general medical practitisnersi

i 4

There is no national policy in theFederal German Republic
aimed at facilitating the entry of mature or unqualified students

-,, to degree courses(1); The upgrading of degrees and'examinations

taken dt tephnical colleges (Fachhbchschulen)has meant easier
access to universities foNgtudents.with technical/vocational

.. 1,Tlalifications. 4.loweverp.farthe aspiring German student, entry
Mb.

(- (1) Admission Policies in the Federal Republic o Germany,

OECD, Paris, 1975 (mimeo).
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to degree-level courses still lies mainly in the possessibn of
,the Abitur, the academic upper-secondary school-leaving certifi-_

cate. The working adult student usually has to go to evening
school to prepare for this examination.in order to gain entry;
although a third educational route has been,opened up by the
-"examinAtion for talented study applicants". The regulations
for this vary to some extent from Lander to Lgnder, tut appli-
cants must "normally be aged 25 or over(1).

-There a/4e a few local exceptions to this rule (which does
not apply to non-degree courses). In the Land (region). of
Northrhine!- Westphalia, the Law on the Foundation and Development
of Cbmprehensive Highertducation Institutions (Gesetz Ube dib
Errichtung von Gestamthochschulen im Land Nordrhein - es a_en)
stakes that excep ions o e genera a miss ons requiremerin

, . can be made for the purpose of testing new types of courses or
institutions. The Fernuniversitat Hagen (an experimentardistant-
study university -in the region) isslanning a special admissions
scheme for unqualified students. The Fernuniversitat consti-
tutes the main effort tofacilitate the entry of adults with
work experience to post-secondary education., Nearly 74 per cent
of students are over 25 years old, and nearly 50 per cent are
studying for a degree on apart -time basis; 73 per cent of the
students had previously completed some limited professional
training.

4

In the above Law, another clause allows for the admission
to c'rtain university-type streams of students whoSe previous
schooling entitled them to admission to technical colleges only?
A subject-oriented qualification for university admission can
be given-to those students who' successfully complete the oommon,
Initial two-year period of study, together with bridging courses
in English, Mathematics and German. Beginners with lower quali-
ficati9ns can thus complete university studies without delay.
This scheme has been in operation.- with growing numbers - since.
1973/1974.

'The comparative lack of special admissions policies in
German universities must be 'weighed against the widespread oppor-
tunities for continuing vocational'educatidn which do not require,

- possession of the Abitur, and which sere reinforced by the Labour
=:--'-,PTOmotion Act of 1969. This Act provided subsidies for insTITTI-7-
-----..TIC7FTWWiE5and their capacity for further vocational training,

and subsistence payments and reimbursements of fees for stude*s,
under certain conditions. Some early evidence on the working of
the Act suggested that the opportdnities were being taken up by-......,

employees under rather than over 35, skilled rather than unskilled
workers, and that people without the primary school finl..certifi-
'cate were hardly representedat all(2)% These findings, admit-
tedly based on a survey conducted when the Act had 'only been in_

., 1) See contribution.from Germany. E. cit.;,
'. .(2Y Rudolph,' H.T.Post-Formal Education n i7.77The Fed ral Re ublit

.t of Germany!, WziegIfiiiEFFcarThe VUTupe,and_cos OE
.-- ---/.-'' "Penis, 1974-(TnimeOT.-

. , .
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force for one year are nevertheless similar to those cited.bY-
Besnard and Lietard in a study of the French schemes forsu
dised continuing education(1). Besnard and Lietard also'iUggest:
that such subsidies are likely to be taken up by largertrrather
than smaller companies, and by men:rather-than women:

A major retort of Swedish higher education affe9iAng
organisation, administration, planning, curricula and admissions
was launched in 1977. Most of the changes involved,-are"the final
outcome of a process of innovatiqn which was initiated by the
1963 University Planning Committee (U68), although Adme. Of the-.
changes stem from subsequent'government commissions --Thdse
reforms have been examined in some detail byD'ah.115fX2-)a 2The
main thrust of the reform has been (a) to create' a more Unified,
or comprehensive system of higher education,. including:upiversif
ties and non-university institutions; (b)=U
prehensive system by regions; (c) to adopt -a long-term, -national
planning strategy which controls overall demand.arid,s1locatqs):
resources; (d) to emphasize the vocational-releltanep- Of degree..
courses; and (e)tto introdUce a new national admieeions -sCheme.,
It is still rather early to guage the-effea_of-each'.o; these
measures.

. _

A second major source of changi_and unceitainti"eilderk.,-.t"
has been the fluctuations in demand.expipiented id recett.yegeb:.
These changes have mainly- affected-the-opien-sectarighWe-T.f.
education - thefaculties of hrtmanitiea, social'Sqpnbes,v-law%.;k:
and theology, and- to a cer airs extent the nattirel'Seiengeo.: -Thtfe

and has sinew, -p,.

tion and adtri194,:*
5ainlvdainWrn .:.,

) an ilicreaspa -

-coMpleXing
en s,;07or .t
infirst-yepst

els,
tural

.

. .

clotked sector grew steadil 0: e
levelled out. Certain'dhanges it the cOipo
tion of student body have alsd taken place
the open faculties. Among these hen, been(
ber of students not competing and not sliming
full degree; (b) an increased number,pfadult
years of age); (c) an increased number of student
courses acid a decrease 'At subsequent arts irost....graa

add (d) a continued decline in the nuObers stydying
sciences. .

.

The new national, admissions, VOlidi should be seen in,'
the light of an experimental schemo-yhich hag been: in Aperation
since 1969. This has allowed adu4s over 22, years of.. -and- ,

with at least four Yearst work erperietiOe', tor..ebtercertain
coursealin the open facultiep, = This was -o Vie. crier a
sions requirement; the institutions and;Wirges.norma add
s ecial requirements ypica2ly,tge achieveMent of a level.

sub-
nti*e of

4

equ va entyto the 11 h year of schoaing in the. rel.e3r
ject(s). Despite these special.rewirementsfAfie pea

A
(1) Besnard, P., an

(2). Dahll5f, DI, Ref
,Universitspires

in Sweden and
Uppsala,
Education in Sweden', E
No. 2, June 1979._
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students entering faculties of liberal arts and sciences under
the 25:4 scheme rose steadily from 4.8 per cent in 1969-1970 to
22.5 per cent in 1975-1976. (The corresponding percentages for
the "normal" entry from academic secondary education dropped
from 85.1 per, cent to 63.9 per cent over the same period.)

Under the new admissions policy, there are nUr-mmtn
categories tentrant:

(1) those. with three years' upper-secondary schooling.
(academic streams);

1/4

(2) those with two years! upper - secondary schooling
(vocational /technical streams);

(3) those with a certificate from a folk high-school;

(4),those 25 years of age, with at least four years of
work experience.

Where places are limited, the number of students'accePtdd froE
each of the.above groups is proportional to the number of appli-
cants in each category (with the exception of foreign students,

'who are alloted up to 10 per cent of available places); Appli-
cants in the first two groups may add Work experience to their
school marks according to a credit-points,system. There is also
a rule -- -stating that-atleast-20 per cent- of the plat sin each
course will be reserved for applicants with school marks, alone.
Applicants_in the third group may also add work-experience to

. credit in the same way. Adult students in the fourth group
.require entrance pofints corresponding to school marks by taking
a test of general study ability. They may also add "bonus" work-.

ineexperience (exceeding the four-year requirement). In all.
four zroups the applicants are ranked according to their credit
pointsr'and.selection i made according to their total. The
tliple---s-eheme applies to full degree programmes; entry to single
-caurkea isdecided locally and the requirements are less stringent.

F. .

_,..,..Me.most obvious case of a special admisnens policy inthe .Unwed. Kingdom is the Open University, which admits' only
'.'.--adUlt"Stlidents (over 21) on a first-come, first-served basis,
:-subject.to certain quotas. Part of the- importance of the O.U.

14:64.1,lts demonstration that such a radical departure from
*esni.rarentional admissions policies is compatible with university-
-level,ed4stion. However, all United Kingdom universities,
palxt4chnics and colleges have special admissions Policies,
though, ag inAustralia, these are xi 't centralised, an&vary
-frfla.insUtUtion, to institution. In eneral, not much use ,is

them,in_the universities, the ast majority of,mature
StUdenfs fot.example, being admitted ith the conventional two
AA7.=1dire requirement. Howeverv.the universities are beginning
't-6.-;deVelop.prt -time degrees, partly as a,responsp to the i4end-7__

1-tall40-18 -year -olds, and more "special case" admissions are
''.'theOforewlikely. In the public sector polytechnics and colleges,
-:'_th2:altuation is ,much more complex, What can be said is that the

ions.of mature and part -time there has been rising
_

,
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substantially and steadily for some years, and this indicates a
greater flexibility in admissions policies. Moreover, the pub-
lic sector institutions also draw on -n -second route" students via
the vocational qualifications of the Technician EdUcation Courial
ATEC) and Business Education Council (BEC).

There is a great variety of special admissions policies
for new groups of students in the United States. This reflects"
not only the size of the country and the diversity of its insti-
tutions, but also a concern for adult and unqualified students
unparalelled in any other Member country. This is probably
due to a-number of faptors: the early diversification of Ameri-
can post- secondary.(education; the flexibility and universality
of secondary education; the high enrolment ratio at post-secondary
level; the general ideology of "opportunity"; the concern in
recent decades with minority or disadvantaged groups, whether
of colour, sex, or age; and the rise in-the median 'age of the
population. pnelmight also add, in recent years, the fall-off
in "normal" entrants due to the curve of the birth-rate.

10.

.Pr is impossible here to give anything like a complete
account of special admissions policies in the United States.
(it should also be noted that the rq.e of open admissions poli-
cies-is central in some institutions, partioularly the Community/
Junior Colleges.) Reference is made to three developments which
may be of more general interest. They are the work of CASE/OEC
Cdtditgitin b-h-A-citation of Service Experience/Office of--
Educational Credit); the College level EiaminatiOns Program
(CLEP); and the research carried out by CAEL'(C,o- operative
Assessment of Experiential Learning)..

The use'of transferable academic credit is well established
in. the,United States, thoygh less familiar in Europe. Transferred
credit may be used either )to grant admission to an institution, or
to grant admission and advanced standing (exemptions from certain
course requirement0(1). This system operates to the peCuliar
advantage of adult students, who may well have interrupted their
studies at ekpe time or another, or moved.from place to place.
The tavailability of advanced standing might persuade some adults
that it is worthwhile completing their degree or continuing their
studies, since they do not have to start again at square one.

The granting of credit for prior study ft another college
or university presents certain problems. On the practical level
it takes time to evaluate a student's transoitipt, and to dovetail
the courses he has taken with those he intends to take. Vast
differences in standards also exist between institutions in the

United States. Nevertheless, the system of inter-institutional
credit transfer is widespread, efftetive, and accepted.

41) See Burn, B., The American Academic Credit System" in
Structure of Studies and Place of Research i IlasHiEher
ESCitron; 01M0,'Iaris TYN:" :

1
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The accreditation of prior learning in non-collegiate
i1nstitutions is more difficult, and it is here that the work of
CASE (Commission on Accreditation of Service 4perience).is reler
vant. For many years, CASE -mss evaluated training and education
carried out in the armed forces for transfer to educational insti-

1 tutions. This has enable servicemen to move MLA more easily
into post-secondary education than would otherwise have been
possible. CASE periodically published Guides which list--service
courses and recommend credit equivalents, and to which admissions
offices can refer quickly and easily. Each service -Course is

.

evaluated by a three-member, subject-matter spdillali4 team.
The members of this team are nominated by regioari accrediting
associations, professional and disciplinary societies, educa-
tional associations, and educational institutions. Only service
courses which are approved by a central authority within eatla ,

service are Considered. Provided that certain-conditions a0':
met, one semester creditihour is awarded-for every 15 hourslf
classroom contact plus 30 hours of laboratory mork, or tor nOt
less -*an 45 hours of shop instruction. However,- the final
decision as to whether to 'award credit or not____ is with ithe
"receiving" institutjon(1).

. .

Followinereoommendations by the Commission on Non-;
Traditional Study, CASE has been succeeded by the Office of Edu-
sational Credit (OEC) which extended its work to cover courses
trganised by businesses, unions, professional associations, and
industrial and government training prograftes.. The consequence
of this is that a much wider range of non-collegiate courses will
now be "plugged in" to collegiate degree or credential programmes.-
Where are problems.t, of course:, it is not clear, for example,
that courses on economics sponsored by businesses or unions will
be as objective as college-run courses. The logistical problem
of properly'evaluating the enormous numbers of available courses'
is a daunting one, as are the financial implications. Neverthe-
less, the work of,OEC seems to take its place in a logical his-
torical development which; began with one university (Harvard);
spread to other universities andcolleges; grew to include the
armed forces; and is now spreading into civilian life,

- V

Another means whereby new groups of students can by-pass
the nortal admissions procedures is Ijie standardized non-taught
examination, that ia to spy, an exa4PORtion which is not prepared
for by formal courses, but which imp a-relatively wide' use and
acceptability. The College Level Examinations Program in the-
United States is such an examination. The CLEP program
started in 1965 and introduced into colleges and universities
in 1966. By the early 1970s, over 1500 institutions in the
United States granted credit on the basis of CLEP scores. Al-
though the original purpose of CLEP was to open up channels to-
students who had acquired their knowledge non-formally,

(1) Trivett, p.A. , Academic Credit for Prior Off.LCam us Learning,
American Associiitfoirror -Higher Edud-atio-rit-WaSh n on, 1975,
p. 42.
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"conventionalli students are'now making increasing use of it to

gain up to a whole yearls_credit before they start tollege:
Trivett. reports that in 1973, at least 40 per cent of all CLEP
candidates were under 1'9 years ,of ar(1).

CLEF is divided into two parts: general examinations
and subject examinations. The General Examinations test basic
knowledge in each of five main areas (English composition,,,
Humanities, Mathematics, Natural.Science and SocialSciences/
History). through the use of a 60-minute multiple-choice test.
The Subject Examinations test ,knowledge in particular subjects;
with-a special emphasis on concepts, principles and relation-4
ships. They usually consist'of a 90-minute essay. The scores
in all examinations are norm-referenced so that the "cutting
scores" (i.e. pass marks) can vary from one year to another.
The "receiving" institution is also at liberty to decide at what
score they will begin to award credit. Relatively small changes
in the "cutting score" can alter the number bfpasses substan-
tially. CLEP isnot the only agency in the United States that
grants credit by examination. A survey in 1973 showed that
among institutions granting credit in this way, 78.4 per cent
used CLEF, 8.4 per cent used the American College,Testing Pro-
gram, and 4.,per cent used the New York Regents' College Profi-
ciency Examination PrOgram.

Credit by examine on appears to be well-established in
the U' ted States. Ther are certain criticisms, however: the

,fact at some cOnventio 1 students take advantage of CLEP
wherea many non-traditional students do not; the problem of
fi appropriate cutting scores, and "doubts about whether an
`exam ation can measure what one receives in a course" 1). The
dissociation between a taught course and examinations (which
Houle regards is one of thew Avs in which post-secondary educa-
tion can be.made more fleXiblel has a precedent in the External
Degree Examinations of the University of London, whlch.date from
the last century; a reminder that what is non-traditional'in one
country may be quite traditional in another.

One of the most recent and controversial ways.in Which
normal admissions requirements in the United States have been .

modified is the accreditation of prior non-formal 'learning
experiences". Since adults haxe usually had many opportunities'
.for such /earning experiences der "experiential learning" during
their adult, working lives, this innovation is of special sign
nificance to them. In the past, a. certain amount of_working
experience in a partiqq/Ar field has sometimes been one of 166-
requiredents for admigilanIto a master's degree programthe. In-
service or pott-graduate courses have demanded a.first degree
plus x.years working experience in _the_field. And some degree
courses have contained a practical aiandwith"`alement in which
the student goes and works in a reef-life !illation (as an
engineer. in a factory, or a teacher in a sch ol) for'anything

4.10: p. B..
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between three weeks and a year. "Experiential learning" is
different from any of .these; it entails the grantig of academic
credit for things which were learned quite outside any educa-
tional or instructional framework. Academic credit for experien-
tial learning has been awarded by some institutions in the United
States for several years now, and detailed research has been
carried out-by the Co-operative Assessment of Experiential Learn-
ing (CAEL) organisation(1). In particular, they have been study-
ing the following four areas:

(1) The awarding of credit for interpersonal skills;

(2) The use of portfolios in presenting, evidence;

(3) The accreditation of work experience;

(4)-The use of experts in assessing learning outcomes.

The potential advantage to non-traditional or adult stu-
dents of this kind of development is obvious. Alan Tough's work
has shown the extent to which adults habitually engage in "learn-
ing projects" in the course of normal life, spending anything
frot ten to several hundred hours learning about particular prob-
lems or an area which is of current interest or use to them(?).
Non-formal learning seems-to cluster naturally around themes;
it is not random. Nor does itremain wholly uncgnceritualised,
in a raw experiential state: _sense and meaning re made out df
it.

Pl°54k.

There are both practical theoretical problems in the
evaluation of experiential le g. To begin with, it is.time-
consuming; individual considertation has to be given to each can-
didate, and no-two candidates are alike. Evaluation typically
involves not mit, but several members of staff. Experiential
learning may remain largely pre-theoretical: whereas formal
knowledge, is t/Pically organised and structured with reference
to concepts, theories and disciplines. However, one of the
most interesting aspects of CAEL's work is that it inevitably
raises-questions algt the evaluation formal learning, as well
as-experiential le ng, and may lead eventually to a better
understanding g.conventional modes of assessment and evaluation.

The work of CASE, CLEP and CAEL represent only three
examples of awide range of developments which affect new Stu-
dents in the United States, The implications of such develop-
ments for educational standards will be discussed briefly below:
'The pbssibilities and problems of transferable credit have been
explored further in the United States than in any, other country.

.

Current Practices in the Assessment orr,
ng aper 0. p nce own,

,Tough, A., The Adult's Learningpralle§,
for.Studigi-n-EaTEatilY.ri:--

4A1

eriential Learnia.,

Ontario Institute
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In thiS section some examples of special admissions
policies have been reviewed in six countries: Australia,
Denmark, the Federal German Republic, Sweden, the United
Kingdom, the United States. Many more examplesr in these and
other countries, have necessarily_ been omitted. It Is very dif-
ficult to give any Overviewief these current-trends: the variety,
of developments defeats generalisation, but on the other-hand may
provide scope for countries and institutions to learn from one
another. However, it is possiple to identify a number of basic-
dimensiond. Oise of these has to do with centralisation and de-
centralisation. A number of countries, ainirg7TEWI-SWGEE
renn-=r;Eriradopted centralised admissions schemes with uni-
form criteria and a common "points" system throughout the coup-
try. Others such as Australia and the United Kingdom, have left
control of.admissions very much in the hands of individual insti-
tutions and even academic departments. There is something to be
said for both approaches: national schemes are complex and diffi-
cult to agree on, but they are likely to be nationally known and
understood; local schemes are easier to set up, and potentially
more responsive to individual cases, but.they are unlikely to
attract as much publicity, and are at the mercy of local aca-,
detic interests which may fluctuate over tilp. The centralist/
decentralist choice no doubt reflects the nature of-fEreduca-
tional system as a whole in each country. It would thus be more
useful to .compare likes rather than unlikei, and,comparative
studies of schemes in Sweden and Denmark or Australia and the
United Kingdom mie4t-yield useful information.

There is. alsd a quantitative /qu alitativ e dimension in
special admissions schemes. "Thfs can be seen, for example, in
the varying emphasis which Australian universities place on
fo;mal quantifiable measures (such as aptitude testkor examine-
tions) or on less formalv-qualitative measures,.suc as essays,
statements of intent, or interviews. The admission f new stu-
dents raises the same selection and assessment prob ms that
exists with all students but these are perhaps made ore acute
by the attempt to measure t'potentialti, or f;motivatio717-In
addition to, or in lieu of, achievement.

There is clearly also a and constitutional dimen-

,

sion to admissions, This has become most EW.571y apparent in
the United Statea, with the Bakke case, in which a white student
challenged the constitutionality of preferential quotas for dis-
advantaged ethnic minorities. The case involved, complex ques-
tions about the balance between individual and group equity,
and about.the "natural relevance" of admissions criteria.

t

In general, it can be said that admissions policies in g

post-secondary education are becoming more complex, both in
'their criteria and in the procedures used. This complexity Is
an aspect of the increasingly complex natu e of higher education
as a whole, and of the relationship with per-secondary studies
in particular. What used to be a unique lationship between
academic secondary schools and higher edue tion has now been
relegated to a special relationship; many ther factors and
needs are now taken into account.

I J
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Finally a note(of caution should be introduced: It is
not enough for new groups'of students to bi admitted to higher
education: they should be admitted to courses appropriate to

. their needst interests and abilities. This iplies a process
of counselling before admission: a process which can hardly
be carried out TY-EF7 one institution. Since it may involve
choices between institutions. There is therefore the need fot
Fneutral't counselling serviced, particularly for adultdi which
can help'to diagnose the individual's needs, and advise him or
her on the appropriate alternatives. Such services have recently
grown up rapidly and spontaneouslY'in several countries: therec
'are some 40 in theUnited Kingdomnow, often operating on a
.,quasi-Voluntary basis. Greater support for such services would
-help to ensure that new groups of students Zound the subjects,,
levels and modes of study most appropriate to, them.

V. , LONG-TERM ISSUES AND POLICIES

As.sgen above, substafttial'numDers of new groups" of
students are wow entering higher education in a number of coun-
tries: women, ethnic Anorities, students 00f low SES,
timers, mature, students. It has also been suggested that such
students tend to cOncentratesin the less prestigious and/or more
vocational sectors of higher education. We have reviewed some
examples of.theyide' range of special admissions policies
involved, and.have argued that more comprehensive Counselling
services are needed. 'There are, no doubt, immediate and short-
t6tm problems associated with the .admission of new groups, but
what of the longer term? What does the advent such groups
idiply for higher education as .a whole, and for higher eduction
policies?

It is worth pointing out first that the intake ofnw
groups is itself the fulfilment, at least in'part,-of anoarlier'
'aspiration, to make higher education more diverse, more flexible,
and more -open. The last two decadess have been charactevised by
the attempt not only to expand higher education, but'to diver-

.sify it, and it can generally be said that higher edUcation is
.more diverse in 1980 than it was in 1960,-in terms of students,
range of courses, structures of courses and qualifications4 and
types of institutions. This achievement should not be lost
sight of in the discussion that follows.

Nuch depen s on whether one views highet education as an
intrinsic, absolute good, ot 4as a relative Positional good.
In the first case; access to any kind of 'higher, educationis.
worthwhile and valuable. In the second casel.one needs to
examine the relative worth or value,of the higher education
received, and It is,this consideration which gived rise to
quiet in the .case of new_groups. If some new groups are .concen-
trated in the leSs prestigious parts of the expanded higher
education systemp.has their relative pqsition changed at all? -

In'other words, is the transition from an elite to mass system
merely a transition from an externally maintained stratification
to an internally maintained .one? Where.pi:eviously the crucial
distinction was between those who,teceived higher education and-
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those who did not, are the key distinctions now one betweek
different sectors, institutions or faculties? If they are, /tow
much'sense. does it make to continue to speak of higher education
as a whole?

.A related question is the one of standards. A good deal
of concern has recently been voiced in the United States about
the decline orgnigher education standards as measured by the
Scholastic Aptitude Test verbal and math scores. .Sitilar con-
cern has been voiced in the United Kingdomvtlpugh without the
same evidence. .It is a short step from this to argue that the
decline in standards ha een brought about by the expansion of
higher education, and o by the admiSsion of new groupsof
students. This may b rue; many non - traditional students
enter higher edua-itton with rower standards ttiaa traditional
students,_ though whether they emerge with Mower standards is -

,another question.

However, the questions of standards always raises. _a-mor4_
fundamental question: standards of what? Insofar Aithere id
'a general academic consensus about the criteria-used-for measur-
ing students,performance, the answer'is fairly straightforward.
However, sue44criteria can themselves be treated as problematic.
Should everybody prefer the theoretical to the practical, the-'
analytic to the intuitive, the specialised to-the general? Are
there perhaps educational and social costs involved in these .

preferences? In this connection, it is worth quoting the
American writer Cross:

.

"Over the centuries, we-have refined our definitions of
,learning to mean a certain kind of school learning, and
educational systems have been geared tonourish a narrow
range of huthan talent. Although Taylor ... has estimated
that the 'ability to manipulate the- abstractions of aca-
demic work. calls for approximately 'one-tenth' 64' known
human abilities; we are nonetheless obsessed with the
importance of our restricted concept-Of learning. ye
seem to foiget that, other kinds of learning are .tquall-y
important to our individuate and collective welfare 0(1)-

A more pluralistic stilde intake may thus lead to more h
pluralistic critefia for measuring achievement in higher educs. -.7
tion. 'The, greater the number of:independent dimensions of
ability involved, the greater the statistical chance of any one'
student achieving above average on one of-theth(2). There may
currently be a mismatch ,between the:heterogezieity of student

, abilities, and_the homogeneity o't assedvment criteria. If exp.*-(abilities,
means simply that nfOre,people are expected to firinto th'e

same traditional,mold it would be.hardly Surprising if this
leads to -lowered standards or higher attrition -rites.;

.

Fr .

I

(1)' Cross, Ic.P.;"Accent on Learning, 47':soy-Basel; San Francisco,
4

19764 pp. 12-157. .

(*) ibrd, 11.
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Finally, the growth of part-time study, not as a planned
move towards recurrent eduCation, but as a market response to-,
uncertainty, may have important implications for higher educe- .

tion. In many countries and institutions, the full-time student
is seen as the norm, and part-timers have to do their best to.
fit in with arrangements which are essentially designed for full
timers. If the trend to part-time study continues, then the

1reverse may have to become the case: 'full-timers will have to
have mostsof their reaching in the evenings, or at weekends'or-

. during vacationst'in order to accomodate the needs of the part-
time majority.

Beyond such praOtical alterations, a npri-e subtle shift
in atV.tudes is implied. The trend is to think of "student", as
a largely exclusive and sufficient role for someone to adopt for
several years of,his.or her life, usually in late adolescence or
early adulthood,-.If study 'becomes more diffused through adult
life, and less exclusive as anzocdupatiOn, the boundary between
students and non-students will become much less clear. There
are potential advantages to'this, which advocates of recurrent
education have not been slow to spell out: relatedness of study
to work'and life, a comprehensive view of life-span development,
perhaps more equal opportunities. However, it is worth remem- .

bering that certain forms and phases of higher education demand
the contrary: concentration; consecutiveness, even isolation.
Rather than polarise higher education into a small young, elite,
full-time sector, and a large, mass, older,-part-tithe sector,
one should perhaps be looking at ways in which full-time and
part-time study can bey sensibly combined, e.g.-where a student
begins eild ends a course with a periad.of full-time study. This
has implications -not only for student support policies, but for
developments in paid educational leave:

A final general point may be made. It is usefill, in con:-
sidering new groups of students, to analyse what extent the etu7
dehts have to,adapt to the institutions, and to what extent the
institutions4lave to adapt to the students. Much of this insti-
tutional. adaptation is of a fairly practical and pragmatic kind:
changed timetabling of classes, alterations in library opening-
hours, provision for crèche-facilities, and so on. Boat in some
respects, the advent of non-traditional groups means that higher
education hascto Ice more account of, and is indeed more at the
mercy of, market rces, than Lt has been in, most countries inthe past. The traditional school-leaving intake is now n
proportion of the total. intake; and even that 'proportion
sometimes-opting for epartial commitment to higher education,
on a part-time or recurrent basis. In short, higher education
appears to be becoming progresSively detached from its tradi-
tional source - academic, upper-secondary education. If this
is in fact the case, higher education will have to be viewed
less as the apex of a system of consecutive schooling and selec-
,tion, and more as an arena in wIic4 a plurality of'groups, values
and functions compete permanently fof attention and resources.-
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INTRODUCTION
A

The trends in adpission policies for post-secondary
education; discussed in the earlier chapters have many cost
and resource implications. As shown in one of the Secretariat
rr:ports (1), the rising levels of participation in 'higher educa-
tion in the 1960s led to an increase in the proportion of
education expenditure allocated for higher education, between
1965 -and 1970,' followed by a more modest rise between 1970 and
1975, and a reduction after 1975. In some countries, concern
about the- rising costs of higher edubation, together with the
economic recession and attempts to curb the groucthOf public
expenditure had a direct influence on-admission policies, but,-
as Chaptel;S III and IV make clear, the development of admission
policies for post-secondary education, and 'anges'in selection
procedures in upper secondary education ref t many different
educational and socio- economic pressures, as ell as financial
constraints. Nevertheless, although it is true that the -dhanges
in admistion policies cannotobe explained purely in terms of
economic and financial factors, recent trends in Admission _-

policy will nearly- affect future levels of expenditue on
higher education.

It is impqssible to forecast the precise effect on
expenditure because, as tie rep9rt above mentioned(2), any -

chance in expendituredevoted4b higher edUcation is the
combined result óf oranges in enrolment and changes in Costs.
In some cases trends in admission policies tare likely to lead
'to o reduction in expenditure, for 'example where the introduction
of Tinumerus clausus" leads to a decline im post-secondary
enrolments, or there the,growth of-short-cycle higher education
leads to a fall '1-n unit costs. On the other hand, policies
designed to increaseacc2ss for minorities, for adults or other,
"non-traditional students3 may have the opposite 'effect. There-
fore,,the impact of changes in adaission, policies on the over=
all ,level of expenditure is difficult to predict, 'although it
is probable that-the 'combined effects of more seleCtive
c.ciissions in universities, and general demographic trends
will lead tc a conti=tion of the decline in resources for
higher education obserized 'after 1975.

(1) Higher Education Expenditure in OECD countries, Background
Report by the Secretariat.

."

. (2) Higher Educatiori Exppnditure, op. cit.
.

k . )
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This in turn raises many questions about the implications
of a decl4ing share of educational expenditure, questions.
about the allocation of resources betwen difTerent typesof'
institutions, arid.about the effects of declining resources on

the structure of institutions. however, it is not the purpose
of this paper to examine the wider implications of changing
expenditure and resource patterns, but to look at a more limited

but important question, /Amely the relationship between"
admissions policies and.methods of financing post-secondary
education. For both admissions policies and methods of 7

firthncing education affect the demand for post-secondary
education by helping,to dcztermlne the "prl,ce" of entry for .

the individual student. The pd.cethat the student must pay
includes not only the direct costs of study, that is tuition'

#-.3es, where these are charged, as in Canada, Japan, the
United States and the United King0m, and expenses on bobks

travel, but also indirect costs, that is the-costs of

Llaintenance or earnings foregone, which as shown. on the report

o Higher Education A./.:penditures(1), mayaccount for half the

total.cost of higher education in many countries. If access ,to

post-secondary education were completely open, then the "price"
of entry. would consist of the direct and indirect costs of

;study. However, apart from needing to pay tuition fees andior, r
living exppnses, the student must normally be able to satisfy
other conditions, whether of age, ability, or entrance qualifi-
cations as well as being .able to-affard.the fees avid the in-

, direct costs of.education, in order to enrol in, a. particular

school.or college. These other' conditions may, in fact, be

4.1 more difficult to fulfil than the purely financidi condition
of "ability to pay". Therefore, the "price" of education, for.

the .mould -be' student consists in satisfying all the conditi ns
o'' entry,'and not simply /the amount of money he must find in

order to finance 'post - secondary educatibn:

Governments.and institutions therefore determine the

demand fob` edtcotion- both by their policies on selection,
entrance requirements and admission procedures and by the
financial policies which determine how the.direct and indirect'

costs of education are shared between students or their families

and She commuiity. The pUrpose of this Chapter is to examin

the links_between admissionS pol4.c.2;es and methods of financi
po8t-secondary education in OECOcpuntries, to see the extent
to which -,Lhey interact to determine demand,.and to see whether

governmen and institutional policies on admission and selection
al'Pe'direc ed towards the same objectives and are consistent with

their pol ies on the ina:nce".of/education, and resource

ailocatio For.the last decade ha's seen not only the changes

.

S1) pp,,ci i Ta.:50 5-1. .
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in methods of selection for post-compulsory education which
have been discussed in Chapter IV, but at the same time 'a
number of modifications and changes in methods of financing
tuition and student aid. However, there has been little dis-
cussion of the relationship between these two areas of policy,
and of the e:ttent to which admission and financipg.policies are
interrelated, and mutually consistent, or the'extent.3f co-
oIdinationbetween'the selection criteria which determine
El..:C2SS to post secoriaary education and the criteria determining

for financial. aid.

For a variety of reasons, fhis has begun to change.
After a period of'rapid growth in the 1960s; the Fate of
6::pansion of higher education slowed down tarkedly in most
OECD countries during the 1970s, reflecting static, or
declining demand for usher education in some countries, as .

well as demographic trends(1). These demographic trends are
-111:ely to letd to continuing decline in student numbets in:the
1920s or early 90s in a number of countries, unless there is
a fairly dramatic increase in demand from previoUsly undef-
represented groups.

Thus, institutions of higher education will have a polver-
fill incentive to re-examine bdth their admissions policies and
their financing, in order to prevnt declining numbers and
resources. At the.same time, social and political pressures,
as well as the economic pressures of continuing recession' and
hizh rates of unemployment, are forcing governments to re-
et;:amine' the supply of.pyst-secondary education and the dIstri-
bution of resources. 1

Dut governmentS, as igen as institutions, have a var ty
of obj.cctives which determine admission and financing polio es.
In man: cases, the objectives are not clearly defined, anethe
twin objectives of effilpiency and equity may often conflict..
Thus, government policies on admissions .and financing may
conflict, or at least, be badly co-ordinated. Governments

'may be attempting; to limit public e:Tendiiure on. economic
grounds, at the same time, as they are trying tjabroaden access
to hi,her education-on social grounds. Chaptd,r II and III have
:hown that certain levels or types of education are becoming

selective: A the same time as selection or streaming' is
baihs abridoned at other levels of education and similatly,
atudent c.id systems may become more selective at. the same
Lime as institutions become-co mitted to policies or open
access.

.

(1) See Annex to 'Chapter I.
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All this means that the question of;the links and inter-(
action between financing and, selection prc*dures is likely to /

more attention in the next few year's, than in the "past. .revive p
Governments are. beginning to look more cloi'0,ly at the way in
which decisions about the supply of places in higher education,
and changes in the rules for determining entry admission. affect
their financial policies, and 'deciAri.ons whicih determine the
'size and methods of subsidising 2fttitutiOn4 dad students
influenc'e who,iq. admitted.. Mpre attention 4s now being paid
in many countries to the influence of finanOial factors on
the demand for education, and at the. effect 1pf financial

. barriers and assistance for pupils at the'pptt-compulsory
secondary,education, as well as the effects of financial aid,
to students at the point of entry. In other words it is in
creasingly recognised that the relationship 'between .financing,
and admission policies is a two way one, and that questions
of whb should. be admitted to higher education and how the . '

direct and indirect costs of education are financed must.
be looked at together. This involves looking, at a number of
different questions:

1

(a)\Does the way i titutions are financed determirie

illri
their selectio roceaures and who is admitted?

(b) Are admission policies influenced by direct
financial factors,_ such as students' abi4ty to
pay tuition fees, or_to meet tie indireC-Cnsts,of
education (aintenance costs and earnings foregone)
or.doeeTinancial -aid to students succeed in
eliminating such financial barriers?

.
.

(c) Are financial factors indirctly associated With'
selection criteria for example in determining who
stays on ,in post-compulsory education, and thus
who gains the qualifications for entry to post-
secondary education?

The remainder of this Chapter examines these questions, looking
*separately at methods of financing,tuition costs and financial
aid for students to cover their maintenance costs.

.

The Finahce of Tuition Costs

I. At prespnt governments 1n all OECD *v untriesi su bsidise
the,costs of tuition In higher education, but there are impor-

t tant differences, both irt the level of?subsidy and the form it
takes. On average, students,'or their families, receive a
smaller subsidy from public funds in the United States, Canada,
or Japan, than in European countries. This is because fees are
changed in North America and Japan, whereas fees have been
largely abolished in Europe.- The fact that fees are charged

4
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$

does not automa-lically' mean that' the
his family, beats a large proportion
since students may rcceive financial
towards tuition fees.) There are two
be resolved:

individual student, or
of the cost of tuition",
aid from 'the government
quite separate issues to.

(a). What should be-the level of government subsidy for
higher,educa 'on?

s
1(b) Should this bsidy be given in th5 form of grants

to institutionS to permit freer loW-cost tuition,
or 'to students,rto permit them to pay "tuition fees?

At present, fees are charged'inhdgher education ipsti-
tfutions in the United States, Canada, Japan,cthe United Kingdom,
but'arelMoqtly non-existent in Europe and in Australia although
the.Australian Government has just announced its intention to
Introduce .fees for post /graduate study. The proportion of
income derived from fees and.private donations varies Con'
siderably, bA.,tween countries and institutions. In Canada,
.for example, fees provide about'9\per cent of the,incomeof
all post-secondary institutions(1). In_ Japan and the,
United States the situation differs markedly in public and .

rivate universities or colleges, even though fees are charged
in both sectors. In ,Japan, fees end donations-account ,for over
90 per cent .of the income of private universities, but/less
than 5 per cent in public universities. In the United-States
37 per cent of the current income of private universities
is dprived-from-fees, compared zith 13 per Cent in public
inst1tutions(2). In the United Kingdom, the pattern hg.s
recerttly changed. Ih 1974.775, fees amounted-to only 4.5 per
cent of all university, income, but in 1977-78, fees vete
substantially increased, both .for British and overseas Students
and for the first time postgraduate's fees were higher than
undergraduate fees. 12he result of these increases were that
the proportion of university'income derived from fees.rose*to
13 i)ec cent in, 1977 -78.

However, this did not mean 'tha t the burden of financing
highVr.education'shifted.from the public to the private purge,
for the majority of British studentt hav4 their fees paid in
fttll by Local Education Authorities. The increased/fees meant
that a larger part of the subsidy for higher education was
channelled through individuals, rather n through institutions.

,

s

(1) 4port'of the Federal- Provincial .Task Force on Student
-Ta-n1767- 774 a Iva e r s ecre

o- 15fne, i9 G,, p.

(2) C. Finn, Scholarsi_pollars11114Lhureucrat2, Washington:
Ihe

)
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There had been many proposals 'for such a change ever
since the Robbins Committee pointed out that fpe's as a prOpor-
tion of uLiversity income had fallen from 33 per cent in 1939 .

,to per cent in 1951, and advocated a reversal of this
trend. In fact, university fee income continued to ;all
until it provided less than 5 per cent of total income by
1974 -75.' The arguments foi channelling a bigger share of
government subsidies through individual students, rather thari
through institutional,grants were that: ,

(a) it would give universities a greater degree of
autonomy; ,

(b) it would encourage the to be more responsive to
student choice since their income would dependfon
their ability to attract students;

(c) it would make the true costs of higher education -

and the size of government.subsidies - more apparent
to students and to taxpayers, and explicit subsidies
are more efficient than 'ihiddeno subsidies;

(d) it would encourage greater diversity of institutions,'
in terms of type and quality of courses offered. 10

I

JM these arguments .have implicatkans for admissions
policy. If universities derive their income from a variety
of sources, inciuding'private as well as public funds, they are
loss likely tb be-subject to detailed government control.on
d::.:t.c.7=ion policy and selection criteria, than if the bulk of

.trrr.:Orne oomeScrirectly from government, grants, as in most
European countries. Moreoverl-if.the-income of institutions
depends directly on their ability to attract students, and the
leEss they pay, then they have a-greaterincentive to compete
with each other in terms of the type of courses offered. This
may lead.to'greater diversity Of institutions in terms of
admissions standards, as well as curriculum and type of course. -

There is no reason to believe that institutions would neces-.

sarily compete with each other by relaxing admission standards.
Qn the,conttral'y, student demand isoften greatest for institu-
tions with the most §tringent entry standards. Institutions
which charge fees are no more likely to seek.to attract
stuldents by flowering entry requirements than colleges receiving
direct government grants., newever if the supply, of places
exceeds student demand, then collegps will have to pay far
more attention to the factors influencing student choice,
including both admission policies and the level of fees.
There has recently been some'research in...both the United States
and the United Kingdom on the'recsonsiveness of student demand
to changes in price(1), but the question 'still hasigtt been
Tully answered.

(I) S for example, 11. S. iicPherson, The Demand for "Higher
ucatiori': in D. Breheman and C. Finn, Public, olieyand

rivate FILEhr Education, Washington: 17-17tno ings
rgiTnalonsr757%, pp. 146 -196.
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In fhe United States, the qUestion of whether gvvernment
funds should be channelled through students, by means .of student

s, aid which enabres 'students to pay tuition fees, or through insti-
tutions, by means. of grants wl-iich enable colleges or' universities
to charge low or even zero fees, is highly controversial, raising.
number of issues inclAading. not .only ,question of efficiency

and equity but also the legality of overnment subsidies to
institutions, given the fact that many institutions have
religious affilitations and the American Constitution. requires
the clear separation of Church and State. Because of the wide .

variety of .public and private institutions with very different
levels of fees, and because of the great differences between
-;;:ao financing policies of _individual states, there are con-.
Jide...-able disparities 'in the opportunities available to

of different states. For example, tuition fees ?in
ihstitutions in California .represent only 3 per cent

. of the 'actual average expenditure per student, wheteas
2 Pennsylvania they are equivalent to 55 per cent and .in VermOnt

to over 90 per cent(1). In addition; most states charge higher
fees.' to students in public institutions who are not President
in the state. This additional geographical criterion, combined
with the,"icon4iderable variations in -availability of 'student aid
in different statet 17esu1t,,s in considerable disparities in the'
costs of attending' college faced by different students. For
example in 1977-73 tuition fees in two-year )tablic 'institutions
averaged .,>539,-compared with :16-17,812 in *wo-, *ar private 4
colleges, andain four-year public universities they were
:4521, mpared with 476 in private four-year institutions.

According +o on recent American study, this creates a
"warped market place9-'for higher education:

"In on e sense., these price differenc4 attest to the
heterogeneity that a decentralised higher education system has
produced in the United States. Just as colleges and universit-
ties vary in their pedagdgical style, curricular offerings, and
expenditures pen, 'student, so do they range widely in the .

tuitions they charge: This is a form of diversity, too, and
in its way ib enhances the choices available to people con- s
templating 'college attendance, though perhap'8 not in ways .

many of them. like. But because the price differences' result
at least as much from an unto-ordinated assortment of public
and 'przivate subsidies as frdm true differences in the cost ,1

. (and quality) of the educational productS being offered, they
mai:e, for a warped marketplace in which two institutions
offering much the same education end up charging widely-
dif:_ering prices for it. this condition does not enhance
rquality of opportunity, nor does it 'foster educationally
motivated choices on the part of '-'*hto college -bound student,
and in a -time 'of declining enrol nts it compound's the

.

(415 C. Finn, 01D p. 50.

e
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didifficulties facer d by some colleges and universities. For
although many' factors enter into the election of colleges by
students (and of students by Colleges), the cost-of attendance
is not inconsequential(1)."

If demographic and economic changes force institutions
to Compete, more directly for tudentsv then the level of fees

band admissions standards both represent policy variable which
could be used, by institutions, to influence demand by s ents.
In the conditions of excess student demand in the 1960s .10
mechanisms for, influencing demand and regulating admiA ona
to higher education were seen largely in terms of discouraging

' --surplus students. This role is beginnihg to, chango, and demo-'
graphic trends in the 1980s and 90s may well head to a more
marked change, in emphasis, as institutions seek to use these
,variables as a-means of attracting studenti, rather than
limiting entry.

' This raises the-important_ question of free differentials
betw n different courses, different levels or different students.

United States and Japan, considerable-variations exist
between fees at public and private colleges, between under-
graduate and postgraduate fees 'arid in some cases between fees
charged for different subjects. In the United States, as
mentioned abOve, there are differentials in pplic institutions
between in-state residents and students frombther'states.
In the United Kingdom, since 1967, oversaas'students have Been
charged higher" fees than British students,' but since 1980 the
fees charged to foreign students 'are supposed to cover -the
full-cost of tuition, and for the first time there are marked
clifferences inthe fees dharged for different.subjects. In
1930 -31 overseas students. taking a university degree in arts I

--or humanities paid £2,000 a'year, students taking science or
technology .nurses paid £5;000 and those taking medioine'or
Veterinary scienci paid Z5,000(2).

2he purpose, of these .ramatic increases in fees,Was to
r2duce the costs of the government subsidy to overseas students,
as part of the general policy of cutting pubiic expenditArc. ,

However, they policy of charging full-Gost fees has a number of
implications for admissions.polioies in-the future. ,It,could
aean, for example, that only overseas ptudents with generous
scholarships or othEr forms tf financil aid, or those from the
highest income groups will be able to afford to enter British
higher education, particularly to study the more expensive
subjects. It will mean that institutions will apply different

it (1) C. Finn, oa211. p.

(2) For a full discusci of the poliy of full-cost fees for
overseas students see -Wilaiabs (Editor) The Overseas
Studentuestion: Studies for a Policy, Lon:31-77:7=mann,
76rTire rverseas aricrerifrs--71Far,-17,711:

Ar.
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seleCtion criteria for British'and foreign students. It is
likely not-only to reduce demand for higher education in the
United Kingdom, but to change the-dompositidn of overseas
students,, with particularly adverse effects on students from
the poorest developing countries. Onthe other hand if linked
with a policy of selective scholarships, a policy of full-cost
fees' means that government subsidies could be concentrated on
students judged to be of the highest priority, eith r in terms

..of academic standards, .the needs of particular co ries, or
some other criteria. A policy of selective. aid, like the
policy of providing an indiscriminate subsidy, in the form of
low or zero tuition fees,-'such as is th'e. pattern in most European
countries focuses attention on the choice of criteria for
assisting students. Many people argue that this is more effi,-
cient than a policy of general subsidies for all 'students, par-
ticularly at a time of growing financial constraints when the
alternative to .a policy of full-dost fees may.well,be the
imposition or-quotas for foreign students, such as were intro-
duced in a number of European countries in the 1970s, including
.1_ustria Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands and Switzerland.

0

The very idea of numerical quotas is unpopular among
many people, while others find' the idea-of students paying
diffel'ent fees foridentical courses of study equally_un-
acceptabl6 and object to all ttempts-to apply the rules of
the market to academic institutions: In fact thechoic of
whether to subsidise institutionS,or students reflects many,
historical'and political factors as well as differences in
educational and financial policies but it does have some
interesting implications fo. admissions policy. For example,
ft iN significant that the countries where fees are, important,
notably the United Atates, _Canada Japan and the United Kingdom
are those where selection for, higlier education .takes place at
the point,of entry, rather than in secondary schooling. Siffereh-
tiation between types ofssecondary-school, or streams, is much
leSs in the United States for example, than was traditional in
Europe and the proportion.of secondary school pupils gaining a
school-leaving certificate is much higher (about 75 per cent
than in most European countries -(where it averages 20 to 35*per
cent). Accordiligly, there is no-- assumption that a school-
leavihg certificate Pguaranteesu the-right to higher edUcation,
as it has traditionally done in France'or Germany and so a
Policy of charging, fees is perfectly consistent'with an,
admissions policy that confers no automatic rights. There is
a great diversity of admissions standards in -different universi-
ties or types of higher education in the United States as well
as marked differences in the level of fees. This 'has given rise ,

to considerable debate in 'the United States about. the need .for
financial assistance for students-to guarantee choice of instia-
tution as well as access for students from all socio- economic
bac!:grounds, including those frond the loweSt income groups.
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Both fedeft.1 and S-Cate'gover ments now prolp.de a considevable
amount of financial aid'for' tudents in thiform of grants, highly
Subgidised loans and subsidi ed work-study programmes, and this
studept aid fs used to fih ce tuition fees as well as living .

expenses. But the debate ontinues as to whether this financial
e aid is sufficient to ensure choice as well as access.4

There is plenty of,evidehce that American students( choice
of institution is related to their family income level. Table 1
shows the percentage distributioh of undergraduate students by
type of institution ehd family income in-1976. Low income
students are, more likely to ,go to-public universities or
colleges, where,Aees are, on average lower, and thOpe'frari:
the highest income,categbvy are more likely to.go to private

times as high as in public institutions. e ertheless, the :iP
institutions where average tuition-fees are re than four

Pte

existence of financial aid for students does ensure that some
students from the lowest i4comt category are able to afford the

most expensive institutions. However, those wlio advocate a
policy, of biL;hiy subsidised tuition argue that-such a policy.

. would ,help lour income-students even more tlian student aid
which en es them to pay -fees. On the4otlier hand.attempts.to ,
analy e exactly how responsiire demand for higher education in
the United States is,to changes in fee levels suggest that ,

"cutting tuition (fees) in half ... would only raise enrolment
by' about 15 percent ... A major implication of'the low rate

of price response is that attaining high enrolment.t through .

keeping tuition rates low across the board is a very expensive.
way to achieve access goal g. Since most of the foregone tuition.,
revenue resulting from a price cut would accrue to studenis'who
would attend college anyway, it apparently costs more than'
i,',300 in foregone tuition (fees) for each addi'tional,student
E,.L.2c:Cted into college vi ci a general price.reduction(1).u.

.
.In other words, it is not posSible to justify a policy,of

free or'highly subsidised tuition, simply 'on grounds of equity.
or equality,of opportunity. Such a policyin fact Involves .

considerabl-e transfer's of funds .from the general taxpayer to , .
the higher income groups who generdlly benefit most froM higher:

education. Even if the aim' of the policy is to ensure that all
-students'have freedom of choice oT institution, and-that low
income students 'are not discouraged frdM high-cost colleges' or
universities, it is by no means obvipus that a policy of low or-

zerq fees necessarily achieves thii objective.

-

(1) ii. s. McPherson, 01T4e Demand. for er Educationu,im
D.W. Breneman and. C.E. Finn, Publ c Folic and .Prnate
11.11er Education, Vashiligton:, roo nes ns

1976,7=7

1
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TABLE '1.

PERCENTJGE DISTRIBUTION OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

IN HIGHER. EDUCATION Ii STIT1rIONS UNITED STATES' 1976 BY-- AP

FAMILY INCOME AND TYPE OF INSTITUTION,

VA.

1BLIC z, PRIVATE
/

J ---......
.FaiiiILIncome Level . (Average tin Fees (Average Tuition .Fees

.c.
,':; 526 22,365)

.Under Z5,000 . -7 2

5,600- 9,999 11i.

---r. .9
,,10,00b =, A.4;999 17 15

:;;,15,000. :409,999

`,;,;20,000 - -16

25,p00 and over

.Not reported

16

;5 L

31

t

12

Total .
100 100

Source: C.E. Finn,-Scholars LollaEsand Bureaucrat's,
iyashingtonsu,1-6=e17-797.,g
p. 49 and 55.

between students' choice of institution II
and oocio-econcAllic background has been- demonstrated in
countries where no fees are charged. ,In' most countries students

,,,irom higher incoMe 4ateLoriea are consideribly over-represented
in medicinli, which usually has the /highest cost per student,
and this is true regardless of whether fees are charged or not
A study in Sweden demonstrated that students from high %-yie-eme
families are more likely to choose longer universitI courses,
and children of m6aual workers are more likely to cYp e shorter,
non- university courses(1). Clearly, one factor at wor here is

t the length of co e, and t higherindirect costs of study

4
(includIng s foregone even though tuition is free.

(1) M.*Woodhall, Student Loans: A Review, of 7x erience in
Scandinavia and. 1.31.5ewher, LoriTeal:7M 36.

,

arrop, P.

, is

2,03.
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ThAre are various Ways in which students' .choice of-.
institution maybe influenced by their sdcio-economic background, .
and it is not nedeSsarily through the direct costs of study.
Courses with higher than average costs per student, such as
medicine on engineering,. freque4tlyhave the most stringent
entry reqpiremepts, in terms of examination results,--grade
scores, or opeeate a strict numerus clausus; they also tend to
offer the highest returns to-TE=V=T: 1-if terms of life-
time earnings and social prestige. Such sour. es are more likely
to attract-students from hider social groups in any country,
regardless of whether fees are charged. The OECD study of
individual demand in post-secondary education concludes. -
"In general, in all the countries*covered in this report ..1 !
the stronger thg ac'ademid selection at entry to a particular
institution of higher learning, the more socially selective-
that institution appears as well(1)." This is a result,of many
factors, including the degree of social bias in secondary '0
schools, the career faotivation of Atudirts, the admission. '
pOli-cies of the institutions as well as financial factors.

\ In the United States and to some extent in Japan-, where
high and low fee institutions exist side bk side, it is often'
the cafe that univerlsitfes,or colleges which charge the highest
fees arealso"those with the most strin nt entry requirements.
Cn the other hand, short-cycle sours s wit'll'inuch,more liberal
admission policies, (such as'public ro-year colleges in the
United Stateshave the lowest fees.' Thus, the financial and
the a:;ademic requirements for entry tend to reinforcp each
()tiler, as'hurdles-to entry, and as determinants of the. "price"
of education. ,

.

If, however, tuition is provided free, as in most airopean
countries, then admission policies can still influence the
financial cost of higher education, even if onlyindirectly.
If a. strict numerus clausus is applied, based on examination
results, thilFray -encourage pupils to 'e -sit examinationq,in
the hope of gaining higher marks at a second attempt. This will
either mean that they prolong their secondary schooling, in
the hope,of improving their exnmination results.or'that they
enter some other type of institution in order to "mark time"
while waiting to re-sit an Examination, or they may seek
private tuition. Vhichever policy tliey!aeopt, they Grill incur
addi,Xional'indirect costs in the forp*of earnings foregone,
and Vey may also incur dirdtt costs, I.n the form of fees .for
private coaching. In either case, this increases the private
co.qt, or price of higher education. There have been-various
examples of this process in the 1970slin Germany, Greece and
other OECD countries. 411

4114011.
(1) OECD, Individuai'Demand for Education, Paris 1973..
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There- are, therefore, many-ways in which the admissions
policies of institutions influence the rice of higher-education
for the individual student, whether or not fees are charged.
Even if governments do not,d.qtermine the price of higher educa-
tion directly - by means of gulating fete levels - they
determine it indirectly, by decisions about the supply of
placeg, which influence admissions policies, and by decisions
about student aid, which determine the indirect costs of
higher education for the individual.

The Fillth1491LIILJ142ct Costs: Financial Aid for Students

Even if,students are able to financA- the costs of tuition,
either because schoolineor higher education is free, or'because
they receive grants or loans to cover fees, there may still be
'fintncial barriers to access in the form of earnings foregone
while studying. In all OECD countries student aid policies
provide some form-of subsidy for students! living expenses, in
the, form of grants, loans or a combination of the two, 'often-
combined with tax concessions andasubsidies, for food, accommoda-
tion or travel(1). In most countries, one of the main objectives
of student aid is to ensure that poor students are not prevented
from entering- or continuing higher education,,by inability, to
finance their living expenses. Student aid programmes aim to
weaken the influence of financial factors on. access to' higher
education, but it is increasingly recognised that financial
barriers at the point of entry to higher education-may be less
important, in determining who has access, than financial aid
.and admissions policy in upper secondap5"education.. If selection
for higher or' further education is on the basis of sq1101- '

leaving certificates, then earnings foregone at the u per
secohdary level may be a far more effec;tive financial barrier

worhing'class pupils than fees in higher education. Yet
most countries still devote far more to financiaTeaid to
students in universities or' other higher education institutions,
than to upperwsecondary pupils.

Several countries 4ow recognise that ever' though their
policies on secondary school'selection and admission are designed
to extend educational opportunities, this pis not 'sufficient to
szcure equality of opportunity when the;e are strong financial
inantives persuading pupils from low--Income families to 1paye
school at the minimum age. The importance of earning's foregone
as r'n indirect cost of completing secondary schooling has long
been. recognized. Recent high rates of unemployment of young
school leavers, -kpgetlier with increased rates of social security
payments for young people, pearls that young people may now be
discouraged from completing their secondary schooling.by high

(1) For a more detailed description of student aid policies in
ten -OECD countries see. Woodhallo.Review of Student
ISIfport Schemes in Selected OECD CountrM7731-77707M1973.
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,TTtes of unetployment;Aefit.or training allowances for Un-'
employed school leaver4 The need for mbre finanCial aid for

,upper- secondary school pupils is now increasingly recognised
For example a recent study in the United '&ingdom showed that

I:110' average cost of'maintaining a child at school beyond the
school leaving agg is much higher than the costs of maintaining
a university student, since financial aid for secondary school
pupils is negligible, compared with cants for students in
higher 'education. Furthermore, because subsidies at the
secondary level are given mainly in the form of tax relief
to parents, which varies with level of. income, it actually
costs low-income families more than those-with high incomes

ito support a child in school. The author's'conclusion was
that, 1FOr low and medium-income families there is a high-cost
hurdle from ages 15-17, before university, with much lower
costs to the families, can be reached. Relative to net income,
:the cost of keeping a child in education is highest for a low
-income family with a child at school(1)u.

Since it is difficult or impossible in most countries to

T'
g alify for post-secondary education without staying on at
sool to =gain qualifications, this means that the financial
hardship associated with cc* leting secondary school education
is a real barrier to higher ucation for many young people.

Many counries"noW recognise that serious anemones
exist between the levels of different types of support for
:young people,- and efforts are being made to co-ordinate, mu .

'more closely, the levels of financial aid for students in higher
pupils in upper secondary schooling and training.
And unemploylient compensation for unemplod school

Away

This means that more attention may be .paid to_another-
,.type of anomaly, that is the different criteria which determine'

4
eligibility for different types of financial aid. The criteria
icor awarding student aid are often quite different from those
toverning admissions policies in institutions of higher educa-
tion. This means that poorer students have to satisfy two
sets of criteria, to gain admission to higher eduCation, whereas
those with higher levels of family income only need to satisfy
theformal entry requirements. For example, in Ireland, there
have been recent complaints about lke fact that the entry
requirement for some university courses is two honours grades
in the school leavirig certificate, but no grant is payable .

to students unless they have a minimum of four honours grades.
This means that poorer students have to face a higher academic
hurdle than those who can afford to pay.their.own fees and
living expenses.11
(1Y D. Piachaud, l'The Economics of Educational Opportunity".

1:11:Ler Education, May 1975, pl 207.

A
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4 Countries. differ markladly in determining the criteria
for financial aid, and in the degree of selectivity. In
Scandinavia and theUnited Kingdom,, a very high proportion of
students receive some award. 1,4 the United Kingdom- -over 90 per
cent 4 all home students receive an award from public funds
although-the level of assistance' depends on parental income.
In l!orvay and Sweden the proportion of students receiving
grants or. lbans is-over 70 per cent, and eligibility depends
. only on the student's own level of income; parental income is
ignored;'in determining the amount of aid students receive.
In these 'countries, students' _ability to finance their
maintenance costs is les's important in determining access to
.higher education than in. Japan, for example, where_only 10 per'
cent of:Undergraduates tp universities receive financial aid
from government funds.

There are considerable differences in the criteria for'.
aardinL A d, and also the terms on which it is offered. In
Japan and in France, gfanti or loans are awarded tO students on
the' basis of as well, as financial need, whereas in the
United States, Scandinavia or Australia, most awards are made
on the basis of. financial, rather. than academic criteria, once
students have satisfied the basic standards required for
admistion.) Loans 'at subsidised rates of interest are a pre-
°dominant form.df aid ,in Canada, the United States and Scandinavia
and interest-free loang combihed with grants are provided in
Germany, whereas in Japan all aid is in the forth of interest-

, free loans. Australia and the United'Kingdom are the only
member countries'-n provide all aid in the form of grates,
although the possibIlity.of introducing student loans h s been
recently discussed in both cbgptries.

Variations in' the leyel or terms of tudent aid therefore
provide governments' with a mechanism, for influencing student
demand, whether. or not,:'they ififluence the price of higher educa-
tion directly, by means of fees. One way for governmApts. to
attract-student's td particular types of higher education, or
particular subjects, is by influencing admission standards,
ei-65er directly or:by controlling, the supply of places; An
alternative-policy is to influence demand indirectly, through
variations in student aid policyor other, ,financial measures.
,there are a few cases where more favourable grits or loans are
offered to students taking particular types of course, but on
the whole the use of this type of financial incentive is not
common.

°t

One °example of variations in the level of terms of aid,
introduced by governments in order to influence students'
subject or cc,reer choice, has been the attempts in the United
zp-sates -and some other countries-to attract te*chers by means

-loan' forr7iveness schemes, and the use, in France of "pre-
p:2yments for students intending to enter teaching or

4
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the public service. Such schemes' are now declining in popularity,
'mainly due-to the declining demand 'or teachers. Most of the
loan forgiveness sohemessin the United States' (under which a
portion of loan would be "written off" for each year's service
as a teacher) have now.been abolished, and so has a similar
scheme in the. Netherlands, and a system.of "bonded scholarships"
in ,.ustraia. In France; the "pre:-salaries" or "pre-employment
,,entree t;;.' differed to students intending to enter certain
occupations are declining in importance. In1960, they accounted
for 2(: per cent of all government aid to students, but only
12 per cent in 1974. HoweVer, this farm of aid, which offers
students a higher level of financial assistance in return for
a;commitdent to worlt for the public sector in a 'Particular
occupation, has interesting links with admission policies.
The purpose of the payments is to recrItit manpower for certain
occupations, rather than to ncrease social equality, and the
basis for awarding pre-salaries is academic competition. Only
s. 'dents with the highest grades are awarded pre-salaries. Thus,

th e payments are intended to redward ability rather than
pr mote equality of opportunity. Is'

The general trend in = OECD countries, however, is toward
more egalitarian systems of student aid, alich treat students
equally, regardless offethe subject they study, or the occupation
they hope to enter. Differences in the amount students receive
are related to differences in the .direct costs Of different
courses, and to differences in their own (or their parents')
financial resources. In Norway and Sedent the amount students
receive is dependent entirely_ on their own economi circum-
stances, whereas in the United Kingdom, student grants are
subject t.La means test based on parental income, Ad, in
Canada_an the United States, grants and loons are awarded. on
tfle.baSis of financial need. This policy is very different
from one which seeks to attract students to particular subjects
or branches of higher education, by means of more favourable
grants or loans, or which rewards the most academically

o- successful studeAts with higher than average assistance.
There are not as yet, many instances of governments, choosing
to vary wee level, or the terms, of student aid, in ordpr to
achieve objectives of admissions policy, although it hat beeji
disc,ussed in c nu:aber of countries, particularly with respect.

:;he p:oblems of m-.cure .students. For example, in the
liVnitect Kingdom the previous government discussed the possibility '

of :,hanging the pattern of enrolment to higher education in
the 1990s, by attracting more mature students: "It is unlikely '

that any of the developments envisaged could happen without,a,
major lead from Government. This might mean new financial
incentives to encourage take-up by people in employment
(whether this was in .theaform of loaid educational leave for
continuing education or more generous grants for mature students
on full-time courses at degree or equivalent levels) and per-
ils also some compensation for empltyers(1)." ;

410.1111

(1) Department of Education and Science, HiELEEducation into
the 1922s. London, 1972, D. 9.
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In Sweden changes, in admissions policy to 'attract mature
students to higher education have been accompanied by more
generous financial aid for adults, but in gendiml there are
few instances of clear co-ordination between.the two types of
government policy, and it is usually difficult to discern any
obvious pattern between policies on student aid and admissiOn8,
policies. In fact,therefreduently appear to be inconsistencies
in the criteria used for awarding student aid and 'selecting
students for higher education.

In some cases, if selection _takes place relatiVelydlate,
and a large number of secondary school pupils gain leaving

'certificates, stuagnt aid is awarded mainly on the basis of
academic criteria. For example, in Japan the proportion of
school leavers gaining a leaving certificate is high, and
university selection.g based on specially administered tests,
and student, loans are also awarded on -a competitive basis. In
Scandinavian countries, on the other hand, matriculation was .

traditionally taken by a sma3.1er proportion of- secondary school
_pupils, and success a this stage virtually entitled pupils to
a place in'high eduction (except for the highly competitive
"closed" faculti s, such 'as mediciffe). Student aid, In these,
countries, howev r, is-awarded on the basis of reed, rather
than academic attainments; grants combined with loans are
available to all students, simply on the basis of their own
level of incpme.

Several countries, however, have both selective and non-
selctiv3' institutions, and in some cases different types of
student may employ different criteria for selection. For

f_n the United Kingdom a distinction is drhwn between
:mandatory awards i. for students taking first degree or similar
-curces" and udiscretionar); awards" for studeults taking certQin
lower ,level courses, or-who wish to get a sec014
Where such distinctions exis,t between two_different,categories
of aid, this may have repercussions for admission policies, since
it pay loe in the interets of institutions to' "upgrade' courses,
by raiding entry standards, in the hope of qualifying for -a
superior grant.status. Alternatively, students may have to
satisfy more stringent requirements in the case of "discretionaryi'
awards, than "mandatory" grants.

iI

In the case of student grapts or loans, aid is provided
directly, in the form of cash, or in some cases, interest
subsidies for graduates who are repaying, their loans. Govern,
vents also provide indirect subsidies by meafs of cheap_ food,
accommodation or travel facilities fOr stUden*. In some coun-tries, this is a significant form of aid; for instance, in
Germany, Norway and Sweden, such indirect aid amounts to between
13 and 20per'cent of e5cpenditure on direct aid,.but in Australia
and Japan, the proportion is'only 5 or 7 per cent. The propor-
tion of e;:pehditure devoted to food and accommodation subsidies
and tax relief for families of students, is much higher in France
than in other countries.

21/
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n interesting_ attempt to analyse the implications of

tills on university admissions and failure rates(1) shows th
-n .L.:135rtant difLerence'between the two types of subsidy in
17'r2.n e is thLt the award or continuation of. grants, lip.ns or

-prre-cmpoyLent contracts is dependent on students' academic
performance, whereas food or subsidies and tax relief for
students`' families, are enjoyitd by all students, and housing
subsidies only by those who live in stud ?nt accommodatioh. In
addition, the various types: of subsidy.have-different effects
on how students allocate their time between study, leisure or
part-time employment, which in J6Urn help to determine the likeli-
hood of pAssing or failing final examinations. :Thus, the way-
in which the government chooses to allocate the Student aid
budget m have important implications forthe proportion of
studen ho pass their final examinations. This is another
example how student aid policy can have important indirect
effects cn admission and selection policies, by influencing the
success or failure rate at the endof higher education. Once
again, we see that govelnments can egulate br manipulate the
price of education by a variety of't'tears, both direct and in-
jirect and this, raises the important question of whether the

objectives of student aid and financing policies are-consistent
with other objectives of government policy, including policies
on admissions and on the supply of places.

777 ,5=75. 7n5w.
The Objectives of Government Policies bn
PITance -

-

Governmeat policies on higher educationhave a variety
of soci&l, political and economic objectives, hacluding both
efficiency and equity. Educational Policies, similarly) are

cerned with a wide variety of ob)ectives, including the
.ovision of sufficient places to satisfydemand for skilled
man over, ensuring quality and diversity of institutions,
-xoonctinE equality of bpportunity and other broad social

Choipes between different selection and admission
9,3c.Lures, different methods of financing higher education

take into account all these objectives, and the priority
giver: to economic, social or .educational objectives varies be-

tYeen different member countries. For example, an American
writer on admissions policies commented:-

..t

(1)_3. Lemenicier, "Direct and Indirect effects of In-Cash
-versus In-and Payments on the Labellihg of Individuals:
the French higher education casei;, Paris: CREDOC, 1976.
This is an English summary (DI part of more,detailed study,

-in French : Lemenicier, Levy-Garboua, Millot and Orivel,

'164.441,mft
L'aide aux etudiants .en France: faits et cr.iti ue. Paris,

t 9/
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loailelall.admissions offices are concerned with. enrol-
-ments, pubiie relations an admissions policy, these are not
the primary activities that define the tone of an office.
These major- jobs are recruiting, selecting, counsellingik and
the management: 4" student records and data. All oaMpusW are
concerned 'with'these core tasks, but most admissions offices
choose only one or two as a dominant activity(;)." In other
words, at the same time, in different institutions, the term
"admissions policy ;t4ay involve either keeping students out, or

. attracting-more students, it may mean influencing student pre-
feences or responding to student choice. Similarly govern- \
ments, when developing admissions policies maybe concerned
with controlling excess demand, or frith stimulating demand
from new groups.

In view of this wide raw- ofobjectives, it ishardly
surprising that admissions policies and financing mechanisms
often do not seem well 'co- ordinated. Several'examples of this ,
.laclz of co-ordination have already been noted, such as the lack
of consistency in some counries between entry requirements
and student aid criteria. Several, countries have recently ch4nged
admission procedures in order to encourage participation of

,,, adults by 1-elving entry requirements, ar other medns. Student
aid l'ules haeirer ate often framed to suit the traditional
studeht, enterinff straight from school. Revels of aid, terms
of repayment siof loans and even ace limits for eligibility, may
be inappropriate for adiat students. 'In most countries, changes
in student aid have lagged behind changes in admission policies
for adults. Eimilarly the common trend in Europe in the past
few years to reduce selectilrity in secondary education has not
been matched by increases in financia' aid to secondary school
pupils., to prevent drop out of low-Income students. The result
is that indirect financial barriers may still bevery important,
at the secondary stage, partly nullifying the effects of attempts
to "democratised past- secondary education. Changes in admissions
policies have also been introduced in .some counties to break
down barriers between different types o institution, yet at
the tame time student-hidlevels often fferentiate between
these institutions in such a way as to inforde the barriers.

Other examples exist of conflic between financial or
student aid policies and the stated objectives of other govern-
ment policies. It has been suggested that in France, although

.m.g. policy of "equal access"- to higher education has been
claimed, "yet highly 'selective secondary schooling and sfacIgnt
aid policies in fact' limit access more than, in other countries.
although in the words cf 4he persons responsible for Frelidhr
higher education the aim is ...ass educafion, the facts show an
orientation towards elitisrn(2)"

(1) R. Scott, ,"The Opining of Admission: Implications for
Policies and Procedures", paper.presented at Third Inter-

'/ national Conference on Higher Education, 19754 (LancasT,er,.

42) F. Oriv-.11, 2Tacts,slid Wards: The Ambiguities of the French
2ducatign System". Paper presented at the Third Inter-

nationzl Conierlehce on:Hifilr,Iducation at the University of
-a:15telabr, 1975.
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All these examples of lack-of consistency in financial
and select.ton pOlicies reflect the fact that the policies are
designed to satisfy the often conflicting objectives of effi-

ciency and equity. For example, selection procedures for
4numerus'clausus" facultiesmbay, on grounds of efficiency, aim

select the most able candidates, regardless of income;
laer(13.s cn Lroupds of equity student .aid is often geared to
low-incwe students, regardless of ability (provided that some
minimum level of qualification is reached by all recipients).
Changes in admtssion policies are advocated in some countries,

in order to increase diversification.of institutions and "oppn
access" to higher.education, on'the grounds that this would
lead to a more equitable distribution of opportunitils. At

the.sae time, it is sometime) argued that it would be more
efficient to administer student aid more selectively(1), and
that loan schemes should seek'to reduce default rates by
choosing loan recipients more selectively(2).

Even if admisiion and fin4nce policies attempt to satisfy

the Same objectives, there is often disagreement about what the

objectives mean. For example, does equity' require th t access

be made more equal, or that the distribution of cost 'should be
more closely reD,ated to benefits?. Should policies b 'more
concerned about the distribution of education between different

betwen those who benefit directly from.higher education and
social groups or about the distribution of costs and benefits

those who do'not? 1I

Finally', there is `the qtestion of how governments resolve

the t.rade,off between making' student aid programmes more genero-,1s,

in order to remove financial burdens and encourage participation
,in higher education, and reducing levels of expenditure, in order
to satisfy economic policy goals. -This is a major issue' now in

a number{ of different countries.

here are many signs that governments are becomingimore.
aware of the way financing policies and admissions policies must

be viewed together. This meanfi that the J:ntetaction of different
Movement policies and mechanisms are likely to be more care-

-'2.alysed in future, to see whether they are consistent.

If di-2eot and indirect. methods of influencing and regulating
student.demand come to be seen as complementary Mechanisms, more

of R. Hartman, Credit for
Colle e: Public Policy for Student Loans. 1=775/77--
=raw a, s en calraMidies are in-.
efficiently distr uted a pre nt.

(VP= exampleutte the argume

(2) The prpOlem of identifying s is most likely to become

.r defaulters is discussed in E.0 West, Student Loans:' A
11.,ppraisal, Toronto: OntaricEcenomi77717TrEFEEE
aTeT77:75.
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zIttentibn till have to be pai4 to the incentive or disincentive
effetts of different methods of _;inn ink; and also different
methods of selecting Stpdents. .Zuestilons such as whether
government Sulisidies should be given to' students or to Usti-.,

tutiona, whether students should rec4ive grants or loansr
uletller.fee and fee differentials shbuld be abaiished or
increased, argil all concerned with the price of education.
Similarly, decisions about selection procedures, the use of
quotas in deterMining admission or the determination of passV: rates in final examinations, also influence the'price of
education for the individual.

Governments can inflUence the price of eq,lacation by. a'
, wide variety of means - direct and indirect. Decisions about

the supply of places, the allocation' of resources ,between

(
differ nt levels of education, the choice betWben different
method of finance and stude t aid, or between different ' ' 7-1,

2methods of selection, all he p to determine the price of
education, for the individu student, and therefore, the
effects of all these decisions heed to be analysed together;
to see how they interact to determine demand for higher educa-
tion. As one recent American study concluded: Policy makers
must consider the.inapertent.as well' as the intended conse,.

f, quences-ol policy changes affecting higher education(1)".

ti

.

,

(--) S. Nelson, 6Financial Trends and Issues in D. Breneman and
. C. Finn, op. cit. p. 105.
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